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ABSTRACT

The Severn Estuary in Southwest Britain has undergone major changes to its
sedimentary environments during the Quaternary, culminating in the accretion of extensive
deposits of estuarine alluvium during the Flandrian. The transgression of the Flandrian seas is
shown to have deposited variable thicknesses of silt and sand in the Bristol Channel and Lower
Severn Estuary during an initial period of fast sea level rise, followed by estuary-wide
deposits of mud over seven metres deep as the rate of sea level rise abated.

It is suggested that the relatively persistent organic sediments at about Ordnance Datum
in the Lower Estuary represents a period of peat growth due to static sea levels about 6000
years ago. As the Estuary moved up the Severn Valley, considerable sand and mud deposits
formed in the Upper Estuary due to the interaction of the river and estuary systems.
Freshwater peats seem to have formed in response to rising groundwater levels away from the
margin at a lower altitude than the near channel deposits. Recent studies of the rates of
accretion on the saltmarshes of the Severn implies that sea level is rising and may be
accelerating. In light of current predictions of eustatic sea level rise and the potential
'greenhouse effect' a computer model was derived to assess the future tidal regime of the
Severn.

The simulation of the tidal regime was undertaken by deriving a mathematical model of
flow, based upon the work of De St Venant. The flow equations were solved by an implicit
finite difference method using Preissman's four point scheme. The model results show
favourable correlation with known tidal events observed in the Severn and it was deemed that
the model could be used as a predictive tool.

The model has been used to demonstrate the tidal heights, flows and velocities on
spring, neap, surge, future and abnormal tides which may occur in the Severn. It is shown
that the defences of the Severn are presently in need of raising and would require radical
rethinking if there were to be significant rises sea level. The worst case prediction of sea level
rise which is used in this work shows that the spring tide would breach parts of the tidal
defences by 2100 AD. Model studies of historic tides show that the tidal extent of the Severn
Estuary was up to 10km downstream than at present on a spring tide in 150 AD.

The morphology of the saitmarshes bounding the Estuary are described with reference
to their positions in the tidal frame. It is suggested that two distinct morphologies exist which
depend on the influence of prevailing currents. In areas where there is active erosion at the toe
of the saitmarshes, a step like morphology of alluvial surfaces lower and young towards the
main channel, falling as a small cliff to the intertidal mudflats. Marshes upstream tend to be
higher and more mature than the younger marshes and have not been able to accrete in front
due to the currents and extent of the channel. The position of present and buried cliffs in the
saitmarshes suggests that the position of the erosive currents shaping these marshes are
relatively unchanged over the last 2000 years. It is suggested that the accretion and erosion of
these marshes is not due to apparently cyclic fluctuations in the climate or tidal regime, but has
occurred under essentially the same conditions throughout history. The morphology is defined
by the interaction of the currents, the marshes and the building up of the mudflats in front.

If sea levels are to rise as predicted in the near future, the Estuary would be vulnerable
to greater erosion, especially in the Middle Estuary. Super high flood flows on the outsides of
the meanders may pose a considerable threat to the tidal walls. It is seen in areas of the Estuary
that the tidal walls are eroding or about to erode as the coast retreats. It is concluded that an
alternative form of fioodbank management should be considered where new embankments
should be set back from the existing ones where possible. Areas of the Estuary should be
allowed to occasionally flood, perhaps by neglecting some of the seawalls, to mitigate the
effects of extreme tides or floods in other areas of the system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble.

"An estuary is a semi-enclosed coastal body of water which has a free connection with

the open sea and within which sea water is measurably diluted with fresh water of river

origin." (Cameron and Pritchard, 1963; Pritchard, 1967).

Estuaries are most frequently developed on passive (Atlantic type) continental margins,

bounded by low coastal plains of estuarine deposits. Nearly two-thirds of the British Coast or

3% of the total British landmass consists of alluvial lowlands flanking estuarine waters. The

location and extensive flat topography provides important sites for urban and industrial

development.

By definition the past and future characteristics of an estuary are governed by changes

in mean sea level. Past sea level changes have defined the morphological development of

estuarine wetlands and the sedimentological history, thus ultimately the preseni geotechnical

properties. Future sea level changes are of interest because of the effect they may have on

man's utilisation of the coastal lowlands. Most modern research predicts global sea level

change of about 0.3 to 0.9 m by the end of the next century which may endanger human

populations, commercial maritime development and low lying wetlands, through inundation,

salinization and changes in the sedimentary environment.

This thesis begins by discussing previous work on Quaternary sea level changes and

their influence on the Severn Estuary, which provides the basis of a simple model of sea level

change and sedimentation in the Estuary. This initial work concluded that a computer model

was required to justify some of the findings which could also be used as a predictive tool to

analyse the potential effects of global sea level rise. The thesis continues by discussing the

equations of flow which have been derived for the model and their mathematical solution,

before assessing the needs of the model in terms of real data from the Severn. The computer

model and verification is subsequently described before the results of the model simulations are
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discussed in detail. This work concludes by discussing applications of the model relevant to

the salt marshes and their sedimentology.

1.2 Severn Estuary Study Area.

The Severn Estuary is located in the Southwest of Great Britain (Figure 1.1). The

Severn is a remarkable estuary with one of the largest semi-diurnal tidal ranges in the world.

The tidal sensitivity of the Estuary combined with the broad data available on the extensive

bounding lowlands makes this a desirable area to study. The research in this thesis examines

the tidal regime and estuarine sediments of the area, with emphasis on the effects of sea-level

change on agriculture, erosion and inundation.

Fig 1.1. Location of the Severn Estuary, Southwest United Kingdom.

Typical of north-west European estuaries, the Severn Estuary is a funnel shaped

coastal inlet, extending from Upton-on-Severn to Flat Holme and the Bristol Channel, a

distance of over 150 km. The coastline of the Severn Estuary has a north-east to south-west

trend and runs nearly continuously, broken only by the mouths of the rivers Usk, Bristol
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Avon and Wye. The relevant geological maps of the region show that about one third of this

coastline is represented by rocks and cliff, the remainder of the Estuary is bounded by

reclaimed tidal marshes forming broad alluvial flood plains, known as the Severn Levels.

From this evidence the Estuary is considered to be a region of net sediment accumulation rather

than an eroding bedrock coast.

Maximum tidal heights in the Severn Estuary are amplified upstream due to the length

and shape of the Estuary. The mean spring tidal range reaches a maximum of 12.4 m at

Beachley (Hydrographer of the Navy). This range is thought to be the second largest in the

world after the similarly shaped Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia, although Ungava Bay in

Northeast Canada is rumoured to have a tidal range which also exceeds that of the Severn

Estuary.

The waters of the Seven Estuary are deemed to be well mixed due to turbulent mixing

processes which dominate the area because of the high tidal velocities generated and their

turbulent interaction with the floor and sides of the Estuary. Salinity in the Estuary generally

increases seawards and tends to be uniform throughout the vertical column at a given position

because of the dominant mixing forces.

1.3 Geographic Setting.

1.3.1 Severn River.

The catchment area of the Severn River system (Figure 1.2) is the largest in England

and Wales, measured as 11,422 km2 by the Severn River Authority in 1974. Rising at 610

mAOD on the slopes of Plynlimon, the River Severn flows some 350 km to the Bristol

Channel. The Severn catchment system forms a 'Y' shape meeting at the southern apex of the

Midland Triangle, with arms pointing towards the Bristol Channel, North Wales and

Nottinghamshire. The main tributaries of the river system are the Teme, joining from the west

at Worcester and the 'Warwick' Avon, joining from the east at Tewkesbury. The Severn

River flows through four counties and drains eleven others.
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The Severn rises in the Welsh Hills, where the catchment area reaches a maximum

height of 827 mAOD with an average yearly rainfall in excess of 2500 mmlyear. The Severn

flows northwards from Blaenhafren until joining the Afron Vyrnwy where it turns east

towards Shrewsbury, beyond which the river flows southwards until Worcester. The

Warwick' Avon rises at a more modest height of about 150 m above sea level near the

Northamptonshire and Leicestershire border where the annual rainfall averages 700 mm.

The maximum discharge at Diglis Weir just south of Worcester was estimated to be

650 m3/s in 1947. South of Diglis Weir the Teme joins the Severn River and is estimated to

have a maximum discharge of 450 m 3/s. The surface width of the Severn below this

confluence is approximately 60m and possesses a capacity for a bank-full discharge in

the region of 350m3/s, highlighting the extent of flood water that needs to be taken by the 1km

wide flood plain through which the River Severn meanders, if the maximum discharge is

neared further upstream. After flowing southwards through Upton on Severn, the River

Severn approaches Longdon Marsh on the right bank which is an area deemed important for

the storage of flood waters by the local water authorities. The river proceeds downstream to

Tewkesbury and then Gloucester, where it can be considered to comprise part of the tidal

Severn Estuary. The flood plain extends to about a 1.5km width between Gloucester and

Tewkesbury, although it narrows to a matter of a few hundred metres over a 3.5km reach

between Ashleworth and Upper Parting. In general the channel capacity is estimated to be 500

m3/s in this region.

Land use in the Severn Plain consists mainly of arable farming in bands reaching along

the Severn River Valley from Gloucester toward Worcester and toward Leamington along the

Warwick Avon. In the west, forest covers most of the Welsh Hills and the Forest of Dean.

The east is bounded by the Cotswolds escarpment.

Whilst it is not intended to dwell in too much detail over the Upper Severn Region as it

extends beyond the area of interest of this study, the two towns of Upton-on-Severn and

Tewkesbury are critically positioned when considering flood alleviation problems. Upton is

prone to flooding during high river flow. It lies on high ground on the right bank of the

Severn although flood flow may occur either side of the town, often flooding south of the

town first. Tewkesbury again lies on a high point at the confluence of the Warwick Avon and
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Severn. It too can be flooded about either side so it is vital that any flood alleviation in the

Lower Severn must not be allowed to cause a greater threat of flooding to these two areas.

1.3.2 Severn Estuary.

The division of the Severn Estuary and Bristol Channel is uncertain. Bassindale

(1943) suggests that the Bristol Channel extends 112 km from Morte Point to King Road,

offshore from Portishead Point and that the Severn Estuary extends 106 km from King Road

to the upper tidal limit at Upton-on-Severn.

Although the Estuary can be considered to extend as far as Upton-on-Severn because a

tidal effect may extend this far, tides are not often observed apart from on very high spring

tides, being impeded by the navigational weirs at Tewkesbury, Maisemore and Liananthony.

Maisemore weir at Gloucester has a sill level of 6.246 mAOD. For the purpose of this study

the Severn Estuary is deemed to terminate at Maisemore and Liananthony weir at Gloucester.

The Severn River divides just upstream of Gloucester City at Upper Parting with the

East and West Channels circumventing Alney Island. These channels reconverge about a

kilometre south at Lower Parting and are now considered to be part of the Upper Estuary. As

mentioned previously all but the highest tides are prevented from passing beyond the

navigational weirs at Maisemore (West Channel) and Llananthony (East Channel). During

river flood conditions the West Channel contains about three quarters of the tidal flow, but in

very low flow conditions the East Channel carries nearly all the river flow.

South of Gloucester the Severn loops around small bends at Elmore and Minsterworth,

before meandering around the 'great' bends at Epney and Arlingham. In this region the

Severn resembles a large sinuous river, although the steep sided mud banks which are up to

5m high indicate the daily tidal nature of this area. Surface breadths vary little, widening

slightly seawards below Lower Parting to Waterend, with the exception of narrowing for the

rocky outcrops at Epney. Within the tidal region of the Severn it is difficult to accurately

estimate the channel capacity.

The main channel leaves the final bend and expands at Frampton to form 'The Noose'

becoming 2km wide, downstream of which the river assumes a typical funnel shaped
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morphology with a south-westerly aspect. The river progresses south past the Slimbridge

Wildfowl Trust before narrowing further south at Sharpness to a width of 0.8km, with both

sides being bounded by a wide rural floodplain. South of Sharpness the western side begins

to rise towards the Forest of Dean, whilst the eastern side remains flat and rural, punctuated

by local higher ground near Berkeley and Oldbury nuclear power stations. The Estuary

gradually expands in width downstream, up to a width of 3.6km at Oldbury, although the

tidal reservoir here is only flooded at high water, where an artificial bund has been constructed

to provide coolant for the power station during lower tidal levels.

Further south the Estuary reconverges to a width of 1.2km, bounded on either side of

the channel by Aust Cliff and Beachley and is traversed by the Severn Road Bridge, the

lowest bridging point of the Severn at present. South of the higher ground at Aust Cliff, the

rural plains on the English side give way to the conurbation of Avonmouth and Bristol. The

west side is met by the River Wye at Beachley. South of Beachley, until Newport, the

western side consists of extensive plains of reclaimed saitmarshes protected by seawalls. In

the area of Severn Beach and Sudbrook, the location of the Severn Rail Tunnel, flat rocky

platforms such as the English Stones, have provided a convenient location for the Second

Severn Road Crossing which is due for completion in 1996. These rocky outcrops have

resulted in the tidal flow being relatively confined, especially on low tides to a narrow

channel, where the water flows at such a rate that it has been named "The Shoots". At low

spring tides the water flow is limited to a 750m wide channel, although the high tidal breadth

is approximately 3.5km.

To the south of Sudbrook the Estuary again widens to a breadth of 8.6 km at

Avonmouth, 13.4 km at Newport and 14.7 km at Cardiff, before meeting the east-west

trending Bristol Channel at a discordant angle.

The Bristol conurbation on the east side subsides soon after Avonmouth, the area

becoming more rural. The Estuary is now bounded by large reclamations, especially the

Somerset Levels, with occasional coastal resorts, such as Weston Super Mare and Burnham.

The topography is punctuated by the Mendip Hills and a series of rock shore outcrops such as

Woreberry Hill, Brean Down and Black Nore Point which protect isolated bays. The Welsh

side seawards of Cardiff and Barry is rural, fronted by cliffs, although the land use here will
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undoubtedly change in the near future after the construction of the Cardiff Bay Barrage

Scheme.

1.4 Geological Setting.

The area is geologically complex with most formations from the Pre-Cambrian in the

Malvern Hills to the Cretaceous in the Wiltshire Downs being exposed with the exception of

the Permian. The orientation of the Estuary has been influenced by structural trends associated

with the Variscan Orogeny of Permo-Carboniferous age, the resilience of the Carboniferous

strata to erosion and the denuded system that developed in the Permo-Trias. Post-Glacial sea

level rise has caused the deposition of extensive tidal marshes which dominate the modern

coastal zone. Only a third of the Severn Estuary coastline is represented by solid strata, with

limited rock ledges exposed within the channel at low tide. The remaining coast comprises soft

alluvial deposits of Quaternary age.

1.4.1 Solid Geology.

The floor of the Severn Estuary and the Bristol Channel is dominated by Triassic

(mudstones and sandstones) and Liassic sediments (mudstones and limestones), all of which

are relatively weak and have been exploited by later glaciation. The geological evolution of the

area can be summarised by the four stages of the Precambrian, Caledonian, Variscan and

Post-Variscan phases which are categories based upon major periods of deformation.

Precambrian

Although only exposed in the Malvern Hills, a 12km north-south trending ridge of moderately

high relief along the former border of Hereford and Worcester, this is one of the most

extensive exposures of Precambrian and Cambrian strata in England. The Malverns comprise

a Precambrian metamorphic and volcanic series, overlain to the west by Lower Palaeozoic

rocks of moderate undulatory relief and by Triassic-Liassic and Quaternary deposits of low
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relief to the east in the Severn Vale. The Precambrian at Malvern consists of two groups

representing a meta basement of predominantly igneous origin and closely related volcanics.

•	 Caledonian

The oldest rocks immediately adjacent to the Severn Estuary are found in the Tortworth Inlier.

This structurally complex area north of Bristol possesses Tremadocian marine shales

unconformably overlain by shallow shelf deposits of Silurian Age. The Ordovician is not

obvious and is believed to be missing as a result of tectonic upheaval. Lavas and ashes within

the Silurian sediments indicate contemporaneous volcanic activity. Towards the end of the

Silurian (Ludlow), upheaval of the area caused a marine regression and predominantly

terrestrial deposits were laid down during the Lower and Upper Devonian derived from the

Caledonian Mountains of Central and North Wales. Mid Devonian sediments are not present

as this age was another period of great uplift and deformation. Consulting the relevant

geological maps shows that the Ordovician, which is often accredited a Cambrian age, and

Silurian deposits are mainly seen to extend in a narrow band approximately northwards from

the region around Whitfield, NGR ST (675 910) to Sharpness on the east side of the Estuary.

These outcrop northwards beyond the west bank to form the foot of the Forest of Dean

uplands. Upper Old Red Sandstone (ORS) deposits are dispersed in patchy ribbons between

Clevedon and north Bristol to the west of the Lower ORS deposits.

•	 Variscan

A marine transgression occurred at the end of the Devonian. The Lower Carboniferous is

represented by shallow marine deposits and volcanics. As a result of uplift, deltaic conditions

prevailed during the later Carboniferous with the resultant Westphalian Coal Measure

sediments being lain. As the Variscan Orogeny reached its climax, sedimentation becomes

sporadic with no sediments being present for the latest Carboniferous and entire Permian. The

Carboniferous can be seen extensively in the Bristol and Mendip regions and is folded and

thrust faulted to a large degree. Coal measure deposits are prevalent to the east of Bristol and

in the Forest of Dean.
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•	 Post Variscan

Mesozoic sedimentation began in the Estuary region during the late Triassic as continental

deposits infilled the eroded tracts of the Variscan highlands. Deposition persisted in

extensional grabens until the end of the Triassic when another marine transgression occurred

with the deposition of marginal marine deposits for the entire Jurassic. Cretaceous sediments

are not represented next to the Estuary, but are found inland to the east in the Marlborough and

Wiltshire Downs. Sedimentation in the Severn Estuary region did not restart until the late

Quaternary.

The shape of the Severn Estuary is dominated by the structures developed during the

Variscan Orogeny, resulting in a north-south alignment in the Bristol Coalfield and the Forest

of Dean, and the east-west trending periclines forming the Mendip Hills. These major

orogenic elements meet at the northeast to southwest trending Vale of Gordano and Westbury

on Trym structures. The Severn Estuary Fault Zone runs in an arcuate fashion approximately

northeast to southwest from the Bristol Channel, nearly through the main estuary axis, before

passing inland at Lydney. This fault zone has be identified to have been primarily active

during the early Carboniferous (Wilson, Davies, Smith & Walters, 1988).

This section has only given a brief introduction to the geology of the Severn Estuary;

readers are directed towards the relevant British Geological Society Memoirs for the area and

other publications.

1.4. 1 Quaternary Geology.

The deposits of the Severn Estuary marked as alluvium on the relevant geological maps

have been formed within the last 8500 years. The morphology of the Estuary has been

developed as a result of Pleistocene glacial and interglacial interactions with the underlying

bedrock and the subsequent deposition of alluvium during the Flandrian.

There are approximately four river terraces bordering the Severn, the Kidderminster,

Main, Worcester and Power House, (Wills, 1938; Mitchell, Penny, Shotton and West,

1973) which have been attributed a Devensian age by Mitchell et al. Precise stratigraphical
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correlation of these deposits is difficult, but in lower parts of the Estuary when they are

present have a close stratigraphic relation to the post glacial (Holocene or Flandrian) sediments.

Periods of low sea level up to 1 lOm below the present level led to the incision of

narrow river gorges into the essentially broad Severn Valley. The most prominent instant of

which is the Shoots, where the side slopes are known to be extremely steep. These valleys

have subsequently been infihled by alluvium of a generally fining upwards sequence of gravels,

sands, silts, peats and clays up to 15m thick or more during the marine transgression of the

warmer postglacial period. The sea-level changes identified in the Severn, the palaeoclimate

and the effect on sedimentation during the Quaternary are described in more detail in Chapter 2.

1.5 Severn Estuary Classification.

Several estuarine classification systems have been suggested by various authors. These

encompass criteria including topography, salinity, tidal action, river flow and mixing. An

estuary will posses a unique combination of all these properties, so that a single unifying

classification system would be unable to account for all the effects.

Leeder (1982) points out that the definition of an estuary given by Pritchard (1967)

restricts the term 'estuary' to the region of dynamic interference between sea and river water

which suggests that parts of the large funnel shaped inlets of the Severn and Bay of Fundy are

not necessarily estuarine.

1.5. 1 Classification by Salinity.

The Severn Estuary can be called a 'positive' estuary, using the system suggested by

Pritchard (1955). This term implies that the rate of river inflow exceeds evaporation in the

system, thus dilution of sea water occurs in the estuary. This classification is very basic

giving little indication of the differences between estuaries, especially as very few 'negative'

estuaries exist where hypersaline conditions prevail (e.g. Laguna Madre, Texas, U.S.A.). The

author deems that it is not necessary to justify this estuarmne classification by comparing river

inflow with (calculated) evaporation rates.
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1.5.2 Classification by Topography.

Pritchard (1955) presented three topographical categories: coastal plain, fjords and

bar-built estuaries. The Severn Estuary is a coastal plain, or drowned river valley type.

Typically these can be found on low coastal plains where flooding of pre-Flandrian river

valleys has occurred. In these types of estuaries the topography resembles a large river system

because sedimentation rates struggle to match the rate of inundation, forming wide shallow

cross-sections. The central channel is often sinuous, bounded by extensive mudflats and

saltmarshes and the geographical position of the main channel may have varied substantially

with time. River flow is often small compared to the salt-water volume entering and

evacuating the system over a tidal cycle. Coastal plain estuaries are most common in temperate

latitudes especially in North America and North-west Europe. Other British examples include

the Thames and Mersey.

Elsewhere in tropical or equatorial regions the river flow and sediment discharge are

usually so high that delta type formation overrides what would otherwise be an estuarine type

development.

1.5.3 Classification by Salinity Structure.

Water circulation and sediment dynamics are mainly dependant on the interaction of

tidal, river and wave processes. Pritchard (1955), Cameron and Pritchard (1963), Pritchard

and Carter (1971) and Schubel (1971) define four estuary types by salinity stratification and

distribution. These are salt wedge (type A), highly stratified (fjord), partially mixed (type B)

and homogenous or well mixed (types C and D). It is not intended to describe all these

categories, but to mention the features salient to the Severn.

The Severn Estuary is best categorised as a well mixed or homogenous estuary. Such

estuaries show little or no vertical salinity structure at a given cross section, but with a general

increase in salinity towards the sea. Stratification is destroyed because tidal flow is much

greater than riverine flow with the resultant bottom shear causing mixing throughout the

vertical column.
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Vertical salinity profiles measured during neap tides by Griffiths (1974) in Spring 1972

at stations near Charston Sands, Slime Road and Beacon Sand show that although there is no

substantial salinity change over depth, there seems to be a small degree of stratification. This

is indicated by a near surface salinity reduction during the later stages of the ebb tide and an

increase during flood. At Charston Sands the reduction seems to be due to over-riding fresher

water from the River Wye, the other two stations are effected by the diversion of the main ebb

channel from Oldbury Reservoir. The well mixed classification can be further sub-divided to

include the lateral salinity structure of a given cross section. The Severn Estuary shows

characteristics of both the type C and type D categories.

• Type C, Laterally inhomogenous:

In a wide estuary the Coriolis effect may establish a horizontal separation of flow. In the

Northern Hemisphere an object's motion is deflected to the right as a consequence of this

effect. In the Lower Severn Estuary flood flow dominates the west side and the ebb dominates

the east. However, this should be attribted to diversions by rock headlands and indeed is

reversed in the Middle Estuary. Salinity data cannot conclusively define the Estuary as a type

C as there is insufficient data available.

• Type D - Laterally homogenous:

In an estuary where lateral shear forces are sufficient, often in a narrow or rce c(ç 'tc

estuary where turbulent effects are caused by the irregular sides of the estuary, the salinity

across a cross-section will not vary at a given time. The salinity increases evenly towards the

mouth. Tidally averaged flow is seaward causing a downstream driving off of salt which is

counteracted by a turbulent upstream exchange due to the reaction of tidal flow with

topographic irregularities and bottom friction. Typically these estuaries show maximum flood

current speeds near high water and maximum ebb near low water. At high water the estuary

volume is considerably greater than at low water, thus the large mass salt transport inland on

the flood helps to counteract the flushing from the mean seaward flow throughout the cycle.

Further classifications by salinity are given by Ippen and Harleman (1961) and Hansen

and Rattray (1966) which form a more complete and numerically justified expansion of the
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salinity categorisation system. These methods do have a degree of shortcomings associated

with the quality of data used and assumptions made about channel morphology.

1.6 Tides.

Tides are caused by the difference in gravitational pull of the moon and the sun on

particles at the earth's surface. Newton originally formulated his Equilibrium Tide Theory

assuming that the earth is totally covered with water and not rotating. He showed that in the

open sea the moon could cause a maximum rise of O.36m and fall of O.18m, with the sun

causing a superimposed effect of approximately half that amount.

Laplace described both the theoretical and mathematical relationships between periodic

forces and tidal phenomenon in the late Eighteenth to early Nineteenth Century. Accounting for

actual particle motion and inertia, neglected by both Bernoulli and Newton, Laplace's works

became the basis of the modern harmonic method of tidal prediction. Thomson in the late

Nineteenth Century further developed the harmonic theory to include individual tidal

constituents, the sum of which adding up to the full tide. The magnitude and phase of each of

the periodic terms were evaluated from actual observations.

The harmonic theory was subsequently refined by Darwin, Harris, Borgen in the late

Nineteenth Century, and especially Doodson who developed the "Admiralty Method of

Analysis of Tides" a simple calculation based on a small (monthly) period of observation.

Harmonic methods of tidal analysis were improved by the introduction of the digital computer.

As a tide comprises a number of components which drive it, Admiralty prediction

methods can use a complex Fourier series of analysis for every component which effect the

tide based on a cycle of 18.6 years. However, there are only four principle components

which account for over 75% of the tide which are used in the simplified method of tidal

prediction (simple harmonic method).

The principle constituents of a tide are given in Table 1.1. The M2 semi-diurnal tide is

the principle individual component of the tide.
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Name	 Type	 Period	 Notes

MlMoon diurnal	 Daily	 __________________

M2	 Moon semi-diurnal 	 12.42 hours	 Principle component

M4	 Moon quarter diurnal 4 times daily 	 ___________________

S2	 Solar semi-diurnal 	 12.00 hours	 Principle solar

Table 1.1 Principle tidal constituents.

1.6.1 Tidal Behaviour in Estuaries

Tidal motion in estuaries and rivers can be described as shallow water motion where

propagation is influenced by depth and frictional effects. Airy (1842) showed that as a tide

progresses into shallow water the original sinusoidal wave is increasingly distorted with higher

harmonics being added to explain the non-linear nature of propagation.

The degree of amplification of a tide or long wave is related to the closeness of the

natural period of resonance of the coastal inlet to the period of the wave or tide. The distance

from the continental shelf to the estuary head and geometry in both the Severn and Bay of

Fundy results in a natural period of resonance cos to tkVt of the &iing ie Vquation IJ).

Where T = natural period of resonance.

L = length of estuary.

h = mean water depth.

g = acceleration due to gravity.

Arbitary figures of L = 250 km and h = 13m give a period of resonance of 12.3

hours.
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1.7 Tidai Behaviour in the Severn Estuary.

The macrotidal Severn Estuary is extremely dynamic, it is almost impossible to

summarise every phenomenon that occurs within the system without writing an entire thesis on

it's own. The next sections describe the relevant terms which will be commonly used in the

thesis. The following sections intend to describe the heights and times of tidal levels occurring

along the Estuary on an average spring and neap tide, the highest astronomical tide, mean

levels and the Severn Bore. Data for these descriptions was collated in the main from the

Admiralty Tide Tables (1990-1994) which use a simplified harmonic system of tidal

prediction. The methodology of analysis is contained in the relevant Admiralty publications

and is also available as a simple computer package published by the Hydrographer of the

Navy.

1.7. 1 Tidal Datums.

The Admiralty Tide Tables quote tidal levels relative to a spatially variable datum called

the Chart Datum (CD). The Chart Datum has been agreed internationally to be a le'eA so lo'

that the tide will not frequently drop below that value. In the UK the Chart Datum is set to

correspond approximately to the value of the Lowest Astronomical Tide. Tidal datums

therefore can vary considerably with a small region of an estuary

1.7.2 The Astronomical Tide.

The Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT) and Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT)

represent the maximum and minimum levels which may occur under average meteorological

conditions using any combination of the astronomical arguments used in the harmonic method

of tidal predictions. These levels may not be reached every year and do not take into account

storm surges which may cause appreciably higher and lower levels to occur.

The Astronomical Levels are given in the Admiralty Tables for the Standard Ports only,

which is Avonmouth in the Severn Estuary. The intermediate values of HAT and LAT have to
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be derived for the secondary ports of the Estuary from a linear interpolation method using the

height differences given in the charts for spring and neap levels. This means that the

astronomical levels have a direct mathematical relationship to the lower levels, rather than

being an average of observed values. Consultation with the NRA and Hydrographer of the

Navy affirmed that the mathematically derived values bore a close relationship to the naturally

occurring levels. The values of HAT and LAT for a standard port are determined by inspection

over a number of years.

1.7.3 Spring Tides.

The terms Mean High Water Spring (MHWS) and Mean Low Water Spring (MLWS)

are used to describe the mean levels throughout the year of two consecutive high or low water

heights during a twenty four hour period, when the average maximum declination of the moon

is 23.5 degrees. In a simplified way, spring tides occur in the Severn two days after the Full

and New Moon, approximately once a fortnight, when the tidal range is the greatest. The

average of the two highest and lowest consecutive tides is taken and these bi-monthly values

are then averaged over a year or longer to give the mean spring levels.

The values of the mean spring tide levels and mean neap tide levels vary from year to

year over a period of approximately 18.6 years. The ]eveJs are generafly compited from a

least one yeafs predictions and then adjusted for the long period variations.

1.7.4 Neap Tides.

The Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) and Mean Low Water Neap (MLWN) describe

the average minimum tidal range at a location and are determined in the same manner as the

spring tides, only at the time when the tidal range is at its least.
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1.7.5 Mean Levels.

The Mean Level (ML) is the level that would exist if there was an absence of tides or is

the average level of the sea surface over a long time, preferably the 18.6 year long period

variation. An approximation to the Mean Level used in this thesis can be made by the Mean

Tide Level (MTL) which is calculated from averaging the heights of the mean spring and neap

maxima and minima.

1.7.6 Tidal Surges and Storms.

The meteorological effects on tides come into two categories, barometric conditions

and wind.

Barometric effects tend to affect the tidal levels by no more than O.3m, raising the

levels if there is low pressure and lowering at high pressure. Although it can be computed that

an average of 34 millibars can cause such a height difference, the adjustment is not immediate

and varies is relation to a change in pressure averaged over a substantial area.

Wind effects can be much more important on a variety of scales and vary considerably

with the topography of the affected area. Generally wind will cause a rise in the mean level in

the direction in which it is blowing. A wind blowing onshore will 'pile' the water up against

the shore also raising the levels through wave run-up. An even more important effect is the

storm surge which occurs when a wind blows parallel to the coastline, raising the tidal crest

and lowering the trough.

The Severn is sensitive to a depression moving slowly down the Irish Sea and St

George's Channel. This can cause a rise in sea-levels due to the low pressure which

compounds the tidal heights. Additionally the wind direction which tends to be south-westerly

will blow directly up the mouth of the Severn causing a storm surge. If one of these surges

occurs at the time of the highest tides, which tend to have the highest range near to the Spring

and Autumn Equinoxes, then the Estuary is prone to flood. Storm Surges are hard to predict,

but their effect can be considerable, for instance a storm in January 1953 caused a rise in
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excess of 3.Om on the Netherlands coast resulting in large scale flooding and considerable loss

of life.

1.8 Tides in the Severn Estuary.

The Astronomical, Mean Spring and Mean Neap Tide Levels are compared graphically

in Figure 1.3.
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Fig 1.3 Tidal levels in the Severn Estuary in relation to Chart and Ordnance Datum.

In this thesis tidal height is described in relation to Ordnance Datum, rather than Chart

Datum, because of the simplicity in comparison and the use of a single unchanging datum in

the later computer modelling.

The maximum (astronomical) range is 14.86 metres at Sudbrook, which is the site of

the Severn Road Bridge. At this point the highest tidal velocities and turbulence are also

generated. Other selected tidal ranges are displayed in Table 1.2 and shown graphically in

Figure 1.4. The tides of the Severn are macrotidal, as a result of which tidal currents (non
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wind generated) are fast and turbulence is high, resulting in the well mixed muddy waters in

the Estuary. Immediately downstream of Aust at the Shoots there is little or no slack water

during a tidal cycle, due to the large tidal range and the narrow low water channel carved

during the glacial periods. Turbidity is at a maximum at Aust to the first great bend at

Frampton due to the high tidal range and the interaction of the channel bottom with the

generated currents. The tidal range decreases upstream of Aust because the river rises abruptly

to delineate the level of tidal minima.

_________ Tidal Range _________

Place	 Distance (km) Astronomical	 Spring	 Neap	 Notes

PorlockBay	 119.4	 11.55	 9.40	 4.40	 ___________

Watchet	 98.7	 12.63	 10.30	 4.90	 ___________

Cardiff	 76.5	 13.67	 11.30	 5.80	 ___________

Sudbrook	 43.6	 14.86	 12.40	 6.70	 Maximum

Berkeley	 23.5	 10.31	 9.00	 6.00	 ___________

Wellhouse	 20.3	 9.80	 8.40	 5.20	 ___________

Table 1.2. Tidal ranges on Astronomical, Spring and Neap Tides. Distance is in Km

downstream of Lianthony Weir at Gloucester.

Low tidal heights above Inward Rocks are affected by the river flow of the Severn and

its tributaries, thus the tidal ranges shown in Figure 1.4 are for a low rate of flow, with the

figures being derived from Admiralty tide tables. Riverine flood water can increase the height

of the free surface at low tide at this point and upstream by 0.6 to 1 .Om. The height of high

water is rarely affected except when extreme river flows are occurring which is less than once

per annum.
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Fig 1.4 Tidal ranges in the Severn Estuary.

Upstream of the Frarnilode and Epney area, the Severn is generally considered to be

non-tidal during neap tides. The spring high water is generally considered only as far as the

weir at Maisemore, however, extreme tides have been known to overtop this weir and extend

as far as the weir at Tewkesbury, 15km upstream. The original tidal limit of the Severn was

considered to have been Upton-on-Severn, 25 km north of Gloucester before the weirs were

constructed.

The distortion and amplification of tides in an estuary were first described by Airy

(1842) who demonstrated that high tide levels are increasingly amplified up an estuary due to

its funnel shaped nature, until the bottom slope or friction effects reduce the peak height. In

the Severn the tides are close to an harmonic resonance proportional to the length of the

Estuary system, measured from the head to the continental shelf, to the period of the tides

forming the large tidal ranges. The tidal distortion in an estuary is related to this increased

amplification of an incoming tide. As waves travel faster in deeper water, the tidal peak

accelerates upsiope at a greater rate than the trough assuming there is little frictional resistance.

The Severn Bore occurs when the peak of the incoming tide effectively catches up the low

water trough and the tidal front becomes vertical. The highest tides occur in the Spring and

Autumn and produce spectacular tidal bores at the Equinox period. The height and speed of

I
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the bore also depend on the level of the freshwater flow, being higher and slower during drier

periods. At Longney, 10 km downstream from Gloucester, the upstream surge of the bore

reaches heights of between 1 and 1.5 m; the speed increasing upstream from 8 km/h at

Sharpness to approximately 18 km/h between Minsterworth and Gloucester. The bore usually

reaches Minsterworth 45 minutes after the high tide at Avonmouth and after an hour at

Stonebench. From a spectator's point of view, the Severn Bore is a relatively rare occurrence

to catch, however, it occurs much more frequently than assumed, albeit less spectacularly,

when a tide in excess of 13.5m at Avonmouth occurs.

An interesting feature of the upstream tides within the Severn Estuary is that the low

tidal level of the spring tide upstream of Oldbury is higher than the low tidal level of the neap

tide (Fig. 1.3). This can be explained by the storage of water on the high tides. During a high

spring tide, such an amount of water enters the Upper Estuary that the low tide is unable to

flush this volume back at a sufficient speed. Some of the high tide water is effectively stored

in tidal pills and upon the salt marshes.

1.9 Flooding in the Severn Estuary.

The Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary are bounded by nearly 80,000 ha of low lying

land. The risk of inundation in these areas has been greatly reduced by the building of sea

defence banks. The age of these banks varies greatly from Roman Times to the present day.

Crest levels of the banks generally rise in an upstxean ictctovi,

often raised in areas of industrial and urban importance. Reaches prone to severe wave attack

and high winds, from the south and south-west, are also locally higher than the general

levels. There are local low points in the banks where old banks have been maintained

inadequately or settlement has occurred.

The defence heights downstream from Portbury have been set on the calculated 100

years sea level, with some allowance for wave run-up. Bank heights vary greatly as exposure

along the coast is highly variable. Upstream of Avonmouth there are considerable reaches of

old banks in need of raising. The need for immediate review of these walls was highlighted

during the storms in the Winter and Spring of 1989-1990.
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There have been a number of flooding events within the Severn Estuary; Plate 1 shows

a woodcutting depicting the area around Peterstone Wentlooge which gives a somewhat over

emphasised visual appraisal of this flood. Local records do, however, give an account of the

severity of the flooding during this time. Archive searches of the records and newspapers in

Gloucester City & County Library and Records Offices provided numerous other events often

caused by a combination of high river flow, especially from the Frome and high tides in the

Frampton, Framilode and Epney areas. During the Autumn and Spring of 1989 and 1990,

two further events highlighted the vulnerability of the Estuary to inundation.

1.10 ConcIuson.

Having introduced the Severn Estuary area and it's tides this thesis will continue in the

following manner;

• Chapter 2

Sea level changes in the Severn Estuary, including global climate and sea level change during

the Quaternary and postulated sea level changes.

• Chapter 3

The hydraulic theory behind the computer model developed because of the shortcomings

highlighted in Chapter 2.

• Chapter 4

The mathematical method of solving the hydraulic equations derived in Chapter 3.

• Chapter 5

The data needs and how an ideal model is adjusted to allow for flow in a natural river or

estuary.

• Chapter 6

Model results and verification, which describes the computer model derived, it's execution

and the verfication process.
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• Chapter 7

This Chapter presents the results of the model simulations to various aspects of the present,

past and future Estuary conditions.

• Chapter 8

Describes the morphology of saltmarshes and their sedimentological response to different tidal

regimes

• Chapter 9

The final chapter concludes and summarises the findings of this thesis and how future work

may be beneficial to the study of the Severn Estuary.

There are a number of appendices which accompany the main body of text, Appendix

A contains location plans of many of the sites described in this work.

The thesis is presented as a double spaced text to facilitate accurate representation of

equations in the later chapters which could not be achieved with different layouts.
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CHAPTER 2.

SEA LEVEL CHANGE AND SEDIMENTATION.

2.1 Introduction.

The theory of glacio-eustatic sea level change is over one hundred years old.

However, it is only since the 1960's after advances in radio-carbon dating, geophysics,

climate modelling and Quaternary stratigraphy that there has been any significant interest in late

Quaternary sea levels.

The glacio-eustatic theory is based upon the relationship of global temperature and the

entrapment of water in massive ice sheets. It is the wax and wane of these ice sheets which

have affected the global sea level and hence influenced much of the modern day coastline.

This chapter presents a broad overview of some of the global Quaternary sea level

changes and the development of the Severn Estuary. The variations in global mean

temperature during these periods led to sea-level changes as water was retained at, or melted

from the higher latitudes of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The chapter describes the

geological development of the Severn Estuary in response to sea level changes, particularly the

Flandrian (Holocene) Transgression which is responsible for the present morphology of the

Estuary and how future sea levels may change the Estuary environment.

The chapter is structured to give a brief overview of global sea level changes during the

Pleistocene, and then more detailed sea level changes during the Flandrian. Afterwards the

nature of the Quaternary sediments of the Severn Estuary is briefly described, before the

subject of the estuarine retreat and sedimentation in response to sea level rise is described by a

simplistic model. The existing tidal regime is described and then analysed in terms of the

potential rise in levels in response to a global climate change.
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2.2 Ouaternary Stratigraphy.

The Quaternary is divided into a number of stratigraphic units. These stratigraphic

terms are man's attempts at terminology to represent the climatic fluctuations which cause the

ice advances and recessions.

2.2.1 Origin of Terms.

The term Quaternary was introduced by Desnoyers in 1829 for deposits within the Paris

Basin. Reboull (1833) defined the Quatemary as representing the Ice Age which included flora

and fauna still living. Lyell (1839) used the term Pleistocene (most recent) for all rocks and

sediments in which over 70% of the molluscan species are still living. These terms have been

subsequently reviewed in relation to the ice movements, Agassiz (1840, 1847) first presented

a coherent theory of the ice ages world-wide, but it was Forbes (1846) who proposed the term

'Recent' to represent the Post Glacial Epoch and thus the Pleistocene as the Glacial Epoch.

Maclaren (1841) first related changes in relative sea level with the glacial events of the

Pleistocene calculating that at the maximum extent of the ice masses sea levels would have

stood at about 1 lOm below present levels. Jainieson (1865) identified that raised beaches and

flat platforms represented former periods of high sea level stands related to glacial isostacy.

Towards the end of the Nineteenth Century it had become clear that there had been at least 4

glacial episodes in the USA, East Anglia (Geikie, l94) and the Alps (Penck and Bruckner,

1909) which were attributed to climatic fluctuations. Study of clays in Scandinavia identified

the presence of varved sequences representing annual layering and hence De Grcer 94O) was

able to date the sediments present by counting the varves present.

It was not until the 1950's and especially the 1960's that radio carbon dating (14C)

oxygen isotope, K-Ar methods, dendrochronology and palaeomagnetic methods provided a

much more detailed insight into the Quatemary. Amino acid analyses which were popularised

in the 1970's were a further development, especially in the dating of shells.
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2.2.2 The Pleistocene and Flandrian (Holocene).

In 1948 a meeting at the International Geological Congress suggested the base of the

Pleistocene should be placed at the base of the Calabrian in Southern Italy, based on Mollusc

and Foramnifera extinctions. This boundary had already been dated by relative stratigraphy as

being at the end of the Astian or Pliocene Period marked by the colonisation by Elephant and

Horse species. The Upper Villafranchian was identified as containing the same fauna as the

Calabrian, leading to the stratigraphic divisions shown in Table 2.1.

Calabrian	 I Lower Pleistocene

Villafranchian	 I Middle	 I Astian	 I Pliocene

Lower

Table 2.1. Early Quaternary Stratigraphy.

In literature the term 'Ice Age' is confusing and must be treated with care as different

authors consider an Ice Age to be either a glacial epoch, glacial stage or cycle. The Pleistocene

Epoch is the first stratigraphic part of the Quaternary and consisted of several glacial and

interglacial periods, the number of which depends on the geographic position and personal

interpretations. The INQUA meeting in Paris (1967) decided that the boundary between the

Pleistocene and the Flandrian should be set at 10000 years BP and we are now in the

Holocene Epoch which started at the end of the last (Devensian) cold period. This separation

was decided as a point of convenience rather than fact as in some parts of the world Devensian

conditions prevailed, as they still do on land in Greenland for instance. It is not totally clear

why the Quaternary is divided by some into the Pleistocene and ITolocene as in reality it seems

that the Holocene is just another interglacial warm period and should be a sub-division of the

Pleistocene. Whilst the distinction between the two is based upon a period of predominantly

mammalian extinctions it is clearly to assist academics in creating a convenient boundary to

describe the period in which the modern landscape and mankind's development has been of

prime importance.
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In the terms of this thesis the Quaternary will consider the Pleistocene to be followed by

the Holocene (or Flandrian) for simplicity without arguing the stratigraphic merits of such a

division. The Severn system as recognised today has developed over the period of the

Pleistocene, although the data to construct the full history is sparse. Following the denudation

of the area during the Devensian, the Flandrian infilling of the Estuary and sea-level change is

much easier to interpret.

2.2.3 Methods of Study.

40K/40Ar Dating.

This method of dating, largely restricted to volcanic rocks is most useful for dating

rocks greater than 100000 years old through the measurement of the ratio of Argon which has

developed by natural decay. Measurement of younger rocks generally tends to be prone to a

large standard error in the data, thus limiting its usage. K-Ar dating was used to great effect

on the lava flows in sediments in East Africa which are interbedded with igneous sequences.

The sedimentary rocks in this area contain some of the earliest hominid remains and were found

to contain Upper Villafranchian fauna found to have a base of about 1.7-1.9 million years BP.

Palaeomagnetism.

The magnetic field of the earth undergoes sudden changes over periods of milliseconds

to millions of years. Sediments and igneous rocks may be magnetised during formation to

leave a natural remnant magnetism (NRM) which reflects the magnetic field within which they

accumulated. The long term field reversals have particularly been identified in marine

sediments and igneous rocks, which can be K-Ar dated to derive a magnetostratigraphic time

series (Table 2.2), based upon periods of a predominant magnetic field polarity. During each

of the Epochs there have been a number of minor and relatively short lived polar reversals, in

some cases there has been times where these reversals have been of a sufficient duration to be

called 'events', the most important of which is the Olduvai Event which has been identified at

between 1.72 to 1.8 million years ago. As the Olduvai Event occurred at a similar age to the

base of the Lower Pleistocene it can be used as a stratigraphic marker.



Magnetostratigraphic Epoch	 Age to base (millions of years)

Brunhes	 0.73

Matuyama	 2.47

Gauss	 3.4

Gilbert	 5.26

Epoch5	 N/A

Table 2.2. Magnetostratigraphic Epochs (Berggren et al. 1980)

Oxygen Isotopes.

Oxygen isotope analysis was pioneered by Eniiliani in 1955 who found that analysis of the two

common stablest isotopes of oxygen, 1 8 and 160, allows a correlation between the variation

in proportion of the isotopes and the prevailing climate, with the proportion of 180 reducing

with higher temperatures. The variation in oxygen isotope concentrations of oceanic water will

be recorded in the shells and skeletons which lived within the seas, especially planktonic and

benthonic foramnifera, which where subsequently preserved in the marine sediments. There

are a number of inherent problems in the analysis of this kind and the assumptions made upon

the prevailing conditions at the time, however, the correlation of oxygen isotope ratios with

palaeomagnetic events has allowed the dating of ice cores to be undertaken.

• Ice Cores.

The annual accumulation and snow melts can be determined from ice cores and the

relative concentrations of oxygen isotopes related to the prevailing climate. Patterson et a!.

(1977) showed that there was a significant correlation of datable temperature trends between

cores taken from Camp Century (Greenland) and Devon Island in Canada. Both temperature

curves showed that until 65000 BP the proportion of 1 6 was greater, indicating generally

warmer conditions which were attributed to represent an interglacial warm period. The

Ipswichian Interglacial is now considered to have ended at 75000 BP. Patterson also identified

a period of extreme cold of around 7°C cooler than today at about 20000 BP followed by a
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relatively fast rate of climatic warming. Patterson's analyses also indicate that the Ipswichian

Interglacial was some 2 to 3° C warmer that at present, whilst the temperature in the two study

areas appears to have cooled by about 1°C in the last 5000 years.

Palaeobotony.

Floral remains, especially pollen, can also give indications of the prevailing climatic

conditions at the time of growth. The onset or end of a glacial period will be accompanied by a

change in flora type, forming belts of similar floral assemblages which migrate up and down

latitudes as the temperature cools or warms. Four early pollen zones have been proposed

representing different predominant climatic conditions (Table 2.3 and Figure 2.1).

Pollen Zone	 Predominant Flora	 Environment

IV	 Boreal genera, Pinus, 	 Thinning of forests and

_________________________ Hertula and herbaceous types development of heath land

III	 Trees, Abies, Quercus,	 Forest expansion at the

__________________________ Corpinus	 expense of oak forest genera.

11	 Temperate trees, mixed oak, Stable forest.

Quercus, Ulnus, Alnus,

_________________________ Frascinus and Carylus 	 _________________________

I	 Boreal genera, Hertula,	 Heath land

Pinusand herbaceous types _________________________

Table 2.3. Pollen Zone assemblages.

Insects.

Coleopteran remains tend to be well preserved in Quaternary sediments as the chitinous

exoskeletons are robust and resistant to degradation. The ample variation in identifiable species

types makes them desirable for study, with over 3800 species being identified within the UK.

Different species tend to favour different environments, especially organic wetlands, hence
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providing a good record of the climatic conditions. Coope's 1977 study of beetle remains

found that there appeared to have been a relatively warm period about 11000 to 14000 BP

where average July temperatures were in the order of 17°C before the onset of the Loch

Lomond (or Highland) Readvance when average temperatures dropped to around 10°C (Figure

2.1).
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Fig. 2.1 Late and Post-Devensian temperature change. Average July temperatures (after

Coope, 1977). I, II and Ill represent pollen zones for middle England.

Radiocarbon Dating.

When radiocarbon dating was popularised by Libby in the mid 1950's it produced a

revolution in chronological studies of the Quaternary. Nuclear reactions within the upper

atmosphere cause the displacement of protons from nitrogen atoms to produce carbon atoms

( 14C isotope). This isotope is unstable and gradually decays to form the stable 14N isotope.

Carbon-14 readily oxidises to carbon dioxide and is mixed in the atmosphere with carbon
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dioxide containing Carbon-12 isotopes, as a result 14C becomes adsorbed by the oceans and

living organisms. Radiocarbon dating assumes that the rate of production of ' 4C is constant

with time and that the ratio of 14C and ' 2C adsorbed in the biosphere and hydrosphere

accurately reflects the atmospheric ratio. Assuming that the decay rate of ' 4C is known then

the age of organic tissue can be dated from the time of its death, until there is a natural

replenishment of decaying 14C by new 14C. Carbon-14 decays at a rate of 15 disintegrations

per minute (dpm), with an activity half-life of 5730±40 years. This period of the half-life was

calculated by Libby (1955) as being 5568±30 years, resulting in a discrepancy in the

calculations of age using the old half life value and the newer one. There are, however, a

number additional factors which reduce the reliability of radio carbon dating. Vries (1958)

found that the calculated dates of wood samples from the 17th Century were 2% in error and

suggested that there were long term variations in the production of carbon isotopes. This was

confirmed by the study of tree rings. Industrial activity by man has led to the liberation of more

carbon-12 to the atmosphere from the burning of organic fuels, offset to some extent by

nuclear detonations, leaving modern samples as an unsatisfactory benchmark, hence the

carbon contents are back calculated to give an 1890 carboi-14 Na'ae 'Tepreser1a 1DXe pre-

industrial value) and then corrected to 1950 which is taken to represent day 1 in the radiocarbon

calendar. A lack of correlation can also occur from preferences for the adsorption of different

isotopes; sea water tends to preferentially absorb 14C and plants 12C. The adsorption of

carbon isotopes by the sea gives it an apparent age and deeper marine samples tend to show

ages considerably greater than those of shallow ones.

2.2.4 Surnmaiy of Stratigraphic Terms

Lowe and Walker (1987) correlated the various terms for the Quaternary events (Table

2.4) based upon the findings and cross correlation of studies using all the methods described in

the previous section. This table of terms cannot be considered to encompass all the events or

history of the Quaternary, indeed some of the periods may not have occurred, or cannot be

established through a lack of preserved information, similarly the events cannot be seen as

synchronous worldwide.
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BRITAIN	 NORTHERN EUROPEAN ALPS CENTRAL NORTH

____________	 EUROPE	 ____________	 AMERICA

Flandrian	 Holocene	 Post glacial	 Holocene

Devensian	 Weichselian	 Wurm	 Wisconsian

Ipswichian	 Ermian	 Riss-Wurm	 Sangamon

Woistonian	 Saalian	 Riss	 Illinoian

Hoxnian	 Hoisteinian	 Mindel-Riss	 Yarmouthian

Anglian	 Elsterian	 Mindel	 Kansan

Cromerian	 Cromerian	 Gunz-Mindel	 Aftonian

Beestonian	 Menapian	 Gunz	 Nebraskan

Pastonian	 Waalian

Table 2.4. Quaternary Stratigraphy in Europe and Northern America (after Lowe

and Walker, 1987). Cold periods in bold type.

2.3 Sea Level Changes during the Pleistocene Epoch.

Global sea level changes during the Pleistocene are based on the observations of raised

and submerged coastlines in geologically stable areas so that they can be considered to

represent eustatic sea level change. Platform areas around and above the coast have long been

interpreted as old marine platforms and physical geologists and geomorphologists in particular

have studied these phenomena. For instance the flat coastal regions of Southwest England and

South Wales have been studied by such as Bowen (1978) who criticised the previous dating

that had previously been given to these 'flats' by earlier authors.

Most recent studies have considered that the maximum Hoxnian sea level to have been 5

to 15m above the present high water spring tide level (Gilbertson and Hawkins, 1977), with

Ipswichian levels being similar to those of today. Cooper (1948) drew attention to the

submerged cliff line off the coast near Plymouth indicating periods of lower sea level, work

which was advanced by Donovan and Stride and brought together by Hawkins (1972). It must
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be noted, however, that the derivation of the age of the Pleistocene events before the

Ipswichian is beyond the range of most reliable dating methods, so interpretation of these sea

level stands is often of ancient shore lines which may have been considerably effected by

tectonism and erosion. Several authors have placed the maximum Hoxnian sea levels in

regions far removed from the United Kingdom as being 20 to 30m above today's levels

(Stephens and Synge 1966, West 1972, Mitchell 1977). However, this period is believed by

Coope (1977) as being cooler than both the Ipswichian and Cromerian interglacials based on

fossil insect assemblages. In contrast to Gilbertson and Hawkins, Stearns (1971 & 1978) puts

the high Ipswichian sea level at 10 to 30 m above the present levels and Fairbridge (1961)

places the levels considerably higher although it must be remembered that glacio-isostatic

events can cause significant local variations.

The late Ipswichian and early Devensian sea levels have been determined by Uranium

series disequilibrium dating and other isotopes (Bowen 1977, 1978) on fossil corals and less

reliably, fossil shells. Much of the recent work on coasts of these periods has been undertaken

on tectonically unstable regions because the sea level history of a stable coast is vertically

compressed with respect to one which is moving. One of the best examples of this

phenomenon is the terraced Huon Peninsula in Papua New Guinea where over 20 reef features

can be found up to 600m above present sea level. Chappell (1974 & 1983) devised a method

of separating eustatic and tectonic movement to give curves similar to other authors (e.g.

Broecker et al., 1968) in Barbados. In Europe, Morner (1969, 1971) studied unstable areas

which had been loaded by glacial ice masses in Scandinavia and Scotland from which he was

able to describe glacio-eustatic relationships. However, the more recent tectonic activity in the

active neo-tectonic regions of the Mediterranean Sea has left remains of submerged coastal

features many metres above sea level, leaving a false impression of previous levels. The

complexity of volcanic areas, such as near Vesuvius, is in some cases shown by marine

features upon old Roman columns, representing colonisation on ground levels which have

been raised by stress bulging and have subsequently subsided following eruption.

In view of the many problems associated with the analysis of Pleistocene sea levels, it

seems clear that a simplified altitude correlation of sea levels is difficult. This is exacerbated by

the effect of the tidal range at the point of interest, if modern tidal regimes can be considered to
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mimic past ones, where the height of the high water spring tide can vary from in excess of

8mAOD in the Severn Estuary and Bay of Fundy, to as little as 0.5m in Sicily. Some

postulated global sea levels which are generally in non-UK areas are tabulated in table 2.5

which shows some major discrepancies in global sea levels analysed by differing authors at

different locations.

Period	 Age (Ka BP)	 Level (m AOD) Location - Author

___________ 570	 High stand	 Curacao	 Schubert 1978.

__________ 400	 High stand	 Atauro	 Ward 1971, 1973

__________ 325	 Ca. Om	 New Guinea Benderetal 1973, 1979

220	 -20m	 Bermuda	 Labeyrie et al 1969

-32m	 Barbados	 Cronin eta! 1981

___________ ______________ Ca. Om	 Atauro	 Chappell 1978

200	 + 2m	 Bermuda	 Harmon eta! 1983

__________ 180	 -20m to -30m __________ ___________________

Hoxnian	 +20 to +30m	 UK	 Stephens 1966

Mitchell 1977

+10 to +30m	 general	 Land et al 1967

Stearns 1971 & 1978

___________ ______________ ______________ ____________ Fairbridge 1961

Ipswichian	 120	 +3 to +10 m	 Pacific Ocean Chappell 1974

Bahamas	 Veeh 1966

__________ _____________ _____________ __________ Broecker 1965 & 1968

Ipswichian	 82 & 103	 0 m to -13m	 general	 Broecker 1968

___________ _____________ _____________ ___________ Stearns 1976

Table 2.5. Pleistocene sea levels.

2.4 Sea level Changes of the Flandrian.

2.4.1 Climatic events of the Flandrian which have affected sea levels.

Coope (1977) presented a simplified graph of the average July temperature for the last

18000 years (Figure 2.1) which shows a much greater range than the seasonally dampened
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global temperature estimates of Imbrie and Imbrie (1979). Coope's graph also shows the

pollen zones adopted by Godwin 1940, used as stratigraphic markers for the late Devensian.

Pollen zones I and II represent a period of warmth (The Late Devensian Interstadial) and pollen

zone III the Younger Dryas event (Highland Readvance). The curve also shows the ensuing

Holocene climatic amelioration, signifying the onset of the Flandrian Transgression which is

the last great marine transgression and hence has the most visible effect upon the modern

coastline. Unfortunately there is no substantial proof of the Late Devensian Interstadial in the

Severn, although ApSimon, Donovon and Taylor (1961) have identified faunal remains of the

temporary colder phase of the Highland Readvance on Brean Down in the south east of the

Severn Estuary.

2.4.2 Flandrian Sea Level Changes.

Since the introduction of radiocarbon dating in the late 1950's there has been a

considerable input into the construction of post glacial sea level curves and it seems that authors

fall into three groups of thought;

Sea level rose at a quick rate before slowing down to reach its present position in an

asymptotic nature

Sea level reached its present position about 4 Ka BP and has remained stable

Sea level reached its present position about 4 Ka BP and has since fluctuated above and

below that level.

Since the end of the Devensian, 14000 years BP, the sea-level has risen with a

generally increasing mean temperature, resulting in sediment deposition within over deepened

valleys formed during the previous periods of low sea level stands. In response to the rapid

temperature rise resulting in ice melting between 14000 and 11000 years BP sea levels rose.

This period was punctuated by the Loch Lomond (Highland) Readvance which was the last

significant cold phase between 11000 and 10300 years BP during which Cameron and

Stephenson (1985) identified a minor lowering of global mean sea level. Subsequently
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temperatures again increased and sea levels rose as the world's ice-masses melted. This initial

period of relatively fast sea level rise has been termed the Flandrian Transgression by Godwin

(1940) and extends between 10000 to 8000 years BP.

2.4.3 Flandrian Sea Level Curves.

Flandrian Sea level curves have been presented by a variety of authors. It is intended in

this section to describe the merits and developments of relevant curves which cover a long

(xl000 years) period and then to describe the Estuary development in relation to the pollen zone

stratigraphic markers which cover more specific temporal periods, the recent archaeological

data will be examined after this.

The first major sea level study of the Holocene was published by Fairbridge in 1961

(Fig 2.2). Fairbridge (1960, 1961) introduced sea level curves using radiocarbon 14C dating

which produced a generally rising sea level trend over this period, but with subsidiary

oscillations. The fluctuations in sea level suggest that there would have been periods of

transgression and regression which could significantly influence the nature of sedimentation

which would occur in an estuarine environment undergoing a series of marine advances and

retreats. Fairbridge used a worldwide spread of data for his curve, which has caused Lloyd

(1989) to question his consideration of the validity of the height data. In considering a

widespread series of sites the curve will also have been distorted by Iocalised differences in

tectonic regime and will effect the continuity of data. Problems with the construction of sea-

level curves will be described later in this chapter.
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Fig 2.2. Sea level curve after Fairbridge (1961)
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Fig. 2.3 Sea level curve for the North Sea!Netherlands, after Jelgersma (1969)

Jelgersma (1961) analysed samples from the Netherlands using data from a small area.

This approach was adopted as it would give an accurate idea of sea level change specifically for

the Dutch lowlands which are vulnerable to marine inundation. Jelgersma produced a smooth

curve for sea levels, implying a steady rise in levels (Figure 2.3). However, Jelgersma's

sampling was undertake on an inclined bedrock platform, for which it appears that she did not
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thoroughly compensate. As a result samples of the same age will be found at increasing higher

altitudes away from the tidal zone.
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Fig.2.4 Sea Level Curve for Severn Estuary (from Hawkins, 1971) Locations of dated

samples are shown.

Although there are significant differences between the curves of Jelgersma and

Fairbridge, the differences can be attributed to the widespread origin of data for Fairbridge' s

study. Jelgersma's study is considered by many to represent global eustatic sea level change

due to the area of analysis being tectonically inert. Morner (1969, 1971) also produced a

different graph, but his study was specific to Scotland and Scandinavia which were prone to
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isostatic rebound, of which he gave due cognisance to this very difficult interrelationship.

Hawkins (1971) supports a steady rise using data from the Severn Estuary (Figure

2.4). The sea level curve for the Severn Estuary by Hawkins was supported by Heyworth and

Kidson (1982) which was used by Shennan (1983) to produce his curve for the Severn region

(Fig 2.5).

Both the sea level curves produced by Shennan and Hawkins show a steep sea level

rise between 7000 and 9000 years BP slowing in a similar fashion to the Jelgersma curve after

this period. The period between 9000 and 7500 shown on the curve by Hawkins is based

mainly on pollen analysis and slightly conflicting dated samples. With age the certainty of

these points becomes less. However, the early part of the graph can be considered the most

reasonable representation available.
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Fig 2.5 Sea level curve for the Severn Region by Shennan, 1983 (After Heyworth and

Kidson, 1982)

2.4.4 Comparison of published sea level curves.

There are a number of studies that have been undertaken in the UK and Europe. The
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International Geological Correlation Programme (IGCP) proposed the establishment of a global

sea level curve to cover the period of deglaciation to the present. UK studies were also spurred

by the Geologists Association (Proceedings, vol. 93) and the Engineering Group of the

Geological Society (QJEG vol. 21, 1984). However, many of these curves are for different

areas of the UK and show enormous variations due to the difficulty in separating the rebound

following glacial retreat and the change due to eustatic rise. Further problems in comparison of

the sea level curves results from differences in the techniques and interpretation of the various

authors. Table 2.6 summarises the findings of several authors in the UK and relates them to

the curve types described in Section 2.4.2.

Author	 Date	 Area of study	 Sea level curve description

Godwin	 1940 Swansea	 Fast steady rise slowing after

1943	 Somerset Levels	 4000BP, but punctuated by the

Romano-British Transgression.

Godwin	 1940 Fenlands	 Steady rise from 7000BP,

becoming oscillatory after

_________________ ______ ________________ 4000BP.

Jelgersma	 1961 Holland	 Sniooth curve, fa r

7500 BP slowing asymptotically

to present.

Fairbridge 1961 Worldwide Highly variable, reached present

level at about 6000BP and has

varied erratically since.

Greensmjth & Tucker 1973	 Thames Estuary	 Rising to present lev&i in erratic

___________________ _______ ___________________ fluctuating manner.

Devoy	 1977 Thames Estuary	 Fast fluctuating rise to 4000BP

steadier rise to present level since.

Devoy	 1978 South West England Smooth curve very similar to
_____________________ _______ ____________________ Jelgersma.

Hawkins	 1984 South West England Smooth curve similar to Jelgersma

Table 2.6. Comparison of some UK sea level studies.
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Fig 2.6. Graphical comparison sea level estimates by Fairbridge (1961) - jagged,

Jelgersma (1961) - dashed curve and Hawkins (1971) - solid curve.

Most of the sea level studies agree that there has been a rise from geater than -40m

AOD since around 10000BP. Since this time some authors have argued that there has been a

relative sea level rise, which has been smooth in the South of the UK but has fluctuated up to

lOm in the North of the UK where there have been regressive periods due to sea level faDs,

probably due to isostatic rebound as the north tries to recover from the loading the former ice

sheets imparted upon the land. The curves constructed for the eastern coast of the UK are also

affected by isostatic movements of the European landmass, although Devoy (1979) also

suggested that oscillations in his curves could be attributable to fault movement in eastern

England and in the southern North Sea. For the purposes of this thesis it is not necessary to

describe in detail all the available sea level curves. In order to consider global sea level changes

and the sea level changes relevant to the Severn Estuary, the works of Hawkins, Jelgersma
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and Fairbridge are sufficient. A comparison of the three sea level curves is illustrated in Figure

2.6.

The curves of Hawkins and Jelgersma show a striking correlation, as would that of

Shennan (1983) and Devoy (1979) if added to the graph. It is difficult to otherwise relate the

curve of Fairbridge in any other way than stating that sea level has generally risen during the

period of the Holocene.

2.5 Stratigraphic Zones of the Flandrian and Sea Level Rise.

The Flandrian has been divided into a series of pollen zones which reflect the prevailing

climatic conditions of the time. These zones are chrono-stratigraphical positions and can be

used as a frame to assess the degree of sea level rise. The curves already presented are based

upon the evidence of floral and fauna remains in peat bands linked to their position. Thus if

pollen of zone VII was found in a peat band at a depth of IX? metres below Ordnance Datum,

the approximate mean sea level would have stood at about this point at that time. Similarly

radio-carbon dating is used as an alternative time frame.

Period Name	 Time	 Polieu 7o	 pp1m

__________________ __________________	 Sea Lever Rise

Boreal	 10200 to 9500 EP IV	 ______________

9500 to 9000 BP	 V	 _______________

______________ 9000to7500BP	 VI	 15mm/yr

Atlantic	 7500 to 5000 BP	 VHa	 2 to 6 mm/yr

Sub-Boreal	 5000 to 2500 BP	 Vllb	 1 to 2 mm/yr

Sub-Atlantic	 2500 BP to Present VIII 	 0.1 to 4 mm/yr

Table 2.7 Flandrian Pollen Zones and Sea Level Change in the Severn Estuary.
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Periods, times and sea level changes of the Flandrian in the Severn Estuary are

summarised in Table 2.7 while the following sections describe the periods in more detail. The

sea level changes in this table are related to dateable peals within the Severn Estuary, although

it should be noted that in some cases there can be no direct correlation between peats of a

similar age because of their position in the Estuary and tidal frame. A theoretical improvement

on this method is introduced later in the chapter.

2.5.1 Boreal Period.

The Boreal period is deemed to have extended over the pollen zones IV to VI. Pollen

Zone IV is an intermediate stage between 10200 to 9500 years BP following the Highland

Readvance. Pollen zone V lasted from 9500 to 9000 years BP and pollen zone VI from 9000

to 7500 years BP. At this time the sea level would have stood 40 to 50m below the present

level, accordingly the coastline would have been some distance out to sea. Clark (1966)

identified pollen zone IV and V peats off Torquay at -42.7m OD.

Godwin (1940) was the first to produce a reasonable study of sea-level change for the

Severn Estuary. He based his interpretation on the pollen present in samples, the age of which

was determined by a considering stratigraphic position with estimated prevailing temperature in

which the fauna would have been likely to grow. Using borehole samples from Swansea in

the Severn Estuary region, Godwin found that four of six significant organic bands had

accumulated in Pollen Zone VIb. The peat bands within this zone spanned a vertical height of

9m approximately lying between -17 and -8m OD, a schematic relationship for these layers is

shown in Figure 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7. The Flandrian Transgression from Pollen Analysis, after Godwin 1940.

Godwin concluded that 9m of sediment had therefore accreted over the period of around

600 years represented by this zone. God win related this evidence to a sea e'ie rise cSuriri ¶nIs

period to be at a rate of 1.5m/century (l5mm/yr). Godwin at the time ackno ed,e tlat is

theory was partially flawed because although the assumption made when considec

and sea level rates is that the two rates are identical, he saw that peat formation rna'j not ha'e

been exactly related to contemporary mean sea level, !out at possi'the àeposiionaI posions

above this height. This view was subsequently affirmed by Clark (1966) in submarine

sampling off Torquay which identified five pollen zone VI peat bands spanning heights

between -39.6 to -16.8m OD (a range of 22.8m) over an age of around 1500 years which

indicates a rate of nearly 1 .5m/century.

Within the Somerset Levels, peat bands have been dated at approximately 8360 and

8690 years BP at depths of -20.7m OD (Dunball) and -14.6m OD (Kingston Seymour)

respectively. Borehole evidence of the buried valleys beneath the present alluvium suggests

little evidence that there are any deposits below -25m OD in the Severn Estuary and Bristol
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Channel, from which it can be deduced that the alluvial deposits in the region are less than

9000 years old.

It should be noted that for the two peat bands mentioned in the previous paragraph, the

older peat band is present at a height above the younger one. There is an inherent danger in

relating sea levels to the absolute height of the peat bands, even with closely located sampling

sites. Godwin (1940) realised that fresh water peats were developing in hollows over a broad

expanse of time and were only inundated when the sea-level reached a sufficient height. In

effect dateable peats may have been accumulating for a considerable time before the sea level

had reached the height at which they had been accumulating. Jeffries, Willis and Yemm

(1968) identified pollen zone IH peats around 2m above OD in the south of the Gordano Valley

which could be attributed to a back bar environment, independent of sea level.

2.5.2 Atlantic Period.

The Atlantic Period which is represented by pollen zone Vila lasted about 2500 years

from 7500 to 5000 years BP and saw a slowing in the rate of sea level rise after the initial

Boreal Period of fast rise.

Three peats were found by Buckley and Willis in Bridgwater Bay at -9.1, -7.6 and

-6.1 m OD which were radiocarbon dated to have approximate ages of 7360, 7060 and 6890

years which suggests a rise of approximately 0.64 metres per century.

During the Atlantic Period the rate of sea level rise slowed considerably and as a result

widespread organic horizons were able to develop. A peat band at Burnham-on-Sea has been

found at -4.6m OD and attributed an approximate age of 6262 years (radiocarbon) by Godwin

and Wills (1959) representing a rise of 0.24m per century since the earlier Atlantic aged

samples from the Somerset Levels, however, this assumes that the samples formed in a

correlative position to each other. Hawkins (1971) studied similar Atlantic aged peats in

southern England and confirms that a degree of tilting has occurred towards the east of

Southern England in the region of 6 metres in the last 6000 years.
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2.5.3 Sub-Boreal Period.

The Sub-Boreal Period is represented by pollen zone VITh and is deemed to have lasted

between 5000 and 2500 years BP.

Godwin and Wills (1959, 1961) identified a succession of fibrous and humic peats

inland in the Somerset Levels lying directly upon estuarine silts and clays. Neolithic trackways

indicate the spread of primitive man in the region. Dating of the peats indicate an approximate

rate of accumulation of 0.14 m per century between 4000 to 5000 years BP. However, these

peats are some distance inland of the present coast and are freshwater in origin and cannot be

related to any tidal frame and do not directly represent a relative sea-level movement but a rate

of rise of the water table which is linked to the sea level rise.

There are numerous dated peats above Ordnance Datum for this period in near coastal

localities such as Kingston Seymour (+0.15m, 5600 years BP), Llanwern (+3.lm, 4240 years

BP) and Portbury (+3.4m, 4240 years BP) indicating a rise of around 0.22 to 0.24 m per

century over this period. Comparison of the Sub-Boreal aged peats at Kingston Seymour and

Burnham-on-Sea to the Atlantic Period peats from the same localities indicates a rise of 0.28m

per century between these times.

2.5.4 The Sub-Atlantic Period.

The Sub-Atlantic Period is represented by pollen zone VIII lasting from approximately

2500 years BP to the present. This period has been analysed using archaeological data, historic

evidence and tide gauges.

The last two millennia of dateable positions have been ones of controversy based on

archaeological data and from data after the Industrial Revolution. These sources have provided

the bulk of information as reliable radiocarbon dating becomes limited due to the near absence

of wood and peat which would assist in interpreting the stratigraphy. Dating of Roman

artefacts has been found to be generally reliable, although misleading positions have occurred.

Similarly the erection of sea wall protection from Roman times onwards has led to

sedimentation being limited to the seaward side of the defences giving an impression of an
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increased rate of sea level rise. It is only relatively recently that reliable data from tide gauges

has become available.

These sources of evidence indicate that the rate of rise of global mean sea level has

slowed considerably within the last few millennia although it generally tends to be upwards in

southern Britain, attributable to the collapse of the forebulge of the Pleistocene ice sheets

(Lambeck 1987, 1990).

Early work on the Severn Estuary region based on archaeological evidence has brought

mixed results. Roman remains have been found at depths of l.7m to 4.3m below the ground

surface in the Somerset Levels, but due to the distance inland it is hard to relate these finding to

any sea-level change. Romano-British and later marine and estuarine clays in the Somerset,

Wentlooge, Caldicot and Severnside Levels cover the entire coastline, with deposits being

present up to 24km inland in the Somerset Levels at up to 4.3m thickness. Allen and Rae

(1988) and Allen (1991) provided important data for the sea level changes of the last 2000

years within the Severn Estuary. They used three methods of ascertaining sea level changes;

Marsh height differences.

A sea wall acts as a barrier starving the landward side of tidal sediment unless

overtopped, as a result there is a height difference between the starved (internal) geomorphic

surface and the actively accreting marsh (external geomorphic surface). The height difference

between the two surfaces represents the amount of active accretion which has occurred since

the seawall was built. Allen states that if the date at which a sea-wall has been built can be

found to a reliable degree through the presence of buried artefacts or through archaeological

evidence present in archive records or maps, then the time over which accretion outside the

wall had occurred is known and can thus be related to sea (eve( rise.

Dateable geomorphic surfaces.

Where excavations or active erosion has taken place the previous buried internal

geomorphic surfaces may be exposed. These represent a time when the area was starved of

sediment, but consequently has become buried as a result of the seawall being breached or

abandoned. The thickness of sediment which has developed on top of the old surface can be
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used as another reference of accretion, if the time of the breach is known.

Geochemical zones.

With the event of the Industrial Revolution in the mid- 19th century, increased water

borne pollution has occurred which have enabled the definition of a number of geochemical

zones (chemzones), relating to the type and concentration of heavy metals (zinc, copper and

lead) which have been deposited on the marsh surfaces.

Allen defines three zones; Zone I is pre-industrial and carries relatively low metal

concentrations; Zone II is industrial and contains a gradually rising content of metal

concentrations dated as being during the period of 1840-1850 AD using lead-2 10 chronology

referenced to radiometrically dated cored samples from Swansea Bay by Clifton and Hamilton

(1979); Chemzone III shows a slight wane in metal concentrations and is stated to begin at

1940-1950 A.D.

Allen and Ra&s (1988) findings can be divided into four historic points; The Roman

Period which is nominally dated as around 150 AD; The Medieval Period at about 1250 AD,

and the base of chemzones II and III at 1845 and 1945 AD. These studies have been used to

construct the graph presented as Figure 2.8.
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Fig 2.8 Allen's (1990) sea level curve (right hand side of graph) plotted in relation to

Shennan (1983).
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It is interesting that Allen has plotted his curve in relation to the curve of Shennan.

Shennan's graph had an origin 0.5-0.6m above the local level of MHWS, but is reduced in the

diagram to allow the maximum compatibility with the Allen curve. Nonetheless there is a

discrepancy of about 0.8 m between the start and end of the two graphs which Allen (1990)

suggests may be due to the difference in methods and the difference in positions of the sample

localities. In comparison the Allen curve shows a greater correlation with the curves of

Hawkins and even Jelgesma's Dutch based curve. It is concluded that Shennan's data may

give an underestimation of the height of the sea over the period between 5000 and 2000 years

BP.

In conclusion Allen and Rae (1988) and Allen (1991) suggest that using values

averaged for the entire Severn Estuary that salt marsh accretion has amounted to 1 .22m since

the Roman Period, 1.05 since the Medieval Period, 0.54 since 1845 AD and 0.21 since 1945

AD. This data derives the sea level trends presented in Table 2.8 for the minimum rates of rise

and Allen's 1991 revision of these figures.

Approximate Period 	 Rate of Rise (Allen and Rae) Rate of Rise (Allen)

Roman - Medieval 	 0.15 mm/year	 0.4 mm/year

(150 - 1250 AD)	 (0.015 rn/century) 	 (0.04 rn/century)

Medieval - Modern (start) 0.86 mm/year 	 0.79 mm/year

(1250 - 1845 AD)	 (0.086 rn/century)	 (0.079 rn/century)

Modem - 1945 AD	 3.3 mm/year	 1.49 mm/year

(1845- 1945 AD)	 (0.33 rn/century)	 (0.149 rn/century)

Late Modern	 4.8 mm/year	 4.65 mm/year

(1945 - 1988/91 AD)	 (Ca. 0.48 rn/century)	 (ca. ).47 rn/century)

Table 2.8. Rates of sea level rise for the Severn Estuary after Allen and Rae (1988) and

Allen (1991).
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The implication of Allen's findings is that sea level has been rising at an appreciable rate

over the last two thousand years but is increasing at a rate greater than the present eustatic trend

(Wigley and Raper, 1987), although this is not supported by tide gauge records, eg Rossiter

(1967) or Woodworth (1996, pers.comm). Average trends in tide guage data, eg. Emery and

Aubrey (1985) and Woodworth (1987) tend to show similar patterns to sea levels determined

from geological data at similar positions, such as low or even negative rates of rise in areas

undergoing isostaic rebound and the larger positive trends in southern England. Unfortunately

the longer term averaging which is generally associated with the geological data will not

provide the same detail of short term changes indicated by tide guage analysis.

2.6 Problems associated with Sea Level Curves.

Archaeological data is used based on the position of buried artefacts, the estimated age

of civilisation from which they came and the assumption that these can be related to the

prevailing sea level. However the literature frequently does not provide adequate data on which

assumptions have been made. Unfortunately archaeological findings elsewhere may find that

the assumptions of age may be invalid. Consolidation of the sediments will give height lower

than their original altitude of deposition, in practice this is difficult to account for, althoug,h.

reliability can be increased by taking samples from near to the bedrock, above basal graveJs or

at the base of the organic bands where less consolidation would have occurred (Hawkins,

1984).

2.6.1 Peat Bands and Sedimentation.

The extreme tidal range of the Severn causes some problems in the production of the

sea level curve as the sediments have to be assumed to be deposited relative to a position in the

tidal range. For instance the highest astronomical tide (HAT) is theoretically the highest normal

tide the Estuary will encounter and determines the highest altitude at which sediment could be

laid as it is in suspension or being carried by the tide in question. However, an HAT may

occur only every four years or so and sedimentation is known to occur on the salt mashes more
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commonly than this. The height of the marshes is approximately at the mean high water spring

tide (MHWS or HWST) which is deemed to be the controlling factor in the salt marsh

formation where organic bands generally form. Hawkins' curve is based on peat samples

taken relative to MHWS. This system, whilst being the best available, is further complicated

by the height at which the peat may be forming along the marsh levee, peat bands may

possess a gentle dip away from the main channel, or thicken inland, in which case fresh water

peats may be present or forming below the MHWS level. Tidal pills cut the salt marshes and

have often been infilled with thick organic deposits, causing peat bands to vary in thickness

within a small area. The height of MHWS is not constant along the estuary but rises as the

system narrows towards the estuary head. Comparing the Severn Estuary to other areas needs

these aspects to be carefully considered, something which is not always present in some

literature. Even within a single estuary, changes in the tidal regime may vary, the disparity

shown between sea level curves in Figure 2.8 may be related to a lack of due cognisance being

taken of the tidal regime.

2.6.2 Tectonics and Isostacy.

Sea level curves created for northern latitudes such as Scotland and Scandinavia

(Morner) would be within an area of isostatic rebound where the land mass is responding to the

removal of the overlying load of ice that had been present during the glacial cold periods. In

such areas the sea level curve may be attenuated by the apparent upward and episodic

movement of the land. Similarly the slow Tertiary and Quaternary collapse of the North Sea

Basin affects the evaluation on the east coast of Britain and Western European coasts.

Southern England is considered to be lying within the collapsing forebulge from the last

glaciation and is tilting north eastwards on an axis approximately running through Swansea

Bay (Churchill, 1965). Sea level curves for tectonically active areas should also be treated with

care, unless due cognisance is paid to the neotectonic environment, in areas such as the north

eastern Mediterranean it would be would be difficult to justify the level at which a deposit was

laid due to the degree of neotectonic activity and synsedimentary deformation affecting the

lateral consistency of the sediments.
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2.6.3 Consolidation.

Hawkins (1971) was selective in the points that he used in creating his graph indicated

in Figure 2.4, leading his curve through the more reliable points where a minimum of

consolidation had occurred. As a result numerous points lie to the right of the line, the

position of which is attributed to the consolidation of peat bands and sediments. The worst

case ignoring the sample reliability, indicates that four metres of consolidation may have

occurred within 4000 years. Hawkins rightly suggests that when dating organic samples it is

preferable to take the material from where it will have consolidated the least, above basal

gravels, at the base of the peat, or at the top and bottom.

2.7 Pre-Flandrian Sedimentatiou i th S'v1' Estua'.

2.7.1 Pleistocene.

Ice advances have caused morphological change in the Severn Estuary through a

number of mechanisms. The ice masses themselves cause the erosion of weak underlying

strata overdeepening bedrock channels and depositing glaciaJ moraine and till. As water is 'tied

up' in the enlarged polar ice caps, sea levels fell worldwide and existing rivers incised deep

valleys into the bedrock in an attempt to equalise energetically with the lowered eustatic sea

level base. Localised icefields may act as barriers redirecting preglacial stream courses which is

a process evident in the stream course of the present Severn and it's tributaries. The cold

temperatures lead to the formation of ice wedges which are subsequently infihled and similar

superficial features.

The drainage of the Severn River system underwent a considerable expansion during

the Quaternary due to river diversions. The original Severn flowed northwards into the Dee

drainage system, diverting south at the end of the Woistonian Glaciation, although the

Warwick Avon had been diverted south prior to this from the Trent. Shotton (1953) suggests

that the Warwick Avon was diverted during the late Woistonian and early Ipswichian periods,

the apparent reversal of flow explains why the main tributaries of the Avon within the
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Cotswolds flow northwards. The course of the Severn through the gorge at Ironbridge in

Shropshire was identified by Beckinsale and Richardson as originally belonging to that of the

Dee or Trent. The Teme diverted into the Severn Basin more recently during the last

(Devensian) glacial period from its original course into the River Wye system.

These glacial and interglacial periods resulted in the deposition of a number of river

terraces, named the Power House, Worcester, Main and Kidderminster Terraces by Wills

(1938) and Mitchell et al. (1973) in many areas of the Severn system.

There is evidence for glacial erosion on the eastern margin of the Severn, where the

buried 'old channel' floor shows a broad open relief akin to glacial erosion rather than a sharper

incised morphology representative of a new river erosion. Glacial till rich in Mercia Mudstone

has also been found sporadically over the area, some of which has been described as 'head' on

the 1963 Special Edition (Bristol) geological sheet. Glaciogenic deposits are also located at

Portishead Down at 90m AOD (Hawkins 1992) and Failand Ridge (Colbourne, Gilbertson and

Hawkins, 1974). Outwash sands and gravels have been identified to fill valleys up to 25m

deep in the M5 road cutting at Court Hill Col and in the Tickenham Col (Hawkins & Kellaway,

1971). Unfortunately Quaternary deposits are only poorly exposed along the coastline of the

Severn at Middle Hope (Gilbertson and Hawkins, 1977) and on the Chepstow promontory

(Wills, 1938 and Hawkins, 1968). The majority of Quaternary sections, however, appear as

temporary exposures only in road cuttings, boreholes and construction works.

The Quaternary deposits of the Chepstow promontory at NGR ST (55 905) are

identified on the geological map as being the No.2 Terrace (Wills, 1938) but can be seen as a

glacial type deposit (Hawkins, 1968) which comprise gravelly silts with boulders up to a ton

in weight. Nearby deposits to the west of Chepstow, shown on the map to be the No.4

Terrace contain chalk like material. There is a lack of covrei'atScvi i'ci tt ite ol ne rsiñax\y

numbered terrace deposits either side of the Estuary, the origin of some has been proved to be

glaciogenic, thus Hawkins (1968) points out the Terraces after Wills (1938) are misleading,

neither they, nor the inferred positions on the geological map should be taken as being

absolutely correct.

Appreciable differences in the morphology of the Lower Severn can be traced to the

Wolstonian glacial cold period during which the course of the Severn had eroded a channel
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over a kilometre to the east of the present course in the area of Severn Beach and Avonmouth

(Hawkins 1971). This area is illustrated in Figure 2.9 as are the estimated base level contours

showing a depth of up to -1 2m OD. Similar although less substantial deposits are also located

in the Kenn Levels, Clapton and Tickenham gaps. At the end of this period of glaciation the

main channel was infihled with fluvioglacial deposits and the Severn diverted westwards into a

course believed to have been originated by Mounton Brook which subsequently formed the

area of the present day 'Shoots'. The nature of sedimentation in this buried valley has been

recorded by in Richardson, (1887), ApSimon and Donovan (1965), Gilbertson and Hawkins

(1977) and Narbett (1992).

Fig 2.9. The Former Course of the Severn in the Severnside Levels.
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The Clevedon Gap, Court Hill and Tickenham channels were eroded during the

Anglian cold period at a time when an ice barrier was impeding the Bristol Avon which was

being diverted through the Flax Bourton Gap forming the present Avon Gorge (Harmer,

1907). Knowing that the lowest bedrock level within the Flax Bourton Gap is about 44m

AOD and using likely bed level gradients, it is probable that the Clevedon Gap channel must

reach to a level of about 35m OD.

The glacial deposits within the Kenn Levels seem to comprise outwash gravel in the

east and tills to the west, indicating that the ice sheets will have moved towards the east from

the Bristol Channel. These deposits may be of Wolstonian age, overlain by early Ipswichian

interglacial deposits with channels of Ipswichian age showing freshwater fauna (Welch, 1955;

Kellaway, 1971; Gilbertson and Hawkins, 1978 and Andrews, Gilbertson and Hawkins,

1984). Davies (1983) claims that by using amino acid analysis on samples from the Gower

Peninsula (South Wales) that some raised beaches formed during the Ipswichian contained

reworked material from the Hoxnian.

2.7.2 Devensian and Late Devensian.

During the last glacial period, approximately 23,000 to 14,000 years BP in the Severn

Estuary region, the Welsh ice fields reached as far south as Newport or even Uskmouth. At

this time the mean sea level would have stood at about 100 to 110 m below OD (Fairbridge,

1961; Catt, 1977; Hawkins, 1984) with the broad Severn valley being incised by meandering

channels. The area of the Shoots would have been eroded to a level of about -30m OD.

Similarly the main deep water channels of the present Severn at Kings Road off the coast at

Portishead and the Bristol Deep would also have been scoured deeper. Rock platforms were

also eroded underneath the Caldicot and Wentlooge Levels, although dating of basal fauna has

proved to give inconsistent ages for the same samples (Andrews et al, 1984). Admiralty

Charts, assuming only minor post glacial erosion, can be studied to show that the Severn

coastline would have stood some distance south of the Isle of Lundy in the Bristol Channel at

the maximum low sea level and would not have reached Swansea until levels had risen to about

40m below the present level. Towards the late Devensian tundra conditions prevailed with
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wind blown bess type deposits being deposited in many areas of Somerset, the sediment

source of which appears to have been from the continental shelf, rather than by modern

analogy, winds blowing from the north (ApSimon, Donovan and Taylor, 1961). A soil

survey by Finlay (1965) found that many of the soils in the Somerset Levels were aeolian.

Unfortunately there has been no complete review of the pre-Flandrian sedimentation in

the Severn Estuary region and it is not considered important to extend the discussion here,

apart from noting that Hawkins and Tratman (1977) and all the previously mentioned works

together contribute to much of the state of knowledge of these sediments at present.

2.8 FYandrian Sedimentation.

During this period the base of the original glacial Severn Valley and Bristol Channel

would have dropped seawards towards the ancient sea level base which was some 1 lOm below

the present. As the Flandrian transgression progressed, sedimentation would have occurred

first at the Estuary mouth and would have worked upstream with time. In effect the

transgression began in the lower realms of the estuary about 8250 years BP but would not have

reached the Gloucester area until much later.

To add to the problem of diachronous sedimentation, an estuary is in a dynamic

equilibrium of marine and fluvial sedimentation. Sediment types vary according to the source

area, whilst the coarseness of the sediments varies according to the depositional regime. By

broad comparison, fine grained sediments tend to be deposited towatd the. itl. ct .

estuary whereas coarser sediments are lain in the upper region of the estuary due to the over

riding fluvial velocities. This is very much a one dimensional philosophy and does not seem to

apply to the Severn Estuary. Much of the sediment below Sm depth appears to have been

transported into the Estuary from the south, based upon foramnifera studies (Murray and

Hawkins, 1976). Furthermore tidal or fluvial flow velocities vary within the realms of the

conducting channel with higher flow velocities producing coarser sediments. Slack waters and

even marine or brackish conditions occur in back bar conditions where a tributary channel may

be in near proximity.
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Prior to the onset of the Flandrian transgression, approximately 8250 years BP there

existed a broad channel eroded into the bedrock, which would become inundated as accretion

began. These processes (with allowance for morphological changes) must have occurred

several times with the various ice ages, although only the buried valley infills in the Severnside

Levels and Somerset Levels appear to be well preserved.

The sediment pile at a single locality in the Estuary can be related to the sea level curve.

In general three distinct sediment types related to their age of deposition can be defined and are

described in the following sections. As will be explained later some of these sediment types

may not be present locally, especially in upstream regions of the Estuary.

2.8.1 Pre-Inundation.

Before inundation by the transgressing sea, the late glacial landscape would have

comprised an organic rich layer overlying the bedrock with glacial tills or fluvioglacial gravels.

The organic layer would have comprised resistant vegetation growing as a result of the climatic

warming and damper conditions, which would have represented arctic tundra before this.

2.8.2 Inundation.

During the period of initial fast sea level rise, high energy conditions occurred with the

erosion and reworking of the underlying glaciogenic and organic sediments and the. bethock,

resulting in the deposition of silty sands. Sollas (1883) and Murray and Hawkins (1976)

identify the source of the early sands as being from the west Bristol Channel, generally

migrating up the estuary as the sea transgressed.

The sand deposits would have formed sand bars and shoals similar to those seen in the

modern estuary although with a broader relief and may have formed bars on the minor now

buried tributaries. The period of sand deposition would have lasted until the rate of sea level

rise and associated energy conditions decreased at about 6500 years BP, generally at a level

around Ordnance Datum.
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2.8.3 Reducing sea level rise.

As the rate of sea level rise decreased about 6500 years BP energy conditions in the

Estuary reduced, resulting in the deposition of silty clays with peat bands and silty sand

laminae. A peat band often occurs at the base of these deposits at around Ordnance Datum.

In the present tidal frame mud deposition occurs between the levels of MHWN and

MHWS with the silty laminae being introduced as the result of storms, peaty sedimentation

occurs when accretion has reached a level generally around MHWS and only a little inundation

occurs.

(ID

Period of slower rise in sea level
Silty clay with silty sand
laminations and some peat horizons

Period of rapid sea level rise
Silty sands, with clays in
ripple hollows and rare peats

Time

Fig 2.10 Sedimentation related to sea level curves.

The periods of deposition related to the tidal frame are ideallised in Figure 2.10. In

reality all the sediments may not be present and sedimentation varies along the estuary axis and

laterally away from the axis. The depositional sequence generally fines inland as the organic

backswamps were starved of detrital sediment. The backswamp environments can be further

complicated if riverine sediment is input, such as in the Somerset Levels. The period of fast

sea level rise may not be represented upstream as the transgressing sea may not have reached

this level of the valley before the rate of sea level rise had waned.
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2.9 The Modern Sedimentary Environment.

As a consequence of the high tidal range and velocities created, high turbidity or well-

mixed conditions occur in the Severn Estuary (Hamilton 1979, Uncles 1982, 1984). Hamilton

(1979), Kirby and Parker (1980) and Harris (1988) identify three to five sedimentary

environments in the Severn.

2.9.1 Bedrock Environment.

Bedrock is generally encountered in sub to intertidal areas of the Bristol Channel and

locally on the rock platforms of the English Stones, at Oldbury, Hills Flat and Lydney. As a

result of net sediment accumulation most of the pre-existing glacial bedrock valleys have been

infilled, thus there is little bedrock exposure in the Severn.

2.9.2 Sand Environment.

The sand environment of the Severn is highly varied but may be separated into general

areas:

The sands of the Inner Bristol Channel which are generally sub-tidal, forming large cross

stratified bedforms (Davies 1980, Harris and Collins 1985).

The Outer Severn Estuary Region (Aust to Cardiff) shows large areas of bank detached sub

and inter tidal shoals with large cross bedded reversible bedforms (Hawkins and Sebbage,

1972).

The sand deposits of the Middle Severn Estuary just upstream of Aust are prone to the

fastest currents and greatest turbidity, as a result of which the dune fields tend to be

destroyed and show planar stratification with localised ripples occurring at slacker water

which may be destroyed (along with any mud drape) on the onset of the next tide.

The sand deposits of the Upper Severn Estuary around the meandering bends tend to be

bank attached on the inside of the bends having planar bedding as a result of the upper stage

currents.
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2.9.3 Mud Environment.

The mud environment is very widespread. The subtidal areas of the Inner Bristol

Channel and Outer Severn Estuary show settled and fluid mud characteristics, relating to a

suspended sediment front (Kirby and Parker, 1982) or null point. Recent borings taken by

'jack up rigs' for the preliminary ground investigations of the Second Severn Crossing have

found up to 2m of suspended mud and effluent directly upon the bedrock valley. The principle

mud environment is the intertidal mudflats and alluvial wetlands which will be described in a

later chapter

2.10 Estuarine Retreat.

As the present Severn system developed during the Flandrian the infihling of the valley

was essentially diachronous with the transgressing sea depositing material in the lower regions

earlier than in the main River System (now the Upper Estuary). The consequences of which

will be explained later in this chapter.

Figure 2.11 shows an averaged bedrock profile of the Severn and the sea level curve

for the Flandrian in the Severn (after Hawkins). By relating the two curves it can be deduced at

what time MHWS, which is the approximate level of accretion in the tidal mudflats, reached

different parts of the Estuary. Data for constructing the bedrock has been taken from a number

of sources including channel surveys and ground investigation cCata, ?i\

cannot be considered to represent anything more than a simple model.

It is assumed that the present day bed level can be approximated to represent the buried

valley floor, although clearly the buried flats adjacent to this deep channel will be slightly

higher than the bedrock channel. Borehole evidence indicates it is the case that the bounding

flats tend to be higher than the main channel, except in or near to deeper abandoned buried

channels. From the two examples illustrated in Figure 2.11 it can be seen that the estuarine

retreat of the Severn would have reached 50km downstream of Gloucester City (Lianthony) by

7000 years BP and 32.5 km downstream by 5000 years BP. Although it is not indicated on the
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figure, the transgressing sea would have reached 120km downstream of Gloucester by 8000

years BP.

Distance (km) downstream of Llanthony

120	 100	 80	 60	 40	 20	 0

Age x 1000 yrs BP

Fig 2.11 Sea level curve and bedrock profile (bold) for the Severn Estuary.
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Using the height of mean high water spring as the present day level of the estuarine

mudflats, it can be shown what thickness of sediment may have forseeably accreted since the

onset of inundation of the old valley floor (Table 2.9). The construction of this table assumes

that no riverine sedimentation has occurred, which will effect the values especially in upstream

areas. Another factor to be noted is that areas deprived of clastic sedimentation will form

considerable organo-sediments in response to the rising water table which is related to the sea

level, thus considerable peat deposits especially upstream and away from the main channel

must be expected, showing dominantly freshwater fauna and flora, but can still be considered

to be part of the estuarine flood plain.

Place	 Timeof	 Sediment	 Apparent sea

Distance (km) (approximate) innundation 	 thickness (m)	 level rise

downstream______________ (years BP) 	 _______________ (mmlyr)

120	 Porlock	 8000	 25.25	 3.16

50	 Avonmouth	 7000	 13.75	 1.96

32.5	 Littleton	 5000	 5.25	 1.05

20	 Sharpness	 3600	 2.75	 0.76

Table 2.9 Innundation of the Severn Valley.

The apparent rates of sea level rise would be the values calculated from dividing the

expected sediment pile thickness by the period over which it has accreted. Therefore the value

calculated at Porlock is averaged over the initially high (15mm per year) rise of Godwin' s to the

period of much lower sea level rise. This is something which other peoples work does not

necessarily take into account when constructing sea level curves.

Earlier, Figure 2.10 demonstrated that as the rate of sea level rise reduced,

sedimentation changed from predominantly sandy to a finer nature. This cut off point occurred

when mean sea level was around Ordnance Datum approximately 5500 years BP according to

the graph, when inundation would have reached a position about 35km downstream of

Gloucester (Figure 2.11). Therefore none of the higher energy sediments associated with the

period of rapid sea level rise should be expected up the valley from about 35km south of

Gloucester. Table 2.10 shows the expected thickness of estuarine sands and estuarmne clays
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which may be found at selected positions in the Estuary. The author believes that the

prevalence of the 'Ordnance Datum Peat' or similar deposits in the Estuary suggests that the

inflexion point in the sea level curve which is deemed to indicate a change in sediment type may

have been a short period of regression or more likely a sea level stand at the same level before

the sea level began rising again.

Distance (km) Place	 Total sediment Thickness of 	 Thickness of

downstream	 (approximate)	 thickness (m)	 'sands' (m)	 'clays' (m)

120	 Porlock	 25.25	 18.5	 6.75

50	 Avonmouth	 13.75	 7.0	 6.75

32.5	 Littleton	 5.25	 0*	 5.25

20	 Sharpness	 2.75	 0*	 2.75

Table 2.10. Approximate thickness of expected sediments. * denotes that some basal gravel

or sand is likely.

Unfortunately reliable data to either confirm or disprove the model of accretion

presented in Tables 2.9 and 2.10 is scarcer than would first appear. The majority of the data

for the Severnside Levels is affected by the buried channel so borehole logs can be

misinterpreted. Generally the sediment thickness is greater than would be expected, although

areas away from the old channel which are closer to the modem day channel show a reasonable

correlation. Limited logs on the Welsh side of the Severn in the Caldicott Levels seem to

indicate a well formed coastal platform with a buried Triassic cliff line running along the

approximate line of the Newport to Sudbrook railway line. The cone penetrometer results from

a sea wall improvement scheme along the Caldicott Levels confirm the suggested model,

although it would be easy to make the data fit the model when there is not enough substantive

evidence. Seawall improvements at Whale Wharf near Littleton and near Shepperdine show a

good correlation, although the number of exploratory holes is not sufficient to say so with any

great certainty.

The present limits of alluvial deposits are represented by a break in slope, often in

Mercia Mudstone, and are mapped approximately to the lOm contour line on the Bristol
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Geological Sheet (BGS Sheet No 264). Examination in the field and from using aerial

topographic surveys confirm that this is a reasonable approximation.

2.11 Future Sea Level Changes.

2.11.1 Contributory Factors.

Although the topic of future sea level changes was the motivation behind much of this

thesis, it is stressed that the subject itself remains a contentious issue. There is evidence of a

local and indeed global sea level rise from a variety of data sources which are at no point

criticised in any detail in this work.

There are two ways of changing sea level on the human time scale. Either by changing

the amount of water in the oceans by changing the mass of land based ice, or by making the

existing water occupy more or less volume by changing the oceanic temperature. When

considering sea level change, an important consideration is the rate at which it occurs. A one

metre rise in one day is quite disastrous, while one metre in a million years would be irrelevant

on the human scale.

The 'players' which may affect the global sea level are summarised as follows;

Thermal Expansion

As water is heated it undergoes a small expansion. The atmosphere and sun only warm the top

lOOm or so of water. However, complex currents and density imbalances result in the

circulation and mixing of the warmer surface layers to greater depths up to about 50Dm or

more. The IPCC suggest that this would equate to a mean sea level rise of 0.1 metres per

degree centigrade rise in an order of decades. Some scientists have been quoted that they

believe that a single centigrade temperature rise may cause a 0.7m sea level rise, although it is

not clear whether this is solely from thermal expansion of the world's oceans.

Ice Reservoirs

The five major ice reservoirs are sea ice, mountain glaciers, the Greenland Ice Sheet, East

Antarctic Ice Sheet and the West Antarctic Ice Sheet.
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The melting of sea ice such as the North Pole will add insignificant amounts to the

ocean levels as the difference will be reliant on the slight density difference due to the different

salinities of the sea ice and the oceans. Mountain glaciers also are unlikely to contribute much

to global sea levels as they appear to be too small, although some authors aver that their part is

underestimated.

The Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets would contribute significantly to a sea level rise

if temperatures were increased. The amount of ice tied up on one of the ice sheets is balanced

between the loss through the melting or calving of icebergs and the accumulation through

precipitation. Although an increase in global temperature may increase precipitation as more

moisture may be held by the atmosphere, the melting in the zone of ablation in an ice field will

increase even more because of the greater melt area produced from an upward rise in the

snowline. It is interesting that if the Greenland Ice Sheet were to melt for whatever reason,

even under the present climatic conditions it could not be regrown. This ice sheet is atypical

because it is confined by the surrounding topography which protects it from melting and thus

has not depleted as much as similar latitude ice fields.

The East Antarctic Ice Sheet is a desert and very cold. It can be assumed that unless a

substantial global temperature rise was to occur then if anything, the ice sheet would grow as

the warmer global temperature will probably trap more water in the atmosphere and increase

precipitation. With conditions similar to Greenland, the high topography around the ice sheet

provides a natural protection from ablation.

The West Antarctic Ice Sheet poses the greatest risk to sea level rise as it has an unstable

configuration. Its main protection are the bounding ice sheets which are in a qiiasi-equi)ibr)um

state and vulnerable to any changes in the climate, if these defences were to collapse then a

domino effect may occur further into the ice sheet.

It is difficult to qualify any perceptible effect of global warming on the prementioned

'reservoirs', however, the British Antarctic Survey has found that in the Antarctic there have

been a number of significant changes in recent years. By observing flora, they have found that

some frozen seeds are now starting to grow, indicating a temperature rise which is estimated to

be in the order of 1 degree Celsius within the last thirty years. In addition the Antarctic summer
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is now considered to be 50% longer than the equivalent in the 1970's, also based on floral

evidence. This information was quoted in the Daily Telegraph (19/9/94) with no source.

A sea level rise in the Severn Estuary and around the South-west of Britain has been

identified from a number of sources and for a number of reasons. Allen (1991) suggests that

the source of a 'recently' accelerated sea level rise of about 4mm per year is due to the

collapsing foreland bulge resulting from the previous ice age(s). Rossiter's analysis of tide

gauge data records in the 1960's confirmed that there may be a sea level rise in excess of that

assumed over the last 4 millennia as he concluded that the sea level rise over the period of

reliable tide gauge information at Avonmouth was about 2.4mm per year. The NRA have a

series of values based on recent observations of the rate of sea level rise which needs to be

accounted for in the design of flood defences in coastal areas, the value for the Severn is 5mm

per year.

The 'Green House Effect' and 'Global Warming' are contentious issues at best.

However, this thesis uses up to date estimates of sea level rise to predict how future tides in

the Severn may be affected. At no point does the author either affirm or dismiss the reliability

of the 'greenhouse' predictions. Modelling of the pcssibe effects c

Greenhouse Effect have had mixed and controversial results. The basis of the models is that a

rise in mean global temperature will cause a sea level rise due to the thermal expansion of the

sea, glacial and polar melting. This is to an extent balanced by increased cold climate

precipitation which may effectively tie up extra moisture as snow and ice. Modelling results so

far have shown that if the greenhouse warming is occurring then there is a thermal inertia from

the onset of the temperature rise to the resultant sea level change in the order of 30 years. It is

worth remembering that if a suitable explanation of sea level and temperature behaviour can be

derived, then some of the apparent discrepancies between Quaternary sea levels, fauna and

flora may be explained.

2.11.2 Future Sea Levels in the Severn Estuary.

This section introduces a basic method of assessing the the approximate high tidal levels

which may be attained at different locations within the Severn Estuary with an increase in
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global mean sea level. The model presented makes a broad assumption that the high tides

toward the mouth of the Bristol Channel are unaffected by tidal resonance and can be directly

related to mean sea level rise. Readers should not take the figures derived in this section as

definite and must refer to Section 7.6 for a description of the methodology used and it's

shortfalls. Complex coastal shelf models suggest that while this model does not represent the

true behaviour of the Severn system, the figures derived broadly correlate.

Estimates of global sea level rise have been given by Clayton (1990) and the IPCC

(Warrick and Oerlemans, 1990) and are presented in Table 2.11.

I	
Clayton	 Warrick & Oerlemans

_____________________	 (1990-2030)	 (1985-2030)
High estimate	 365 mm (9.1 mmlyr)	 289 mm (6.4 mnilyr)

Best estimate	 164mm (4.1 mnilyr) 	 183 mm (4.1 mnilyr)

Low estimate	 26 mm (0.65 mmlyr)	 87 mm (1.9 mnilyr)

Table 2.11 Estimate of eustatic rise by 2030 postulated by Clayton (1990) and Warrick &

Oerlemans (1990)

This section considers how these potential rises in sea level would change the tide at the

mouth of the Severn and the nature of distortion upstream. For a tidal curve relatively

unaffected by the distortion or shallow water effects which occur upstream, it can be assumed

that an increase in mean sea level will approximate to an increase to the extreme [eve[s of the

tide, while the curve remains almost symmetrical. As the tide pcogesses xpste

will become much more distorted.

The high water levels indicated in Figure 2.12 for the area of the Severn covered by

reliable Admiralty data show a linear increase in the high water levels upstream. Considering

the rises from a neap to a spring and a spring to an astronomical high tide, a multiplication

factor can be derived for the change in high water height as it increases upstream. Obviously

the highest astronomical tide is calculated from a mathematical relation between the neap and

spring tides. However, where data is available the observed values of HAT correspond

closely to the calculated values. In simple terms if the difference between a mean high water
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neap tide and a mean high water spring tide at the Estuary mouth is im and is 1.5m at a location

100km upstream then the multiplication factor at the upstream locality is 1.5 for this difference.

The operation is repeated for the spring to astronomical tide and the neap to astronomical tide

and the multiplication factor is derived through a line of best fit.

y = 1.5839 + -0.0043008x R= 0.95602

Distance downstream of Lianthony (Gloucester), Km.

Fig 2.12 Multiplication of sea-level rise on high tide levels in the Severn Estuary.

_____________ ______ _________ Clayton _________	 Warrick	 and	 Oerlemans

Place	 km Max (m) Best (m) Mm (m) Max (m) Best (m) Mm (m)

Lynmouth	 132	 4.97	 4.77	 4.63	 4.89	 4.79	 4.69

Watchet	 99	 5.92	 5.69	 5.53	 5.84	 5.71	 5.60

WestonS-M	 75	 6.46	 6.21	 6.03	 6.36	 6.23	 6.11

Avonmouth	 50	 7.20	 6.92	 6.74	 7.10	 6.95	 6.82

Aust	 39	 7.42	 7.13	 6.94	 7.31	 7.16	 7.02

WhiteHouse	 28	 7.68	 7.39	 7.19	 7.57	 7.42	 7.28

Sharpness	 22	 8.01	 7.71	 7.51	 7.90	 7.74	 7.60

Table 2.12 Estimated heights of mean high water spring in 2030.

This simple model assumes that the postulated figure of global sea level rise would

result in a constant value added to the high and low levels for a tide relatively unaffected by

shallow water effects, i.e. Ilfracombe in the Bristol Channel. This 'unaffected rise'

progressively increases upstream by the multiplication factor. The estimated maximum levels
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of the high water spring tide in the Severn Estuary using the multiplication of the change in

high water for the years 2030 and 2100 are given in Tables 2.12 & 2.13.

_____________ _______ __________ Clayton __________ Warrick 	 and	 Oerlemans

Place	 Km _Max (m) Best (m) Mm (m) Max (m) Best (m) Mm (m)

Lynmouth	 132	 5.62	 5.06	 4.67	 5.35	 5.08	 4.82

Watchet	 99	 6.66	 5.98	 5.57	 6.35	 6.05	 5.75

WestonS-M	 75	 7.26	 6.57	 6.09	 6.93	 6.60	 6.28

Avonmouth	 50	 8.07	 7.32	 6.80	 7.71	 7.35	 7.00

Aust	 39	 8.32	 7.54	 7.00	 7.94	 7.57	 7.21

WhiteHouse	 28	 8.61	 7.81	 7.25	 8.23	 7.84	 7.47

Sharpness	 22	 8.96	 8.14	 7.58	 8.57	 8.17	 7.80

Fig 2.13 Estimated height of mean high water spring in 2100.

These values are calculated from figures based on the latest Admiralty data which is

evaluated from a series of observations of tides at given positions. Admiralty data is not

reliable north of Sharpness as this is the head of commercial navigation in the Estuary. As the

areas bounding the great bends to the north of Sharpness tend to be the most liable to flood and

are not reliably covered by the Admiralty predictions, it was decided that a tidal model of the

Severn should be devised to predict future levels within the Estuary to Gloucester and that this

model be applied to a number of engineering and hypothetical situations.

The height of the seawalls used in NRA modelling of the extreme tides in 19E9 and

1990 for both banks of the Estuary are given in Table 2.13 for comparison with predicated

future levels. The figures of the 'best' estimated highest astronomical tides are used in this

table as they are a closer representation, although an underestimate, of the '100 years wave' to

which the seawalls should be designed. The design level should also include an additional

0.5m for wave run-up. This table indicates that, with the exception of the seawall levels at

Avonmouth, the remaining seawalls would, even at this very conservative estimate, be under

threat of inundation if they were not improved. However, there have been seawall

improvements at Aust and near the Whitehouse while Sharpness for the moment is relatively

'safe' as it lies upon a natural high area. The seawall improvements along the flanks of the
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Lower and Middle Estuary undertaken during the early 1990's would require further

improvements if the more extreme estimates of global sea level rise are correct.

Place	 Seawall crest (m) Present HAT (m) Best 2030 (m)	 Best 2100 (m)

Avonmouth	 9.3&9.3	 8.1	 8.32	 8.72

Aust	 8.7 & 9.0	 8.3	 8.53	 8.94

Whitehouse	 9.9&9.3	 8.6	 8.83	 9.25

Sharpness	 10.5 & 10	 9.0	 9.24	 9.66

Table 2.13 Estimated levels of future HAT compared to seawall levels in 1990.

2.12 Conclusions.

This chapter has provided an overview of the Quaternary history of the Severn, with

particular reference to the Flandrian, both in relation to its position in the tidal frame and its

gross sedimentological structure. Furthermore the present tidal regime was briefly analysed

and used to predict future high tidal levels in Severn given present estimates of global sea level

rise. This found that the future predicted sea levels are datgerousy xig wti veset to

existing, and in many places, newly raised flood defence levels. For a more accurate

appreciation of this problem a computer model of the Severn was deemed necessary. This

numerical simulation of tidal behaviour is described in the following four chapters, which

describe the theoretical, computational and practical aspects of the model development and the

validation and application of the results.
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CHAPTER 3

HYDRAULIC THEORY OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL.

3.1 Introduction.

This chapter will introduce the relevant hydraulic theory behind a mathematical model of

the Severn Estuary, which are derived during the chapter. Following a brief preamble and the

history of apposite fluid dynamic theory, the chapter will proceed to identify the nature of

solutions required and explain the relevant terminology and then proceed to derive a

mathematical model based on the De Saint-Venant assumptions of unsteady flow in open

channels. The Dc Saint-Venant equations are the basis of many mathematical models of river

and estuarine flow.

The chapter covers a brief history of fluid mechanics in Section 3.2, the modelling

needs considered prior to construction of the model ia Sectk 3.3, descci	 ot

unsteady flow in Section 3.4, the Dc St.Venant equations and assumptions in Section 3.5 and

proceeds to define the elements of integral and differential equations of fluid flow in the

remaining sections.

3.1.1 Philosophical Preamble.

Mathematical models of open channel flow are accepted engineering tools. They have

developed from hydraulic and mathematical theory and can he seen as the 'child' of hydraulic

scale models. Hydraulic scale models were used with success in the previous century and first

half of the twentieth century. Their development has in turn improved statistical, hydraulic and

laboratory practice. Hydraulic models were superseded by mathematical ones when the

hydraulic problems considered became too complex and it became necessary to understand the

interaction of an engineering structure with its immediate surroundings and with the entire

river, basin or region. Mathematical models only overtook hydraulic models in popularity

when technology had advanced sufficiently so that the digital computer was able to analyse the
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problems in an economical manner. Fortunately hydraulic models are still in common usage as

it has been realised that numerical simulations are not infallible, nor are they at present capable

of modelling many of the complex phenomena of interest to the engineer.

The author believes that after having studied many of the suitable techniques of

simulating estuarine flow, in particular the numerical solution methods, that it would he easy

for an engineer to simply 'piratise' parts of contemporary models and construct his own model

using these pieces. However, this method, the 'black box' approach, is highly irresponsible.

Such analysis may give satisfactory results to the engineer, but the method of formulation and

solution is alien to him. Thus how the results are arrived at, and their validity, are uncertain to

him and this becomes important when arguing whether the model has actually modelled

anything of use. It is important to undeistand the physical processes and the reliability of the

results. Another common pitfall is to become over zealous, developing a mathematically

complex, yet under practical model where except to the modeller himself the system and

documentation may he completely incomprehensible. A comprehensive review of previous

literature highlighted the pitfalls that such attitudes can meet. A combination of unintelligible

language, unfathomable solution techniques (mainly due to an unwillingness or incapability to

follow a whole solution through) and very commonly, the typographical error, will in the

majority of cases propagate fatal errors which the new designer will he unable to locate. t is

absolutely vital that a system designer fully understands all the techniques he is to emp3oy and

then to design the system completely to his specifications, keeping the same notation and

solution techniques throughout. One reason why the full description of a model may not be

available is because economics play a considerable role in the eXtent to wch designer wiM

reveal the analytical capabilities of his model, a successful tender may rely on what he has 'up

his sleeve' and is unwilling to divulge.

3.2 Historical Development of Fluid Flow TheoLy.

The complete model of tidal simulation which this thesis describes consists of two

mathematical stages, one is the derivation of the governing equations of fluid flow, so is

predominantly an exercise in fluid mechanics, described in this chapter, and the second is the
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adoption of the numerical method of solving these equations by computation, of which there

are many types, which is described in Chapter 4. Although the two elements have been

separated in this thesis, a designer must consider the suitability of the numerical solution

technique and the flow equations in tandem when selecting the course of the model

development.

This section briefly passes through the main history of hydraulic theory relevant to the

design of a mathematical model of fluid flow. It is impossible to review and encompass all

elements of hydraulics which are peripherally important to this thesis. However, the most

important stages in theory can be attributed to the mathematicians of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries. Whilst termed 'mathematicians' many of these scientists had interests or

even academic positions in subjects ranging from astronomy to fluid mechanics and anatomy!

Like many physically based sciences, hydraulics has developed from the work of Isaac

Newton. Most principles of fluid flow are based upon his laws of force and motion. Whilst

only qualitative in approach Newton devised several theories of hydraulics and tidal flow.

Daniel Bernoulli the Swiss mathematician published 'Hydrodynamica" in (1738) and

subsequently his (1741) work on Equatorial and Mediterranean tides significantly advanced

Newton's work. The Bernoulli equation is important in steady state flow and is also used as an

approximation in unsteady flow when modelled channel reaches need to be simplified.

Bernoulli's father, with whom he had a constant rivalry, published 'Hydraulica ' at a similar

time, however, little new was introduced and the work proved less popular than that of

Bernoulli Jnr. Bernoulli worked with Leonard Euler at St. Petersburg, developing an important

form of mechanics (Eulerian Mechanics) which involves the analysis of the state of a fluid at

particular locations within the flow. Treating a fluid as a continuous substance is the basis of

analysing fluid flow in this thesis.

Laplace (1776) further developed fluid theory which was subsequently advanced by

Lagrange in the 1780's who explained wave propagation in shallow water. His work is

important in describing the speed and distortion of an incoming tide in an estuary, as explained

in chapter two. However, unlike Eulerian type methods, Lagrangian Mechanics, involves the

description of the motion of a body in time and space (e.g. a projectile type problem) and is
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unsuitable for the description of fluid motion in a river or estuary, unless describing the motion

of a wave or bore.

The Nineteenth Century work of De Chezy and the German engineer, Eytelwein into

the effects of friction and the interaction of channel irregularities are of great importance, both

in the study of the attenuation of an incoming tidal wave and the influence of structures, such

as bridges on hydraulic flow. As a result the use of hydraulic models became increasingly

popular and was best utilised by Froude.

The mid Nineteenth Century saw the greatest advancement of hydraulic flow simulation

with the works of Partiot (1858, 1861, 1871) on wave motion in estuaries, Russell (1837,

1842-1843) on fluid flow and waves, Basin (1862, 1865) and Boussinesq (1872, 1873,

1877) also on wave motion. The publications of De Saint-Venant (1870, 1871) are considered

most relevant to this thesis as he managed to marry the theory of unsteady hydraulic flow with

mathematics. It is upon his two equations of momentum and continuity that unsteady flow

problems are solved. The two equations have since been amended slightly by a variety of

authors for greater completeness of a hjdau1ic so o''es, nese àepartures have

proved to be of minor significance. It must be stressed that all the authors mentioned in this

paragraph worked very closely and whilst De Saint-Venant is accredited with being the 'father'

of unsteady flow formulation, his works were not substantially different to those of his

contemporaries.

The development of mathematical techniques has significantly improved the range and

accuracy of applying fluid-dynamic equations, predominately in the twentieth century. The

evolution of the digital computer has enabled models to become increasingly complex.

Designing a modelling system itself requires a wide knowledge of classical hydraulics,

calculus, numerical analysis, programming, data processing and conceptual modelling.

3.3	 Identification of ModeHing Needs.

Before a model designer can begin construction of his mathematical model, he must

first identify just what problem he is to solve and in what detail he must proceed to give a

realistic solution that satisfies the design needs. It must be stressed that mathematical models
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are approximations of real and very complex phenomena, thus there will always he a degree of

unmodellable inaccuracy. The modeller must balance the need for accurate results, against

over-complicating the model where design and computer time may he vastly increased to give a

result no more satisfactory than a much simpler model (and hence cheaper to design and run).

In general a model will only incorporate the most important flow influences and ignore those of

secondary importance. These unknown or ignored factors may or may not be important.

Neither may they he readily identifiable, for instance the use of a friction value to evaluate the

conveyance of a channel section which is described in Chapter 5, is an important way of

'tuning' a model, so that the computed results match those measured in reality in the natural

river. However, the final frictional values may hear no resemblance to those which should

have been entered for the natural channel, hence the 'tuned' or even 'fixed' values the computer

program may output may have been compensating for an unknown effect in the channel so the

programme has not been modelling physical reality. The friction problem will he returned to in

chapter six.

3.3.1 Design Criteria.

The raw data available for the Severn Estuary which could he ulilised in the model

included channel cross-sections, fresh water flow at selected sites upstream and tidal cutves at

sites toward the estuary mouth, the details of which are discussed in chapter six. The

following criteria were considered in the design stages of the mathematical and computer

models.

The simulation should give representative values of tidal height throughout a tidal period in

the modelled reach, the high tidal heights were considered the priority.

Tidal heights would identify flood hazard locations along the Severn Estuary, so sea wall

heights would need to he included within the model design.

The simulation would give new tidal heights within the Estuary as a result of sea-level

change.
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The effect of man on channel morphology could be broadly established to ascertain the

potential of tidal sumps in reducing tidal altitudes.

The model could be run within the capabilities of the existing computing facilities in the

Department of Geology, University of Bristol.

The model could be developed at a later date to refine the modelling accuracy, by

considering extra physical phenomena if required.

The numerical solution could be adapted to solve for other estuaries

The latter three design criteria are predominantly concerned with practical aspects of the

computer model, whereas the earlier ones are hydraulic phenomena which must be

encompassed by the theoretical development of the mathematical model. After consideration

it was decided that a one dimensional model of unsteady flow would be required, a description

of which will be given in the succeeding section. To solve the mathematical model, a finite

difference solution method was selected and will be described in Chapter 4.

3.4 One Dimensional Unsteady Flow in Oren Channe's.

This section introduces some of the terminology involved with the fluid flow model, the

terms unsteady flow, open channel flow and one-dimensional flow.

3.4.1 Open Channel Flow.

An open channel is the term applied to a conduit for flow where a contained liquid

which has a free surface present, this being a boundary exposed to the atmosphere. The free

surface in a river is the interface between water and the air. Flow in a pipe which is not totally

full is another example of open channel flow. A filled pipe does not have a free surface and

flow within the pipe is described as confined.
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3.4.2 Channel Types.

Dividing channel types may seem a little pedantic. However, when considering

friction terms (in Chapter 5) the difference between a natural and man-made channel may be

quite significant. A natural channel is one which is deemed to have developed naturally with a

minimal human influence. Man made or artificial channels are self explanatory and include

canals, gutters and ditches. Natural channels are sometimes referred to as 'real' channels, but

this is a poor description. As the system to be modelled is an estuary it is a natural channel.

Phenomena in natural channels tend to be much more complex than those in artificial channels,

which aie designed to obtain the maximum possible flow efficiency. To fully describe all the

attributes that may be met in a natural channel is almost impossible, unnecessary and would

encompass fields including geology, geomorphology, hydraulics and hydrology. Artificial

channels are divided into several categories described in French (1986).

3.4.3 Unsteady Flow.

The flow in an open channel can be described by a variety of classifications, based on

differing criterior. The simplest guideline for describing flow is the variation of the depth with

respect to time. If the depth of a flow does not vary with titc i. is sai 1io \t steady,

however, if the depth does vary with time then it is said to be unsteady. Unfortunately this

definition is not straightforward as the relative position of the observer can give a differing

perspective on the definition. This difference in mechanical out look (uleñan and tagranglan)

can be demonstrated by an idealised 'bore' passing up along a river which itself is unchanging

in dimensions and has no bed slope variation. To the observer on the bank the flow will seem

to be unsteady as the bore passes him, however, for someone standing at the crest of the bore,

travelling along with it, (for instance a surfer!), then the height of the flow will remain constant

and he will see no variation of depth with time and will see the flow as steady. Such an

enigmatic situation is described as spatially varied or discontinuous flow, which unfortunately

requires a different numerical approach to the model developed in this thesis. It is noted that

the Severn Bore would not be shown in the modelled results here.
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Similarly the variation of the depth of flow may also he considered with respect to space

only. If the flow depth does not vary along the distance of a channel then it is said to be

uniform. It is non uniform if the depth does vary with distance. The term uniform generally

implies that the flow is steady as non uniform steady flow is physically a near impossibility.

Non uniform flow is generally described as varied and can be further differentiated as gradually

and rapidly varied flow. This is an arbitrary differentiation dependant on the rate of change of

depth with distance. An example of the rapidly varied flow would he the flow over a weir or a

bore, whereas gradually varied flow would describe a flood wave (Chow 1959).

The flow terms that have been given are far too rigid to describe the flow of even a

small river, so the terms have been relaxed SO that they can encompass real flow systems. For

this purpose the gross flow conditions aie considered, using the average velocity and depth at a

point. Unsteady flow is now defined as a flow where the mean velocity at each point in the

considered reach is not constant with time. This is obviously the case for an estuary where a

tide enters and leaves the river, causing flow to increase, reduce and reverse during the period

of the tide. It is unlikely that the freshwater flow at the estuary head will stay constant,

especially if a storm drains into the system, superimposing additional non-steady flow effects.

3.4.4 One Dimensional Flow.

One dimensional flow is a convenient simplification of natural flow, considering flow

conditions to only vary along one principle spatial axis. In reality fluid motion is three-

dimensional with motion or displacement occurring in all three of the primary directions in

space.

In a channel the fluid is constrained within boundaries, i.e. the channel sides and floor,

which limit flow in two or even one dimensions. A simple treatment of fluid flow is to

consider it one-dimensional where there are no property changes in two of the dimensions.

This means that one dimensional flow in a channel is considered to he only up and down the

channel axis, so that there is a uniform velocity throughout the water column and no transfer

toward the sides of the channel.
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Real velocity profile.

x-axis

Averaged velocity profile.

x-axis

Q
u_A ( 3.1 )

Figure 3. 1 shows how in a real fluid, the velocity reduces toward the channel floor

where frictional shear at the boundary reduces flow velocity. To one-dimensionalise the flow,

the variation throughout the column is averaged over the depth.

z-axis

z-axis

Fig. 3.1. Velocity profiles in a real and One-dimensiona 1 channeA.

The value of v represents the local flow velocity at a position in the water column, in

real flow conditions, whereas u is the depth a'eiaged veXocity o these "v" components, both

u and v are in ms . The value of u is related to the actual volume flow rate (Q) passing a

given point of cross sectional area (A) so that the average velocity can be defined by equations

3.1.

1	 h
u=—( vdv

h Jo
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Where Q is the quantity of flow in m 3 s

A is the cross sectional area in m2

h is the depth in m.

This relation will become important later in the chapter, when explaining how the

mathematical model is developed and how the presented model differs slightly in terminology

from the basic equations of unsteady flow derived by Dc Saint-Venant.

In plan view a funnel-shaped estuary mouth and a narrower river channel show one

dimensional flow (assuming that there is no velocity change within the water column), but this

becomes a less valid assumption as an estuary widens, where circulation becomes more

prevalent. It must he stressed that when approximating an estuary to limited dimensional flow,

in reality a real river will show non-consistency with the assumption on a varieiy of scales,

from small eddies, flow around banks and shoals, to circulation cells formed by river

morphology and/or the Coriolis Effect. A modeller must decided at what point the river or

estuary's behaviour becomes too complex to satisfy the dimensional approximation he has

adopted. The validity of ignoring certain aspects of real estuarine flow from the general

assumptions of the model designed are discussed Chapter 5.

A one-dimensional model is considered sufficient as the priority of modelling was io gel

tidal altitudes along the Estuary axis. Although there may he slight differences from a hank on

one side of the channel to the opposite, the difference between either side within the modelled

area would probably he minimal and to model in two dimensions would not add any valuable

information, especially considering the quality of data in digitising the tidal curve, river flow or

cross-section profiles and neglecting the effect of wind. Neither was it deemed important tO

consider velocity variations with depth. 1n this chapter and Chapter 4 there will he additions to

the basic model to allow for quasi-two dimensional flow, which will allow for flow over

seawalls and the addition of tributaries entering the main channel, problems which are solved

with one-dimensional theory hut give a simple description of two dimensional effects.
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3.5 The De Saint-Venant Equations of Fluid Flow.

De Saint Venant (1871) presented two equations for one-dimensional unsteady flow in

open channels. His derivations were based on a series of assumptions made about the flow

conditions. It is upon these rules that integral and then differential forms of fluid flow can be

derived. These two equations express the basic fluid flow laws for a continuous medium.

It is not intended to describe the De Saint Venant Equations but to follow his

assumptions and derive a similar set of equations which are of an easier form to model and are

more applicable to this thesis.

3.5.1 Dc St Venant Assumptions.

Barrie Dc Saint-Venant gave the following assumptions about fluid flow that governed

his derivation of his flow equations.

The flow is one dimensional, with the velocity being unvaried over a given cross section

perpendicular to the channel axis. The free surface is considered to he horizontal crcss the

section.

The pressure is hydrostatic.

Frictional and turbulent behaviour can he accounted for using analogous steady state flow

laws.

The channel bed slope is small so that the cosine of its inclination with the horizontal is

considered unity.

From these assumptions a series of integral relations can he derived to describe the

various elements of fluid flow considered in the eventual mathematical model.
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3.6 Integral Relationships of Unsteady Flow.

The relationship of the flow equations relies upon the conservation of mass and

momentum. The equation of the Mass Continuity is derived using the rule that between two

sections there should be no overall change in mass and any losses that occur may be accounted

for by overflowing the river defences. The Conservation of Momentum is derived with the

constraint that momentum losses may be accounted for by loss over the defences, frictional

resistance and unknowns.

By assuming that the water density does not change between sections, i.e. neglecting

salinity and temperature effects, and that the fluid is not compressible, the equations can be

derived by a control volume method. Such a method is used in Cunge eta! (1980) and was

derived from Liggett (1975) who used a unit width method of analysis which is similarly used

in French (1986) but does not show an integral definition. All derived Equations are for a one

dimensional system.

Before deriving the Equations is it necessary to introduce some of the nomenclature

adopted (Fig 3.2).

Fig 3.2. Simple channel between two end sections.
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Where x 1 and x 2 = the positions along the channel axis of cross sections 1 and 2 at either

end of a reach.

B and B 2 = the breadths (m) of the water surface of the two cross sections.

A and A 2 the cross sectional areas (m 2) of the two cross sections.

Ax the distance (m) between the two cross sections or the length of the reach

measured along the main channel axis.

h 2 = the depth of the water at cross section 2.

Z2 = the water surface elevation (m) above a given datum at cross section 2.

The two cross sections are at positions which will be a computational point in the finite

difference solution which will be described in the next chapter. Considering the depth of flow

in terms of the value Z with a constant datum level throughout the modelled area is easier than

using the depth, especially in low lying areas such as an estuary. The convenient datum

chosen was Ordinance Datum (Newlyn).

In addition the flow is assumed to be sub-horizontal, so that the angle of the channel

bed with the horizontal tends towards zero and that the cosine of the angle is approximated to

unity.

The control volume is a term applied to the total vokune of waec ettec t':c

sections. The behaviour of this volume in time and space is what helps us derive the integral

Equations of flow, the mass continuity and the conservation of momentum.

3.7 Mass Continuity.

The continuity of mass must satisfy the condition that the net inflow of mass is equal to

the change in storage. This means that for a mass of water entering or leaving the control

volume over a certain time there must be a corresponding change in storage in the control

volume. The net inflow or outflow of mass into the control volume is the difference of mass

flow rates entering or leaving the control volume, i.e. the change at the first section (p u A) x

and at the second section (p u A)2 integrated with respect to time. As can be deduced from

Equation 3.1, the terms p u A, can be expressed in the form of p Q and are in Kg s. The
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Which must be equal to;

CX 2Changeinstorage	 = I	 {(pA)t2 - (pA)t 1 1 dx
Jx 1

value of net mass inflow is given in Equation 3.2a. The change in storage is the mass of the

new volume added or subtracted to the original control volume over the integrated time period

[(pQ) 1 - (PQ)x2 I dt

and is given by Equation 3.2b.

('t 2
Net inflow rate of mass = I

Jt 1
( 3.2a )

C 3.2b )

Continuity of mass can be demonstrated when steady flow conditions prevail, where

there is no change in flow velocity, hence no change in the quantity of flow at either end cross

section of the control volume. In this case the mass entering cross section 1 will not differ with

time, neither will the mass leaving cross section 2. The net inflow rate over this period of time

will be zero, as no extra mass has either entered or left the control volume. As there is no

change in mass, the control volume will not have increased or decreased to accommodate a

change in mass and thus there will be no change in storage. The water level will thus remain

constant over the period of time, indicating steady non-variable flow.

An example of Unsteady flow is depicted in Figure 3.3 where there are two simplified

rectangular cross-sections at either end of a channel reach, akin to cross sections 1 and 2.

Cross Section 1 is nominally termed the upstream section. There are two time stages

representing the initial and end time level over which the equations are integrated 1 and t 2 At

the start of any time level a mass of flow, Q 1 (which may change over the period of time),

enters the control volume through the first section, at the same time a mass equal to p Q 2

leaves the control volume downstream through section 2. If these two values are not equal then

there will be a gain or loss in mass within the control volume and thus a change in the volume.

The sum of these changes over the period of integration gives the net inflow rate and the change

of storage. The change in volume is shown in the diagram and the mass of which is the storage

change.
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Section

p Q i

PQ2	 PQ2

Change in volume between ti & t2Control Volume t=1 ControL VoLume t=2

Time t=1	 Time t=2

Fig 3.3. Continuity of mass showing change in storage when a greater mass of water enters

the upstream cross section than leaves the downstream one.

From rearranging the two equivalent Equations 3.2a and 3.2b, a mass continuity

relationship is derived by considering a constant fluid density between the two sections which

eliminates p giving Equation 3.3.

fX2 [(A)	 - (A) t1] dx +
	

[(Q)2 - (Q) 1 ] dt =0
Jx 1	Jt1

( 3.3 )

The previous expression does not allow for any loss of mass within the control volume,

such as flooding over sea-walls or propagation up a tributary, lateral inflow and outflow will

be considered later. A differential form of Equation 3.3 will be used as one part of the final

mathematical model presented later in this chapter. The equation for the continuity of mass is

commonly referred to as the Equation of Continuity.
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3.8 Conservation of Momentum.

The conservation of momentum requires that the change of momentum in the control

volume between the two times must be equal to the net inflow of momentum into the control

volume added to the sum of the external forces acting over the control volume over this time.

LXM is the change in momentum over period of integration

= Net momentum flux (MF)+ Sum of external forces acting on control volume over

period of integration.

There are a much greater number of components to this equation and subsequently it is

a much harder to derive. A modeller must only consider what he thinks to be the major

influences on the fluid motion, thus the momentum equation may differ from one model to

another as various terms are ignored. Similarly some authors use differing terminology to

describe the same processes thus a derived set of equations may look different but are

essentially the same.

3.8.1 Net Momentum Flux, MF.

From Newton's Second Law, momentum is defined as the mass of a. bodç 	 1c!

by its velocity in the units of Kg m s 1 The momentum thn throub	 t

of the mass flow rate (p u A or p Q) and the velocity. The hydraulic pressure force detailed in

the following section is frequently included in the momentum flux.

The momentum flux at a section, at any time, M = p u Q	 ( 3.4 )

The net momentum flux within the control volume over the period of integration is

equal to the momentum flux entering at one section minus the momentum flux leaving the other

integrated with respect to time (Equation 3.5). The net momentum flux represents the amount
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2)

x (Channel) axis.

of momentum to have entered or left the control volume over the period of integration between

times t 1 and t 2 through both end cross sections.

Net momentum flux:

(t 2
MF =	 [ ( puQ)x1 - (p UQ), 2 J dt	 (3.5)

1

The forces acting on the control volume are described as the hydrostatic pressure force,

the force due to breadth change, the gravitational force and the frictional resistance force,

which are described in sections 3.8.2 to 3.8.5.

3.8.2 Hydrostatic Pressure Force, FH.

z (height) axis

4
	

Force distribution envelope

PF

I	 I

Section 1	 Section 2

Fig 3.4. Pressure forces at end sections of a channel.

The mass of water at either end of a reach exerts a hydrostatic pressure force at the

cross-section. The net pressure force, NPF H' acting upon the control volume is equal to the

difference of pressure forces at either end of the reach. The subscript H in the previous

abbreviation signifies that the net pressure force being considered is related to the hydrostatic

pressures. The two pressure forces are shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.4, which is a

cross-section through the control volume, bounded at either ends by the two sections xi and
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X2 . The shaded triangles in Figure 3.4 show the distributions of hydrostatic pressure forces at

the two sections, the arrows labelled PF (x 1 ) and PF ( x 2 ) indicate the assumed (depth

averaged) mean value of these pressure forces at the sections.

The pressure force at any cross section, with a free surface elevation of Z can be

calculated from hydrostatic distribution laws (Equation 3.6). The notation for this Equation is

presented in the following diagram (Figure 3.5). The liquid depth at the section is termed h, r

is the depth integration variable along the z axis and (r) is the width of the cross section at the

depth T, so that a(h) is equal to the breadth of the liquid at the free surface (B).

Fig 3.5. Notation for a cross-section for pressure forces.

The pressure force at a section is given by Equation 16., which is sw s

equivalence relationship of i g p, where I represents the integral term.

Pressure force at a single section due to hydrostatic pressure, PFH:

rh
PFH=gJ	 p[h-J c(T) di	 I1gp

Jo
( 3.6 )
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The net pressure force NPF H is the difference of the two hydrostatic pressure forces

at either end of the control volume. The time integrated Equation of the hydrostatic pressure

force is shown below in Equation 3.7 and is the total hydrostatic pressure force, FH.

Total pressure force due to hydrostatic pressure, FH:

f't
FH = gp I 2 [( 1 l)x 1 - (11)x2] dt

Jt 1
( 3 * 7 )

3.8.3 Force due to Breadth Change, FB:

Additional pressure forces are introduced by a variation in width of the channel reach.

The Equations which derive this force rely on such a change being gradual. A sudden width

variation invalidates the basic hypothesis that the stream-line curvature is considered negligible.

If such a case is found in the real river being modelled then an internal boundary condition will

need to be added at that point where additional modelling is required to satisfy the localised

flow conditions.

The increase in pressure force over a small channel length due to width variation is

given by Cunge et al. (1980) as the increase in wetted area (local cross-sectional area of liquid)

for a constant water depth, h = h , d o. d i , multiplied by the distance of it's centroid from

the water surface, (h - ii), which are shown in Figure 3.5, multiplied by the density and

acceleration due to gravity (Equation 3.8).

Pressure force due to breadth variation, PFB:

PFB = pg [	 dx .di ]
	

(h-n)
11	 h0

( 3.8 )

The force presented in Equation 3.8 is integrated over the depth at a given cross-section

and over the distance between the two bounding cross-sections to give the total force acting at
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aZb
Channel Slope, S o = 	 = tan a ( 3.10 )

the sides of the volume. This is subsequently integrated over the period of time under

consideration to give the total pressure force due to breadth change, FB, in Equation 3.9.

Total pressure force due to breadth variation, FB:

(. t 2	 X

FB = I	 2	 rh(x)	 [a(x11 )]	 ddxdtpg I	 (h(x)-1)
Jt 1 1x 1 	 Jo

(. t 2	 X

FB	 I	 2 pgI	 dxdt	 (3.9)
Jt 1 Tx1

Where h (x) represents the depth at a cross section, position x, a (x, 11) represents the

value of a at the section x and elevation above channel bed. The term h 0 indicates that the

depth at the section is kept constant to a value of h 0 for which the bracketed term is to be

integrated.

3.8.4. Gravitational Force, FG.

The gravitational force acts down the slope of the channel and represents the weight

component of the control volume along the channel axis. The channel slope S o is shown in

Equation 3.10, where Z b represents the bottom elevation above a datrn ç Z - -i ) .	 I

The channel section is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.6 which indicates the

components of the gravitational forces acting on the mass of the control volume.
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/

Fig. 3.6. Accelerating forces acting on a mass on a slope.

For a mass, m, there is a vertical force component downwards equal to m g. On a

slope of angle a, there are two force components, the normal force F N acting in a direction

normal to the slope and the force down slope (F ds)' This force in fluid flow is the same as

the force on the bed slope due to gravity. The force down slope can he evaluated by Equation

3.11.

Fds = mgsina
	

(3.11)

One of the Dc Saint Venant assumptions of these derivations is that the channel slope is

very small, thus as a low angle is approached then tan a 	 sin a. The channel bed slope is

equal to the tangent term and so can he replaced for the sine term in Equation 3.12, to give the

relation given in Equation 3.12.

F ds	 m g S
	

( 3.12 )

The total gravitational force, F G is the result of integrating Equation 3.12 with

respect to time and is given by Equation 3.13.
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1 2 pgAS0dxdt
jX1

( 3.13 )

Total Gravitational Force, FG:

Ct2	 ('t2
FG = I	 mgS0dt= I

Jt l	Jtl

Assuming a cosine of unity would leave the tangent and sine of the bed slope as zero,

thus S would be equal to zero, so there could be no equatable gravitational force. Indeed

some modellers ignore the gravitational forces but in general the force is evaluated and the

bounding assumptions are slightly compromised. It was found that the model did not provide

reasonable results ignoring the gravity terms.

3.8.5 Frictional Resistance Force, FF.

Whilst evaluating the gravitational force, frictional resistance was ignored. In the

simplified diagram, fig 3.6, there was no frictional force indicated. However, in reality there

would be a frictional resistance to motion from the base of the mass in the direction of the slope

in opposition to the gravitational force downhill/stream. With water flow this resistance is

considered to be from boundary shear forces at the juncture of the liquid and the channel sides

and floor. To evaluate the shear force, it is necessary to introduce the friction slope, S ,

which is the energy gradient required to over come the frictional resistance in steady flow. This

is obviously a case where the assumptions for steady flow are considered valid for unsteady

flow. Chow (1959) determined that the frictional force on a unit length of channel was given

by p g A S f, which integrated over the length of the channel reach and the period of interest

gives the total friction force, FF, in Equation 3.14.

Total Frictional Resistance Force, FF:

ft2	 rx2
FF = I	 pgASfdxdt

Jt 1	 Jx
-	 (3.14)
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[(1i)x 1 - ('1)x2 ] dt

(X 2
I	

I2dxdt
Jx1

(X 2
A(S 0 - Sf) dxdt

Jx1

3.8.6 Change in Momentum.

The change in momentum between the two time levels in the control volume is shown

in Equation 3.15.

Change in momentum, A M:

2AM	 I	 [(PQ)t1 - (PQ)t 2 I dx
Jx1

( 3.15 )

The change of momentum can he described by the momentum flux and the effects of

the pressure forces described in sections 3.8.2 to 3.8.5 are shown in Equation 3.16 which is a

form of the Conservation of Momentum Equation.

AM = MF +	 - FB + FG - FF
	

( 3.16 )

Equation 3.15 can he rearranged by removing the assuming constant density and

writing in terms of the time integrals of the pressure forces which simplifies the gravitational

and frictional force terms and leads to the derivation of the integral form of the conservation of

momentum (3.17).

1x2 [( Q)t1 - ( Q)t I dx =
Jx 1	Jt1

" 2
+g I

Jt1

2
-gi

it1

Et 2
+g I

Jt1

[(uQ) 1 - (uQ) 2 j dt

( 3.17 )
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The two Equations 3.4 and 3.17 represent the integral forms of De Saint Venant's

equations of unsteady flow, the Continuity of Mass and the Conservation of Momentum

respectively. These two Equations are often referred to as the Continuity and Momentum

equations. In neither equation was the effect of lateral inflow considered, but will be added

later into the differential form of the flow equations.

The integral relationships derived in sections 3.7 and 3.8 are a series of addition sums

which did not require the functions they contain to be continuous. Unfortunately in simulating

a natural river it is unlikely that there will be enough data to furnish a solution based such

relationships. The numerical solution of these equations requires them to be in differential

forms where they may be represented by any of a series of numerical discretisations which may

in turn be solved mathematically. The computational aspects of solving differential equations

are described in Chapter 4. Section 3.9 shows how the family of differential equation can be

derived based on the integral relations described previously.

3.9 Differential Equations of Flow.

Differential equations require that the dependant variables of a system are continuous.

Dependant variables described so far include the variables, Z and Q and A, u, B, etc. Where Z

and Q are considered primary variables because the knowledge of the values of them at a cross

section enables the evaluations of all of the other variables if the cross-sectional geometry,

area, breadth etc. have been digitised. Digitisation in this instance is the process of analysing

the cross sectional data received and evaluating the various hydraulic properties at given water

elevations, described in Chapter 6. Differential equations can be derived from the integral

equations if the flow variables are continuous. A way to demonstrate the meaning of this is to

consider the simple schematic cases of continuous and discontinuous flow.

If the flow was continuous then there may be a flow entering one section, and leaving

at the next. As time progresses the flow may increase at one section (the upstream one) with a

subsequent rise in the water level and flow velocity. With time this increase would reach the

second section and there would be a subsequent rise in levels, velocity and outflow at the

downstream section. The increase in free surface elevation and velocity would be gentle
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between the two sections and the envelope of the free surface would be smooth between the

two sections with no sudden jumps. This may be modelled by integral and differential methods

if enough data were available.

A discontinuous situation, albeit an unrealistic case, may have a channel reach between

two sections where there is a large pipeline at one end that can discharge large volumes of water

in pulses. Continuous flow conditions may prevail between the two sections until the pipe

discharges. This will cause a sudden increase in the volume of water and free surface level,

which will be a sudden jump from the level immediately downstream. Obviously this

invalidates the De Saint-Venant assumption that the streamline curvature is negligible, vertical

accelerations are not negligible and the hydrostatic pressure distributions complicated. The

integral relations may sum the flow properties entering and leaving the control volume and

furnish reasonable answers, however, a differential equation is unsuitable. There are

discontinuous solutions available for the solution of such problems, including the simulation

of bores and dam breaks.

3.9.1 Taylor Series Expansions of a Function.

To obtain differential forms of the Continuity and Momentum Equations, it is

necessary to first introduce how a function is described in a differential form. For a given

function of any variable 'x', f(x) can be represented by a Taylor Series expansion shown by

Equation 3.18.

f(x) = f(x 0 ) + ( x-x 0 )f(x 0 ) +	 f"(x0) + ........

+ (x -x )	
( 3.18 )

The Taylor Series expansion with respect to time of the flow variable Q can be derived

by knowing the value of Q at time t 2 (so that f(x) in equation 3.18 is substituted by Q t 2) by

knowing an initial value of Q at time t i which is similarly substituted, knowing that the time

period (At) is equal to t 2 - t I and by adopting the form	 = f' (Q) to give Equation
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3.19. The expansion with respect to distance (x) is derived by the same method and shown in

Equation 3.20.

Qt2	 Qti	 At
at	 at2 At

2 +	 (3.19)

Qx2 = Qxi + a
	

Ax +
	 Ax2 +	 (3.20)

ax	 ax2

The theory behind the differential series of equations is that Ax and At approach zero,

i.e. describe an infinitely small distance or time step, which is not a constraint of the integral

relationships. If these two terms are very small, then their square and higher order terms are

negligible, thus only the first order derivatives are assumed to have any significant value and

the rest are ignored.

3.10 Continuity of Mass. Differential Form.

The Taylor Series expansions given in section 3.9.1 are the basis of con verting the

integral equations used earlier into a differential form. The technique for the mass equafion is

described in more detail than the dynamic equation in the next section because it is assumed that

one example is sufficient to understand the method.

The continuity equation given in equation 3.4 can be split into two parts which are

shown in Equations 3.21 and 3.22.

limit	 Cx 2	x2	 t2	 aA
a	 dtdxt2tiJ[(A)t2(A)ti]dX=J	 It1

( 3.21 )

limit2	 _____
a x dxdt

x2	 xi	 1 [(Q)x 2 - (Q)x1 ] dt = r t2	 1 x 2	 aQ

Jt1

( 3.22 )
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A	 EJQ
t	 x ( 3.24 )

&A	 JZ=	 x---j- = B-- ( 3.25 )

From the previous terms the continuity of mass equation may be expressed in the form

of Equation 3.23.

Ix 2 	 t2	 Qi

Jx 1 ft 1 Li	 -J dt dx ( 3.23 )

With a system which is considered continuous, the increments of At and Ax being

considered infinitely small and the equation for the continuity of mass given as 3.23 considered

to apply for a control volume also of infinitely small volume, the equation can be written in a

differential form as equation 3.24.

The differential form of the momentum equation is shown in section 3.11, however,

this section will continue to describe how the continuity equation is adapted until it represents

the final form of the continuity equation used in the mathematical model.

The time derivative of the area function can be replaced so that it may be expressed in

terms of Z, the elevation above datum of the free surface. It is preferable to try and develop

the equations in terms of the primary flow variables, as they are both easier to understand and

eventually compute.

The rate of change of area with free surface elevation is eqwJ ID L12 breaith wkith is

crudely demonstrated by the aid of Figure 3.6 on a simple trapezoidal section.
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Fig 3.6 Trapezoidal section, area, elevation and breadth evaluation.

Considering the value of the breadth at a free surface elevation of 5m, we take the value

of the areas at two elevations either side of this level, to get the rate of change of area with

height:

Free surface elevation (Z) 6m	 Area (A) 8m2

Free surface elevation (Z) 4rn 	 Area (A) 0m2

A	 8-0
= 6 - 4 = = Breadth (B) at surface elevation Z = 5m.

It is noted that this adaptation of the breadth term and stage rather that the cross

sectional area is a digression from the computational models used as comparisons, the HRS

LORIS and ISIS models and Binnine and Partner's mod&. However, during rununing of tie

model derived for this thesis it was possible to compare the effect of the two alternative terms

(breadth x rate of change of stage with time and rate of change of area with time) and was

found to show little difference.

3.10.1 Other Effects.

The final adaptation to the continuity equation is to allow for mass lost laterally in the

channel. This will occur in two types of cases, the first being flow up a tributary which must
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be treated algorithmically and is described in Chapter 4 and the second being lateral inflow or

outflow such as over-topping of seawalls, river banks, evaporation and seepage. Although

Lateral inflow is the term adopted this also accounts for lateral outflow as well. The continuity

equation is rewritten in a non-conservative form, so that extraneous mass losses may be

accounted for by the lateral inflow variable, L. This section only deals with the theoretical

aspects of including lateral inflow and Chapter 5 describes the practical aspects of inclusion.

Lateral inflow, L, is defined as the volume of inflow per unit length of channel per

unit time and is in m 2 s 1. This assumes that the density of the inflowing liquid is equal to

that of the liquid in the channel. The lateral inflow term was not added at the integration stages

because it is a value which is not considered to vary between the two time stages t and t 2 and

is an averaged value over the channel reach between section x and x 2• As will be discussed

in Chapter 6, the addition of lateral inflow into the equations has a major effect on high tide

levels once the stage is sufficiently high enough to breach a seawall. A problem in the

estimation or calculation of the value of L is that it is prone to a degree of error and may be the

source of greater modelled error than any uncertainty that it resolves.

With the substitutions made previously, Equation 3.26 presents the final modelled

version of the continuity equation.

Continuity of Mass:

+
	 =L	 (3.26

Where L = lateral inflow (m2/s)

3.11 Continuity of Momentum, or Dynamic Equation. Differential Form.

This section will convert the integral relationship of section 3.8 to give the differential

form of the momentum equation. It is assumed that it is not necessary to describe the

transformations used as they are the same as those used to derive Equations 3.21 to 3.24.
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The integral equation of momentum (Eq.3.17) is represented as Equation 3.27 once

Taylor series substitutions are applied.

Lat	 -gI2gASo^gASf]dtdx
('X2 f t 2 ra Q 	a	 2	 aT1

Jx 1	 t1

( 3.27 )

Using the same principles as described in section 3.9, the momentum equation can be

expressed in differential form, given in equation 3.28.

Conservation of momentum:

a	 2	 au -gI-gAS 0 +gASf=0
	

( 3.28 )

The differential form of the momentum equation given above can be written in a

divergent form, equation 3.29, where the terms to the right hand of the equality sign, may

account for momentum sources or sinks. If the sum of these terms is zero for a given position

in the calculations, then momentum is said to be conserved with frictional, gravitational

acceleration and breadth variations having no net affect on the flow.

a	 2	 ai1
j—j— +—j --- +	 =g12+gAS0-gASf ( 3.29 )

A simplified model of flow may be used by ignoring the terms in the right hand side of

equation 3.29, however, this would be very unlikely to occur naturally due to the complexity

of natural river flow and so was not considered in the modelling process.

Equations 3.28 and 3.29 do not give readily calculable values for the two integrals I

and I 2 or the values of S and S . The rest of this section discusses these terms and the

effect of lateral inflow on the momentum equation.
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(h
I i 	 I	 [h-i] c(q) di

Jo
( 3.30 )

3.11.1 Hydrostatic pressure force integral, I 1

The integral i defined by equation 3.6 is rewritten below in Equation 3.30 after the

gravity and density coefficients have been removed from the former equation.

Two substitutions made before analysing this equation are given below in equations

3.31.

(x, i) = B(x)
	

( 3.31 )

Where	 h (the depth)

h	
di	 A, i.e. the sum of all breadth elements added over the depth.

Jo

The Leibnitz Theorem is used to obtain the differential of an integial. Leibnizs

theorem states that if any two functions f(x) and g(x) are n times the differential real valued

functions in the interval between the limits a to b, then it can be said that the relations in

equations 3.32 are valid.

n

i=0 ( i )	 n-i	 g
	

( 3.32a )

When n is equal to unity then this leads to the relation below commonly termed the

product rule (3.32b).

(f g) = g- + f	 (Product Rule)
	

( 3.32b )
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The integral given by equation 3.30 can thus be represented by equation 3.33, using the

substitutions given by the relations in 3.31.

____ -	 1h(x)
x	 xJ0

h 1h (x)
= axJ0

h (x)
+1Jo

[h (x) - r ]	 (x, Ti) di

o(x, 11) di

d (x, 11)
[h(x)-iJ dx	 di

=—jA(x) + '2	 ( 3.33 )

Substituting into equation 3.29 gives the momentum equation given in the form of

Equation 3.34.

Q2iA	 gA— -gAS 0 + gASf = 0 ( 3.34 )

The momentum equation given above is not in a divergent form because all the terms

on the left hand side of the equation add up to zero. This means that they account for all the

sources or losses of momentum, which is unlikely to be a true representation of momcnum

conservation. It is for this reason that this equation is often referred to as the Dynamic

Equation.

As with the Continuity Equation, it is pefetab1e to iescribe the components of the

equations in terms of the primary variables, Z and Q.

Using;

Z b = Z - h = bottom elevation.

h = Z - Z b = water depth

and that

h	 Z
at - at
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Then Equation 3.35 can be derived;

ah az	 b_
= 5(ax	 ax +S0 ( 3.35 )

Which can be substituted into Equation 3.34 to give Equation 3.36.

Q2 +atxA	 gA—j + gASf = 0 ( 3.36 )

The effect of lateral inflow has not been added until the end of the derivation. Inflow

into a channel or out of one will be a further momentum source or sink. It is common to

neglect the inflow term in the dynamic equation because the term tends to be much less

important than the already derived terms. It was decided that it would be better to introduce the

term, observe it's affect on the modelled results and then decide upon it's computational

necessity. Adding a continuous lateral inflow per unit length, the dynamic equation is finally

presented in the form of Equation 3.37. The inflow term in this case assumes that anything

entering or leaving the system being represented by the lateral inflow term is doing so at right

angles to the assumed channel axis.

a
+	 ^ g A	 + gASf - L (UL-	 = 0	 ( 3.37 )

3.12 Summary.

This chapter has introduced the hydraulic theory chosen as apposite to the modelling

requirements of the thesis. The two derived equations of unsteady flow are rewritten as

equations 3.38 and 3.39 and together are termed a 'mathematical model'. They are two partial

differential equations based on integral equations presented in sections 3.7 and 3.8 and the

governing assumptions given in section 3.5.1.
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B—j- +—=L
	

( 3.38 )

3Q	 Q2
+	 + g A—j + gASf - L (UL-	 = 0	 ( 3.39 )

This chapter has derived two governing equations of fluid flow by mathematically

representing what were considered to be the most important contributions to the flow to be

modelled. Although different in appearance they are almost the same as De St. Venant's

original equations but have been derived in a form favourable to the author from a

computational and practical point of view.

Chapter 4 describes the computational method selected to solve these equations whilst

Chapter 5 will consider some of the techniques and problems evolved from modelling rivers

and estuaries, such as how data availability and type effect the design of the system, how

friction problems are considered and whether they are truly valid and how natural flow

digresses from the basic assumptions to a point where the equations derived in this chapter

become no longer valid.
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CHAPTER 4

MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION OF UNSTEADY FLOW EOUATIONS.

4.1	 Introduction.

Two equations of fluid flow based upon the assumptions of Se Saint-Venant which

form a mathematical model of unsteady flow in an open channel were derived in Chapter 3.

This chapter described the numerical methods by which the mathematical model can be solved

to give a simulation of tidal phenomena in the Severn Estuary.

This chapter discusses the relevant history of solution techniques in Sections 4.2 and

4.3, before describing the finite difference scheme selected as being the most appropriate

method of evaluation and the application of the method to solution of the mathematical model.

4.2	 Historical Development.

Mathematical models of flow in tidal rivers are now accepted engineering tools. They

involve the solution of mathematical equations describing fluid flow. The development of these

models owes much to the existence of physical scale hydraulic models, popularised by Froude

in the Nineteenth Century which were still in common use in the early half of this century (e.g.

Gibson 1933). However, logistical problems due to increasingly complex design criteria led

to the scale models becoming less popular as they neared their limits of application.

Mathematical models were developed as cheaper and more convenient solutions, especially

with the advent of the modern digital computer in the 1950's. These models utilised the

theoretical and experimental techniques from which the scale models were designed. However,

hydraulic models are still in common usage as they can display complex hydraulic phenomena

which are as yet mathematically unsolvable.

In addition to the harmonic system of tidal prediction used for tidal calculations by the

Hydrographer of the Navy in Admiralty Charts and tide tables, there are three closely related

mathematical model types; The method of characteristics, finite difference and finite element
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methods. An engineer designing a system must fully understand the applications and

limitations of the chosen design system. All three simulation methods involve the solution of

mathematical formulae expressing known hydraulic relationships. Although the mathematical

theory behind the solution of differential equations such as the De Saint-Venant equations had

been established early in the Nineteenth Century, early attempts to apply mathematics to tidal

problems were frustrated by the errors evolved from the inaccurate measurements of cross

sections, friction values and the bulk of calculations required.

Massau (1889) applied the newly developed method of characteristics to solve shallow

water tidal problems. This paper was poorly received because of its complexity and the

characteristic method was only popularised after Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy (1928),

Schönfeld (1951), Richtmyer (1957) and others demonstrated practical applications of the

method. It is from the work of Massau that most solution techniques employed today have

developed. The method of characteristics involves the solution of hyperbolic partial differential

equations such as the De Saint-Venant equations by graphical characteristic curves based on the

form of the parent equations or numerical schemetisations of the curves. Reviews of

characteristic methods are contained in Dronkers (1964), Mahmood and Yevjevich (1975) and

Cunge et al (1980).

One of the first applications of finite difference solutions of shallow water equations

was by stoker Stoker (1957). This system is very similar to the characteristic method and

involves the solution of the original partial differential equations, rather than the characteristic

form of the equations. The finite difference scheme has proved to be the most convenient

method of resolving shallow water problems because it can be easily programmed outo a digta

computer.

As computing facilities have become more advanced a further system of simulation, the

finite element method has become popular at an exponential rate. It is impossible to review all

the aspects of the numerical techniques.
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4.3 Numerical Solution Techniflues.

The equations of flow derived in Chapter 3 or any similar differential or integral

relationships are the mathematical model of unsteady flow. However, they are too complex to

solve by analytical methods in such forms because they describe a continuous function. It is

necessary to develop a numerical solution technique which will solve these equations to the

satisfaction of the model design criteria. The technique will be developed in this chapter.

The modelled solution of a tidal simulation, gives values of water stage and discharge.

These two properties are functions of both time and space, but are not immediately available

from the equations given in Chapter 3. The differential equations must be approximated to give

stage and discharge values at a number of discrete points within the time-space domain which

physically represent the height and flow at a cross section in the river and it's variation with

time.

Taking discrete points in a continuous solution is termed discretization. The finite

difference method described in this thesis is just one of a whole host of other discretization

techniques such as finite element, characteristic and polynomial expansion methods. The finite

difference method itself has a sub-family of similar but strategically varying solution methods.

As will be discussed later these differing techniques may vary in validity over differing flow

conditions, although to decide why isn't always documented or indeed obvious.

4.3.1 Benefits of the Three Principal Methods of Solution.

The three methods of solution are an evolution of mathematical thinking and thus show

many similarities. The three principal families of solution are in reality a series of new

generations of solutions based on the existing methods. The Characteristic methods came first

and are analytical solutions of numerical functions which may be solved using graphical

methods or by a numerical method of solving the characteristic curves of the equations. The

finite difference methods were an advance on the numerical calculations of the characteristic

type solutions, which allowed the representation of much more complex equations. However,

in many ways the finite difference and characteristic solutions can be very similar. The finite
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element solutions are similar to the finite difference solutions and use similar numerical

methods, although much more complex solution 'nets' can be used to represent very complex

systems or can be used to analyse the finer detail of a system that cannot be resolved by one of

the other methods. Table 4.1 presents the benefits and drawbacks of the principal numerical

methods which are applicable to the derived equations of fluid flow in Chapter 3.

Method	 For	 Against

Characteristics	 Believed by some to be more Not as suitable to computer

accurate than other methods.	 applications.

Most applicable to 'shock

_____________________________ fitting' solutions.	 ______________________________

Finite Difference	 Easily applied to computer	 Can give the least accurate

applications. Many solution	 representation of a modelled

________________________ methods available. 	 system.

Finite Element	 Most modern. Best	 Can be numerically complex,

representation of modelled	 leading to time consuming

____________________________ system. 	 calculations.

Table 4.1. Three principal numerical solution methods.

The finite difference model is considered to be the most applicable method of solutions

for this thesis due to the relative easiness in which it can be analysed by computer. The finite

difference method has two major types of solution, the implicit and explicit method, which are

briefly summarised in Table 4.2. The explicit method of solution is not as useful for the

analysis of the tidal problems required by this study because of the nature of the 'real' data

available, thus the implicit method has been selected. Unfortunately there are a great many

methods of implicit finite difference schemes which vary in nature in subtle to quite vast

amounts from each other. Whilst this study has considered many of the available methods, it

is not possible to discuss each one on merit, so the chapter describes the overall theory of the
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finite difference method and the derived method of solution. The References section at the end

of this thesis details some works which are not directly referenced in the main body of text, but

are relevant to the overall literature study and initial design of the numerical solution techniques

used.

Method	 For	 Against

Explicit	 Gives the simplest and quickest Requires much data which may

solution.	 not be available.	 Can be

unstable.

Implicit	 Stable in most conditions. Does Can be slower to compute.

not need as much natural data as Tolerance of solution method

____________________ an implicit method. 	 may hide errors in raw data.

Table 4.2 The two families of finite difference methods.

4.4	 The Finite Difference Method.

A finite difference solution method has been chosen because of its suitability

tocomputer application. Before introducing the solution of fluid flow, the author deems it

apposite to introduce the basis of the finite difference method in this section.

The finite difference method involves the replacement of the original differential

equations by finite difference equations. Finite difference equations are functions of the

originally continuous arguments applied to a number of points forming a grid within the

domain of applicability of the differential equations.

A very simple method of demonstrating the finite difference method is to consider a

continuous function such as a curve which is varying in an x-y plane as represented by

Equation 4.1, where	 is the gradient to the curve.

=e 2	wherey=Owhenx=0	 ( 4.1 )
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It is almost impossible to solve Equation 4.1 analytically. A finite difference method

will give an approximate answer to this equation and will provide a technique which can solve

other equations by the same method, making it a valuable numerical tool.

On a well behaved curve, the Mean Value Theorem can be applied to give the

numerical value of the gradient, as shown in Equation 4.2.

y differenceiny - YiYj-1
dxdifferenceinx	

Xj-Xi1 = gradientatx1/ ( 4.2 )

The term	 is the differential equation and the 
y 1 - Y	 term is the finite

dx	 XjXj..i

difference form of that equation about the point x - 1/2 Figure 4.1 demonstrates the

difference between the real and mathematical gradients to the curve.

y-axis
Actual curve. -.

Modelled tangent
to curve.

Real tangent
to curve at x i-1/2

______ Area under the
curve (shaded)

x-axis
xi_1 xi_l/2 xi

Fig 4.1. Graphical representation of real and modelled curves.

The original function of equation 4.1 may be solved by using the relationship depicted

in Equation 4.2 to give a solution in the form of Equations 4.3 or 4.4.

YiYi-1 = eXh/2)
	

( 4.3 )
Xi - X i-i
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and thus
2

(-x.	 1/2)
= Yi-1	 (xi - x1) e ( 4.4 )

The solution given by Equation 4.4 is the result of integrating Equation 4.1. As long as

x - x i1 is small enough, the real and modelled gradient will tend towards becoming the

same line and thus the solved value of y will be accurate. The original continuous equation has

been replaced by a finite difference scheme (albeit a very basic one). Starting at x = 0 and

knowing that y = 0, Equation 4.4 is used to give successive values of y as x increases. In this

example there is only one independent variable which is allowed to vary (x) and one dependant

variable (y) which varies as a function of x. There are numerous methods of numerical

discretion techniques, all of which can be called a finite difference scheme.

The solution to the flow in an estuary which is to be developed in this chapter is much

more complex than the scheme shown above because the De St. Venant equations have a larger

number of variables. Although the values of breadth, area, conveyance and wetted perimeter

vary throughout the tidal cycle, they are dependant on the water stage, thus there are only two

primary dependant variables (Z and Q) and two independent variables (t and x) in the flow

equations.

4.5	 The Finite Difference Computational Grid.

A finite difference grid defines all the points for which a numerical operation will

occur. In a one dimensional channel these points represent the cross sections where flow

variables will be evaluated during the period of simulation. This set of points is called the

domain and is divided into the computational grid which is depicted in Figure 4.2, where the

x-axis defines the spatially varying points, i.e. the cross sections in the real river and the t-axis

defines the temporal positions. The salient features of these axes are described in the sub-

sections of text below along with the initial conditions which define the flow at the beginning of

simulation and the boundary conditions which are time dependant properties at the end of the

modelled reach.
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DISTANCE

U	
Boundary Condition	 •	 Initial Condition	 x	 Calcu!ated Point

Fig 4.2. The finite difference grid.

4.5.1 Distance Axis.

Points along the distance axis are assigned the subscript i for the ith section and points

along the time axis the superscript j. There are I points along the x-axis, starting at x

ending at x and thus there are I-i space intervals. Each discrete point along the x-axis

represents a schemetized cross-section in the natural river. It is common for the x-axis to

possess equal spacing (Ax) between points. In this thesis the selected solution method allows

the distance spacing to be varied. It is beneficial to allow the distance spacing to vary as the
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model is not constrained to use cross sections at regular intervals, but to select points more

representative of the river morphology or points of greater interest or flow variation. The cross

sections are separated by a distance Ax between the adjacent sections x and Xi+1, thus it can

be written that Ax = 1 - x . The set of points describing the x-axis is defined as W = { i

Ax, i=1,2,...,I}.

4.5.2 Time Axis.

The time axis begins at t = 0 and ends at time t = JAt, there are J+l points and J time

steps each of a period At. The adopted scheme will permit uneven time steps. Time spacing

reductions may be of use when a model approaches a less stable stage, for instance towards

low tide levels where small depth problems may occur. When steady flow conditions prevail a

larger time spacing will reduce computer time. However, as a tide in an estuary does not occur

simultaneously, it is unlikely at any one time that there will be any part of the estuary in which

rapidly varying flow is not occurring. As rapidly varying conditions require closer time steps it

was found that an even and short time spacing was the most convenient. The set of points

discretized in time can be written as W = { tj =j At ;j 0, 1, . . .,J }.

4.5.3 Grid Boundaries.

The boundaries of the computational grid are the seaward and landward ends of the

river system or the distance sections x 1 and x . It is assumed that at least one flow property at

these boundaries is known throughout the period to be modelled, or at least can be extrapolated

from sporadic stages during the simulation. These boundaries can be found from tidal curves,

rating curves or flood hydrographs and will be values of flow (Q) or height (Z) in most cases.

A model designer may be constrained by the quality and type of data available at the boundaries

and might be unable to consider certain finite difference schemes because of this.
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4.5.4 Initial Conditions.

The initial conditions represent the state of flow at the onset of the simulation at time =

0. These take the form of either the flow or height at each cross-section when the modelling

begins.

The computational grid comprises a set of points, W = W x W t . At all points

within the grid with exception of the initial and boundary values, either flow, height or both

will need to be calculated.

4.6	 The Priessman Finite Difference Method.

There are a variety of finite difference schemes in which the difference functions are

discretized in subtly differing manners. The method involved in this thesis is based on

Priessmans four point system (1961) and is similar in form to that of Wallis et al (1989),

which was used as part of a simulation of the Tay Estuary. The four point system solves the

De St. Venant equations by discretising the flow equations with respect to two consecutive

points in the channel at the present and next time level, which are the points A, B, C and D in

Figure 4.3.

The discrete approximations of the differential terms in the Priessman scheme are based

around the four points ABCD (fig. 4.3). The equations are solved by taking a point within the

four other points. The 	 term is a central difference which makes an approximation mid-way

between two points x and x 	 . The time derivative	 is weighted using the time difference

operator (ø)At, where 0.5 <0 ^ 1. The functions and derivatives can be expanded to give

finite differences which describe the relationships of the four points in the Preissman scheme.
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I
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I	 I	 Distance ( x)
i-I	 I	 1+1	 1+2

S	 Calculated point ( Q, z calculated)

ith cross section

jth time stage

At	 Time between calculated time levels

Distance between sections i and i+ 1

Time weighting factor ( variable between 0.5 <0 ^ 1)

Fig 4.3 The computational grid for the Preissman discretisation.

4.6.1 Finite Difference Expansions of Functions.

The following finite difference operators are used to approximate to the time and

distance gradients of a given function (f).

i) Temporal gradient;

Jf _ 1	 j+1	 j+1	 1	 -
) -	 (f .	. - 

L	 lh	
(4.5)
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ii) Spatial gradient;

f	 0	 j+1
(f+i 

fJ+l) +
	 (f1	

r f

= Lilh	
(4.6)

iii) The function 'f is similarly expanded to replace the coefficients in the differential

equations;

0	 j+l	 j+1	 1-0	 j
f	 )+	 = [f ]h	 (4.7)

Where the grid function f is the value of the function f(x,t) at point x i and tj

Axi is the ith distance step

At the time step

0 is the time weighting coefficient

The term on the right of the statements in square brackets is the shortened form

for the discretized operator.

The superscript j denotes that the value of f is for the time j

The superscript j+1 denotes the following step (time t+At)

The supscript i denotes the value of the function is for the ith distance step

One advantage of the Preissman method is that it allows for the computation of both

flow quantities and tidal elevation at the same point in the finite difference grid, rather than a

staggered system where flow and height are calculated at alternating points, which is common

in many of the other finite difference models. At the boundary positions, if flow is given then

it is only necessary to compute the elevation or Vice Versa.

4.7 Convergence. Approximation Errors and Stability.

When validating a modelling system it is necessary to ascertain that the approximations

involved are satisfactory and consistent with the analytical solution. The order of

approximation is a theoretical method of demonstrating the accuracy of a discretised system and
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+.........

n-i	
+ R (x,y)	 ( 4.9 )

a useful method of comparing differing schemes, although it does not necessarily demonstrate

that the system is accurate. A modelling scheme must be tested for convergence (Cunge et al.

1980) which determines whether the approximated scheme approaches an exact solution of the

original continuous function.

4.7.1 Approximation Errors.

By calculus the definition of a continuous function in time and space, f( x, t) is;

3If -	 limit f(x + Ax,t) - f(x,t)
- Ax->O	 At ( 4.8 )

In finite difference methods Ax is never infinitely small and has the length Ax as

described earlier. The functions	 and	 must be replaced by a discrete space and time

derivatives, which can be represented in various forms.

The use of finite difference replacement for differential expressions is subject to a

truncation error of a given order. The order of solution helps to compare the theoretical

accuracy of different discretizing schemes.

A function of time and space f(x,t) can be represented by a Taylor series expansion;

f(x,y)	 f(a,b) + { (x-a)	 + (y-b)	 f

ir+ ' L (x-a)	 + (y-b)

1
+ (n-i)! [(xa)
	 + (y-b)
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Where f(x,y) represents the function at point (x,y) and f(a,b) is the value of the

function at a nearby point (a,b). R represents the remaining approximation error.

A finite difference system can be expanded using a Taylor series. The Preissman

method considers a series of points (A, B, C, D ) and the time-weighted, central difference

point E (Figure.4.4).

Time Ax/2

A	 (->.
A	 •	 B

-

JO
\JI

J	
C'	 D

Distance.
i	 i+1/2 i+1

Fig 4.4 Four point family for Preissman schemes.

The Taylor series expansions of the functions approximated near to the point E, the

grid co-ordinates for which are (i+l/2 ,j+Ø) are shown in the family of Equations 4.10.

fl A x a f 
+ 0 At	

-
f(i,j) = f( 4, j+O) - 

L --	 - .i

afaf 11 [ Ax 2 2f

+	

o2At2+ AxAt

1 FAx 3 3f 
ø3At3	

3Ax2	 f
-	 4	 ax2 at +

+ R (i,j)

f(i+1,j) = f( i4, j+o) 
+	

a .
2	

i - øAtd1]

1 rAx2a2f	 o2At2L	 aaf 1
Ax ØAt

at2

1 [Ax3 3f - 3At3	
3Ax2 oAt a 2 a

+ f	 at3 -	 4	 ax2 at +

+ R (i+1,j)

3 Ax Ø 2 At 2 2f af
2	 at2ax

3 Ax Ø 2 At 2 2f f
2	 at2ax
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.1.	 '	 Axf
f(i,j+1)= f(i+,j+Ø) +

	
+(1-ø)At

1 rA22f

+	
(1Ø)2At2-- Ax(1ø)At]

1 r	 3
+	 -- --+ (1-ø)At

3Ax2(1-Ø)At 2f f 3 Ax (1-Ø) 2At2 f Jf ]

+	 4	 2	 t2x

+ R (j,j+1)

rAx	 f	 -I
f(i+1,j+1)= f(i4,j+ø) 

+ L 
T i + (1-Ø)At	

- j

1 1Ax22f

+	
[----+ (1Ø)2At2+

	

1 J Ax 3 3f	
)3At3-4-+

3Ax2(1-Ø)At 2 f f	 3 Ax
+	 4

+ Rn (i+1,j+1)

afaf IAx (1-0) At

1-Ø) 2 At2 2j
2

( 4.10 )

These expansions can he substituted into the discrete form of the time derivative

(Equation 4.5) giving the relationship shown in Equation 4.11.

_	
2 

ff _ rf 1
- L	 ] h =	

+ (1-20)At	 + (1 - 30 + 32 ) At2	+ O(At3)

(4.11)
Where O(At3) groups all the higher order terms and [ 1i ] h symbolically represents

the discretised form of approximation to the derivative. Thus the left hand term in Equation

4.11 (the derivative) is approximately equal to the central term (the difference operator), which

is equal to the right hand term (which is the discretized form after a Taylor series expansion is

substituted). The value of[ 	 ] h is not equal exactly to 	 hut subject to an error equal to

the terms multiplied by A t and higher orders of A t which are ignored by the finite difference

scheme and are termed the truncation error. The difference operator in this case is said to he of

the 'first order' because the first ignored term is a derivative multiplied by At to a single power.
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There is however a special case when 0 = 0.5, when the first order term will disappear,

leaving the solution a second order one.

Similarly the discrete form of the distance derivative (Equation 4.6) can be represented

by Equation 4.12.

af	 r a f 1	 At2 a2f a	 Ax2 3f 
+ O(At3 , Ax3 )+ 0 (1-0) 2	 + 3! 4	 3LiJ= ax

( 4.12 )

This solution is second order, regardless of the value of 0, because the point E is

exactly mid way between the two x-axis points.

The schemetisation of the function f (Equation 4.7) is shown by Equation 4.13, which

is also of a second order of approximation.

f(x, t)	 [f] h = f( i+ j+Ø) + Ax2	 +	 At2 0 (1-0)	 + O(At3 , Ax3)
ax	 at

( 4.13 )

For the entire finite difference scheme to he second order both the temporal and spatial

discretisations need to he second order (i.e. 0 = 0.5).

The error of approximation is considered to he small, as are At and Ax so that they will

become negligible when raised to higher powers. Halving the distance or time spacing reduces

the error of approximation by two for a first order scheme and by four for a second order

scheme, thus a higher order approximation will converge quicker to a solution. However,

since Ax and At are not infinitely small, especially on a coarse grid, or where the function

f(x,t) varies rapidly, the error evolved may he sufficient to render a second order scheme no

more accurate than a first order one (Cunge 1980). Reducing the time weighting factoc to 0.5

can produce instabilities in the calculations.

4.7.2 Convergence.

The essence of a finite difference scheme is that it must approach the exact solution of

the original flow equations. When there is no way of ascertaining the analytical solution of the

flow equations it is hard to compare the model's results with those of reality. Richtmyer
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-	 + 0 (At , Ax)
ax ]

+0
i+1/2

(1957) and Godunov and Ryabenki (1964) presented methods of determining the accuracy and

convergence of some finite difference schemes. A convergent system should approach the

analytical solution with little or no error as the time and space increments approach zero.

Consider the differential form of the Continuity Equation (Eq.3.39);

;z	 QB -- + -=-- = 0cit	 cix

Let G represent this equation and G d represent the discretised form, at point F as

indicated in Figure 4.3, where x=i+1/2, t=j+Ø and leaving 'B', the breadth, unexpanded to

aid clarity; the resultant discrete form gives Equation 4.14.

+ 0 (A t)]Gd= B

[	
j+ø	 21i+1/2 

+ 0 (At 2 , Ax	 )j

( 4.14 )

For the solution to converge, as Ax and At reduce then (0 d - 0) must approach zero as

depicted in Equation 4.15.

Gd- G = B 
az 12	z 1 [
____ - -I +

= O(At,Ax) (forø^0.5) ( 4.15 )

As At and Ax become closer to zero, the 0 truncation error approaches zero, as does

the G - G term. It can now be said that the finite difference approximation is consistent with
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the original differential form, with an order of approximation of 0 (At , Ax 	 for 0 ^ 0.5,

or 0(At 2,Ax) for 0=0.5.

4.7.3 Stability Analysis

There are a variety of methods of stability analysis using differing assumptions and

degrees of mathematical intricacies, however, the majority of all authors reach a similar

conclusion in the analysis of the four point implicit scheme. It is therefore thought unnecessary

to repeat the method. Attention is thus drawn to Cunge et al. 1980 for a simple method of

stability analysis.

The implicit finite difference schemes are unconditionally stable for 0 ^ 0.5 (Cunge,

1966; Vreugdenhil, 1973; Liggett and Cunge, 1975), although some authors quote a value of

0 > 0.5. The reason for this slight contradiction is that one method is analysing the solution

with a theoretical viewpoint and the other (giving the value of 0 > 0.5) has allowed the results

of model simulations to affect their evaluation of the 0. It is reasonable to say that the system is

unconditionally stable for values of 0 equal to 0.5 and above, although in practice,

mathematical instabilities bound the value of 0 to be greater than 0.5. It is also possible that a

system analysed for stability by a linear method (Cunge et al., 1980) may well converge at

inexact values compared to real non-linear systems. It may also be proved that for a value of

0 = 1 that the system behaves like an explicit one and would be bounded by the Courant

condition of computational stability which is described in Chapter 5.

4.8 Finite Difference Expansion of Flow Equations.

The discretisation of the basic De St Venant equations varies according to authors and

the modelling scheme adopted. The discretisation of coefficients must be chosen carefully as it

affects the properties of the finite difference scheme (Cunge et al. 1980). In the same work,

shortfalls of the technique are highlighted with the problems of the time weighting coefficient
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(0) and more importantly the choice of discretisation of a given term. The examples in this

work show that the mathematical expansions of a given term must be checked with as many

relevant hydraulic laws as possible to be certain that term is correct.

The basis of the finite difference scheme are the two De St Venant type equations

which are expanded using the Preissman formulation in Section 4.4.

4.8.1 Discretisation.

Let us consider the form of the De St. Venant equations introduced in the third

chapter (Equations 3.39 and 3.40), although the friction slope is represented below in a form

compatible with the friction and conveyance laws described in Chapter 5, so the equations in

this chapter may be expanded correctly.

Continuity;

az Q_
B--+ x -

ypamic;

Q	 IQ2	 z gAQQ

K2

The adopted discretjsatjons of the derivatives and functions in the continuity and

dynamic equations are listed below in the set of Equations 4.16.

[ (B	 B1	 1-0B--	 -	 i+1	 ) + --- (B1+1+B1)]

[ 1
L2At ( 1+l+zr1) -	 (Z1+1+Z)]

0	 j+1	 j+1
-	 Ax"i-i-1Q'j
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j+1	 j+1	 1-0
L	 (L^1+L	 )+—(L^1+L)

- j_	 J+lQJ+l
at	 - 2At (Q 1 	 1	 -	 (Q1+1Q)

a rQ2 "	 0 r (Q2j+1 1'\jfl i: [(Q 'i	 ( Q2 "\j
iAT 	 LTji+1	 A )i ] Ax LA )i+1 -

r
gA

az	 0	 j+1 Zr')	 1-0
+ - (Z1-Z)Ax

QQ
K2

[0	 j+1	 j+1	 j+1	 I i--	 1-0
Qi1	 ±--(Q1+iIQI-1+i+QlQI)]

[(K2+ii')	 1-0 K2	 +K2)]
I	 i-fl

	

L() -	 rø(Li+1L1+l)+l-o(LJ+L1)]

	

-	 [2	 1+1

[
Ø((Qj+1	 Q j+1	 1-0 iQ
2A)i+1±(A)i J

+ -- iA ) +1 + ()1

	1-0	 jLU i+1

x [0 (U!^U	 1-0	 j
1+1	 )+_—(U+1+U)]

(4.16)

4.8.2 Linearisation of equations.

The derivatives presented can be rearranged in terms of the future values with respect

to time (i.e. to the i+1 time level). It is at this stage that the model presented here deviates
I	 I	 •	 .	 j+1	 j+1	 j+1	 j+l	from the pure Preissman type models by solving for the Z 1+1	 Z	 , Q i+1 and Q
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2 Q
+	 *

cl A

2Q
*	 +

c1 A

+ JQ +1 +

J.LL±
c4

Øc6j

c1 1 A

Øc6

cl A

j+1	 j+1	 j+1	 j+1
the pur& Preissman type models by solving for the Z 1 , Z	 ,	 j	 and Q

values rather than AZ j+1' AZ , A Q i+1 and A Q values, where AZ = Z	 - Z etc.

For clarity the future (j+1 ) value of any variable will now be represented with an

asterix (* ) superscript, whilst the present (j ) value will have no superscript. This is to avoid

confusion with similar figures in the text. Thus Q represents the quantity of flow at position

i and the present (j ) time step and Q the value of flow at the same section, but at the next

(j^1) time step.

The continuity equation is rearranged to the form of Equation 4.17.

*	 *	 c2 c5	 *	 *
4	 (Z1+i+Z)

c2 c5
= c6 +c3(Q - Q+i)--	 (Z1-1-Z)

	
( 4.17 )

The dynamic equation is rearranged to the form of Equation 4.18.

*	 *	 * r2.
z i+1 - Z + Qi+i[ c1

* [ c2

L c1

c2
= c3 (Z- Z1) +

	
(Q+i + Q)

c3
( Q +i	 + Q Q ) +

c3 Q +i -	 Q

C1 [ A i+1	 A	 ]

-2

2 c6 1 c7
c1f

-	 ø[Q+1 +
	 i1

A ]

( 4.18 )

The coefficients c 1-c7 have been used to simplify the form of the equations, the actual

values of which are shown in the family of Equations 4.19.
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c2
0it

1-0
c3 =

0

c4= [0 ( K 2 1 + K2 ) + (1 0) (K 2 1 + K 2 	)]

LX

c5

c6 =	 I	
(L1+L)+	 (L+i+L )]

L

*	 *	 1-0
c7 =	 + 2	 (U1+U1)

( 4.19 )

The coefficients defined in Equations 4.19 have been intioduced to aid clarity, although

in the computer model they also prevent repetition of calculation (thus time saving during

programme execution) and typing.

When the equations are to be solved it must be noted that the value of any variable with

the asterix superscript will be the value which the computer programme has calculated to that

point in the iterations and not necessarily the final converged value.

The rearranged equations are now represented by the following two linear equations

similar in form to third implicit scheme (1969) and are shown in Equations 4.20 and

4.21.
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Continuity

*	 *	 *	 *

-	 + 8 Z..1 +	 Z1 =	 ( 4.20 )

Dynamic

*	 *	 *	 *
+ f3 Q 1 + Z .1 - Z =

	
( 4.21 )

These two equations can be represented in a matrix form (Figure 4.5), where the odd

rows represent the solution of the continuity equation and the even ones the dynamic equation.

* *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *

	

Q 1 Z 1 Q 2 Z 2 Q 3 Z 3	QJ2Z12QJ1Z11QJ Z1

row 1
	

F 1(t)

row 2	 -1	 1	 S1
row 3	 a 1 -1	 1

	
Cl

row 4
	 -1	 2

	
12

row 5	 a2	 1	 l2 1
	

82

row 21-2	 -1	 S i-i	 1 Si-i
	

Yi-i
row 21-1	 a l_ i	 1	 1i-i	 I

	
el_i

row 21	 -1	 S	 1
	

ii
row 21+1
	

a1 -1	 I
	

CI

row 21+2
	

F2(t)

Fig 4.5. Matrix representation of rearranged dynamic and continuity equations.

The first and last rows in Figure 4.5 are the boundary conditions at the ends of the

channel reach. In this case F 1(t) is the value of Q, which means that the first channel section

(i = 1) will be the upstream (river flow) end. The model originally used the tidal downstream
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section as i = 1, in accordance with Dronkers (1969) who states that this the normal case and

so has been adopted by many other works as the acceptable standard, however, when

branches were added to the model it was found preferable to use the upstream limit(s) as i = 1

and to redesign the solution algorithm.

In the solution of the two equations 4.20 and 4.21 there are 21+2 equations to be solved

(the number of rows in the matrix of figure 4.5), with the first and 21+2 values only being

known (the boundary conditions).

4.8.3 Recurrence Relationships.

To solve these equations it is necessary to set up a pair of recurrence formulae which

may be solved by the double sweep method of solution which is a commonly used numerical

method of solution of these types of finite difference equations. It is assumed that at the

downstream end of the channel (where i = 1) that the quantity of flow is always known from an

hydrograph or similar. Thus it can be defined that Q = F1(t). The boundary conditions at this

point are linearised so that Q is a function independent of the water surface elevation (Equation

4.22).

Q 1 =F1(t)= r 1 -(p 1 Z 1 )
	

( 4.22 )

Using boundary conditions of p 1= 0 and r 1 = Q , the boundary value of Q becomes

independent of Z for this point. The significance of the variables p and r will become clear

when they are used in further substitutions.

By taking the second and third rows from the matrix in Fig. 4.5 two linearised
*	 *	 *	 *

equations of flow in terms of Z 1' Z 2' Q 1 and Q 2 can be derived (Equations 4.23 and 4.24)

Q 2 - Q +	 + ö 1 Z1	 ( 4.23 )

+ 1Qi +	 - z =	 ( 4.24 )
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1
Q;

i +ol

After substituting Q into Equation 4.24 using Equation 4.23, Equations 4.25 can be

derived once rearranged.

*	 E1+r1	 i	 *
z l =	 -	 z2-

p 1 +S 1	p1+1

*	 *	 *
or	 Z1 = S i - q 1 Z 2 - t1Q2 ( 4.25 )

The second form of 4.25 is substituted into Equations 4.22 and 4.24 to give the second

recurrence relation shown by Equation 4.26a.

*
Q2=

Ii +t i ( p i	 i^1)

i+q 1 (p 1 3 1 +1)	 *
-	 z2

Ii +t i (pi
( 4.26a )

Which by comparison to Equation 4.22 is equivalent to Equation 4.26b.

*	 *

	

= r2 - p2Z2	 ( 4.26b )

The two recurrence relations can be similarly proved for all other values of i, giving the

two relations (Equations 4.27 and 4.28) using the substitution of the coefficients, p. q, r, s and

t, furnishing an upper tn-diagonal matrix (fig 4.6), where the main coefficients lie along the

main diagonal band.

*	 *	 *
Z1 = s - q Z 1 - t Q1

	 ( 4.27 )

Q 1 = r 1 -	 ( 4.28 )
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row I

row 2
row 3

row 4

row 5

F1(t)

S1

r2

S2

r3

The matrix represented in Figure 4.6 shows that there are 21+2 equations to be solved

for each time level, although the two boundary conditions are known (F 1(t) and F2(t)) leaving

21 unknown equations to be solved. The recurrence relations are solved by the double sweep

method of solution, solving for all sections in the modelled system before proceeding to the

next time level.

* *	 *	 *	 *	 *
Z 1 Q2 Z 2 Q3 Z3

1

t	 q1

1	 P2

I t2 q2

1 P3

*	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *
Q 12 Z 12 Q 11 Z 11 Q 1 Z1

1=

row 21-2
	 I2 qj2

	
S 1-2

row 21-1
	

1 p1-i
	 r

row 21
	 I t11 q11	 S

row 21+1
	

1	 P1	 rj

row 21+2
	

F2(t)

Fig 4.6. Tn-diagonal matrix form of recurrence relationships.

4.9 The Double Sweep Method of Solution.

The double sweep method involves the solution of a sparse tn-diagonal matrix (Fig.

4.5), for a one dimensional river system. When a branched system is introduced the method

differs slightly and will be described in Section 4.10. As is common with most finite

difference schemes (excepting six-point schemes which have been used by some workers), a
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single computational point is only linked to the two points either side of it in the channel, hence

the sparseness of the matrix in Fig. 4.5.

4.9.1 First Sweep.

The first sweep of the solution begins at one boundary end of the system, nominally

termed section i = 1, the upstream boundary in this case. The values of Pi andq 1 are

calculated directly from the know flown at that point, with values of p 1 = 0 and r 1 = Q1. The

values of s 1 , t 1 and q 1 are then calculated. The first sweep proceeds from section to section

downstream, calculating the values of s, t, q , 1+ 1 and r+ at each point until the opposite

boundary is reached.

4.9.2 Second Sweep.

Once the first sweep is complete, the method returns from the downstream boundary

end. Q is calculated from Equation 4.28 using the known boundary value of Z 1 and P1 and

r1. The value of Z	 is then calculated from Equation 4.29. The sweep continues back

moving from successive grid points in the reverse manner to the first sweep until the upstream

boundary is met, where only Z 1 is calculated from the already known value of Q . Once the

second sweep is completed the system moves onto the next j+lth time level, assuming that the

solution has converged. The double sweep solution is symmetrical so it is unimportant which

end of a channel the method starts at as long as the flow is sub-critical (Abbot, 1979). In this

model the flow is considered not to become supercritical apart from over weirs if present,

where upon a computer programme sub-routine is used to account for flow that cannot be

represented by De St Venant relationships.

4.10 Branched Solutions.

After the model was first developed it was found that it would be preferable to include

river branches, specifically for the partition of the East and West Channels, just south of
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Gloucester City as previously the scheme allowed modelling of only the West Channel which

proved to not be accurate enough. As mentioned previously the programme needed to be re-

written so that the upstream end would be the initial grid points. There are now two upstream

boundaries, Westgate Bridge (East Channel) and Maisemore Weir (West Channel), for which

hydrographs were needed for both. Due to the data available it was found unnecessary to

continue the model further north where the two reaches meet above Gloucester at the Upper

Parting and develop a looped system of solution which is computationally more complex than a

branched system.

The branched solution varies only slightly from a simple single channel solution, but

requires that a given order must be kept in the solution technique. Three compatibility relations

used to define conservation of flow and energy are also required at the juncture of the

tributaries.

The schematic branched river system (Fig 4.7) in this case has three tributaries labelled

A, B and C. It is assumed that the flow (Q) is known at the upstream ends of A and B and the

elevation (Z) is known at the downstream end of C so that these are the boundary points.

The first sweep begins at point 1 on branch A, assigning Pi and r 1 as described

previously to the known value of flow. The sweep continues to the end section (A,I) of branch

A. The sweep then jumps at the first point of branch B and operates in the same manner

calculating the recurrence coefficients.
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(B,I)?' • (A,I)
(C, 1)

Branch

(C, I)

(B, 1)

2 -..

Branch B

(A, 1)

ranch A

•	 Tributary Juncture.

1,2,3	 Order of first sweep

Direction of first sweep.

(C,l)	 Branch C, first section
(3,1)	 Branch 3, final section etc.

Fig 4.7 Branched river system.

In order to proceed down the third channel it is necessary to introduce a set of

compatibility conditions (Equations 4.29a-c). Equation 4.29a in simple terms shows that the

quantity of flow in the downstream channel is equal to the sum of the two branches entering it.

The two other relations are derived from steady flow theory, simplifying the channel reach

between the nearest upstream channel cross sections to the branch point. These equations are

based upon the Bernoulli Equation and represent the head loss in the reach, which must be

kept as small as possible as the equations are not rigorous simulations of flow, so their

influence on the modelled solution must be kept as low as possible.

Q(c,l)Q(A,I)(B,I)
	

( 4.29a )
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Z (B , I) ( 4.31 )

*	 1 [Q (A,I)1
Z (A I) + LA 

(A,I)j -

r *	 -,2
*	 1 IQ(c,l)I

Z(Cl) i[A (C,lj
4.29b )

*	 i[QBI)12
Z (BI) + 2g 	 *-I

A (B,I)J

r * 12
*	 1 IQ(c,1)I

Z (cl) + I	 *	 I

[A (Cl)]

( 4.29c )

Where (C, 1) represents the first grid point of branch C, (A, I) and (B, I) represent the

last sections of branches A and B respectively. Introducing the coefficients, brancha,

branchl3 and branchy into equations 4.29á and 4.29b gives the simpler form of Equations 4.30.

Z(AJ) + branch Q (A,I) Z (C,1) + branchyQ (C,1)

Z(BI)+ branch Q(B,I) Z (C,1) branchQ(Cl)
	 ( 4.30 )

*

Where branch	
Q (A,I)

etc.
2g	 *	 2

[A (A,I)I

From the first sweep along the two branches A and B, the coefficients of p and r are

known at the end sections of these two branches. Equation 4.28 is rearranged so that the

values of Z(A,1) and Z (B,T) can be inserted Equations 4.31).

Z(AJ)
±J')	 (A,I)

P(A,I)

- r (B,I) - Q (B,I)

P(B,I)

Substitution of Equations 4.31 into Equations 4.30a-b derives Equations 4.32.
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branchy

1
brancha -

(A,I)

(C,I) [1 -
branchi

1
b ranchl3 - ____

' (B,I)

*	 **	 1	 1r (A,I)
	Z (cl)+ branchy Q(Cl)Q(AI)[ brancha - (A,I)

	 (A,I)

*	 **	 1	 (B,I)	
Z (c l) + branchyQ (C l )Q(BI)[branch	

P (B,I) j P (B,I)

( 4.32 )

*	 *
From Equations 4.32 the values of Q (AT) and Q (B,I) can be found which can then be

substituted into the compatibility Equation 4.29a to give Equation 4.33.

1
+

1
branchc -	 branchl3 -

' (A,I)
	

' (B,I)

r (A,I)

1' (A,I)	
+
	 P (B,I

1
	

1
brancha -	 branch3

(A,I)
	

' (B,I)

( 4.33 )

This last equation can be arranged to give a similar form to Equation 4.28, to give the

values of c,1) and C,1) for the third branch of the junction. The first sweep continues

downstream along channel C from this point in the usual way starting with these values of p
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and r, which can be considered internal boundary conditions representing the 'upstream end'

of channel C.
*	 *

The second sweep returns up the same channel to give values for Z (C, 1) and Q(C, 1)

and the 'upstream' end of the channel. The second sweep must now return up branch B using

the exchange Equation 4.34, derived by replacing Q c,i and Q (B,J) in terms of p. r and Z

and then substituting into Equation 4.29b.

*
*	 (1 - P(C , l)brnch1) Z (C,l) + r(Cl)branch7 -'I)branch13

Z (BI) =

	

	 ____
1 - P(B,I)branch

( 4.34 )

The second sweep then continues up branch B until reaching the upstream boundary

point. The solution then returns to the point of juncture of branch A, where Z(AI) is

calculated with an equation derived in the same manner as Equation 4.34 (Equation 4.35).

ZA	
-	 - p(C , l)branchy ) Z (C,l) + r(Cl)branchy - A,I)brancha

)	
1 - P(A,J)brancha

( 4.35 )

The second sweep proceeds up channel A until meeting the end boundary point. The

modelled results are then checked for computed convergence, which if satisfactory allows the

computations to move to the following time stage.

It should be realised that the compatibility relations given by Equations 4.29b and 4.29c

are adopted from steady flow theory and represent the energy equation or Bernoulli Equation.

In effect the solution of the branch problem in this case is setting up a region of internal

boundary conditions at the juncture of the tributaries and assuming that from the junction to the

next section on a given branch that steady flow conditions give a reasonable enough

approximation of the flow for the small distance between the section and junction. If cross

sections for all the channels at the point of convergence are known and are very close together
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then a simpler, although less correct compatibility relationship could be used which sets the

relevant water stages as being equal.

4.11 Conclusions.

This Chapter has presented the numerical solution to the mathematical model of flow

derived in the previous chapter using a simple four point discretisation, adapted for a branched

flow system. In many commercial packages and academic publications, the mathematical

solution of the differential equations is often neglected, leaving it difficult for a reader to justify

the validity of some of the modelled results. The numerical solution of the derived equations is

as important a facet of the computer model as the flow equations, hence the two fold division

of Chapters 3 and 4. However, they are not remotely independent as some forms of flow

equations or numerical solution methods are not compatible, and therefore the flow equations,

solution techniques and the 'add on' subroutines which model flow conditions for which the

De St Venant equations are not applicable have to all be considered together from the onset of

the model design.
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CHAPTER 5.

ASPECTS OF FLOW IN NATURAL RIVERS.

5.1 Introduction.

This chapter will introduce the practical considerations of modelling tidal flow in an

estuary, which encompasses a wide variety of aspects. It will describe the data availability for

constructing the river cross-sections and how conveyance is calculated. The accuracy and

aptness of boundary data of known flow conditions will then be described, before developing

flow equations when the continuous functions described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 become

invalid, such as flow over weirs. Chapter 5 can he seen as a precursor to Chapter 6 which will

show the validity of modelling from a mathematical and theoretical sense. It is obvious that a

model at its best can only he as accurate as the quality of the initial data permits. This is a major

factor in considering how many components of fluid flow need to be modelled, as the

inaccuracies in the data available may he of a magnitude great enough to negate the need for

'fine tuning' the model with over elaborate flow calculations.

For this analysis the river system needs to he digitised into a form solvable by the

computer. There are two forms of discretisation to represent the physical properties of the river

for the model. Firstly there is Geographic Discretisation which is the process of describing the

selection of model elements, such as branched flow and weirs over the area of the modelled

system, while Hydraulic Discretisation describes the hydraulic and topographic elements of

the river cross-sections.

5.2 Geographic Discretisation.

Geographic Discretisation describes the process that the modeller uses to select the kind

of elements he is to employ to represent the layout of the system to he simulated, such as the

channel links, branched networks, looped networks, hydraulic structures and flood plain

cells.
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5.2.1 Channel Links, Looped and Branched Networks.

This part of the Geographical Discretisation process has been described in the previous

chapter to some extent. To model a system it is necessary to divide it into a series of

computational zones, over which a number of mathematical processes may be employed to

describe a realistic, hut computationally simple passage of flow. The basic pattern of decision

making involved is as follows.

Choice of one, two or three dimensional flow.

True multi-dimensional modefling was rejected at an early stage because of

computational power, time, cost and accuracy considerations. As the problems to be modelled

are relatively simple scenarios and involved a number of hypothetical situations where the lack

of certainty in the data could not justify a very complex model, a one dimensional model was

selected as being suitable for the problem solving required.

Looped, Branched and Floodplain Networks.

a) Single Channel	 h) Looped Network

c) Branched Network

Figure 5.i. Single channel, looped and branched networks.
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Three differing networks which may be modelled by finite difference means are shown

in Figure 5.1. By comparison to the area of the Severn which is being modelled between

Gloucester and Avonmouth, a looped network was not required, but after consideration of the

early modelled results using a simple single channel extending from Maisemore Weir to

Avonmouth, it was decided that a branched system to encompass the division of flow in the

East and West Channels at Gloucester provided a more realistic simulation of flow than a single

channel model, such as that used by Binnie and Partners during the 1980's. It was found that

during the verification of modelling (see Chapter 6) that addition of the branched system

provided greater computational stability to the model especially during low flow periods and

computation was not noticeably slower than the single channel model. The computational

aspects of branched flow have been described in the previous chapter.

Modelling of flood plain flow was not required because most of the flow within the area

being modelled tended to he contained within the seawalls in an area where the spatial extent of

the flood plains is generally small. However, two features of ignoring this aspect have been

considered in the analysis of the results, firstly modelling of floodplain flow would have been

advantageous when considering the flow of water back into the river system when the seawalls

had been overtopped and the tide had subsequently waned. Secondly the modelling of historical

tides when the seawalls had not been built encompasses large flood plain areas. However, the

uncertainties in conditions, such as the tidal regime, channel positions, channel depth and

extent of some of the flood plain areas meant that the modelled results should only be treated

qualitatively and thus it was not deemed necessary to try and model complex flow. Mapping

and analysis of the floodplain would have increased the amount of work required for the model

and would have considerably extended the scope of work although the computational aspects of

modelling floodplain flow are relatively simple.

Weirs.

There are two weirs in the Severn Estuary in the modelled zone. One weir is at

Maisemore and forms the 'boundary' section of the West Channel at Gloucester. This weir

was not modelled, as the hydrological data available for the West Channel applied to Over

Bridge which is actually downstream of Maisemore. A second weir on the East Channel at
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Llanthony has been modelled. The hydrological aspects of modelling a weir are described in

the Hydraulic Discretisation sections.

5.2.2 Sources of Cross-sectional Data.

A total of 84 channel cross sections were constructed from the relevant data sources

extending from Barry Island to the two upstream points at Maisemore Weir and Westgate

Bridge. However, after initial modelling it was found that a smaller model extending from

Avonmouth to the same upstream points was suitable, especially as there was more tidal data

available for Avonmouth which limits the number of sections used to 67. The data was

obtained from two sources of information, the Admiralty Charts published by the

Hydrographer of the Navy and from cross sections obtained from the National Rivers

Authority which represent a survey carried out on their behalf by the Hydraulics Research

Station (HRS) in 1976. The section locations and names are located in Appendix E and show

which source of information was used. In general data from the Admiralty Charts was used for

sections downstream of Sharpness and the HRS. survey upstream of this point. As Sharpness

Docks are considered to be the head of commercial navigation on the River Severn the

Admiralty data ceases at this point.

The constructed cross sections must he perpendicular to the general flow in the channel

which is considered to he the channel axis to satisfy the assumptions concerning one

dimensional representation. The axis of the channel is taken to he at a level between mean and

high tidal levels because at lower stages the channel may narrow and diverge from a

perpendicular angle to the assumed section. This problem is exacerbated in the sections higher

upstream, where narrow ebb channels may wind a considerably different course to the channel

at high tide or diverge. The distance between sections is also an important factor to consider as

too great a distance between cross sections will not give an accurate reflection of the channel

and may also he computationally invalid when considering gradually or highly varied flow,

whilst sections too close together may he a computational extravagance. Although it is not

considered a computational necessity to use the Courant condition of stability with the model

which has been adopted, it was found that it was sensible to use this equation as a guideline
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for deciding the maximum distance between cross sections, see sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. In

areas where greater variation in flow conditions, or areas of greater interest, sections were

chosen closer together.

The two subsections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 describe how the data was collected from the two

data sources.

5.2.3 Cross-sections obtained from Admiralty Charts.

A map showing the cross-sections collected from the Admiralty Charts is presented as

Figure 5.2.

Extent of Admiralty Data

Figure 5.2. Cross sections in Lower and Middle Severn Estuary, showing extent of

sections derived from Admiralty data. Diagram not alligned to grid north.

The cross sections in the Estuary from between Avonmouth (Portbury Docks) to

Sharpness were constructed by drawing a line across the Admiralty charts and taking the values

of soundings and elevations relative to chart datum. These levels for the channel bed are then

converting to an elevation relative to Ordnance Datum which is the datum line used for all

values of elevation in this thesis. An example section is given as Figure 5.3. The values

adopted were those immediate to the section line. In areas of sparse data readings an inverse

square calculation using points within a representative sphere of influence was used to give an

average value of the bed level. This sphere of influence was decided by eye depending on the

number and variability of the data values within the immediate area. The data was analysed
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using KaleidaGraphTM on an Apple Macintosh computer which statistically evaluated the

density of points along the cross section so areas where there was little representative data

could be identified and examined to see whether any further information should be obtained.

Viewing the profiles in KaleidaGraph also identified any gross errors in the data which may

have arisen as the result of typing.

The Admiralty Charts are published for the interests of navigation so that there are a

dense number of soundings within the main channels, hut much sparser information for the

sand and mud banks and drying shoals which are generally less navigable. When areas of low

data density exist, previous Admiralty Charts were consulted to find whether there were any

additional soundings were available. In some cases the estuary was visited at low tide to

ascertain the general trend of the floor to enable hedlevel elevations to he estimated from nearby

soundings marked on the Admiralty Charts. Low density points tend to be in areas which dry

at low tide so this was a satisfactory method.

The Severn Barrage report by the Institute of Civil Engineers (1980) presented results

of a number of sonar studies of the floor of the Estuary and Bristol Channel. These contoured

Figures were reduced to bedrock levels from where the best reflections had been recorded. In

this survey it was stated that there had been no attempt to correlate these charts to those of the

Admiralty. Inspection of the two showed that there were discrepancies up to 4m in difference

between them. In some cases the sonar charts showed bedrock at a significantly higher level

than the Admiralty soundings which were marked on the chart as mud and sands (of unknown

thickness). Consequently the echo soundings were used as a guide hut not for absolute

Figures. Similarly available sidescan and traditional sonar profiles showed the sea floor to he

much more irregular than would he interpreted from the Admiralty charts. One problem with

the sonar images is a distorted vertical scale and 'noise' from the method, the sections taken

from Admiralty charts would effectively smooth the floor by taking representative values

approximate to the mean heights of the floor indicated in the sonar surveys. Due cognisance of

this problem was taken, namely by noting that in areas of high irregularity that the wetted

perimeter would he greater than a value interpreted from the Admiralty constructed sections and

that the floor would he rougher than expected when considering the friction value.
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5.2.3 Cross-sections obtained from HRS surveys.

The Hydraulics Research Station undertook a channel survey of the Severn from

Avonmouth northwards to above Worcester, to be used with LORIS, their own predictive

model of the Severn, specifically for the Gloucester to Worcester (generally non-tidal) reach.

The HRS cross-sections from Avonmouth to Gloucester were made available by the National

Rivers Authority, Lower Severn Division, (Tewkesbury). These surveys and occasional

resurveys made the following year give heights relative to Ordnance datum of the channel floor

at selected cross sections along the river. Data is generally available at 2 m intervals along the

length of each cross section, with survey points being closer when near to topographical

inflexion points.

Re-surveying of the original HRS sections in the following year showed that there were

significant rises in the bed level following a summer of drought and that sand had accumulated

in some of the sections north of Slimbridge to a thickness of over 1 metre in some parts. This

rise in the bed levels will cause some problems with the modelling of steady flow at low tide as

it is not possible to change the original section details to account for what are effectively

ephemeral and unpredictable changes to the channel morphology. Thus it is acknowledged that

following the instance of a diy summer, bed levels and hence low tide levels may he higher in

reality than those modelled. Similarly the opposite is possible if the modelled sections have

higher bed levels than the natural ones at the time of observations. However, analysis of the

sections which the HRS did resurvey indicates that there are no significant changes in the

hydraulic characteristics of the channel at medium to high tidal levels.

In a number of cases the HRS surveys are incomplete. Two sections had been lost,

which had to he ignored, because the model can allow for an appreciably varied spatial

separation between points this does not present an undue mathematical difficulty. In other

instances the sections themselves were incomplete, further data to construct these sections was

obtained from an aerial survey of the estuary flood plain which has mapped much of the river

flood plain to a O.25m accuracy, also obtained through the NRA. When necessary the sections

were also levelled in the field if no other data was available. If the aerial survey had been
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employed then selective positions along the profile were field levelled as were positions on a

number of the HRS cross sectional survey to check the accuracy.

5.3 Hydraulic Discretisation.

To model a river system it is necessary to divide it up into a number of representative

computational points, akin to the x axis points on the finite difference grid in the previous

chapter. The term 'representative points' assumes that the flow equations satisfy the De St

Venant assumptions at and between the Estuary cross sections used in the modelling process.

In places where the Dc St Venant assumptions are invalid, for instance over a weir, then

different laws are applied, the relevant ones which are contained in the sections on geographic

discretisation.

If the Dc St Venant hypotheses are valid for a reach of a channel then a cross-section

must he selected at either end of the channel which are computational points and must be

analysed to represent as accurately as possible, the topographic and hydraulic properties of the

channel reach. The features required are the cross-sectional area, breadth and wetted perimeter

of the section, described as a function of the water elevation (stage).

Rozenherg and Rusinov (1967) highlighted the dangers of time saving by limiting the

number of sections, so that a reach may not he accurately represented. They showed that

width is the important factor in the wave propagation speed which becomes an important

consideration when there is a local widening in the channel.

a)

Figure 5.3a and b. Consideration of cross section positions on a widening reach.
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If a section of a river was represented by the detail shown in Figure 5.3a using sections

A and B, then a wrong propagation speed would be produced by the calculations. Figure 5.3b

would give a better impression using the three sections A, B and C, where an extra section has

been added where the river widens. It should be noted that large changes in the river breadth or

area invalidate the De St Venant assumptions and thus need additional mathematical solutions.

Choosing closer and more numerous section locations are more beneficial but also time

consuming in production. The modelling system adopted allows for distances between the

sections to be varied, as opposed to a regular grid which is commonly used in other models,

so that in complex, variable reaches the sections can be closer together. It often occurs that

cross sections are only available for the narrow parts of the channel so that the model needs to

be adapted for embayments and coastal irregularities between sections. The Binnie and

Partners model used in the 1980's took this into account but only using a volume consideration

and ignored the breadth changes. Again adapting analysed data to give what is in the opinion

of the model operator a more accurate solution can fall into the trap of creating more significant

errors than those which were first being corrected. It is more acceptable to have a model that

gives a nearly correct solution than to have one which outputs results which exactly match the

'real' observations, but is based upon incorrect assumptions or schemetisation.

5.3.1 Distance Step.

As a rule of thumb, hut not an essential requirement, the maximum distance step

between the modelled cross sections may he calculated in the following manner, based upon

the speed of an incoming tide (treated as a wave) and the section spacing.

Consider the approximate dimensions of the Severn Estuary, assuming that the average

water depth is 10 metres;

Speed or celerity of wave, c = J(depth * acceleration due to gravity)

= J(10*1o)

= lOm/s
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Given a tidal period of 12 hours this would mean that the wave would travel 432 km.

Jf 100 points per wave length is considered a suitable resolution then the maximum spacing

between points should he no more that 4.32 km. The maximum spacing in the model used was

4.6 km which is greater than the estimated maximum allowable distance between Sections.

However, this occurs only once in the model between the two most seaward cross sections

and is only just larger the guidance value, given the greater depth here it is not likely that this

spacing will compromise the model's resolution. The distance step in critical areas should be

reduced much more to suit the data and purposes of the simulation, the minimum distance step

was 106m in the upper area of the modelled system.

5.3.2 Time Step.

Although the time step is not part of the hydraulic discretisation, the relationship

between the time and distance steps can have an effect on the stability and accuracy of a

solution. Although many authors believe that the method adopted is unconditionally stable, the

Courant Condition is used as a guidance to time step. The Courant Number is given as

Equation 5.1.

Courant Number = CR = c At / Ax

= 'I(depth * acceleration due to gravity) At / Ax 	 ( 5.1 )

The Courant Number in explicit systems is limited to a maximum value of 1, but may

be larger in implicit systems such as this model. If CR is allowed to equal 3, then the

maximum time step is limited to 22 minutes using the assumed depth and distance spacing

calculated in Section 5.3.1, however, this value would lead to a very coarse modelling of the

tide, which in the case of a macrotidal estuary such as the Severn, would not give an accurate

representation of the tidal curve.
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Time Step (mm)	 Distance (m)	 Depth (m)	 Courant Number

1	 300()	 25	 0.31

5	 3000	 25	 1.58

1	 1000	 8	 0.53

5	 1000	 8	 2.68

1	 200	 4	 1.89

5	 200	 4	 9.48

Table 5.1. Courant number for different situations.

The approximate Courant Number for different time steps, distance between sections

and depths relevant to the modelled areas of the Estuary are given in Table 5.1. It is noted that

decreasing the spacing between sections increases the Courant Number, it is therefore only a

guidance. If the maximum Courant Number (arbitrarily set to three) is exceeded, then it is

better to do so by decreasing the distance between sections. Finer resolution required by the

modelling denotes that the time step should he smaller. Reducing both the time step and the

distance between sections where a rapid variation in the breadth or cross sectional area occurs

may help the modelled system conform to the Dc St Venant assumptions and not require any

additional calculations.

5.4 Pre-processing of Cross-Sections.

The cross sections obtained need to he analysed to give the data which is required by

the computer model, which is the cross-sectional area, breadth and wetted perimeter for each

of the model cross sections for every tidal level. These values are all a function of the tidal

height or stage. As the tidal height at a given cross-section is a variable Continuous function,

there are an infinite number of values of the cross-sectional area, breadth and wetted perimeter

which can he calculated between the lowest hedlevel and a theoretical maximum tidal level. It is

not feasible to calculate all these values during running of the main programme so to save time
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the sections are digitised and pre-processed. The pre-processing of the sections used to

provide data for the modelling described by the thesis calculates the cross sectional area,

breadth and wetted perimeter at metre elevations of the tidal surface from the lowest bed level

(conveyance and non-homogenous flow is also accounted for, but are addressed in a separate

section). The values of the functions are saved to computer disc at the metre intervals so that

they can be read by the main programme which calculates the intermediate values which fall

between the calculated metre spaced values by interpolation

5.4.1 Cross-Sectional Area.

The cross-sectional area is defined as the area of the channel which is actively

conveying fluid in a cross section perpendicular to the flow bounded by the channel floor and

sides. In some studies the cross section is divided into a 'live' cross-sectional area,

representing the active area of the channel which is transporting the majority of flow and a

'total' cross sectional area which represents the entire section underwater including the flanks

which may he flood plains which are merely storing water and not transporting it to any

appreciable degree (Figure 5.4).

Stoca,e area (t ctanne1.

C
C

'l)
	 Storage area of channel.

Live (or active part ) area of channel.

Distance across section.

Fig 5.4 Engineering 'live' and 'storage' areas in a channel cross-section.

Attributing different hydraulic properties to different packages of the channel cross

section is a diversion from the one-dimensional theory and the Dc St Venant assumptions, in
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some studies there is sometimes an 'effective' breadth defined representing the breadth of the

live area of the channel. This study considered dividing the channel into areas of live flow and

storage, hut rejected this approach after some preliminary modelling because it was thought

that the considerable amount of additional time required for defining such areas did not justify

the relatively insignificant improvements to the model. During flow in the Severn in the present

day tidal regime there is relatively little flood plain flow due to the presence of the sea walls

which confine the flow to the salt marshes on the seaward side, which apart from at very high

tides are small components of the total cross sectional area of the section and relatively small

components of the breadth. It is deemed that dividing storage and live areas would have little

effect on the model accuracy although such an approach may, however, be more significant in

the breadth term. When considering historical flow when the sea walls had not been

constructed there would have been considerable areas of flood plain involved in the estuarine

regime, so defining live and storage areas would he a preferable method. This approach could

not he adopted for these historic flows because it was deemed that the degree of uncertainty in

the historic tides was sufficient to render any results of modelling as being semi-quantitative,

thus the extra time in reprogramming the main computer programme and to an even greater

degree, the time requiied to define active and storage areas and re-analysing the cross sections

was not justified in this research. It is also noted that there is no mathematical definition of live

and storage areas, so it is the arbitrary judgement of the engineer to define such areas which

involves an amount of guesswork, is considerably time consuming and may create as many

problems as it solves.

After consideration of the requirements of the programme, the cross-sectional areas

were evaluated for water levels at metre elevations from the lowest bed level to 12 mAOD

which was anticipated to he beyond the highest elevation of the tidal surface which would he

modelled. Figure 5.5 shows how the cross sectional area varies with the water stage.

The cross sectional area is calculated using the trapezium rule, systematically

calculating across the section for a given tidal elevation using variable slice widths defined by

the relevant survey points of the channel floor and the water level when it truncates a slice

between survey points (Figure 5.6).
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Fig 5.6.	 Cross-sectional areas and vertical slices for two different tidal levels.
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Two potentially time and computer memory saving methods of evaluating the cross-

sectional areas and other flow variables were also investigated and are described briefly in this

paragraph. Simplifying the sections to a rectangular system means that easier calculations

could be done (Figure 5.7), however, such a method was found after only a small number of

analyses of cross sections to give unsatisfactory representations of the hydraulic properties for

low flow levels. The method proved to be time consuming and involved an appreciable degree

of decision making to construct the schematic sections, which again tends to move away from

modelling reality and can introduce a degree of error.
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Fig 5.7 Original cross-section and approximation by rectangles and simple polynomial curve.

An easier way was to approximate the shape of the cross-section to a polynomial curve,

thus an equation rather than a large data set could be entered into the programme (Figure 5.7)

which could solve the cross sectional area for a given water surface elevation. An advantage of

this technique is that there is no need to tabulate values at metre intervals and that intermediate
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values can be calculated. However, the curve fitting method also proved to be too inaccurate

due to the irregularity of the channels. To evaluate the parameters required would need an

equation solving and integration routine within the main programme, which could result in the

speed of calculation becoming slow for high order polynomials.

Both methods can be applied with relative success to man made channels which tend to

have a more regular nature. A comparison of the results obtained from the three methods of

evaluating the cross sectional area of the section illustrated in Figure 5.7 is show in Table 5.2.

In this table the 'actual' values refer to the cross sectional area calculated by small slices which

was considered the best available representation.

____________________ ____________________ Cross Sectional Area 	 (m 2)

Height (m AOD)	 Actual	 By Rectangles	 By Curve fitting

2	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00

3	 9.04	 15.625	 5.20

5	 124.37	 140.625	 109.98

7	 271.34	 291.975	 281.08

9	 431.22	 453.125	 498.42

Table 5.2. Results of different evaluation methods for determining the cross sectional area.

5.4.2 Breadth

The value of the breadth is defined as the distance across a cross section perpendicular

to the flow along the free surface from the two external boundaries which are the channel sides,

although internal boundaries such as islands must also be deducted from the total breath. For

the simulations the value of the breadth is also tabulated at metre intervals into a cross sectional

data file which is read by the main simulation programme. As before with the area calculations

there could be a division of a 'live' and 'storage' breadth within the channel representing the

breadth over which the section is actively conveying the bulk of fluid. During the analysis of
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the rectangular and curve fitting techniques referred to in the previous section the effect on the

breadth was examined and is shown in tabular form for the three different methods for the same

cross section in Table 5.3.

___________________ ___________________ 	 Breadth_(m)	 ___________________

Height (m AOD)	 Actual	 By Rectangles	 By Curve Fitting

2	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00

3	 34.22	 31.25	 25.92

5	 69.96	 67.50	 71.70

7	 75.65	 76.25	 98.04

9	 114.08	 85.00	 118.66

Table 5.3. Different calculations of the channel breadth using cross section illustrated in

Figure 5.5 and 5.7.

5.4.3 Wetted Perimeter.

The wetted perimeter is defined as the length of contact of the fluid with the channel

sides and floor along the cross-section and thus tends to be a similar value to the breadth in

simple shallow sections. During the construction of the channel cross sections it is vital to find

out the relative importance of the effect of the wetted perimeter on the flow calculations as it

prone to being the most difficult to ascertain from the sections taken from the Admiralty Charts.

At a very high water level for a theoretical section analysed from the Admiralty Charts, say at

Avonmouth, the wetted perimeter varies by only a matter of metres from the breath.

Inspection of the echo sound profiles in various publications of the channel floor seaward from

here, shows the bottom to be much more irregular and hence for the Admiralty derived

sections, the wetted perimeter must be considered an underestimate, especially in highly

irregular sections which will tend to have a bedrock substrate.
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___________________	 Wetted Perimeter (m)

Height (m AOD)	 Actual	 By Rectangles

2	 0.00	 0.00

3	 24.29	 32.25

5	 70.98	 72.50

7	 75.65	 85.75

9	 114.08	 98.50

Table 5.4. Calculated values of wetted perimeter from different methods.

The drawback of using a simplified curve technique to give the wetted perimeter is that

the integration for an arc of a function can be quite complex, during the preliminary digitisation

of the cross sections it was found that two differing commercial mathematical integration

solutions gave different results to the solution of the same problem. These results are therefore

not illustrated in Table 5.4. as they were unreliable and the curve fitting method was deemed

inaccurate and rejected before a different analysis method was derived.

5.4.4 Friction Laws.

In order to evaluate the conveyance which is pre-processed or calculated during

execution of the main programme, it is necessary to establish friction values representative of

the resistance to flow of the channel sides and floor.

The friction values and hence the conveyance calculations are the only truly adjustable

values in the modelling system and may be used to tune the model to fit existing data. Using

steady uniform theory and the assumption that this can be applied to unsteady flow problems,

one can build up a suitable resistance law. The form of a simple relationship between flow and

frictional resistance is shown as Equation 5.2.

CR' Si
	

( 5.2 )
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U = I R' S'2n ( 5.3 )

Where U = Average cross sectional velocity of flow.

R = Hydraulic Radius

S = Channel slope

C = Resistance coefficient.

i and j Coefficients.

There are two popular formulae used to describe this semi-empirical uniform flow

relationship, the Chezy Equation which was first published in 1769 and the Manning Equation

published in 1889. The Manning Equation is derived empirically from a curve fitting processes

and experimental observation, whilst the Chezy Equation is derived from theoretical principals.

The Manning Equation has been selected as being applicable to this thesis because there is more

literature available over its limit of applicability and estimated friction for the Severn.

However, it is acknowledged that it is by no means a better representation than some other

methods based on different principals. The Manning Equation is given in Equation 5.3.

Where U = Average cross sectional velocity of flow

n = Manning Roughness Coefficient.

R Hydraulic Radius

S = Friction Slope

As an aside, it was found that a degree of caution must be taken if imperial 'English'

units are being used as this affects the numerical values of the equation and a multiplier of 1.49

must be added to the equation. It is not always clear in literature as to which units of

measurement have been adopted.
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5.4.5 Estimation of 'n' Values.

There are a number of factors which are involved in the selection of the Manning

roughness coefficient. For convenience it is preferable to use a single non-varying value of n,

this is only applicable if fully rough turbulent flow as defined by the Reynolds Number is

occurring (ASCE, 1963). Assuming that this condition is the case then the selection of the

Manning coefficient is then a qualitative estimation based on a number of controlling factors,

indicated below;

• Surface Roughness

The surface roughness of the channel provides the most important factor in estimating the value

of n. The value of Manning's roughness increases with the coarsening of grain size of the

material lining the channel in contact with the flowing medium. However, with coarser

sediments particularly when gravels or boulders form the substrate, the value of n varies

considerably with the depth of flow, typically there are high n values at low depths of flow due

to the turbulence created within the water column. The effect of the roughness becomes less

important at greater depths. Although it is desirable to accurately represent such flow

behaviour it must be remembered that at present complex turbulent behaviour is not readily

solvable by mathematical means but can be better represented by hydraulic models.

• Vegetation

The value of n should account for the effects of vegetation in retarding flow, with a more

retardant vegetation covering causing an increase in the value of n. This is an effect strongly

dependant upon the depth of flow and the vegetation's density and distribution. Bushy

vegetation seems to impede flow to a greater extent than individual tree trunks, although a

series of closely spaced tree trunks can exponentially increase the turbulent effects due to the

complex current flow around the trunks.
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• Channel hregularity

Variations in the channel floor between sections generally tend to be of a degree unimportant to

the selection of the Manning coefficient although sudden changes in morphology such as large

scours or recent deposition may give higher values of n than would be expected from the

surface roughness due to the increased turbulence that could result. In some cases such as

weirs or constrictions, the flow equations and Manning Formula are not valid and different

flow laws are applied to create internal boundary conditions. Urquhart (1975) draws attention

to the considerations involving active or abandoned erosional or sedimentary processes within a

channel reach.

• Meanders

Persistent channel curves of large radius do not effect the values of n to as great an extent as the

channel substrate but tighter or more variable curvature in the channel course can increase the

channel roughness significantly. Curvature can cause uneven water surface levels at either side

of the channel and momentum effects. Rossiter and Lennon (1969) approached this subject in

a basic way using an additional coefficient within the flow equations rather than adjust the

friction values. However, American authors have developed a system to adapt Manning

values according to the curvature of the modelled system.

• Discharge and Stage

The value of roughness generally decreases with an increase in stage and discharge. At low

flow depths channel irregularities may significantly disrupt the flow, becoming minor as the

depth of flow or discharge increases. However, if the stage reaches a height above the level of

the flood plain then the friction value may increase due to vegetation, especially if the flood

plain flow is of a small depth. In these cases it may be necessary to consider modelling

composite cross sections, which are described later in the chapter.
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5.4.6 Soil Conservation Service's Method of Deriving Manning's Roughness Coefficient.

The initial values of the Manning's roughness coefficient for the modelled area of the

Severn Estuary were evaluated for this work by using an amended version of the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) method of roughness estimation (1963). This technique uses a

methodical consideration of modifying influences whilst acknowledging that evident turbulent

processes within the channel are good indicators of flow retardation.

This method of estimation of roughness values adopts a systematic approach which

proceeds by selecting a basic value and modifying it when extraordinary conditions prevail.

The initial Manning Coefficient is selected from the assumed channel roughness based on

tabulated values of the Manning Coefficient for different types of material in the channel. The

SCS values for the likely channel conditions within the Severn are given in Table 5.5.

Channel Character	 Basic Manning's n

Channel in earth	 0.020

Channel in rock	 0.025

Channel in fine gravel	 0.024

Channel in coarse gravel	 0.028

Table 5.5. SCS values of basic Manning's Coefficient of Roughness, n, for different channel

types.

The basic value is then adapted for any influence which vegetation may exert upon the

flow through retardation around leaves, stems, branches and trunks. Although vegetation

may effectively reduce the channel width, additional factors to be considered when deciding

upon modifications to the Manning value are the vegetation's resistance to bending, vegetation

height in relation to the depth of flow, vegetation density, distribution and the season. In the

case of the Severn the majority of the vegetation encountered are grasses or reeds upon the

mudflats and tidal marshes and vegetation within the flood plain with trees and larger vegetation
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tending to be a sub-ordinate consideration. Values for the relevant effects due to vegetation

given by the SCS which are encountered in the Severn Estuary are shown in Table 5.6.

Vegetation and flow	 Degree of effect on n.	 Range of modifying

conditions,	 ______________________	 values.

Dense growths of flexible turf,

grasses or weeds, with an average	 Low	 0.005 - 0.010

depth of flow 2 to 3 times greater

thanthe height of the vegetation.	 _________________________________ __________________________________

Turf grasses where the average

depth of flow is 1 to 2 times the

height of vegetation, or stemmy

grasses and weeds where the average 	 Medium	 0.0 10 - 0.025

depth of flow is 2 to 3 times greater

than the height of vegetation

Young bushy growths along side of

channel.	 _________________________________ __________________________________

Young bushy growths with weeds in

growing season or older bushy	 High	 0.025 - 0.050

growths out of season.

Turf grasses where the depth of flow

is one half the height of	 Very High	 0.050 - 0.100

vegetation. Growing season trees,

weedsand brush.	 ________________________________ ________________________________

Table 5.6. SCS correction factors for vegetation.

Corrections for channel irregularities are based upon changes in the cross sectional area

and shape. Area changes, if gradual have a minor effect on the roughness, whilst channel

movements from one side to another will cause greater changes, especially if eddies and

reverse currents are created which are features that are more likely to occur at small depths of

flow. SCS modifying values for channel irregularities relevant to the Severn Estuary are given

in Table 5.7.
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Character of change in size and	 Modifying value.

shape of channel reach.

Gradual changes in size or shape.	 0.000

Large or small cross sectional areas alternating

occasionally or shape changes causing occasional	 0.005

shifting of main flow from one side to another.

Large and small sections alternating frequently or

shape changes causing frequent shifting of main flow	 0.020

to one side or the other.

Table 5.7. Modifying values for changes in size and shape of cross sections.

Using the SCS system the value of the roughness is modified for meanders by

summing the already defined modification factors to give a present subtotal (n'). The straight

length of the channel reach in consideration is deemed L 5 and the meander length Lm and the

values of modification are tabulated for differing ratios of Lm / L which are given in Table

5.8.

Lm I L5	Degree of meandering	 Modifying value

1.0 - 1.2	 Minor	 0.00

1.2 1.5	 Appreciable	 0.15 n'

> 1.5	 Severe	 0.30 n'

Table 5.8. Modification values for channel meandering.

The total value for the Manning Roughness Coefficient is thus the sum of n' and the

modifying value for meandering. Appendix C summarises the modifying channel factors using

the SCS technique for the modelled area of the Severn and the final values of n, derived by this

methods. In later chapters it will be shown that the friction values vary appreciably from the

theoretical values which should be used and are generally lower than expected. This has been
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found to be the case for other modelling studies of the Severn, although no adequate

explanation for this has been given by the previous works.

5.4.6 Chow's Method of determining Manning's Roughness Coefficient.

Chow (1959) presented a second system to evaluate the value of the Manning's

roughness coefficient, tabling n values for different channel types. This method is particularly

suited to the design of man-made or channels which are regularly maintained. Chow's values

pertinent to the flow generally encountered within the Severn Estuary are summarised in Table

5.9.

Type of channel and T Minimum	 Normal	 Maximum
description.________________ ________________ _________________

D. Natural Streams	 _______________ _______________

Dl. Minor Streams

(with maximum flood

width<30m.)	 _____________ _____________ _____________

Clean, straight, no rifts or deep 	 0.025	 0.030	 0.033

pools.	 _____________________ _____________________ _____________________

As above with more stones and 	 0.030	 0.035	 0.040

weeds.

Clean, winding, some pools and	 0.033	 0.040	 0.045

shoals.

As above with more stones and 	 0.035	 0.045	 0.050

weeds.

As above with even more stones. 	 0.045	 0.050	 0.060

Clean, winding, some pools and	 0.040	 0.048	 0.055

shoals with lower stages and more

ineffective slopes and sections.

Sluggish reaches, weedy, deep	 0.050	 0.070	 0.080

pools.	 ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

Very weedy, deep poois and 	 0.075	 0.100	 0.150

underbrush.

D2. Flood Plains. 	 ______________ ______________ ______________

Pasture, Short grass.	 0.025	 0.030	 0.035

Pasture, High grass.	 0.030	 0.035	 0.050
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Brush, Scattered with heavy weeds. 	 0.035	 0.050	 0.070

Brush, light with trees in winter. 	 0.035	 0.050	 0.060

As above in summer.	 0.040	 0.060	 0.080

Dense brush in winter. 	 0.045	 0.070	 0.110

Asaboveinsummer.	 0.070	 0.100	 0.160

Trees stumps, cleared land.	 0.030	 0.040	 0.050

Trees, fallen trees, some	 0.080	 0.100	 0.120

undergrowth, stage below

branches.

As above with stage reaching	 0.100	 0.120	 0.160

branches.

D3. Major Streams (top

width at flood stage >

30m): n Values less

than that for minor

streams of similar

description (due to less

effective bank

resistance).	 _________________ _________________ _________________

Regular section with no boulders or 	 0.025	 0.060

brush.	 _____________________

Irregular and rough sections. 	 0.035	 ____________________	 0.100

Table 5.9. Manning's roughness coefficient for selected channel types (after Chow, 1959)

According to the ASCE (1963) a non-varying value for the Manning coefficient can be

assumed if fully rough flow is occurring, defined by the relationship given in Equation 5.4.

6 EA S 10.5
n [ -- ]	

> 1.9 x 1013	 ( 5•4 )

Where A = cross sectional area.

S = slope of channel.

W = wetted perimeter.

n = Manning coefficient.
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For values less than that given in Equation 5.4, the Manning Coefficient varies with the

Reynolds number. Equation 5.4 has been used as a justification of the Manning Coefficient

and as a guideline for the minimum value assuming the criterion of fully rough flow is being

met. Such a justification was used by analysing the model using a debugging tool and stopping

the programme to check the conditions of Equation 5.4.

The representation of friction in one-dimensional flow may be argued about at

considerable length, it is possible to get lost in theoretical considerations and lose track of the

overlying principal that this form of modelling is an approximation of complex phenomena and

is prone to errors. It is the responsibility of the engineer to reduce these errors to an acceptable

level, but also to know when to cease. As will be mentioned in the following chapter, it is

possible to constantly retune the model so that the results fit the natural data very closely,

however, the friction values entered may bear no semblance to reality.

The importance of the friction value is in the evaluation of the conveyance of the

channel cross sections. In the following section on conveyance, the effects and merits of

composite channels will be examined, where the friction values change longitudinally across a

section and effect the total channel conveyance.

5.4.6 Conveyance.

The conveyance factor (K) of a section is defined as the Section factor, defined by

Equation 5.5.

K AR213
	

( 5.5 )

Which can be related to the discharge (Q) by Equation 5.6.

Q = K(Sf)°5
	

( 5.6 )
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Where K = the conveyance,

Sf the friction slope

Q = the discharge (from steady flow theory).

A = the cross sectional area

R = hydraulic radius (= area / wetted perimeter)

Assuming that the value of K increases with increasing depth for every discharge in a

section there is thus a unique value for the depth at which uniform flow occurs. The value of

the conveyance of the channel can be calculated both as a function of the (intermediate) stage

during the main programme or tabulated at metre intervals as per the cross sectional area and be

interpolated in the same manner as the area, breadth and wetted perimeter variables.

The conveyance of the channel, through changes in the friction values, is the only

truly adjustable function in the model. There are several formulae for the value of the

conveyance which have distinct advantages over the other ones in certain circumstances, as

mentioned previously the model adopted the Manning Formula because of the availability of

data and because it has been used very successfully by others in the past.

The following subsections introduce two ways of evaluating the conveyance of a

channel by considering the variation of friction, and hence conveyance, with the flow regime.

One method is an approximation for compound channels and the other for frictional variations

with the depth of flow.

• Conveyance in Compound Channels.

Conveyance, hence the friction value, can vary with the shape of the channel, for instance the

'live' part of the channel will convey more than the 'storage' part. With overbank or flood

plain flow, friction values are generally higher, due partially to the lower depth of flow and its

interaction with the vegetation and the like. In evaluating the conveyance of a section one can

give Manning values for frictional resistance, representative for areas of the cross section.

Take the example compound section given in Figure 5.8 in which there are a number of regions

where the friction values can be considered, which are described after the figure.
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C, Channel Side

B, Sand Shoal	 D, Floodplain

Fig 5.8. Simple channel section with different areas of resistance to flow.

A) Channel bottom

Fine sediment with relatively low friction value (e.g. n 0.025).

B) Channel bottom

Sand shoal with higher friction value than fine sediment channel bottom because of increase

frictional resistance resulting from increased grain size. Further turbulence may be created by

eddies, etc. around the topographical change, especially at low flow levels, increasing the

friction (e.g. n 0.03).

C) Channel sides

Friction values should be related to the grain size, although retardation of flow is greater due to

irregular shape. Under some conditions the flow can be in a reverse direction to the mean flow

because of eddies. Choose higher value than that of A (or B depending on grain size).
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D) Flood plain flow

Highest friction values because of low flow and vegetation effects, values bear little semblance

to those expected when considering purely grain size.

Once the values of friction across the channel section have been decided the channel

conveyance is calculated using Equation 5.7.

K =	 b h
	

( 5.7 )

Where K = the conveyance.

b = the finite width of a vertical slice.

h = the depth of the slice.

n = the friction value of the slice.

i = the slice number.

The author has noticed that in some models that when this approach has been adopted

the value of the depth has not been averaged per slice when the channel bottom differs on either

side of the slice giving a false impression of the conveyance. Equation 5.8 gives another form

for conveyance calculations for complex channel types, but was not found to be as useful as

the earlier calculation of conveyance in compound channels.

I(A1 + A2 + A1) 5 \l/3	 W1 + W2 + W3
K=I

(W1 + W2 + W 3 )2J	 n1W1 +n2W2 + n3W3	 ( 5.8 )
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Currently the mathematical modelling of flow in composite Sections is not really

possible because of the great complexity of the system. Figure 5.9 shows how flow velocities

which are related to the local friction and turbulence can vary to a complex degree. This

schematic example indicates the slowing of the flow towards the channel sides and a general

retardation of flow within the flood plain area.

Fig 5.9. Velocity envelope of mean flow for simple compound channel.

One interesting feature of flow within this type of channel is that there is a substantial

retardation of the flow in the area where the floodplain meets the main channel. Here eddies

can form through turbulent interaction which is a phenomenon which is best modelled using

hydraulic scale models. A hydraulic model nonetheless may not truly reflect the hydraulic

behaviour of natural rivers where the pattern of flow can change from day to day, depending

on the wind and hydraulic conditions and under such conditions flow predictions might as well

be determined using chaos theory.

• Conveyance in relation to flow depth and velocity.

As has already been stated, the friction due to turbulent interaction varies with the flow depth.

At low flow depths there is greater relative interaction with the channel floor, until a given

volume of fluid passing the spot has a large enough mass to negate many of the internal flow

effects within the column. Obviously if a modeller wishes to use a higher friction value at low
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flow levels, he must be able to determine a cut off point or transitional area where the flow

reaches a depth at which the low flow resistance can be neglected. This will depend on the

channel size, shape and roughness. To achieve such an approach requires the frictional values

used to be arbitrary figures dependant on the modeller's judgement rather than a well-defined

mathematical law. Two approaches were derived, giving higher friction values for the lowest

part of the channel floor throughout the flow simulation (a crude simplification and not

satisfactory at greater flow depths) or to adopt a power law reducing the friction at given points

in the cross section as the depth of flow increases.

A similar flow related effect is that the bed forms within a channel or area of the channel

also change as flow velocities change. Current ripples may create more turbulence than the

sediment grains of which they are made. High flow velocities at low depths should have lower

friction values than lower velocities at the same depth, as the channel bedforms will tend to be

planar bedding at the higher velocities and rippled at lower ones. Again this will become a

function of the velocity, grainsize and cohesion of the bed sediments. This phenomenon is too

complex to attribute true values to, even with the aid of laboratory flume studies and it was up

to the author to set representative approximations of the flow, if deemed necessary. Two

approaches to this problem were modelled but were found to have little effect on the computed

results, one involved raising the friction value if flow reached a given height (say less than one

metre) above the lowest point of the channel, another used varying values of friction for

different parts of the channel to account for high turbulence on shallows including shoals and

flood plains, the latter being very time consuming to pre-process cross sections. A third

method modifies the estimated fricition value by n.e(max depth - flow depth) where n was

varied by trial and error. However it was difficult to be convinced that unrealistic values were

not being produced by this method.

5.4.6 Non-Uniform Velocity Distribution.

Schonfield (1951) introduced a simple method of integrating velocities to account for

non linear velocity variations, for instance the retardation of flow adjacent to the channel sides.
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Using a similar method to the derivation of conveyance from compound sections, the non-

linear coefficient of velocity variation (B) can be evaluated using Equation 5.9.

A	
-2 7/3nh	 b

i
13= 2

d 

-1	 5/3

[i

nh	 b

( 5.9 )

The value of B, often called the Boussinesq Coefficient, is calculated by the pre-

processing programme and tabulated at stages of the water elevation, in the same fashion as the

conveyance, breadth, etc. The Boussinesq Coefficient can be placed in the two flow

equations defined in the previous chapter before the Q 2/A terms. However, by adopting this

term the equation also become incompatible with the earlier equations as they are formed using

different hypotheses to the De St Venant assumptions. To reach near compatibility the storage

area and breadth of the cross section must be very small compared to the 'lives component. It

was found impractical to edit the mass of stored cross section information and re-preocess the

sections to give new tabulated values of the hydraulic properties. The method was used for

approximately 200 to 300 model runs and was not found to produce any significant variations

to the runs not using this modifier.

5.5 Lateral Inflow.

The addition of varying friction values within a compound channel cross section and

non-uniform velocities which can also be expanded to account for vertical velocity

distributions, is part of a number of exercises which produce quasi two- or three-dimensional

flow simulations, without the time and computer expenditure considerations involved in a true

multi-dimensional model requiring solution of a much greater number of equations. Other

examples of simple modelling of complex multi-dimensional phenomena using adaptations of

one-dimensional theory are the addition of a branched river system, as described in the
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previous chapter and the allowance for water transfer into and out of the channel termed lateral

inflow.

Lateral inflow accounts for the exchange of water from a channel section to an area

other than the normally modelled conductive relationship between adjacent sections along the

channel reach such as the over-topping of seawalls, outlets, pipes and small pills.

Unfortunately river tributaries cannot be modelled by using a lateral inflow type calculation as

the lateral inflow is simplified to being a point source. However, there is no rigorous criteria

for deciding when a river becomes significant enough to be added as a branch. Although lateral

inflow effectively is considered as a point source it is mean averaged per unit length of the

distance between adjacent channel cross sections.

Lateral inflow or outflow in the context of this work has been modelled only for the

overtopping of the sea walls by high tides. It may seem that the volume of water overtopping

the seawalls at any one time even on an extremely high tide within the Estuary is much less

important than say the flow of the River Wye in to the system. However, the water input of

the Wye is less than 1% of the total water volume in that section of the Severn Estuary and

would not effect the water heights other than locally which cannot be resolved in a one-

dimensional model. The splitting of the West and East Channels at Gloucester, whilst flow

quantities are much less than that of the Wye, comprise a much more significant proportion of

the total flow. It is possible to add the effects of outflow pipes and pills to the model as has

been implemented in the NRA's use of the LORIS model, however, it is not feasible in the

context of this work to have surveyed, gauged or obtained discharge information for such

structures. As it was found that lateral inflow may have a significant effect on tidal heights,

there may have been greater error in the modelled results due to poor levelling data of these

structures, than any improvement to the model's accuracy they may have brought. Indeed

during the review of the NRA Severn model there were some unreal situations where it appears

that the model has been tuned to fit the known results at the expense of realism.

The flow equations can be adapted to include the continuous inflow terms by

considering the quantity of flow and velocity per unit length from or towards the channel axis.

Chapter 3 introduced the final flow equations including these two terms, which are reproduced

as Equations 5.10 and 5.11. The non-linear velocity distribution described in Section 5.4.6 is
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not included in these equations as it was found that the volume of work required to re-evaluate

cross sections for this effect did not warrant the negligible changes to the modelled results.

az	 aQB-----+	 -'	 =L	 (5.10)at	 cix

a Q2	az
a	 +	 + g A— + gASf - L (UL-	 = 0	 ( 5.11)

It was necessary to find the sea wall heights on either hank of the Severn for the entire

length of the modelled system at reasonable spacings. During the time span of the modelled

tidal events, the sea walls in places have been improved and heightened so it was necessary to

compile a set of sea wall heights at the times of the various modelled events through archive

searches of aerial photographs, flood plain mapping, design records, seawall surveys and

any additional field levelling which was required. To calculate the lateral inflow over a reach

requires four values which are representative heights of the upstream and downstream seawall

crests on either side of the channel. For the purpose of this work, troughs and pills between

the locations of the section ends are effectively ignored so that the representative heights used,

accounted for the most reasonable height which is usually the average crest height of the length

of seawall to either side of the cross sectional point rather than the absolute height at the

position of each cross sectional point. It was thus necessary to walk most of the seawalls

hounding the Estuary between Gloucester and Avonmouth on the English and Welsh banks to

determine that satisfactory representations had been collected and to level the crest heights

where necessary. This was undertaken after the initial computer runs with a lateral inflow

subroutine had been added showed that the overtopping of seawalls was a major contributor to

the modelled results. This clement of research alone took over two months.

It is difficult to describe the method of calculation of the flow overtopping the sea walls

which has been derived for this work. Figure 5.10 illustrates how a 'normal' length of seawall

between channel cross sections (x, y) is represented by a modelled seawall profile which has

been divided into six equal sections divided by the points 1 to 6. To calculate the spillage out

of the system over the seawall the reach is divided into 3 imaginary weiis (A, B & C) which
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have sill heights equivalent to the calculated heights of the mid points (points 1, 3 & 5) of the

three divided lengths forming a 'staircase' geometry of adjacent weirs.

Real seawall profile

Modelled seawall profile

0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6

-4	 ø- 4	 - -4	 Imaginary weirs

I	 A	 B	 C

I-	•	 '>' \

N
Areas deemed to be overtopped

Fig 5.10. Schematic representation of seawalls for lateral inflow calculations.

In the example shown in Figure 5.10 the water level is above the crest of the seawall

over nearly two thirds of its length and is deemed to he flowing over the seawall within the

shaded areas indicated, the quantity of which is calculated using a weir flow equation which is

indicated in Section 5.6. In this example there is slight over-estimate of the amount of flow in

the area of weir B, however, this may also have been an underestimate of the flow had the

water level been slightly lower than point 3. In reality it is not necessary to divide the length of

the seawall up too greatly due to local dips and peaks in its length, however, if greater

mathematical reality was required the section could he divided into more of the imaginary weirs

to increase the definition.

In order for the inflow value to he correctly applied to the computer simulation the total

flow is calculated for both sides of the channel and summed. This figure is divided by the total
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length of the channel reach to give the lateral inflow per unit length. As the lateral inflow

figures were found to sometimes add instabilities to the modelled solution, effectively because

the sudden addition of a large lateral inflow was a 'shock to the system', the lateral inflow

values were smoothed using the values calculated in the present and previous two time steps.

A maximum outflow of O.3m3/s was permitted, which was obtained from the NRA's

modelling of lateral inflow. The velocity of the lateral inflow was calculated in a simple

manner by dividing the quantity of flow by the depth of water over the seawall at each

imaginary weir divided by the length of the channel wall.

5.6 Weir Flow.

There is only one weir that needs to be modelled in the area of interest of the Severn, at

Llanthony in the East Channel at Gloucester. The disruption to the overall flow regime caused

by a weir in a river system of the size being modelled may be considered very small and may

only affect the immediate area up and downstream of the weir. For this reason the weir

problem was at first ignored and added to the computer model later and even then the weir was

not modelled to a great deal of accuracy.

'4

a) Normal Crested
	

b) Flooded

c) Reverse Flow

Fig 5.11. Simplified Weir Types.
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The three weir flow conditions which need to he considered in this thesis are illustrated

in Figure 5.11 and require ditTerent equations to solve the flow conditions occuring.

Normal Crested Weir.

Flow over a normal crested weir is described by Equation 5.12 and is the most common

occurrence in the area of interest.

111 B (2g)-'2 (Zus - Z )3
	

( 5.12 )

Flooded Weir and Reverse Flow

Flow over a flooded or drowned weir is given by Equation 5.13 and can commonly occur

when a very high tide penetrates the Upper Estuaiy or if the River Severn is in flood.

Qus = 2 B (2g)"2 (Zds - Zw) (Zus - Zds )1/2
	

( 5.13 )

Where Q = flow immediately upstream of weir

Zds = height of free surface immediately downstream of weir

Z 5 = height of free surface immediately upstream of weir

Zw = height of weir crest

Bw = width of weir

and 2 weir flow coefficients

The upstream and downstream terms do not refer to the geographical position of the

cross section, hut to the direction of flow. In most cases a cross section on the side towards

the estuary mouth would he deemed the downstream section, however, if the flow is

dominated by a riding tide coming up the estuary and flooding a weir, the cross section on the

seaward side of the weir is considered to he the downstream section in a mathematical sense.

Computation of weir calculations can become quite complex depending upon the

position in the process of calculations. For instance in the example of the normal crested weir

when the upstream flow, downstream flow and upstream heights are known, then the
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.1(Z)
Znew	 Zlatest - f'(Z) ( 5.14 )

downstream height can he calculated using an internal boundary condition. The flooded weir

case is much more complex and requires a subroutine to solve the relevant heights with a

Newton iteration method. Although many of the sub-routines devised in the computer model

are simple to follow, it is deemed necessary to describe the solution of the weir problem in

this section.

A compatibility relationship is required which states that the quantity of flow upstream

is equal to the flow downstream, i.e. Qds = Qus. The computer programme decides whether

the flow is reverse or normal and sets the values accordingly. The solution techniques do not

allow that the height of the water surface is equal upstream and downstream, or that if the two

values are very similar that the downstream height is calculated to be higher than the upstream

one. The three cases are then treated as follows;

Normal Crested Weir.

In the case of the weir at Liananthony and the direction of the solution methods in the two

sweeps, the values downstream of the stage may he calculated hut not the upstream heights.

The downstream quantity of flow is therefore set to he the same as the latest calculated value of

the upstream flow and the upstream height is solved using a Newton iteration method where the

value of a function is solved with Equation 5.14.

Thus solving for the upstream value of the stage where Q can he represented by (r - p Z)

Qds = Qus (rus - Pus Zus)

j.	 = (Z 5 Zw)LSQ

= t (Z 5 - Z)' 5 - (rs - Pus Zus)
	

( 5.15 )

= 1.5 1 (Zus - Zw)O.S + Pus	 ( 5.16 )
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Where i. =	 B, (2g) 112 , thus;

t (Zus - Zw)' .5 - (r 5 - Pus Zus)	
( 5.17 )Z5	

-	 1.5 (Zus - Zw)° 5 + Pus

Flooded Weir and Reverse Flow.

The relevant functions required to calculate the upstream values or downstream values

of flow are shown in Equations 5.17 to 5.20.

f	 = t ( Zs - Zw) (Zs - Zds )0.5 - abs[ (rus - Pus Zus) J	 ( 5.18 )

= 0.5 }1 ( Zds - Zw ) (z - Zds )0.5 + P (Zus Zds )0.5 ^ Pus	 ( 5.19 )

Where ! = t2 Bw (2g)U2, thus;

L (Zds Zw) (Zus - Zds )0.5 - abs[(rs - Pus Zus)]
Zus = Zus - -

0.5 i (Zds - Zw ) (Zus - Zds )-0.5 + t (Z 1 s - Zds )0.5 + Pus

( 5.20 )

Following these calculations the value of Q is updated using p, r and the new value of

z.

5.7 Low Flow Conditions.

A problem inherent with all modelling methods of this type is that the model may

predict surface altitudes less than or close to the bed level. In this case an additional calculation

must be added to correct for this effect. To satisfy a simple model such as the one designed it

is necessary that hydraulic continuity is maintained within the system. This is obviously not

the case in the Severn where there are a number of topographic highs in the bed level which
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effectively cut off how between sections at extremely low tides. For the purposes of modelling

a low flow method is added. Three systems were considered;

Set a minimum flow level permitted and add a 'sweetening' flow.

Use low flow calculations described in Cunge et a! (1980).

Treat low flow as a weir unit.

It was found after some 650 validation runs that a simple weir style calculation using

Equation 5.21 or a modified weir equation such as the one used in the HRS LORIS study

(Equation 5.14), gave the most satisfactory results. In no case were levels or quantities of

flow expected to fully match reality, hut low flow corrections are a vital necessity to maintain

numerical stability in the modelled system.

Q=t3 ()0.5
	

( 5.21 )

5.8 Boundary Conditions.

A number of boundary conditions are required so that modelling can proceed, these

include the external boundary conditions which represent the data such as the tidal curves and

flood hydrographs at the upstream and downstream sections and the internal boundary

conditions which mark 'breaks' in the continuity of the modelled system, where the Dc St

Venant Equations are no longer valid.

5.8.1 External Boundary Conditions.

For the sub-critical conditions assumed to generally represent the flow conditions to he

modelled in the Severn Estuary, an independent boundary condition is required at the upstream

and downstream ends of the model. The following are thus required to lead to a proper

solution of the proposed model equations.
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Discharge hydrograph upstream and stage hydrograph downstream, or

Discharge hydrograph upstream and rating curve downstream.

It is easiest to use discharge hydrographs at the upstream limits of the system and stage

hydrographs at the downstream limits in the context of this work. Rating curves are difficult

to define and can he based on discharge hydrographs at the downstream end, which although

implemented by Amien and Fang (1970), are dismissed by Cunge eta! (1980) as they cause

instabilities. The sets of external boundary conditions are responsible for the uniqueness of

solution, thus irregularities in the data need to be carefully examined and smoothed if

necessary. It was found in preliminary' testing of the model that unsmoothed hydrographs at

the downstream end of the model could cause fatal instabilities during modelling. The external

boundary conditions modelled were digitised at five minute intervals and then linearly

interpolated to give minute long intervals within the computer programme. The sources for the

external boundary conditions were taken from NRA and Admiralty Data, although it must be

stressed that the flood (how) hydrographs obtained for the upstream boundaries were found to

he inaccurate. The NRA has since developed a real time monitoring system which is far more

reliable for upstream flow quantities.

5.8.2 Internal Boundary Conditions.

The are a number of internal boundary conditions, namely at low flow conditions, weir

flow and at the junction of branched tributary systems which are solved by internal methods

within the computer programme itself. The calculations impose discharge and stage

relationships which are not represented by the flow equations defined in Chapter 3.

5.9 Initial Conditions.

Initial conditions describe the flow and tidal altitudes at the beginning of the model

simulation. A benefit of the implicit scheme developed is that these values do not have to be

particularly accurate. For simplicity the model run was stat-ted at the beginning of a high tidal
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cycle so approximately high tidal values were used at all the cross sections, although the time

of high tide is obviously not synchronous. Zero rates of flow, assuming the tide was on the

turn were used as the quantity of flow at the initiation of analysis. There were a few problems

encountered during the modelling associated with these assumptions especially if weir

calculations are used in the simulation, such problems are described in the next chapter.

5.10 Rapidly Expanding Cross Sections.

In river systems where any of the values of breadth, wetted perimeter or cross sectional

area change rapidly from one cross section to the next, then the Dc St Venant equations are no

longer valid so internal constrains on the flow conditions are required. This is usually the case

for cross sections where the breadth varies quickly due to a constriction or widening of the

channel. However, the small time step adopted for this model (1 minute or 5 minutes) reduces

some of the need for these additional corrections in some locations. It is difficult to define

when the change in breadth from one section to the next is so great that an additional calculation

is required. It was not found, however, that such adjustments made any major effect to the

modelled output in this work and a subroutine developed for this purpose was not required in

the final version of the computer programme.

5.11	 Conclusions.

This chapter has introduced the practical aspects and data needs of the mathematical and

computational models derived in Chapters 3 and 4. The following chapter describes how the

assumptions used in the modelling process and the data reliability effect the outcome of the

model simulation. It is the problems which have been discussed within this chapter that cause

the greatest deviation from reality, rather than the original equations of flow and computational

solution of those methods described in the previous chapters. So whilst it may appear that the

greatest work effort is required in considering the actual theory of hydraulic flow and solution

technique, it is the expertise of the model designer in establishing the validity of the raw data
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being analysed and how it is treated in conditions where the flow no longer can be represented

by the Dc St Venant equations which makes one model differ in reliability to another.
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CHAPTER 6

COMPUTER MODEL AND VERIFICATION.

6.1	 Introduction.

This chapter introduces the computer model developed and how it has been adapted to

give the most satisfactory results. The computer model developed was subject to more than six

months of verification testing to evaluate the sensitivity, stability, accuracy and computational

necessity of a variety of mathematical procedures. Although it is not practical to reproduce

most of the modelled results because of the shear volume of data involved all the major

variations in analysis will be described and discussed upon merit.

6.2 The Computer Program.

A copy of one of the most frequently used forms of the computer program developed is

listed in Appendix D of this thesis. The computer program has been adapted during its

development, both becoming more complex, for instance in the development of a branch

network of channels and becoming simpler when it was realised that some factors were not

necessary in view of the detail of information available for insertion in the model. A

breakdown of the program is given in the following sections as well as a flow diagram of the

model's execution. The program has been written in the FORTRAN (ANSI -77) programming

language because of the 'number crunching' capabilities of the language and has been run on

Sun (SPARC) workstations. Program editing was undertaken using the 'VI' text editor and

debugging using 'DBX'. The program has not been designed to conserve memory by using

small array sizes. Therefore, although debugging was easier as there were many data values

preserved within these arrays which could be examined, running time in debug was very slow

and could not be undertaken in the user friendly 'Sunview' windows mode.
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6.3 Program Description.

A flowchart describing the execution of the program is given as Figure 6.1 whilst the

program that it describes is given in Appendix D. This flow chart shows only the major

subroutines and decision making parts of the program.

The following sections describe the relevant executable parts of the program, giving

reference to their theoretical origins in earlier chapters. When considering the process of the

modelling procedure it is necessary to consult the flow chart in Figure 6.1 and the FORTRAN

program itself. A list of notation used in the computer model as well as the preceding chapters

is presented in Appendix B.

6.3.1 Program Initialisation.

The first part of the computer program initialises the model by declaring the variables to

be used and by reading all the external data files where the information to be manipulated by the

program is stored. The initialisation process can be divided into the following;

Declare Variables.

This section of the program defines the variables used in the main body of the program,

including the relevant arrays according to FORTRAN (ANSI -77) protocol. A description of

the variables used in the program is given in the initial lines of the computer listing.

Declare Common Blocks.

This part of the program declares the common blocks used by the program which is a

convenient memory management system and to a minor degree a time saving exercise in

producing the program. The common blocks are used to 'hold together' the frequently used

variables in the program which are exchanged between the main program and subroutines

during execution.
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Set internal boundary conditions 	 yes
for weir.at next section.
Set section = section + 2

Is a weir problem encountered
at this section?

.1	 no

4,	 H
Calculate z' (section) and

0 (section +1)>-

Read External Data	 I
(cross sectional data, boundary I

and initial conditions etc.)

Set t=O, iteration=l ] <

'4,

this time level?___II)all seitions1'	
is the first iteration

9'no

Interpolate values of area, wetted perimeter
and breadth at present stage (from tabulated

values for all sections at time t and t+ I)

yes	 ,---
Calculate lateral inflow/outflow	 ( Are the sea walls over topped at any

at relevant sections/time	 sections at time t and t+l?

9'no

_________________________________ Calculate conveyance for all setions
at time t and t+l

Begin First Sweep.
Set section=l

yes

I

Calculate flow and heights over
weir. Set Section = Section - 2

- Is a weir problem encounter"
at next section?	 J

9'no

Calculate first sweep coefficients
and variables.

4' 	 no

( Is this the final section () 	 )•• Set section
____________________________	 = section+ 1

9, 
yes

Begin Second Sweep.
Set section = N

(!thi
________________________ no

	 I

__ -ii

s the initial sectionT)	
Set section

____________________________	

= section
yes	

no

C Does the solution converg	
____, Set iteration

__________________________	 = iteration+ 1

4, 
yes

I Sett=t+l I

'4'	 no

(__Is this the final time_step? 	 Set iteration =

9, yes	
no

this the final tidal cYcle)	 > Set tidal cycle =
___________________________	 tidal cycle +1

9' 
yes

Save results.

Fig 6.1. Flowchart for Computer Program Execution.
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The common blocks used in the program are the following:

hthydro saves all the height dependant values of the area (a), breadth (b) and wetted perimeter

(wp) for each section. These tabulated values are read from the external cross sectional data

files and are at metre intervals, calculated in the manner specified in the previous chapter. Each

of these parameters is stored in an array of the form a(b, n, h) where b represents the branch

number, n the number of the cross section and h the height in metres AOD. Therefore a(1,

10, 9) will store the value of the cross sectional area at section number 10 on branch 1, when

the water surface height is 9 mAOD.

thydro stores the time dependant values of area, breadth, wetted perimeter, conveyance and

friction for each section. These variables change during the program apart from the friction

when a constant global friction value is specified to represent the hydraulic properties of an

entire section. Apart from the friction value, these variables are stored in the form of branch

number, section number and time step. Thus area (1, 10, 9) stores the value of the cross

sectional area that has been calculated for cross section number 9 on branch 1 at the 9th time

stage. In the program in Appendix D, friction is not time dependant but remains constant

during the period being modelled at any section.

weight is a small common block that stores together the time weighting factor (theta) and time

increment (tinc) in seconds.

L is the common block that groups together the calculated and tabulated values involved in

the calculation of the lateral inflow or outflow namely the quantity of outflow (1), velocity (ul)

and the sea wall heights on either side of the channel (lh, rh) at each cross section.

weirdo is an enigmatically named common block describing the relevant description of the

weir parameters, namely the weir position (weirpos), weir height (weirht) and weir breadth

(weirb) for all weirs.

dependants groups together the two dependant variables which are the backbone of the model

solution which are the height (z) and the quantity of flow (Q) for each cross section.

coefficients is a 'bucket' common group that contains the other commonly used and

transferred coefficients within the program and subroutines, namely the values of the

calculated variables p. qq, r, s and tt.
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• Read External Data Files.

This part of the program tells the computer 'what to do' and 'where to do it from', i.e. where to

find the relevant files to read, open them and set up the parameters used throughout the

program. It can be divided into the following subsections:-

Read Weir Information.

The information about the weirs to be modelled is saved on an external file in the following

form;

i) Whether a weir calculation (weirprob) is to be used and the number of weirs in

modelled system (noweirs)

ii) The position of the weirs in the form of the branch number (branch) and section

number (sect) where the weir is present.

iii) The height of the weir (weirht) and breath of the weir (weirb) at the weir position.

Stages (ii) and (iii) are repeated for each weir (noweirs times). A variable at the

position of the weir (weirpos) is assigned the value 1 (or logically 'true') to denote to the main

program that when this position is met then a weir problem will be encountered if the weir

problem is to be evaluated, otherwise the program skips the position.

Read Time Increment, Time Weighting, Convergence Tolerance and Number of Tidal

Cycles to be evaluated.

This section reads a simple external file to give the necessary coefficients and convergence

criteria and also includes the number of tidal cycles to be calculated before the solution is

deemed to be satisfactory.

• Read Data from General Branch Files.

The data contained within these files for each of the branches of the modelled network

comprises the following form:-

i) Number of sections on branch (nosects).
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ii) Name of section (names), distance of section reach (xdist), global friction value for

section (friction) and seawall heights (Ih, rh) on either side of channel.

Part (ii) is repeated for each section along the branch, i.e. nosects number of times.

Read Individual Section Files.

For each section the following information is read:-

i) The value of the minimum elevation of the channel bed (least) in metres AOD.

ii) The maximum height (mx) to which the channel properties are tabulated on the

external file which is generally 12m AOD.

iii) The values of the sea wall heights on the left hand (lh) and right hand (rh) sides of

the channel in metres AOD (there is an option to use seawall heights read earlier in the

program).

iv) The cross sectional area of the channel (a) at every tabulated (metre interval) water

surface stage, in square metres.

v) The breadth of the channel (b) at every tabulated (metre interval) water surface

stage, in metres.

vi) The wetted perimeter of the channel (wp) at every tabulated (metre interval) water

surface stage, in metres.

These individual section files also include the tabulated values of the non-uniform

velocity variation and calculated values of conveyance using compound channels of varying

friction. The cross sectional data which is processed to give the values of i) to vi) above is

stored after the tabulated values in the form of the distance, channel elevation and friction of

that slice of the channel, although this is not used in the main program example given. The

methodology for computing the hydraulic properties has been given in the previous chapter,

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate a sample data file for a cross section (Gatcombe).
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695.33246785714 1395.9681111111
4845.2765833333 6051.2397391304
9724.4885 150502 10977.566552954

471.67785714286 1008.8527777778
1178.1083333333 1211.8927536232
1250.6220735786 1255.5340022297

471.80625493389 1009.0806667597
1178.7360504831 1213.4575197354
1255.3560761130 1261.3407847947

72186.351234325 174178.08027738
936359.99565875 1314240.0510217
2768505.2757290 3350630.9539883

1.0235522705345 1.0994913329456
1.0579251653273 1.0511817697249
1.0389280268747 1.0382437332751

Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4
Row 5
Row 6
Row 7
Row 8
Row 9
Row 10
Row 11
Row 12
Row 13
Row 14
Row 15
Row 16
Row 17
Row 18
Row 19
Row 20
Row 21

-1.02 12 11.82
0.0956250000000
2526.2772500000
7266.2914942792
12235.556519509
9.5625000000000
1144.0083333333
1217.1901601831
1260.4459308807
9.5628776654482
1144.3700047301
1219.8345615966
1267.3254934764
0.2959008339 179
358212. 18557126
1748387.9580292
3978316.8856026
1.000004605 1808
1. 1088944572165
1.0450738313969
1.0377270560588

12
258.9755 1373626
3678.023377946 1
8486.3089191457
13499.384000000
41 8.57197802 198
1159.4839225589
1225.5349351640
1268.2000000000
418.621447 19037
1159.9791272206
1229.24423705 10
1276.1193786216
15689.65507 1309
61573 1.27 195826
2233908.65 13883
4650048.4048459
1.0531348509211
1.0771124198460
1.0407511112071
1.0374564560131

Fig 6.2 Sample cross section data file (part 1).

The data stored in the section of file indicated in Figure 6.2 is described below in terms

of the rows illustrated;

Row 1:
	

Minimum bed level, maximum tabulated stage, left seawall height and

right seawall height.

Rows 2 to 5
	

Areas at metre intervals of the water stage from -1 niAOD to 12 rnAOD.

Rows 6 to 9:
	

Breadths at metre intervals of the water stage from -1 mAOD to

12 niAOD.

Rows 10 to 13
	

Wetted Perimeter at metre intervals of the water stage from -1 mAOD to

12 mAOD.

Rows 14 to 17:
	

Conveyance at metre intervals of the water stage from -1 mAOD to

12 nTIAOD, using compound channel calculations.

Rows 18 to 21:
	

Bossinesq coefficient of variable flow velocity at metre intervals of the

water stage from -1 mAOD to 12 mAOD.
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Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

Row 22
Row 23
Row 24
Row 25
Row 26
Row 27
Row 28
Row 29
Row 30

Row 40
Row 41
Row 42
Row 43
Row 44
Row 45
Row 46
Row 47
Row 48
Row 49
Row 50

Row 70
Row 71
Row 72
Row 73
Row 74
Row 75
Row 76
Row 77
Row 78

0.
4.6000000000000
19.200000000000
35.500000000000
43.700000000000
48.900000000000
52.900000000000
62.600000000000
92.600000000000

230.00000000000
244.00000000000
258.00000000000
272.00000000000
290.50000000000
309.00000000000
324.00000000000
338.00000000000
358.00000000000
378.00000000000
398.00000000000

693.50000000000
710.00000000000
719.00000000000
728.00000000000
736.50000000000
745.00000000000
761.00000000000
777.00000000000
793.50000000000

11.820000000000
11.640000000000
8.6500000000000
8.4900000000000
7.9200000000000
7.5600000000000
6.4200000000000
5. 1600000000000
4.9800000000000

1.7900000000000
1.8900000000000
1.8900000000000
1.8900000000000
1.6800000000000
1.6900000000000
1.4800000000000
1:4800000000000
1.3300000000000
1.2500000000000
1.2500000000000

1.8300000000000
1.7800000000000
1.7800000000000
1.7800000000000
1.7100000000000
1.6600000000000
1.6100000000000
1.2100000000000
0.2100000000000

3.5000000000000D-02
3 .5000000000000D-02
3.5000000000000D-02
3.5000000000000D-02
3.5000000000000D-02
3.5000000000000D-02
2.8000000000000D-02
2.8000000000000D-02
2.5000000000000D-02

1 .5000000000000D-02
I .5000000000000D-02
I .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
I .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02

1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
I .5000000000000D-02
I .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
I .5000000000000D-02
I .5000000000000D-02

1146.0000000000
1169.0000000000
1191.5000000000
1214.0000000000
1230.0000000000
1246.0000000000
1268.0000000000
1268.2000000000

-0.9200000000000
-0.9700000000000
-1.0200000000000
-0.2200000000000
1.1800000000000
1.5800000000000
5.1000000000000
12.000000000000

I .3000000000000D-02
1 .3000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
1 .5000000000000D-02
2.5000000000000D-02
3.5000000000000D-02

Fig 6.3 Sample cross section data file (part 2)

The data stored in rows 22 to 107 of the cross section data file indicated in Figure 6.3 is

the channel survey, giving the distance across the cross section, the bed level elevation in

mAOD and the estimated Manning's friction for the point in each row.
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Read Digitised Values of the Boundary Conditions.

These are read from external files giving the values of the tidal curve at the seaward end and the

upstream values of flow. The values of the tidal heights at the initial downstream section are

read from a pre-processed digitised tidal curve, where the height of the water surface is stored

at five minute intervals. The program interpolates (linearly) between these values to give the

tidal heights at the downstream section at minute intervals. The upstream boundaries

represented by quantities of flow are similarly pre-processed and saved as an external file and

are also read at five minute intervals. The program again interpolates linearly to give the values

as minute intervals.

•	 Read Initial Conditions.

The values of flow (Q) and stage (z) are read for each section for the very first time level (t=O).

As the solution rapidly moves away from these values they only need to be approximate to start

the program off, especially in the case of the height, with the program beginning at high tide,

the values of z to start with at each section are approximate to the estimated high spring tide at

each point. The quantity of flow in similar models is usually set at zero and assumes that the

tide is on the turn. However, if a weir problem is encountered it is preferable to have a

nominal amount of flow at the weir section for computational purposes, hence the initial values

of the flow are set to the initial value of flow at the upstream boundary of the relevant branch

and to the sum of the branches for the main channel.

• Read Values of Lateral Inflow.

Originally this part of the program was to read time dependant lateral inflow values for the

sections to account for small additions to the system such as outflow pipes and pills, utilising

known data or information from previous model runs. However, it was found satisfactory to

set all values of lateral inflow to zero at the start of program execution.

• Read Stations.

As it is not practical to save all the tidal data generated for every channel cross section, because

of the demands on computer file space, a number of representative sections have been selected
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and the modelled flow and stage through out the tidal cycle saved to file for these stations after

completion of the modelling.

6.3.2 Program Calculations.

The process of execution by the program is shown in a simplified form by the flow

chart illustrated in Figure 6.1. The individual sections of the program are described in a general

manner in the following paragraphs. Further details of sections of the computer program

deemed necessary to describe are included in the more technical section, 6.6, later in the

chapter.

• Set Values for First Iteration.

If this is the first iteration at any time step, then the values of z and Q for the next time step

have to be set, otherwise they will be equal to zero, or the values calculated at the same time

step on the previous tidal cycle. This is obviously an estimated value, so they are set to be

equal to the values of z and Q at the present time step, i.e. Q* & z = Q & z for all sections on

the first iteration.

• Interpolate values of area, wetted perimeter and cross-sectional area.

All the data for the hydraulic properties of the sections are saved on external files, where the

cross sectional area, etc. are stored at metre intervals of the water stage. During the program

execution the stage will fall at intermediate heights between these metre spaced values so that

the values of variables describing the hydraulic properties have to be determined by

interpolation. The subroutine Interpol uses a simple linear interpolation calculation to do this.

In the literature review of similar models it was found that many models use a too great a

separation of tabulated heights, often at 2m intervals or more, so that the interpolated values

are prone to considerable error. When the stage approaches the heights near to where the flood

plain lies, during a metre increase in stage, the area, and especially breadth and wetted

perimeter may increase at an exponential amount with the free surface elevation. Similarly
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when the water stage approaches the bed level, large changes in the hydraulic properties can

occur with a small rise in the stage.

• Calculate any Lateral Inflow or Outflow.

Every section is checked whether the seawalls are overtopped on either side of the channel at

the section. If this is the case, then the subroutine Inflow is summoned which calculates the

lateral inflow by the method described in the previous chapter.

• Calculate Conveyance.

The conveyance at all the sections at the present and following time steps is calculated using the

Manning Roughness Coefficient in the subroutine Convey using one of the friction laws

described earlier in the work.

• First Sweep.

The first sweep ultimately calculates the exchange variable used in the second sweep to

calculate the values of stage and quantity of flow at the next time level. The first sweep

proceeds in the following manner;

i) Checks to see whether a weir problem is required by the program at the given

section. If the weir problem is necessary then an internal boundary condition is deemed to be

present and the values of the exchange variables, p and r are set accordingly via the subroutine

Sweep] weir.

ii) When a weir calculation isn't relevant to a section, the program calls the subroutine

Sweep] to evaluate the following coefficients derived in Chapter4.

a. The coefficients ci to c7.

h. The variables alpha to epsilon.

c. The exchange variables branchalpha, branchbeta and branchgamma if a branch in the

channel is encountered The exchange variables p, r, tt, qq and s which are passed back to the
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main program. The exchange variables p to s are calculated for all sections or set at the relevant

boundary sections.

Second Sweep.

The second sweep calculates the values of the stage and discharge at the next time level in the

following order using the coefficients calculated in the first sweep subroutine.

i) Checks to see whether a weir problem is required by the program at the given

section. If this is the case then the program calls the subroutine Sweep2weir, which works by

calculating the height using the present estimate of the quantity of flow and the type of weir.

ii) If a weir problem is not encountered then the program proceeds through the

subroutine Sweep2, which runs in the following manner;

a. Calculate the value of the stage at the next time level at the river branch if encountered.

b. Calculate the value of the discharge and height at consecutive sections (the order of which

depends on the branch where the section is situated).

c. Checks to see whether the stage is at a level below the bed level at the section, assigns a

small nominal flow if this is the case.

d. Checks whether a low flow calculation is required (i.e. depth < O.4m) and calculates the

discharge accordingly.

The second sweep calculates the stage and discharge for all the sections, with the

exception of the relevant external boundary conditions.

• Check for Convergence.

The program uses a crude, but satisfactory convergence criteria within set tolerance limits for

the variation of Q and z, and checks whether a further iteration is required, or whether the

computations can move to the next time step.
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6.3.3 Output Final Data to File.

Once calculations are complete the program saves the calculated data to file in the

following forms.

a) Time, stage, discharge, velocity and lateral inflow, giving the values at ten minute

steps. These files are saved for the sections stipulated in the initial reading of the data in the

stations file.

b) Distance, maximum stage, minimum stage, time of maximum stage, time of

minimum stage, maximum lateral outflow, section name for the modelled system.

6.4 Model Development.

There were several distinct stages in the development of the model where major re-

programming was required due to the addition of a new feature to be simulated. The growth of

the model was related to collecting new data, such as seawall surveys being completed and to

the growing knowledge of the designer. Several distinct phases of the model developed are

described as follows.

• Single Channel Model.

The very first analyses were undertaken on a theoretical channel comprising of a number of

simple trapezoidal sections to test whether the designed model functioned realistically and to try

and assess the effect of varying time steps and time weighting factors on the model results.

The first simulation of the Severn was a simple model which only considered the West Channel

at Gloucester and ran to Brean Down at Weston-Super-Mare. The modelled reach was

curtailed due to the tidal curve availability (i.e. the Admiralty figures) for Avonmouth, so

downstream of Avonmouth was omitted. Similarly this omission was also justified because of

the two dimensional circulation patterns in the wider mouth of the Estuary and the problems

with giving a realistic value for the wetted perimeter and considerations for the embayments.
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• Single Channel Model, Non-Homogenous Velocity Variations.

The first model adopted a global friction value for a cross section of the channel which

represented the entire frictional characteristics of the cross section and was used to evaluate the

conveyance within the main program. The effects of varying friction values across the section

and thus non-homogenous velocity variations (using the Boussinesq correction) were

determined by calculating the conveyance and Boussinesq correction in the pre-processing of

the cross sections. It was found that there was no benefit in undertaking these additional

calculations and that the time taken to adjust a cross section's characteristics, if required, was

such that it did not merit pursuing the effect of compound channels.

• Branched Solution.

A branched solution was adopted because it was thought that it would add a greater deal of

realism and numerical stability especially at low flow levels. The model was easily adapted for

branch solution, although it must be noted that in the computer program presented in Appendix

D, the solution is based specifically for the network assumed for the Severn, rather than a

'model system' which may be used for any river system. This process was adopted to save

time during the model development. It is important to note that the solution considers the

branched system around Gloucester only, although the outflow of the Wye and Frome are

much greater than those considered for the East and West Channels. However, the selection

of tributaries to be modelled is based upon the proportion of the total channel discharge the

river represents at the point of inflow. Although the River Wye is the largest of the tributaries

to flow into the modelled area of the Severn, the Wye system represents about 1% or less of

the total channel discharge at its inflow, so it was deemed that to model the Wye as a branch

would have no discernible effect upon the required results and would increase computational

time. Hence the effect of this tributary's flow was not modelled. In addition, no reliable cross

sections were available for the Wye and similar tributaries so it would have been difficult to

justify any further consideration. The two channels at Gloucester, however, have been

surveyed and although the West Channel conveys much of the flow the East Channel can

commonly convey one third of the total flow above the confluence at Lower Parting.
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• Weir problems adopted.

There are two weirs in the modelled area of the Severn, Maisemore Weir, which is used as a

boundary section and Lianthony Weir which was modelled as a 'normal' section. The weir

problem calculations were added to give a more representative flow over the weir at Lianthony,

and in dealing with low flow over what might be theoretically deemed to be a weir sill

represented by a rock bar in the channel. The results of considering the weir problem are given

in Section 6.5 and it can be seen that the effect of modelling weirs increased computational time

considerably without affecting the modelled heights. This might provide an argument that

modelling weirs in this system is a computational luxury, however, the modelled discharges

proved to be much more realistic. Weir calculations in a system as big as the Severn are in

essence a minor perturbation of the overall flow so it is the modeller's responsibility to decide

whether a weir denotes a significant factor in the channel flow.

• Lateral inflow/outflow.

This was added at a late stage, mainly due to the problem of obtaining the relevant data any

earlier. Early levelling of the sea-walls came from the HRS after some time. These heights are

in many cases lower that the present seawall heights as there has been a gradual improvement

policy of the tidal defences of the Severn Estuary. This presented several difficulties in the

modelling process. Firstly in the verification of the model, using already known tidal curves or

discharges, the heights of the seawalls when the known tides occurred had to be used, so it

was necessary to work through all the data available (improvement plans, levelled surveys,

council records, etc.) to get an acceptable chronology of the seawall improvements.

Subsequently for modelling later tides the new seawall heights had to be used, in many cases it

was necessary to go into the field and level the wall crests. The evaluation of the lateral inflow

or outflow does not take into account local depressions in the seawall between sections. It was

also found that the outflow (i.e. spillage over the walls) could be modelled with ease, yet it

was almost impossible to account for how, where and at what rate, the water returned back to

the main channel from behind the walls without expanding the model considerably to include

flood plain flow cells. Two options were available; one was to ignore the inflow, effectively

losing any water which flowed over the seawalls on the high tide as this creates problems when
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low flow levels were encountered. The second option was to instruct the program to deliver

the spillage back to the system at low tide at a similar rate to which it left the system at high

tide, which of course, is not particularly natural. It was found satisfactory to adopt the

former.

6.5 Preliminary Analysis and Validation.

The first stage in model validation, based on the work of Howes (1985) and Sargent

(1982) is the Mathematical Model Verification stage which is achieved during the model

development stage. This involves a subjective process of assuring that the assumptions

adopted in the mathematical model represents the behaviour of the real system which it

simulates. In the case of this model the De St Venant assumptions have been adhered to as the

main source of derivation of the flow equations, with the additional quasi-two dimensional

effects listed in the previous chapters. Many of the required stages of the verification of the

mathematical model have already been addressed in the earlier chapters, although some

additional simplifications which were thought to be unrealistic, but adopted once their effect

had been determined through modelling, will be mentioned in this chapter.

Before the model was used a series of verification tests were undertaken to define the

overall effect of all the variables entered into the system and their co-variance, so the

mathematical stability and sensitivity of the model could be assessed. A model which is

insensitive to data differences may 'pass' erroneous data with the user being unaware that non-

reality was being modelled. For instance, if a tidal cross section should have been 500m 2 but

an error caused this to be one tenth of the value, then a program which is relatively insensitive

may calculate as normal, indicating that for some instances the data fed into the program has

little influence on the result. Until the model had been developed to a stage where there was

confidence in the accuracy of the input and output data, checking for erroneous processing

could only be made by examining all the calculated data for 'glitches' or errors flagged up by

the computer. With further insight into the nature of the program the need to double check all

the results reduces as the modeller can anticipate where errors are occurring. At least 1500 runs

were made during the early stages of analysis on a series of simple and then increasingly more
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complex simulations. It is obviously not feasible to present all these simulation results, so the

factors affecting the modelled results are described and shown graphically or tabulated only

where apposite. In general this section will present the overall findings of the model runs, and

highlight the 'worst case' diversions from the expected model behaviour, namely secondary

oscillations brought about by instability in the solution.

6.5.1 Verification of Computer System Consistency.

The second phase in validation is termed the Computerised Model Verification stage

which is designed to check that a program carries out the processes expected of it, thus

correctly representing the designed model. Effectively this stage is the 'debugging' stage of the

program where the compiled computer code is checked that it works correctly, by detecting

typing errors, particularly wrong numbers in calculations and the order of execution is correct.

This exercise was undertaken using a debugger and following the code execution line by line.

A compiled program needs to be checked for repeatability of results (Hermann, 1967).

Although it seems unlikely, the model needs to be run several times with the same input data to

assess whether the same results are being output each time. Initially the model was run several

times to validate the repeatability of the analysis when any input data or programming was

changed, but at later stages the model was run only once unless reprogramming had been

undertaken. No occasions of non-repeatability were encountered, thus the model is considered

internally valid. Brately et a! (1983) suggested that results from small computer simulations

should be checked against hand calculations to verify the computer code. Although this

approach did not identify any significant errors, it did help validate that using 'real' numbers,

i.e. to eight decimal places, rather than double precision numbers in the program was

acceptable, i.e. no problems were being generated through rounding errors which can be

associated with using less memory intensive real numbers. However, the sheer bulk of

calculations within the model meant that only subroutines, or even parts of subroutines could

be tested and checked by manual methods.

The verification of the computer model system proceeded by testing the rigour of the

model by adjusting many of variables used in the program. Commonly hidden errors in the
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program code or indeed in the mode of behaviour of the program only appear when extreme

parameter values are entered. Such testing of the model is called sensitivity analysis and is

demonstrated in the next sections. Analysis of the sensitivity of a model uses two rationales;

the Deterministic Approach looks at the effect of changing the individual parameters on the

modelled output, whilst a Stochastic Approach looks at the overall effect on the scheme when

the input parameters, defined by a likely distribution, are all co-varied.

6.5.2 Effect of Time Increment.

The computer model has been run at 10, 5 and 1 minute time steps. It was found that

the longer time steps generally were calculated quicker, due to the lesser number of

mathematical operations required. However with larger time steps the peak high waters could

be damped by up to 10 cm, because they were effectively missed, i.e. fell between the

calculation points, so that the short time step produced a higher resolution.

In this and additional sections of the chapter the run time of the computer program is

referred to. However a direct comparison of computer run times is difficult because the overall

running time is dependant on the number of other tasks the computer is running and thus the

demand on the operating system. It was also found that different machines (with similar

operating system capabilities) had differing run-time characteristics, due to different installed

software and network demands. Running times were generally less than fifteen minutes.

6.5.3 Time Weighting Coefficient.

The time weighting coefficient, 0, referred to in Chapter 4, was varied to find it's

effect on the modelled results. It was found that higher values of 0, above 0.8, damped the

data slightly, to an order of about 10 cm total on the largest tidal ranges modelled, but

provided smoother tidal curves especially towards low flow periods. At values of 0 less than

0.52 secondary 'noise' or small instabilities occurred, generally at low tide (due to shallow

depth calculations being incurred at some point in the model). It was found that adopting a

value of 0.5 for the time weighting coefficient was not practical because of fatal instability
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problems. In the final tidal simulations a time weighting factor of 0.66 was adopted, as it

provided the greatest accuracy, with little or no instability problems.

6.5.4 Effect of Friction.

The friction values used to describe the characteristics of the channels are the single

most important factor in influencing the eventual results of the simulation. The behaviour of

the friction values can be summarised as follows.

High friction values amplify the tide less than lower ones, thus simulations show a smaller

tidal range by reducing the tidal maxima and raising the tidal minima compared to

simulations run with lower friction values.

Higher friction values retard the progression of the tide more than lower values when a tidal

influence is encountered.

High friction values raise both the tidal maxima and minima in upstream reaches when a

significant tide does not penetrate, i.e. during steady river-like flow or gradually varying

flow conditions.

The effect of friction values adopted for the Estuary for a tide approximately

representing a spring and neap tide are demonstrated in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, where the same

friction value has been used for every section.

Figure 6.4 clearly shows that the high tide does not significantly penetrate more than

about 42km upstream of Avonmouth (Newnham) on a neap tide, above which the Estuary is

dominated by river flow. The river flow heights are higher in the Upper Estuary when higher

friction values are used. The greatest change in bed levels occurs between 30 to 45 km

upstream of Avonmouth, when the acceleration along the gradient is such that the friction

values have little effect upon the low tide height, whereas between 20 to 30km upstream of

Avonmouth, at Slimbridge and the Noose, the widening, shallowing and reduced bed level

gradient means that friction values can cause approximately 0.75m difference in the height of
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= 0.030
= 0.025
= 0.020

the base flow. For a neap tide, friction values have little effect on the height of the high tide in

the Lower Estuary, thus the graphed high tides are nearly similar.

0	 20	 40	 60	 80

Distance Upstream of Avonmouth (km)

Fig 6.4 Effect of friction on a 'neap' tide.

Figure 6.5 shows the importance of friction values on the height of high tides which

penetrate the Upper Estuary as they become increasingly amplified and that significantly lower

tides are also calculated in the Lower Estuary, which can lead to low flow problems in the

Lower and Mid Estuary. There is a vast difference in the low water levels in the Lower

Estuary about 19km upstream of Avonmouth at Narlwood rocks which is constricted by the

Oldbury Reservoir. However, when additional schemetisation (an extra cross section) was

added, or a schematic section which did not include the reservoir, i.e.was modelled as the

channel before the structure was built, then this problem was not solved. It seems that the

simulation is unable to cope fully with the sudden rise in the channel bed upstream of

Narlwood and the invoked low flow calculations cannot account for extreme low flow in this

area. However, when the final modelling was completed, sensible friction values
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downstream meant that this problem was generally minor and did not significantly affect the

overall modelled results. It was found that on a spring tide, if friction values were set to less

than 0.022 (Manning) for all sections downstream of Berkeley, then a fatal instability occurred

through a non-correctable low flow problem when tides had a range in excess of the spring

tide.
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Fig 6.5 Effect of friction on spring tide heights.

6.5.5 Effect of Weir Calculations

Using weir calculations does not affect the high or low tide levels in the system other

than by about 2 cm in the region of the weir (either higher or lower) in all modelled cases.

However, the quantity of flow in the proximity of the weir is different, and bears a greater
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semblance to reality in the upper modelled regions both upstream and downstream of the weir,

but is generally more time consuming in analysis, as the model takes longer to converge to a

solution.

When steady flow conditions prevail, then a simulation that does not use a weir

calculation provides smoother results of the quantity of flow. If the weir calculation is invoked

then spiky 'nois& oscillations, of less than 1.5% of the total amount of flow occur around the

value calculated by the simulation not accounting for weirs. Although this suggests that on

neap tides or tides which do not penetrate far up the Estuary, ignoring weir flow conditions

provides a better solution, the 1.5% error in modelled flow quantities are far less than the

errors in the measurement of flow at the upstream boundary. It was found that there was no

difference in the modelled tidal levels when weir calculations were used and that in nearly all

conditions it was found that calculating for weirs was a computational luxury, except when

reverse flow occurs.

6.5.6 Effect of Upstream Boundary Conditions.

The effect of upstream boundary conditions (quantity of river flow) for a simple

example for both a non tidal simulation and a tidal simulation are shown in Figures 6.6 and

6.7. These graphs show the effect of the quantity of flow at the upstream boundary on the

neap and spring tide heights. The graphs are labelled by the approximate total flow of the East

and West Channels when they converge at the Lower Parting As for all the graphs in this

chapter, the distances upstream of 71 km from Avonmouth apply to the East Channel heights,

heights in the West Channel are generally similar. Channel flows at Lower Parting are in m3/s

in the two figures.

• Spring Tide.

The Spring Tide (Figure 6.6) illustrates how the quantity of upstream flow can effect the high

and low tidal heights from about 36km upstream of Avonmouth to the Estuary head. The effect

on low flows is around 2.6m at Westgate Bridge, the upstream boundary of the East Channel,

while the high tidal levels are effect by a maximum of about 1 .8m. The differences generally
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tend to get greater upstream. The range between the tidal maxima and minima is about the same

in each case.

Spring Tide
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Fig 6.6 Effect of upstream flow on spring tide heights.

• Neap Tide.

The Neap Tide (Figure 6.7) illustrates that the water level also influenced from 26km upstream

of Avonmouth to the estuary head, although this reach is non tidal. The steady flow level is

nearly identical to the Spring tide low water, with the disparity of the two only becoming

appreciable downstream of about 30km from Avonmouth.
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Neap Tide
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Fig 6.7 Effect of upstream flow on neap tidal heights.

The two previous examples have been modelled using a constant inflow from the

upstream end which does not vary during the tidal cycle. Obviously this may change with the

flow of the river north of the boundary points. A more sigthicari. fl t t1cit o'c'cìcj pck't

occurs when a high tide penetrates and passes beyond the two upstream sections. This effect

needs to be investigated as for many of the design events to which the model is to be applied

there are no upstream hydrographs, the scenarios being hypothetical. Therefore a strategy for

modelling the effects of the upstream input was developed as follows:

a) Model 1990 Surge where known upstream hydrographs had been constructed for a model

used by the Hydraulics Research Station (HRS) to ascertain tidal heights. This tide is

described later in the chapter.
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b) Model same tide with a constant upstream inflow equal to the mean of the data which

occurred over the modelling period.

It was found that a constant value of flow is sufficient to give identical high water

heights, although naturally there is a slight error in the modelled and observed flow rates.

Uncertainty in the base data negates concern over this discrepancy as the hydrograph values

were based on sparse readings (4 No.) and were then read from a graphed curve which had

been provided by the NRA with an uncertain scale. It would be preferable when very rapidly

varying conditions in the upstream flow are encountered, or an extremely high tide enters the

Upper Estuary, that a hydrograph be used. However data availability was such that this

cannot be attained, therefore a further model technique was used.

c) After the model has 'settled down' after three runs though the tidal cycle with constant

upstream flows, allow the boundary conditions at the upstream sections to vary with the

calculated flow at the section immediately downstream and model over several more tidal

cycles. After 2 cycles the model was found to settle with new boundary conditions, which

represent the incoming tide if it penetrates sufficiently. These modelled results were then

compared to the HRS hydrograph and were found to be within 10 minutes of the observed

flow peaks and troughs. This can be accounted for by retardation of the flow within the system

due to the selected friction values. The tidal heights again were within 20cm of the heights

modelled by either of methods a) and b) above at the upstream section where the height was

most pronounced, whilst the newly calculated hydrographs were much closer to the observed

data. The hydrographs showed that, whilst the tide was ebbing, the flow was almost identical

to the initial input values of upstream flow, whilst a tide entering the section shows a reduction

in the flow rate. Allowing the boundary conditions to change gave a slightly higher height and

it seems that it allows the crest of the high tide to pass the section. Stages (a), (b) and (c) were

repeated for any other event where the hydrograph was known. As the method was

successful, it can be used to predict an upstream hydrograph when the flow is only

approximately known, to give an idea of the flow that can be passed into the Severn River

System, if any.
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Therefore it was found that reasonable simulations can be made with either constant

flow rates at the upstream end equal to the mean of the inflow or that the boundary conditions

may be allow to fluctuate.

6.5.7 Effect of Low Flow Calculation.

The low flow calculation is necessary when the simulation has calculated a level close to

or indeed below the bed level, when cross sectional areas become very small. The calculation

is crude and is not intended to model reality, but to stabilise the model which would otherwise

calculate impossible flow variables thus preventing convergence to a solution.

The model has been run with several different calculations to allow for low flow (see

Chapter 5) when the calculated water stage was within 0.4m of the minimum bed level of a

cross section. It was found that the simplest method of adding a sweetening flow equivalent to

the average of the flow upstream and downstream of the section did not add enough stability to

the model and often fatal errors occurred. Solution methods for low flow used in Cunge

(1986) proved a good method and were used for many of the earlier calculations until it was

found that the method used in the HRS LORIS model using a simplified weir calculation

proved by far the most stable, fastest and least likely method to introduce numerical

instabilities into the modelling. This method is detailed in the previous chapter.

The model becomes unstable, even with low flow calculations when a combination of a

high tidal (spring or greater) is modelled with Manning friction values of less than 0.02

downstream of Berkeley.

6.5.8 Using Pre-processed Values of Conveyance, Composite Sections and Coefficient of

Non-Homogenous Flow Variations.

Composite sections using friction values which vary at differing parts of the channel

were pre-processed and the conveyance and non homogenous velocity variation (Boussinesq

Coefficient) calculated. These were read by the program from file and interpolated as per the

breadth, cross sectional area and wetted perimeter. Use of tabulated conveyance had little effect
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on the tidal characteristics evaluated compared to when the conveyance alone is calculated

within the program. Both the tabulated conveyance and the non-homogenous velocity

allowance generally caused a slight reduction in maximum tidal altitudes when large areas of

flood plains were encountered, due to a higher friction value for the flood plains. The effects

were minimal, however, in the order of less than 5cm on the tidal heights This method of

modelling was dropped when it became apparent that a large amount of data processing was

required if a section's characteristics were altered prior to a simulation. The method of

assessment of these compound sections has been derived in the previous chapter.

6.5.9 Effect of Lateral Inflow Calculations.

Overtopping of seawalls was found to be important in influencing the calculated high

tidal values upstream of an area where the wall had been overtopped. The difference between a

calculation where the walls were allowed to be overtopped and an infinitely high sea wall

preventing outflow are discussed in the next chapter. Inflow of the water 'lost' at high tide

over the seawalls back to the channel at lower levels was not modelled, as it would have

required additional flood plain modelling andlor a more complex modelling system, although

such a calculation would add to the stability of the model at lower flows.

6.5.10 Instabilities.

A problem with the justification of the model verification is the presentation of data.

There are many aspects which can be altered and affect the final calculations, many of which

have a co-dependence. It is not feasible to present all this data, for instance checking all the

tidal curves for each section on every run and checking for instabilities. In terms of this work

instabilities can be considered as two families, one is the fatal instability where the program

cannot handle the calculations and creates invalid data. Such an error is a division by zero, but

in this model this is only encountered at low flow where the continuity of the system is broken.

Non-fatal instabilities occur on different levels. The least significant is an oscillation around a

value, especially the tidal height at low flow, where the model tends to vary between values
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about 5cm either side of the general average level. This fluctuation appears to have been as

much as 0.4m in the earlier Binnie and Partners modelling. More significant errors occur when

the low flow calculation is used, when flow is approximated to ensure modelling continuity.

This instability usually appears as significant oscillations in the quantity of flow, which if too

large, can cause a domino effect on values modelled over the entire system leading in some

cases to a fatal instability. The low flow instability is caused by low friction values (<0.022

Manning) in the ten most downstream sections. Another instability which appears in all of the

other models which have been used on the Severn is the 'late ebb instability', where just

before the onset of the incoming tide, an abnormally low level is computed. This can be

avoided to some extent by using higher friction values downstream or a higher time weighting

coefficient. Comments on the small instabilities will be made in the next chapter. However, at

this point it is worth mentioning that instabilities were used as one of the main guidelines to

ensuring that the most reliable friction values, weir simulations and low flow calculations were

used. As many of the computations undertaken have a large co-dependence, this assurance is

very painstaking as it not only requires that each individual 'module' has to be checked, but

that the influence on the other variables and calculations has to be ascertained.

6.6 Summary of Factors Effecting Calculations.

6.6.1 Computerised Model Verification

Section 6.5 and it's subsection have demonstrated some of the effects of varying the

input parameters using a generally deterministic approach. It is much more difficult to

completely assess the model using a stochastic approach as there are so many input parameters

which may be varied and many outputs which need to be analysed. In order to analyse the

system in such a manner requires selecting the input parameters randomly from a (normal)

distribution curve of their expected range of applicability. Thus a limited number of parameters

were selected and the ranges within which the values could be chosen are defined as follows;
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Tidal Range at Avonmouth; Neap to Astronomical (3.5 to 8.1 m)

Time weighting coefficient; 0.50 to 0.99

Friction values;	 0.012 to 0.045

Upstream flow rate;

Weir Calculation;

Time step;

Low flow calculations;

Weir flow coefficients;

40 to 700 m3/s

Off / On

1, 5 or 10 minutes

Different methods

0-1

As there are two primary output values, the height and quantity of flow at every cross

section, it is not possible due to time constraints to produce an equation showing the

covariance of each parameter on the output results. The approach adopted to overcome this

was to apply a stochastic approach but not to analyse the results in detail. It was preferred to

investigate graphical output of a high and low water height graph for the entire estuary and

comparing with other results, and height & flow rate vs time graphs for every five sections. It

is not practical to demonstrate all the effects and influences on the calculated flow regime from

the variation of all the variables in the computer model, although at least 6 months of modelling

was almost solely involved with the testing of the model for stability and influence of the

varying factors used in the model. Table 6.1 indicates qualitatively the influence of the

variables and calculations used with reference to their effect on the modelled results.

Factor	 Lower	 Middle	 Upper	 Extra Notes

_________________ Estuary 	 Estuary	 Estuary _____________________________

Time Step	 3	 3	 3	 2 (Speed)

Time Weighting	 3	 3	 3	 Unstable at 0=0.5. High value

(0)	 ____________ ____________ ____________ smoothes calculated tidal curves.

Friction	 3 (HW)	 2 (HW)	 1 (HW)*	 Low friction in Lower Estuary

___________________ 1 (LW)	 1 (LW)	 1 (LW)	 can cause low flow instability.

Weir Calculations. 3	 3	 2 (HW)*	 Generally only effects flow

3 (LW)	 quantities

__________________ ____________ ___________ ___________ 1 (Speed)
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Upstream Boundary 3	 2 (HW)	 1 (HW)

Conditions	 2 (LW)	 2 (HW)*

_____________ ________ ________ I (LW)	 ______________________

Low Flow	 1 (LW)*	 2 (LW)	 3

Calculation.	 ____________ ____________ ____________ ________________________________

Compound	 3	 3	 3	 Not fully considered.

Sections_____________ _____________

Overflow of	 3 or 1	 1 (HW)*	 1 (}{\\T)*

seawalls

Table 6.1 Influence of individual factors used in the modelling process on tidal levels and

flows.

Where 1 denotes 'major effect', for instance >15cm change on tidal heights

2 denotes 'moderate effect', for instance 5 to 15cm change on tidal heights

3 'minor or no effect', for instance less than 5cm on tidal heights

(HW) effect on high water level or flow

(LW) effect on low water level or flow

* 'Spring' tides only.

'Neap' tides only.

1 Substantial differences were encountered using HRS survey data and research

derived data, see later in this Chapter.

6.6.2 Operational Validation.

The previous sections have described the general influence of various factors on the

modelled results, the remaining sections show how the model was verified by comparing

modelled data with real events which is termed the Operational Validation stage of verification.

Both the HRS and Binnie and Partners works appear to have considered, incorrectly, that this

stage is the only one required to validate the model, although it is assumed that some degree of

in-house verification must have occurred. The stages of model testing before this stage were

vital as the general characteristics of the model could be evaluated. For instance the effect of
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varying friction on difference flow heights is indicated on Figures 6.4 and 6.5, this

information was used to create a strategy for 'tuning' the friction values of the model. The final

stage of verification is the application of the model using known data and comparing the results

with the 'real' data. The philosophy was to choose initial values based on the two methods

described in Chapter 5 and to adjust these slightly at each section to give a closer fit of the

calculated results to the known data, although it was also ensured that the friction values used

did not diverge too far from those that could be considered feasible. The prevalidation set up of

the model was accomplished in the following manner;

a) Model neap tide, setting friction values to most accurately reflect low tide levels, i.e. to

model the 'river flow' levels in the Upper Estuary when unaffected by tides.

b) Check neap high levels and adjust friction if required to near Admiralty predictions.

c) Model spring tide using these values and compare spring high and low levels and change

friction values to give closest match.

d) Check new values against the neap tide again, then the spring if required.

Naturally the effects on stability, changing the time weighting and other variables were

all checked at each stage. The next chapter shows the spring and neap tides, both modelled

and Admiralty predications in some detail, so to avoid repetition are not shown here.

6.8 Validation of Model with Known Tidal Events.

Once the basic characteristics of the mde weie es 	 s(ed ac'c their e'&c

calculations understood, the model was set up so that the selected values of time weighting

factor, etc. would give the greatest accuracy whilst remaining stable over the widest range of

conditions. This model was then used to validate the results against known tidal events in the

Estuary, with the friction values being set and adjusted to give tidal heights matching the tidal

events as closely as possible. However, the model was not over tuned so that the calculated

data matched perfectly the known tidal data, using unrealistic friction values, which is a

tendency of many other model users. Unlike many physically based models the relative lack of
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complexity of this model is such that the primary object is to set up the model so that it gives

the best approximation of the flow conditions, which are repeatable in the most conditions.

Once representative friction values have been established for every section, they were kept at

these values for every model run encompassing many different tidal events in the Severn such

as the ones described in the next chapter, which also comment upons the friction values and

their reality to natural conditions.

The modelled tides used in the calibration and validation were as follows;

• August 27th 1976

• October (7th to 14th) 1979

• December 12th 1981 tidal surge

• February 3rd 1990 fluvial flood

• February 26th 1990 tidal surge

The more recent tides were used in the initial calibration events as the data available was

more continuous and accurate. The individual modelling events are described in the following

sections.

6.8.1 The 1990 Tidal Surge.

The 1990 tidal surge on February 26th, is an event which brought media attention to

the problems of flooding within the Severn Estuary, the upper reaches of which and the

Severn River System had already been flooded from the slightly earlier fluvial flood (see

section 6.8.2) and flooding in October of the previous year. The downstream boundary

conditions were obtained from NRA data for this event, which had in turn been obtained from

the City of Bristol Conservancy and Pilotage Department, which comprised the tidal curve

constructed from the gauge readings at the port of Avonmouth. The tidal surge at Avonmouth

reached a maximum height of 8.79m AOD, the highest level since tide records began at the

port, although the gauge itself was damaged during the storm which caused the surge, so the
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peak values have been reconstructed from a gauge at Portbury, which also ceased to function

during the storm.

The upstream discharges at Gloucester were obtained from the NRA modelling of the

event which provided a flood hydrograph, but were subsequently rescaled using the very

limited 'real time' observations of four flow readings. The upstream flows at Haw Bridge or

Saxon's Lode were also obtained and used as additional guidance. It was found that because

the event was tidally controlled, a steady river input was suitable as its effect was significantly

less than that of the tide on the heights and flows generated.

Tidal heights observed and calculated are given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, as sea walls

were over topped the tide was modelled using the data provided by the NRA (HRS survey

data) and the slightly contrasting data obtained during this study.

Place	 Tide	 Observed	 Modelled	 Difference

Epney	 Highest	 10.16	 10.02	 -0.14

____________ Lowest	 c. 5.15	 5.35	 +0.20

Minsterworth	 Highest	 9.77	 10.01	 +0.24

_____________ Lowest 	 c. 5.80	 6.46	 +0.66

Gloucester	 Highest	 9.57	 10.10	 +0.53

Dock	 Lowest	 c. 7.25	 7.52	 +0.37

Table 6.2. 1990 Tidal Surge, modelled using aerial survey and levelled sea wall heights.

Place	 Tide	 Observed	 Modelled	 Difference

Epney	 Highest	 10.16	 9.98	 -0.18

____________ Lowest	 c. 5.15	 5.35	 +0.20

Minsterworth	 Highest	 9.77	 9.80	 +0.03

____________ Lowest	 c. 5.80	 6.44	 +0.64

Gloucester	 Highest	 9.57	 9.91	 +0.34

Dock	 Lowest	 c. 7.25	 7.52	 +0.37

Table 6.3 1990 Tidal Surge modelled using HRS data for seawall heights.
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Fig 6.8 Modelled (solid line) and observed (points) tidal curves for 1990 surge.

The model produced an acceptable fit to the observed data (Figure 6.8), although the

peak levels modelled on the high tide before the surge tended to be higher in most cases.

Timing of the modelled events was generally good in comparison to reality giving a general

confirmation of the friction values used. The timing of events (although not so much with very
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high tides) can be varied considerably by the model friction values used. It is noted that the

least correlation with the observed values is at Epney where the timing of the tidal heights is not

accurate and the low flow is higher than that observed. The low flow height at Minsterworth is

higher than expected too, suggesting that too high a friction value was being used in the

Middle Estuary. The graph also illustrates some of the non-fatal instabilities which are

generated at low flow, where the curves are not fully smooth, the 'late ebb instability' is also

identifiable on the curve for Minsterworth.

It was found that after the model had been tested for the flood tide of 1990 (Section

6.8.2) that too high friction values were accounting for poor correlation in the Middle Estuary.

The modelled friction values were readjusted for lower friction in the Middle Estuary,

producing a closer fit to the low tidal levels (Table 6.4). Manning friction values were lowered

by 0.04 between Newnham and Lower Parting.

Place	 Tide	 Observed	 Modelled	 Difference

Epney	 Highest	 10.16	 10.21	 +0.05

____________ Lowest 	 c. 5.15	 5.27	 +0.12

Minsterworth	 Highest	 9.77	 10.03	 +0.26
____________ Lowest 	 c. 5.80	 6.18	 +0.38

Gloucester	 Highest	 9.57	 10.10	 +0.53

Dock	 Lowest	 c. 7.25	 7.38	 +0.13

Table 6.4 1990 Surge Tide, evaluated for lower friction values in the Middle Estuary, using

aerial survey and levelled values for seawall heights.

Place	 Tide	 Observed	 Modelled	 Difference

Epney	 Highest	 10.16	 10.15	 +0.0 1
_____________ Lowest	 c. 5.15	 5.22	 +0.07

Minsterworth	 Highest	 9.77	 9.87	 +0.10
_____________ Lowest	 c. 5.80	 6.03	 +0.23

Gloucester	 Highest	 9.57	 9.96	 +0.39
Dock	 Lowest	 c. 7.25	 7.39	 +0.14

Table 6.5 1990 Tidal Surge using lower friction values and HRS data for seawall heights.
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6.8.2 The 1990 Fluvial Flood.

The modelling of the 1990 fluvial flood which was at its peak on the 3rd of February

was less important for the area of the Severn Estuary being considered than the high tidal levels

encountered during the surge event. However, modelling of such an event aids the analysis of

the physical reality of the model and the rigour of the analyses over a varied set of flow

conditions. The fluvial flood after a period of prolonged rainfall was most noticeable north of

Gloucester to Worcester where large areas of land were flooded and hadn't fully drained when

the surge tide occurred later in the month. The tide which occurred in the Severn during the

fluvial flood had a relatively small range, so that there were no pronounced tidal effects in the

Upper Estuary.

For this modelling event, upstream current flow gauge readings were available for the

West Channel at Over Bridge and in the East Channel at Westgate Bridge. The Over Bridge

readings were used to represent the upstream boundary conditions at Maisemore Weir.

As the driving tide which occurred during this event had a relatively small range, the

effect upstream of the tide becomes minimal. The available benchmarks for this simulation are

relatively sparse, taken from NRA gauging stations. The following modelled and observed

calculations are available for direct comparison (Table 6.6).

Place	 Tide	 Observed	 Modelled	 Difference

Epney	 Highest	 c. 6.40	 6.93	 +0.53

_____________ Lowest	 c. 6.20	 6.87	 +0.67

Minsterworth	 Highest	 c. 8.10	 8.31	 +0.2 1

_____________ Lowest 	 c. 7.65	 8.29	 +0.64

Gloucester	 Highest	 10.37	 10.25	 -0.12

Docks.	 Lowest	 c. 10.20	 10.23	 +0.03

Table 6.6 1990 Flood Tide.

These results were not found to be satisfactory, suggesting that too large friction values

were being used for the Middle Estuary because the low tide levels were too high, although the
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figures matched the upstream levels very closely. However, as the simulation of the surge tide

of the same year indicated, upstream high tide levels were defined to a substantial degree by

the over topping of sea walls. To re-evaluate the data for the flood tide the NRA recalculated

river flow values which were reconstructed from upstream hydrographs. This quantity of flow

at the upstream boundaries varied with time rather than the single value which was the average

of the peak flow over the period of the simulation which had been used before. This was

found to reduce the low flow levels but not substantially, so the model was rerun with lower

friction values in the Middle Estuary and gave closer results, which are depicted in Table 6.7.

Place	 Tide	 Observed	 Modelled	 Difference

Epney	 Highest	 c. 6.40	 6.53	 +0.13

____________ Lowest	 c. 6.20	 6.37	 +0.17

Minsterworth	 Highest	 c. 8.10	 8.11	 +0.0 1

____________ Lowest	 c. 7.65	 7.76	 +0.11

Gloucester	 Highest	 10.37	 10.27	 -0.10

Docks	 Lowest	 c. 10.20	 10.25	 +0.05

Table 6.7. 1990 Flood Tide, Recalculated results in 1T1AOD.

The model had then to be re-evaluated for the surge-tide, where it again was found that

there was closer agreement with the observed tides (Tables 6.4 & 6.5) although the effects on

the values calculated were not as significant as the effects on the river flood calculations. In all

cases where the modelling event is adjusted then a full analysis of computational stability, by

changing the time weighting factors, etc., has been undertaken.

6.8.3 The 1979 Tidal Events.

The October 1979 tidal event was modelled using sparse data from a Binnie and

Partners (confidential) report. The computer model had to be adapted slightly to account for

the larger number of tides involved rather than the smaller periods of tides, usually three high

waters, it had previously been modelling. Some of the data available was sparse so that the
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period of 7/10/1979 to 12/101979 was modelled as one set of tides, and the 13th and 14th were

modelled as a separate set, but some of the downstream boundary conditions were

approximate so that less reliance is given to the values modelled on these days. The results of

modelling these tides are shown in Tables 6.8 & 6.9.

Date	 Portbury	 Portbury	 Berkeley Berkeley	 Epney	 Epney

_________ Observed Modelled Observed Modelled Observed Modelled

7	 +7.82	 +7.82	 +8.42	 +8.49	 +9.26	 +9.35

	-6.10	 -6.10	 -1.82	 -1.96	 +5.03	 +5.32

_________	 +7.96	 +7.96	 +8.61	 +8.67	 +9.45	 +9.42

8	 -6.12	 -6.12	 -1.85	 -1.95	 +5.06	 +5.27

	

+7.45	 +7.45	 +8.08	 +8.17	 +8.80	 +8.83

	

-6.01	 -6.01	 -1.89	 -1.93	 +5.01	 +5.28

_________ +7.56	 +7.56	 +8.17	 +8.29	 +8.89	 +8.93

9	 -5.70	 -5.70	 -1.83	 -1.87	 +5.06	 +5.27

	+7.21	 +7.21	 +7.80	 +7.77	 +8.50	 +8.55

	

-5.48	 -5.48	 -1.86	 -1.85	 +5.05	 +5.29

_________ +6.82	 +6.82	 +7.40	 +7.41	 +7.94	 +7.86

10	 -5.29	 -5.29	 -1.84	 -1.82	 +5.02	 +5.25

	

+6.35	 +6.35	 +6.91	 +6.85	 +7.34	 +7.33

	

-4.91	 -4.91	 -1.90	 -1.80	 +4.94	 +5.23

________	 +6.04	 +6.04	 +6.52	 +6.65	 +6.90	 +6.82

11	 -4.56	 -4.56	 -1.89	 -1.78	 +4.91	 +5.23

	

+5.49	 +5.49	 +5.98	 +6.03	 +6.33	 +6.41

	

-4.14	 -4.14	 -1.94	 -1.78	 +4.84	 +5.21

________	 +4.93	 +4.93	 +5.34	 +5.37 _________ _________

12	 -3.78	 -3.78	 -2.02	 -1.81	 +5.68	 +5.78

	

+4.56	 +4.56	 +4.95	 +5.04	 +4.78	 +5.19

	

-3.37	 -3.37	 -2.02	 -1.83	 +5.27	 +5.45

________ +3.95	 +3.95	 +4.29	 +4.44 ________ ________
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13	 -2.90	 -2.90	 -2.07	 -1.80	 473*	 +5.19

	

+3.67	 +3.67	 +4.06	 +4.12
*	 *	 -2.01	 *	 *

14	 +3.17	 +3.17	 +3.45	 +3.49	 +4.69*	 +5.19

	

-2.16	 -2.16	 -1.97	 -1.83

	

+3.20	 +3.20	 +3.50	 +3.27

_________	 -2.03	 -2.03	 -1.95	 -1.84	 _________ _________

Table 6.8. October 1979, low and high water heights, modelled and observed, (* denotes

no data, or maximum level recorded).

Date	 Portbury	 Portbury	 Berkeley Berkeley	 Epney	 Epney

__________ Observed Modelled Observed Modelled Observed Modelled

7	 0	 0	 30	 30	 100	 110

__________	 735	 735	 775	 770	 835	 840

8	 1485	 1485	 1510	 1500	 1575	 1590

_________	 2220	 2220	 2260	 2240	 2315	 2330

9	 2955	 2955	 2985	 2970	 3055	 3060

_________	 3695	 3695	 3730	 3730	 3805	 3800

10	 4430	 4430	 4465	 4450	 4540	 4550

_________	 5175	 5175	 5205	 5200	 5285	 5300

11	 5905	 5905	 5940	 5920	 6025	 6020

_________	 6655	 6655	 6675	 6660	 6775+	 6800

12	 7380	 7380	 7405	 7410	 7520

_________	 8125	 8125	 8150	 8150	 _________ _________

13	 8865	 8865	 8890	 8890	 *

14	 9635	 9635	 9670	 9650	 *

_________	 10385	 10385	 10405	 10390	 *

Table 6.9. Time of high tides in minutes after first high tide at Avonmouth, October 1979.

Modelled times are to the nearest 10 minutes. (* denotes no data, + falls on 12/10/79)

The times of low tide were not entered on Table 6.9 as the timing of the low tide is an

arbitrary thing. When near steady flow conditions, i.e. river flow, prevail then low water
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levels can occur over a substantial period of time. This is apposite for the readings at Epney,

although less so for Berkeley. Although not totally conclusive this table also indicates how the

high water on a spring tide, which is slightly less the tides on the 7th and 8th, reaches the

secondary ports quicker than a tide with a smaller range, such as the ones on the 11th and

12th.

6.8.4 The August 1976 Tidal Event.

The 1976 tidal event on the 26th of August showing observed and modelled events at

Avonmouth, Sharpness, Newnham and Epney are shown in Figure 6.9 and Table 6.10. Data

for this model has not been verified and assumes that the data source (Binnie and Partners) is

reliable, although it has been read from graphs within their report and is therefore subject to

some error.

Avonmouth Sharpness Sharpness Newnham Newnham Epney 	 Bpney

___________ (Observed)	 (Predicted)	 (Observed) (Predicted) 	 (Observed)	 (Predicted)	 (Observed)

HW	 c. 7.1	 7.87	 c. 8.0	 8.21	 c. 8.3	 8.45	 c. 8.4

LW	 c. -6.1	 -0.97	 c. -1.4	 3.46	 c. 2.9	 5.66	 c. 5.4

Table 6.10 August 1976 Tidal Surge, water level figures.
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Fig 6.9 August 1976 Tidal Surge Water Levels

The tidal levels in Figure 6.9 appear to be a close fit, although the results in Table 6.10

show that there is an appreciable discrepancy in the low water levels, especially at Newnham

and Sharpness. This difference may not be accounted for in the differences in the bed levels at

the time of the event and when the channels were surveyed, which is mentioned later in this

chapter. It should thus be argued that the friction values assigned to the cross sections in the

Middle Estuary are too high, thus causing a higher than observed base flow. Modelling by

Binnies and the HRS indicate that exceptionally low friction values were required to accurately

model the high tide levels in Middle Estuary; it appears that this zone is the most sensitive to

changes in the friction values. The Binnie model actually under predicted low tidal levels by

over a metre at Epney, yet also under predicted the high levels by about 30cm for this tide.

This is hard to equate as an underprediction of one level over predicts the other. The timing of

the Binnie peak levels actually implies that too high friction values were used in the area of

Epney as the tide had been delayed in comparison to the observed peak. However, this could
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have been a function of the weather at the time as well as a substantil amount of siltation which

had happened before the event but after the channel surveying.

The modelling of this tide is interesting as it leaves two choices, to retune the model

with lower friction values and assess the the effect on all other modelling simulations, or

whether to accept the errors produced, bearing in mind the reasonable representation.

6.8.5 The 1981 Tidal Surge.

Data for the 1981 tidal surge on the 12th of December was collected from similar

sources to the 1990 surge. Again the tide gauge at Avonmouth was damaged (this time it

jammed) during the event, so the peak high tidal level of 8.75 mAOD was also constructed

from the Portbury gauge. The readings for both this event and the 1990 surge could not take

into account the effect of wave action on the gauged readings. It was noted that tidal

improvements had been undertaken between the 1990 and 1981 events so differing seawall

levels were used for the two. The results of modelling this tide are included in Table 6.11.

The first table is a run using the HRS printed data for river bank heights in their 1991 report,

Table 6.12 shows the same simulation using heights obtained from the aerial survey and in the

field measurements. The model run using the HRS seawall heights identified considerable

areas of seawall breaching between Avonmouth and Berkeley.

Place	 Tide	 Observed	 Modelled	 Difference

Berkeley	 Highest	 +9.64	 +9.33	 -0.31

____________ Lowest	 c. - 1.5	 -1.64	 -0.14

Epney	 Highest	 +10.16	 +9.94	 -0.22

____________ Lowest 	 C. +5.1	 +4.99	 -0.11

Gloucester	 Highest	 +9.33	 +9.92	 +0.59

Dock.	 Lowest	 c.+6.7	 +6.72	 +0.02

Table 6.11. Modelled results, 1981 tidal surge in mAOD, using HRS seawall data.
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Place	 Tide	 Observed	 Modelled	 Difference

Berkeley	 Highest	 +9.64	 +9.49	 -0.15

____________ Lowest 	 c. - 1.5	 -1.66	 -0.16

Epney	 Highest	 +10.16	 +10.09	 -0.07

____________ Lowest	 c. +5.1	 +4.99	 -0.11

Gloucester	 Highest	 +9.33	 +9.8 1	 +0.48

Dock.	 Lowest	 c. +6.7	 +6.72	 +0.02

Table 6.13 Modelled results for 1981 tidal surge in mAOD, using levelled and aerial survey

data for seawalls.

6.8.6 Hybrid Model

The modelling of the events from the 1990 tidal surge and the 1981 tidal surge indicates

that the greatest model accuracy would come from a hybrid model using the HRS data for the

upper half of the Estuary and the Aerial survey and levelling data for the lower half of the

Estuary. It was not feasible to measure all the levels derived by the HRS for the levels

upstream, however, levelling of limited stretches north of Minsterworth indicated that the

HRS data was probably closer than that derived during this research for the seawall heights in

this area.

Results of a 'hybrid' model for the 1990 and 1981 surge are contained in Tables 6.13

and 6.14.

Place	 Tide	 Observed	 Modelled	 Difference

Berkeley	 Highest	 +9.64	 +9.49	 -0.15
____________ Lowest 	 c. - 1.5	 -1.62	 -0.12

Epney	 Highest	 +10.16	 +10.09	 -0.07
____________ Lowest 	 c. +5.1	 +4.99	 -0.11

Gloucester	 Highest	 +9.33	 +9.72	 +0.39
Dock.	 Lowest	 c. +6.7	 +6.72	 +0.02

Table 6.13. 1981 Surge tide using hybrid set of sea wall heights.
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Place	 Tide	 Observed	 Modelled	 Difference

Epney	 Highest	 10.16	 10.15	 +0.01

____________ Lowest 	 C. 5.15	 5.22	 +0.07

Minsterworth	 Highest	 9.77	 9.87	 +0.10

_____________ Lowest 	 C. 5.80	 6.03	 +0.23

Gloucester	 Highest	 9.57	 9.96	 +0.39

Dock	 Lowest	 c. 7.25	 7.39	 +0.14

Table 6.14. 1990 Tidal Surge

6.9 Comparison with Existing Models.

Although data was available for modelling different events to those presented in Section

6.8, it was thought that a direct comparison of the results with similar numerical models would

provide a benchmark to compare this model with the already established ones, which are

accepted as being accurate. It is noted, however, that both sets of data for comparison have

been made available from confidential sources. The NRA have provided their own copies of

the user manual for the 'LORIS' modelling system and the River Severn Flood Plain Report

(1991) on an 'in confidence' basis, while the Binnie and Partners data was obtained from an

'interlibrary loan'. However these reports are marked 'commercial in confidence' and it has

not been ascertained whether the reports still maintain this status, although it is thought

unlikely. It is therefore decided that a comparison of the three models will be made on a

relatively non-critical basis. In all cases modelled data from other sources generally

concentrated on only three to four cross sections in the Severn for practical reasons in

displaying data.

It is very easy to concentrate the verification method on the positive aspects of a

computer simulation, rather than comparing every aspect of the modelled results.

Unfortunately it is difficult to draw direct comparisons without the raw data being available.

Evidence from graphed results may not reveal the true story due to detail being hidden by

having graphs of differing scales and possibly with smoothed curves. However, a qualitative

comparison of the three model's behaviour is given in Sections 6.9.1 to 6.9.5.
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6.9.1 Binnie and Partners Model.

The computer program used by Binnie and Partners (1981) is a four point half time

step implicit method, similar to the model developed in this thesis, called FWAVE, although it

calculates on a storage area and 'live' cross sectional area basis, the theory of which is briefly

described in Chapter 5. Cross sections are analysed by a program called HYDAN, tabulating

the data at two metre intervals. The model was used to analyse the potential effects of a barrage

on the Severn Estuary , and so extends further seawards than the model used in this thesis.

This model was used to calculate the 1976 and 1979 tidal events.

27th. August 1976.

This high spring tide was used to calibrate the Binnie and Partners model. During their

calibration it was found that the friction values required to manage a reasonable match with the

observed data needed to be as low as 0.0 12 (Manning) between Frampton-on-Severn and

Longney, which had also been found to be the case in the earlier modelling by the HRS. The

simulation found that times and heights of the high tide matched well, as did the curve of the

flood tide, although there was poor correlation between the shape and levels of the ebb tide

and low water heights. The modelled low water heights were considerably less than those

observed. Binnie's principally attributed this to siltation which had occurred during the

drought of 1976, one year after the channel survey by the HRS in 1975, up to 1 metre of

siltation was reported near Newnham.

October 1979.

The modelling of the October tides from 1979 found that in the Upper Estuary, that low

flow levels were too low around Epney. The low water levels were attributed in part as being

due to numerical instabilities, although the timing of high water which was up to 40 minutes

too early at Epney and the modelled heights suggest that friction values were slightly too low.

Results were about 0.2m too great at high water and low water levels were 0.9m too

Modelled events for tides after the 12th of October where the high water did not penetrate the
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Upper Estuary showed that the model oscillated around the nearly constant observed results by

0.4m.

6.9.2 HRS Model.

The HRS model uses the HRS software package LORIS and was first used in 1981 to

carry out a study of tides between 1975 and 1981. After further instructions from the National

Rivers Authority (Severn Trent) in 1991, the HRS constructed a new model, based on the

1981 study. Both models are part of the Avonmouth to Worcester Flood Alleviation Study.

The HRS model is much more complicated than either the model derived for this study or the

Binnie model, as it simulates flood plain flows, loops, weirs, outflow pipes and man made

structures and their influence on the flow regime. A summary of the HRS modelled calibration

events are summarised in the following paragraphs.

1981 Tidal Surge.

The model predicted peak elevations to within ± 0. im at Berkeley and Epney, but under

predicted maximum levels upstream by about 0.3m. There was a lag of what appears to be an

hour on the modelled peak results at Berkeley.

1990 Fluvial Flood.

The text of this report states that the model predicted peak levels to within ±0. im at

Epney and Gloucester Docks, but over predicted the peak level at Minsterworth by about

0.3m. However, inspection of the graphed modelled results provided in the accompanying

report suggests that there is a substantial discrepancy in the modelling of events prior to the

fluvial flood (25th January to 1st February 1990) with an over prediction of low water levels

of the order of 0.5m on some tides at Gloucester Docks.

1990 Tidal Surge.

Showed similar characteristics to the fluvial flood event, although the actual peak tides

show a reasonably good correlation, there is some discrepancy on the tides beforehand. At
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Epney, Minsterworth and Gloucester Docks the shape of the ebb tide curve was significantly

different to the observed curves, especially upstream. The largest difference being at

Gloucester Docks, where the ebb tide curve which was modelled was sluggish in reducing to

low water level. This was partially due to the modelled low water levels being approximately

0.4m too high.

6.9.3 Model Accuracy - Tidal Maxima and Minima.

There is a justification in all cases to say that the modelled high water heights are good,

with correlation to within 0. im, not dissimilar in many instances to the accuracy of the tide

gauges themselves. Low water heights prove much more difficult to justify, being much

harder to model accurately. The most obvious explanation for the poor correspondence of low

water levels is the effect of bed level changes, which will be investigated in the following

chapter.

It seems that the model developed for this thesis and the friction values adopted can

accurately reproduce tidal maxima in most of the Estuary, although high events towards

Gloucester may over predict levels. This is probably because outflow from the system along

pills and similar cannot be accounted for. Similarly the model tends to generally over predict

low water levels in the Middle Estuary, it is therefore concluded that the early HRS studies and

Binnie and Partner's studies may be correct when they use abnormally low friction values in

these reaches. However, the modelling of the 1990 tides by the HRS found that friction

values, in some cases double that used in their previous study were applicable. Therefore it is

concluded that modelling of this type, whilst it adopts a relatively rigorous schematisation of

the system, cannot be considered to represent a physically based model, but a best

approximation to very complex processes which are occurring. It is just as acceptable to have

model results which do not perfectly fit the natural data and acknowledge the short comings,

than to try to perfectly match the data, with incorrect friction values.
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6.9.4 Model Accuracy - Timing.

The timing of the modelled events is almost as important as the calculated levels in

validating the model, as the friction values not only define the degree of tidal amplification but

also the time in which the tide takes to penetrate upstream. Unfortunately the 'commercially'

modelled events, quite naturally are concerned with significant high tides, ones which have

caused flooding within the Estuary. It appears from modelling less significant tides that it is

easier to model the time of high water when there is a large tidal range, because of the faster

speed of propagation due to the extra water depth. The shape and correspondence of the

modelled and observed 'tail' of the tidal curve showing the ebb tide in the opinion of this

author, is of little importance in verifying the model if the low water level is not accurately

represented as the two appear to be co-variant. However, matching the timing and heights of

the ebb flood and the relatively constant low water levels when steady flow conditions are

being approached, probably gives the best representation that the friction value chosen is

"correct". It is noted that during the course of a tide that the value of friction could change due

to changes in the bedform morphology.

6.9.5 Model Stability.

All three models show signs of numerical instability in their graphical output. It is not

possible to comment upon the significance of the instability of the HRS and Binnie models,

because the base data is not available. It may be the case that the curves produced in the

confidential reports use data separated by significant time steps, thus some instabilities may be

missed, it also possible that the data has been smoothed, especIally the BinnIe data as this was

hand drawn. Certainly the Binnie model, which by nature of its age is the most simple,

seems to create the most instabilities. The HRS model and the one developed for this work

show very similar characteristics, such as secondary oscillations near low flow and the 'late

ebb instability'. Unfortunately it is not possible to reproduce the modelled graphs of the other

works because of their confidential nature.
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6.10 Summary of Verified Model.

The final model used to simulate flow in the Severn Estuary has been set up with the

following parameters and functions which have been described in this and the previous

chapters and has been used unaltered for the model runs used in the next chapter:

Branched System

• Downstream Boundary = Avonmouth (tidal curve)

• Upstream Boundary = Maisemore (West Channel)

• Upstream Boundary = Westgate Bridge (East Channel)

• Time weighting factor (0) = 0.66

• Time step = 1 minute

• Friction Values listed in Appendix E

• Weir calculation used as described in Chapter 5

• Upstream boundary conditions set as constant values initially but allowed to vary

• Upstream inflows initially given as 100m3/s in East Channel unless otherwise specified

• Upstream inflows initially given as 150m3/s in West Channel unless otherwise specified

• Low Flow Calculation invoked when flow depth is less than 0.4m

• Lateral inflow calculations used as described in Chapter 5

Seawall heights based on 'hybrid' model of HRS and data collected in this study

The following features have been deemed unnecessary to the final mode]:

• Non-homogenous flow variations

• Compound sections with differing friction values

• Changes in friction values with flow depth and velocity

• Most river inputs and outflow pipes, etc.

• Floodplain and return flow into system after seawalls have been overtopped

• Looped network around Gloucester
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The following additional aspects of computation which have been adopted in some more

complex models were not considered as they are beyond the capabilities of the model:

• Two-dimensional modelling, especially in Estuary mouth

• Low flow channels diverging from one-dimension schematisation

• Bedform changes and bedform migration

• Effects of wind stress on flow and wave build-up

• Salt balance and exchange

• True mathematical modelling of the Severn Bore

• Waves, except for tidal long wave.

6.11 Conclusions.

Chapters 3 to 6 have described the theory, mathematical analysis, data needs and

verification of a tidal model of the River Severn. An accuracy of within 10cm at high water

was thought to be good prior to the modelling when the data accuracy, the requirements of the

model and the actual similarity to reality which the modelling assumptions represent are

considered. The model met this criterion in most cases, only showing any significant

discrepancies between modelled and observed low water levels, which are considered less

important. Although the model results cannot be expected to simulate every tide accurately as

there are limitations in the data and differences in the tidal and meteorological conditions the

model is a good tool in predicting the high wa(er heights which co&1ä be encouz .r&3 from

normal tidal and surge tide conditions.

Over 2000 verification runs of the model were undertaken during its development.

Often a simple change to the data required the analysis of 10 to 20 additional runs checking the

stability, sensitivity and accuracy of the model. Although this chapter has presented some of

the results of the verification runs, the bulk of data and hence the problems with showing this

data and the limitations of computer disc storage space, limits the amount of information which

can be reasonably reproduced in this thesis.
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The model has been developed from the verification mns to give the closest result to all

the tides used for comparison with an identical set up. Thus can be considered the most

representative solution which can be made using this type of mathematical modelling and the

data available. The next chapter describes the applications for which the model has been used

and reproduces many of the events mentioned in this chapter in more detail.
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CHAPTER 7

MODEL RESULTS.

7.1 Introduction.

This chapter presents the results of the simulation of a variety of different tidal

conditions, including hypothetical historical and future tides. These model runs have been

undertaken using the model set-up described in Chapter 6, unless otherwise indicated. This

chapter will describe the modelling of the existing neap and spring tides in the Severn Estuary

and the tidal surge of the 26th February 1990. These tides are used for comparison to describe

similarities and variations which occur over the present day tidal regime. Observations of the

present day tidal regime are used to construct a new spring tide boundary curve at Avonmouth

for potential future tidal events which may occur in the Severn in the next 105 years. Historic

tides are also calculated and compared to the future and existing events to assess how the model

may be used in the observations of sea level change. The chapter concludes by assessing the

present day tidal defences of the Severn and demonstrates how the use of a tidal 'sump' may

significantly reduce high water levels in the Estuary.

7.2 Spring Tide.

The present day spring tide has a range of 12.2m at Avonmouth (Admiralty Tide

Tables, 1993) with a high water level of 6.7 mAOD and a low water level of -5.5 mAOD. An

idealised tidal curve for the spring tide at Avonmouth is summarised in Table 7.1.

Event	 Time	 Height (m)

High Water	 0:00	 6.7

Low Water	 6:50	 -5.5

High Water	 12:10	 6.7

Low Water	 19:00	 -5.5

Table 7.1 Idealised spring tide times and heights at Avonmouth.
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The tide shown in this table has been used as the downstream boundary conditions to

calculate the behaviour of a spring tide in the Severn. The upstream boundary conditions

selected were 100m3/s at Westgate Bridge and 150m3/s at Maisemore Weir. The modelled and

observed high and low tidal levels are shown in Figure 7.1 and the times of the tides in Figure

7.2. Table 7.2 indicates the timing of the modelled and Admiralty predicted spring tidal events.

Spring Levels

0	 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Distance Upstream of Avonmouth (km)

Fig 7.1 Modelled Spring tidal heights, Admiralty predictions shown as crosses.

Table 7.2	 Spring tide times in minutes, predicted by model and Admiralty Tables.
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Fig 7.2 Spring tide times.

7.2.1 Analysis of tidal heights and times.

A direct comparison of the spring tide, modelled and predicted by the Admiralty charts

is difficult as the Admiralty figures are based upon a series of observed events averaged over a

period of time (see chapter 1). Thus an ideal spring tide as would be defined by the Admiralty

figures does not occur as a single tide. The Admiralty observations are based on tides which

may or may not be affected by wind, which causes wave build up on coasts facing the

prevailing wind and by the river flow conditions. It seems that from these predictions the times

of the tidal highs are relatively similar, indicating that overall the effect of the modelled friction

and the river inflow is good. However, Figure 7.1 indicates that the predicted levels at

Lianthony and Minsterworth are slightly higher than the Admiralty predicated values (indicated

as crosses on the graph). This may be because the majority of Admiralty observations are for

river flood which is generally less than used in the model. The modelled high water level at

Epney (52 km upstream) is considerably lower than the Admiralty predicted levels, this may be

because the friction values selected downstream of here are too high. However, it is more
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likely that the bend of the river, causing momentum effects on an incoming tide, and the

narrowing of the river cause the observed tidal heights to be slightly higher than those

predicted. The low tide results do not correlate well in the Lower Estuary, because of the low

flow problems encountered, which have been described in the previous chapter. This

discrepancy has to be accepted as one of the limitations of the model. However, another

aspect is the difficulties in schematising the river at these levels, when the ebb channels digress

from the 'full' channels. The only way of truly reflecting this change would be to schematise

the river in a different manner when low stages occur, involving a much more complex model.

Therefore it is concluded that the model in its present state is sufficient, bearing in mind the

model objectives to give representative high water heights. The sensitivity of the model to this

low flow problem can be illustrated by modelling the ideal spring tide given in the 1993

Admiralty tide tables (Figure 7.1) and the 1992 curve. The figures are the same for high water

levels, but the low water level given for Avonmouth is O.lm lower for th 1992 tide. This

causes a much more significant deviation from the Admiralty data. The problem has been

highlighted in the previous chapter for modelling of a 'spring' tide, when the 1992 figures

have been used as they give a better reflection of the model limitations in this area.

The timings of high water, however, are very close to the Admiralty predictions,

suggesting that the friction values and schemetisation closely represent the natural conditions.

There are no Admiralty figures for the time of low tide in the Upper Estuary as low flow

conditions exist over a long period of time and therefore the choice of a time of low water is

arbitrary. The modelled data does give a time of low tide which represents the lowest tide

before the onset of the incoming tide.

It is considered that the modelled and Admiralty heights and times have a sufficient

correlation to say that the modelled results of the spring tide are a good representation of the

real event.
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7.2.2 Analysis of Flow.

The variation of the tidal heights and mean flow with time can be deduced from the

model data for any selected schemetised cross section. Figures 7.3a to 7.3f show the flow and

stage relationships for some cross sections over the period of simulation.

Fig7.3a Tidal stages and flow for a spring tide at Avonmouth.
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Fig7.3b Tidal stages and flow for a spring tide at Beachley.
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Fig7.3c Tidal stages and flow for a spring tide at Sharpness.

Newnham

Fig7.3d Tidal stages and flow for a spring tide at Newnham.
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Fig7.3e Tidal stages and flow for a spring tide at Epney.

Minsterworth

F1g7.3f Tidal stages and flow for a spring tide at Minsterworth.

The family of graphs which comprise Figure 7.3 illustrate the tidal curves and flows

(feint line) for six representative cross sections in the Estuary. Unfortunately the apparent lack

of smoothness in some areas of the curves is caused by the limitations of the software used to
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display them and the printer, rather than representing small oscillations in the data, although

all the curves, especially the one for Newnham, show some minor oscillations at low tide. It

may have been preferable to display all these figures at the same time scale although as a result

much of the detail would be lost on the upstream sections

The graph for Avonmouth (Fig 7.3a) clearly shows the nearly sinusoidal stage curve

used as the downstream boundary for the idealised spring tide. The peak flow occurs some

150 minutes before the high tide, up to a maximum of about -90000 m 3/s, while the

maximum ebb flow occurs some 100 minutes after high water, reaching quantities of about

90000 m3is. Once the maximum ebb is reached it slowly dies down to nearly nothing just

around or after low water before the onset of the next tide. Whilst there is almost the same

maximum flood and ebb flow, the period of flood, indicated as negative flow on the graphs,

is slightly less than the ebb. It is noted that the calculated flood is greater after the second high

tide, while the ebb maximum is slightly higher after the initial high tide. This appears to be a

function of the model. The discrepancy can be reduced by running the model over more tidal

cycles to allow the model to 'settle down'. However, the effect is not deemed to be of any

great consequence to the analysis of results.

The curve for Beachley, where the Severn Road Bridge crosses at a natural constriction

of the Estuary, shows a similar tidal curve to that of Avonmouth although high water is

slightly higher. The maximum flow, however, is about one half of that calculated at

Avonmouth. The timing of the changes in flow rate are similar to Avonmouth although the

maximum ebb flow follows sooner after high water, as would naturally be expected. The

period of flood flow is also reduced by about 30 to 50 minutes.

Further upstream at Sharpness (Fig 7.3c) the tidal curve starts to show distortion due to

shallow water effects, with the period of rising tide and flood being considerably less than the

ebb flow. This is again illustrated by a very rapid rise in the tidal heights, midway through

which the maximum flood flow occurs (at about 650 minutes into the simulation). After this

the rate of flow seawards rapidly decreases with the onset of the ebb tide. Ebb flow levels

reach a maximum about an hour to an hour and a half after high water and then decline rapidly

to nearly nothing. The period when the tide is 'on the turn' or slack water at low tide when

there is almost no flow in either direction lasts about 4 hours, while there is almost no slack
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water at high tide. Although it appears that there is no flow at low water, there is the

component of river flow seawards occurring, but this is so small compared to the rates of flow

generated by the tide, that it cannot be easily distinguished on the graph. The next incoming

tide is then marked by a rapid increase in landward (negative) flow which lasts about 200

minutes.

The curve for Newnham shows increasing distortion, with a very small period of flood

and longer ebb. Characteristics of the tidal curves are similar to those at Sharpness as are

those at Epney and Minsterworth (Figures 7.3 e&f). The latter two curves show the

component of river flow which could not be distinguished earlier. In these curves the flood

flow lasts only about 2 hours while ebb flow and river flow lasts for about 10 hours. Between

Epney and Minsterworth the maximum ebb becomes appreciably greater than the maximum rate

of flood flow because riverine flow is becoming a dominant factor. A curve for the upstream

boundary would show near steady conditions with flow rates equal to that of the boundary

flow with a slight disturbance in water levels (about 20cm) representing the high water. The

peak which represents this is a well-defined curve of small duration.

The mean cross sectional velocities generated during the spring tide (Figures 7.4 & 7.5)

can be calculated by dividing the rate of flow by the areas of the channel cross section.

0	 500	 1000	 1500
Time (mm)

Fig 7.4 Flow velocities on spring tide, Avonmouth, Beachley & Sharpness.
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The velocities indicated on Figure 7.4 show that the maximum tidal velocity generated

at these sections is about -2.3 mIs on the flood at Beachley and about 2.4 m/s on the ebb at the

same spot. The constriction at Beachley of the Estuary naturally amplifies the velocities and

from there to Sharpness causes the maximum turbidity in the Estuary. The velocities generally

mimic the flow curves for the sections in shape, with the exception of the curve for

Avonmouth which shows very abrupt changes in the rates of flow at the onset of both the flood

and ebb tides. The peak velocities of the ebb flow on the Avonmouth curve seem to be

'truncated' in comparison to the other two, with a slight wane in the rate of change of the flow

velocities about an hour before the maximum flow velocities are calculated. The peak velocity

at Avonmouth is recorded some time after the peak ebbs at Beachley and Sharpness. The

maximum velocity at the latter is just after the high tide when the greatest ebb flow is occurring,

while the greatest velocities at Avonmouth on the ebb tide are about 2 hours later, when the

tide is halfway towards slack water and has about 2.5 metres to fall to low water. Thus it

seems that the maximum velocities recorded at Avonmouth are a combined function of the

quantity of ebb flow and the capacity of the channel to take the flow. A comparison of the

calculated velocities and tidal stream velocities indicated upon the Admiralty Charts for

Avonmouth is given in Table 7.4.

Hours	 Admiralty Velocity (mis)	 Modelled Velocity (mis)
-6	 1.5	 0.7
-5	 0.3	 -1.5
-4	 -2.2	 -1.5
-3	 -2.4	 -1.2
-2	 -1.6	 -0.9
-1	 -1.3	 -0.5

HW	 -1.0	 -0.2
1	 0.3	 1.3
2	 1.1	 1.4
3	 1.2	 1.6
4	 1.5	 1.7
5	 1.6	 1.5
6	 1.6	 0.7

Table 7.3 Admiralty and modelled flow velocities at Avonmouth (spring tide).
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It is noted that the Admiralty figures are based upon the tidal stream in the main channel

near the mouth of the Avon whereas the modelled figures represent the averaged cross sectional

velocity. These values cannot therefore be expected to correlate with the Admiralty figures.

The greatest correlation would be expected towards low water when the model cross section is

smallest, thus flow is being modelled as if it is conducted along the narrow channel where the

Admiralty tidal stream is measured. However, it has been mentioned previously that the

schemetisation of the low water channel is prone to diverge the most from reality. The

modelled higher water flow rates can be expected to be less than the Admiralty figures as the

modelled results encompass slow flow rates over the mud banks and shoals, the Admiralty

figures being based on observations in the fast water channel only. There is a suggestion from

the tabulated figures that the model seems to calculate the reversal in flow at Avonmouth as

occurring rather more suddenly than in reality. No reliable explanation can be given for this.

0	 500	 1000	 1500

Time (mm)

Fig 7.5 Flow velocities on spring tide, Newnham, Epney, Minsterworth & Llanthony.

The velocity curves shown in Figure 7.5 indicate that nearly steady flow conditions

prevail in most of the sections and that the incoming tide represents a relatively short lived

period of up-estuary flow. Steady flow conditions show an initial period of high velocity flow
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towards the sea after the high tide has entered and passed the Section. This settles down to a

constant flow velocity which is defined by the rate of river flow and the capacity for flow of the

channel. Thus cross sections which are either shallow or narrow show the greatest flow

velocities. The curve for Newnham shows some 'noise' towards low water level, followed

by a high peak, which is an effect of the 'late ebb' instability described in the previous chapter.

It is also noted that flow in this modelled simulation is not affected significantly by low flow

calculations, thus the peak is a mathematical anomaly rather than an inapplicable mathematical

subroutine for low flow. This peak flow indicated to be nearly 4 mIs which seems to be

caused by the combination of low river levels (hence cross sectional area) and the inmiinent

onset of the next tide, which is represented by a very quick rise in water levels. This aspect of

the model behaviour seems to indicate mathematically the very quick change in conditions

which the macrotidal estuary produces is too great to be truly represented by this form of

mathematical model. A shock capturing finite difference method such as the Lax Scheme is

more apt for this condition. This feature is further confirmed in that increasing the time

weighting factor helps to remove the noise and late ebb instability. It was found that the 'late

ebb' instability only occurs in relatively few modelled conditions, and is usually due to too low

friction values in the local vicinity of the cross section where it is seen. Very minor changes to

the friction values at the cross section, which have no overall effect on any other modelled

results, usually remove the rogue values. It is also noted that Griffiths (1974) found very

similar behaviour downstream near Slimbridge.

One of the most important aspects of presenting modelled results has been highlighted

in Figure 7.5 on the curve for Newnham. It is easy to show peak and low water levels or flow

rates only as a comparison in data tables, in which case a flow of 4 mis would be presented for

Newnham at a time when a steady flow rate of under 2mls is more representative of the flow in

this part of the system. This lack of care taken in questioning the output results is quite

apparent in other model studies.
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7.3 Neap Tide.

The present day neap tide has a range of 6.Om at Avonmouth (Admiralty Tide Tables,

1993) with a high water level of 3.3 mAOD and a low water level of -2.7 mAOD. An idealised

curve for the neap tide occurring at Avonmouth is given in the tide tables and is presented as

Table 7.4.

Event	 Time	 Height (m)

High Water	 0:00	 3.3

Low Water	 6:20	 -2.7

High Water	 12:30	 3.3

Low Water	 18.50	 -2.7

Table 7.4 Neap tide times and levels.

The tide shown in Table 7.4 has been used as the downstream boundary conditions to

calculate the behaviour of a neap tide in the Severn Estuary. The upstream boundary conditions

selected were the same as for the spring tide simulation in Section 7.2. The calculated high and

low water levels are shown in Figure 7.6 and the times of the tides in Figure 7.7. Table 7.5

indicates the timing of the observed and predicted tidal events.

Place	 Time HW	 Time HW	 Time LW	 Time LW

_______________	 (Predicted)	 (Admiralty)	 (Predicted)	 (Admiralty)

	

Avonmouth	 740	 740	 380	 380

(0 km)	 ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________

	

Sharpness	 799	 790	 492	 565

(29.3km)	 _____________ _____________ ______________ _____________

	

Newnham	 Tidal Limit	 -	 Tidal Limit	 -

	

(43.9 km)	 _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

Epney	 -	 -	 -	 -

(53.0 km) _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

Table 7.5 Modelled and observed neap tide times.
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Fig 7.6 Neap tidal heights, Admiralty predictions indicated as crosses.
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Fig 7.7 Neap tide times, shaded area is non tidal.
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7.3.1 Analysis of Tidal Heights and Times.

The modelled neap tide levels show good correlation with the Admiralty observations,

even with the problems discussed in Section 7.2 of resolving the observed levels and an

idealised tide. Admiralty figures are illustrated as points on Figure 7.6 against the continuous

line of the modelled results. The timings of high and low water are not as close as the spring

tide calculations, especially at low water neap where the model seems to be predicting low

water about half an hour to an hour earlier than encountered. However, as there is a longer

period of slack water on a neap tide, this is not unacceptable. The modelled tide levels show

close agreement to the Admiralty figures, in contrast to the modelled spring tide in the Lower

Estuary, highlighting the findings of the model verification that the spring low tide level causes

low flow modelling problems in the area. Again it is concluded that the model and observed

levels and times show a sufficient correlation to say that the simulated neap tide is a good

representation of the real event.

7.3.2 Analysis of Flow.

The variation of tidal heights and mean flow with time have also been deduced for

selected cross sections on the neap tide and are illustrated in Figures 7.8a to 7.8c. The graphs

of tidal heights and quantity of flow illustrated in these figures show similar characteristics to

the spring tide graphs of the same properties, although naturafly, the tidal range and flow

quantities are about one half of those generated on the spring tide. A more direct comparison of

the spring and neap characteristics is given in Section 7.4. One feature of note is that these

graphs indicate that the maximum ebb flow on a neap tide is appreciably greater than the flood

flow on the same tide. There are differences of a similar order on the spring tide flow,

although they appear much less significant given the greater range of flow. The flow levels

indicated on Figures 7.8a to 7.8c are indicated as the feint curves on the graphs.
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Fig 7.8a Tidal stages and flow for a neap tide at Avonmouth.
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Fig 7.8b Tidal stages and flow for a neap tide at Beachley.
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Fig 7.8c Tidal stages and flow for a neap tide at Sharpness.

As the neap tide only penetrates the Estuary to Newnham it is not necessary to present

the stage and flow curves for the stations upstream of here as they approximate to a straight line

at a steady level. The steady flow levels for the stations used as a comparison in Section 7.2

were, Newnham (3.9 mAOD), Epney (5.5 mAOD), Minsterworth (6.8 mAOD) and

Lianthony (7.9 mAOD), with velocities being almost the same to those on the spring tide. The

flow rate for Minsterworth was 150 mIs and lOOm/s at Lianthony.

The mean cross sectional velocities generated on a neap tide are illustrated in Figure 7.9

for three cross sections. This figure illustrates how the maximum velocities on a neap tide are

again generated at Beachley on ebb flow, which is calculated to be nearly 1.5 m/s which is 1.5

times the maximum flood flow velocity. The curve for Avonmouth indicates that lower

velocities are generated compared to the other two sections, being in the region of 1 mIs. The

velocity curve for Avonmouth, as with the spring tide shows less peakedness than the other

two, although unlike the spring curve, the highest velocities are calculated to occur just after

the onset of the ebb tide. Whereas at Avonmouth the maximum flood velocities occur just after

low water and slow in a linear fashion immediately afterwards, the maximum flood velocities

at Beachley occur over a much longer period of time, perhaps as much as 4 hours, before
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waning at a quicker rate than at Avonmouth. The explanation for this is that the flood flow,

although being driven up the Estuary by natural forces, is retarded by the constriction at

Beachley, which is unable to carry all the flow. This means that the tide effectively 'backs up'

behind the narrowing. The opposite effect seems to happen on the ebb tide.
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Time (mm)

Fig 7.9 Tidal velocities at Avonmouth, Beachley and Sharpness calculated on neap tide.

A comparison of Admiralty tide stream and modelled velocities for a neap tide is given

in Table 7.6 for Avonmouth. As can be seen in Table 7.6, the magnitude of flows is similar

for both sets of data. The computer simulation, however, computes maximum flood

velocities 2 hours after high water, while the Admiralty figures indicate the greatest flow

velocities near to low water. As the Admiralty observations are in the middle of a channel it is

likely that at low flow much of the water is conducted through this route and that velocities

would be higher than those modelled. The ebb flow is modelled as beginning slightly before

the Admiralty tide stream data and quickly reaches maximum velocities after the change. When

observing the tides near Avonmouth to the Severn Bridge after the tide has changed it is

possible to see the tide behaving in a very complex manner with channels still appearing to be

carrying a flood flow whilst other areas appear to be ebbing. To model this behaviour is far
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beyond the capabilities of the simulation but does help to explain the difference between the

model approximation and complex natural phenomena.

Hours	 Admiralty Velocity (mis) 	 Modelled Velocity (mis)

-6	 0.9	 0.2

-5	 0.2	 -0.9

-4	 -1.2	 -0.8

-3	 -1.2	 -0.6

-2	 -0.8	 -0.5

-1	 -0.7	 -0.3

HW	 -0.5	 -0.1

1	 0.2	 0.8

2	 0.6	 0.9

3	 0.6	 0.8

4	 0.8	 0.7

5	 0.9	 0.5

6	 0.9	 0.1

Table 7.6 Admiralty tidal streams and modelled velocities for a neap tide at Avonmouth.

The tidal velocities generated for the constant flow at the upstream example stations

were as follows; Newnham (1.51 mIs), Epney (0.6 mIs), Minsterworth (1.04 mis) and

Lianthony (1.43 mis).

7.4 Comparison of Simulated Neap and Spring Tides.

The previous two sections in this chapter have described the modelled spring and neap

tides. This section compares the salient features of both to highlight the principal differences

and similarities between the two events. The two tides represent the two end members of

nearly all the tides which occur in the Estuary.
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_____________ _______ Spring Tide 	 _______ _______ Neap Tide	 _______

Place	 Hours	 Height	 Max . *	 Max . *	 Hours	 Height	 Max.*	 Max.*

Flow	 Velocity	 Flow	 Velocity

__________________ _________	 (m)	 (m3/s)	 (mis) _________	 (m)	 (m3/s)	 (m/s)

	

Avonmouth HW 0:00	 6.7	 -89000	 -2.0	 0:00	 3.3	 -32800	 -1.0

	

LW -6:50	 -5.6	 103600	 2.1	 -6:10	 -2.7	 45600	 0.9

Beachley	 HW	 0:12	 7.0	 -43000	 -2.3	 0:17	 3.4	 -14400	 -1.0

	

LW -5:36	 -5.9	 48000	 2.7	 -5:41	 -2.8	 22000	 1.5

	

Sharpness HW 039	 7.3	 -14700	 -2.3	 0:49	 3.7	 -2600	 -0.7

	

LW -3:31	 -1.1	 14300	 2.3	 -4:09	 -1.7	 3700	 1.0

	

Newnham HW	 1:11	 7.5	 -2800	 -2.7	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

LW -1:05	 3.4	 2200	 2.5	 -	 3.9	 250	 1.5

Epney	 HW	 1:19	 7.8	 -750	 -1.1	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

LW	 0:12	 5.5	 660	 1.0	 -	 5.5	 250	 0.6

	

MinsterworthHW	 1:35	 8.0	 -220	 -0.7	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

LW	 0:20	 6.8	 400	 1.3	 -	 6.8	 250	 1.1

Llanthony HW	 2:14	 8.6	 98	 1.1	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

LW	 0:13	 8.0	 100	 1.6	 -	 7.9	 100	 1.4

Table 7.7 Comparison of modelled spring and neap events. * denotes max. on flood or ebb

tide, not necessarily at high or low water.

As can be seen in Table 7.7, a spring high tide progresses up the Estuary at a faster rate

than the neap because the celerity of the incoming long wave is greater due to the deeper depth

of water. The maximum rates of flow on a spring tide are typically 2.5 to 3 times greater than

those on a neap in the area penetrated by both tides. In the tidal Lower Estuary the ebb flow

generally reaches greater velocities and has a higher maximum flow rate than the flood, which

is surprising as the flood duration is less.

The shape of the neap and spring tidal curves are essentially the same except that much

less water is being transported on the neap flow and that some reaches are non tidal on the

neap. However, the low neap tidal levels correspond much better with Admiralty figures in

the Lower Estuary because of shortcomings in the model's capabilities to accurately model very

low flows.
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The modelled results presented in Table 7.7 are to the nearest 0.lm. The model results

actually predicted a low water spring level in the Middle and Upper Estuary, slightly above

the low water neap level by 0cm to 5cm. In nature the low water spring levels are higher than

the neap ones as so much water enters the Upper Estuary that it is unable to drain sufficiently as

water is stored on floodplains and in pills. The computer simulation of this aspect is not

particularly convincing. However, a two dimensional model may be able to simulate this

effect to greater satisfaction.

7.5 Tidal Surges.

As the tidal surges used as verification events in Chapter 6 are essentially similar in

range and nature, this section will only consider the February 1990 surge as it is the best

documented event. This tidal event recorded the highest level at Avonmouth since 1883 and is

depicted in Table 7.8.

Event	 Hours	 Height

High Water	 0:00	 7.15

Low Water	 7:00	 -4.8

High Water	 12:10	 8.79

Low Water	 19:10	 -5.5

High Water	 24:00	 7.15

Table 7.8 February 26th 1990 tidal surge at Avonmouth. Hours do not refer to actual time

of occurrence on the day.

7.5.1 Analysis of Tidal Heights and Times.

The calculated surge heights are shown on Figure 7.11 and show reasonable agreement

with the limited numbers of observed levels, although there is a slight underprediction of levels

at Minsterworth, c. 62km upstream of Avonmouth. Figure 7.12 shows reasonable agreement
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with the times of the tides. Although the low tide which occurred after the surge was some

0.7m lower at Avonmouth than the low water before the surge, the observed data showed that

levels were slightly lower on the low tide which occurred before the tidal surge, rather than

afterwards from about 50 km upstream of Avonmouth. However, levels were very similar in

this region at low water either side of the surge. This is because river flow waned during the

course of the events, but was not modelled to do so.

February 1990 Surge

0	 10	 20 30 40	 50 60 70

Distance Upstream of Avonmouth (km)

Fig 7.11 February 1990 tidal surge levels, calculated and observed (crosses).
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Fig. 7.12 Times of February 1990 surge, modelled and observed (points).

7.5.2 Analysis of Flow.

It is easier to compare the modelled and observed events at individual sections when

data is available. It is deemed important to show the quality of the model through such a

comparison as the 1990 tide is the best yardstick by which to measure the accuracy and

capabilities of the model because it is the best recorded extreme event. The individual tidal

curves and calculated flows are given in Figures 7.13a to 7.13g, with any observed levels

placed upon the graphs for visual correlation of the real and modelled events. The flows are

illustrated as faint curves on the graphs.

Many of the features of these curves such as their shape and timing are similar to that of

the spring arid neap tides, although the tidal heights and flows are naturally higher. This tide is

the first to demonstrate the penetration of the entire modelled areas of the Severn Estuary and so

demonstrates the capability of the weir calculation module.
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Fig 7.13a 1990 tidal surge calculated for Avonmouth, points show observations.

Beacbley

Fig 7.13b 1990 tidal surge calculated at Beachley.
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Fig 7.13d 1990 tidal surge calculated at Newnham.
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Fig 7.13g 1990 tidal surge calculated and observed at Lianthony.

The graphs of stage and flow in Figures 7.13a to 7.13g show the tidal behaviour at

each section. The peak of the tidal surge at Avonmouth rises upstream reaching a peak at about

52km further upstream near Epney. Unfortunately there is only observed data available for

Epney, Minsterworth, Lianthony and the tidal curve at Avonmouth by which to compare the

results.

The shape of the tidal curve at Avonmouth is similar to that of the spring tide, other

than the maximum flood flow is about 110000 m 3/s, as opposed to being about 90000 m3/s

on a spring tide. The peak ebb tide flow is similarly greater than that on a spring tide. What

is interesting is that the low water level at Avonmouth is similar to that of a spring low water

level, which has previously caused a low flow problem in the Middle/Lower Estuaiy. The low

flow problem is usually indicated by abnormally low water levels between 15 and 20 km

upstream of Avonmouth, accompanied by minor instabilities or ' noise ' in the stage-time

graphs at low water. However it is less pronounced in the modelling of the surge tide. It

appears that the great quantity of water which is modelled to have entered the Estuaiy upstream

provides a greater ebb base flow at low water as it takes longer to drain this volume and so

creates less low flow problems. This seems to confirm the steady flow levels observed in the
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Middle Estuary, where spring low water levels are higher than the neap. however, this is not

borne out in the calculated steady flow levels which are similar to, if not slightly lower than the

spring levels in most locations. It is noted that the upstream boundary conditions used for the

spring simulation in Section 7.2 have greater flow rates than the boundaiy conditions used for

the surge. The spring boundary conditions are slightly high to represent a modal value for

flow at Gloucester.

The curves for Sharpness and Beachley show similar behaviour to that at Avonmouth

when compared to the spring tide graphs. It is clear, however, that in the surge simulation

the maximum flood flow occurs before the surge high water and the maximum ebb just after it.

This may seem obvious, hut the spring tide graphs presented in Section 7.2 showed

discrepancies either side of a symmetrical tide in the ebb and flood maxima. This appears to be

a function of the solution method which could not be resolved. It also implies that the maxima

and minima calculated during the surge tide simulation may he slightly damped (before surge)

or amplified (after surge) due to this behaviour of the model. The calculated maximum flood

flow at Sharpness of nearly -25000 rn 3/s is noted to he considerably higher than that on the

spring tide which generates a maximum flow of about -12500 m3/s.

The maximum flood flow at Newnham is nearly three times that of the spring tide and

the ebb flow twice the rate, thus unless water is allowed to spill over sea walls, this area of the

Estuary which is relatively narrow must generate significantly high tidal velocities. These are

discussed in the next section.

The observed levels at Epncy seem to indicate that the modelled tide reaches this point

slightly earlier than in reality although the calculated levels were in veiy close agreement. The

times of high water compared on the surge and spring are best seen by reference to Figure 7.12

and Figure 7.2. The latter has a much steeper gradient indicating that the higher tides penetrate

the Estuary at much quicker rates, leaving a longer period of ebb afterwards. The surge tide at

Epney is indicated to he about 2.4rn higher than the spring as compared to a difference of 2.2m

at Avonmouth.

The observed and modelled data at Minsterworth also show good correlation with

respect to tide times and heights, although the low water level is calculated to be higher than

the observed level by about 0.6m. This may be due changes in the bed levels of the channels
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or an incorrect friction setting for the general area. Unfortunately the channel bed could not be

surveyed to determine any discrepancies between the used model sections and the present day

ones. An aspect of this discrepancy in modelled and observed levels at Minsterworth is that the

stage curve appears to reach low water conditions later than observed. This is not the case as

the modelled low water level is higher than the observed level, so modelled and observed low

water conditions occur at a similar time but appear to he different because of the steady flow

levels they attain.

The model over predicted high water levels at Llanthony (Fig 7.13g) by about O.3m,

although the modelled high water occurs later than the observed event which partially

contradicts the effects that friction v'ould have on these levels. Low water levels show a good

correlation at this location. The graph for Lianthony shows the most distortion compared to the

smooth curves generated for other sections as the effect of the calculations to simulate

Lianthony Weir immediately downstream cause some noise as they are only an approximation

to flow and disrupt the continuity of the flow equations. The effect is relatively minor,

however, so it is arguable that the local disturbance to the modelled results in this area is as

acceptable as a mathematically continuous solution which does not simulate the weir. It was

determined during the verification processes that the instabilities caused by the weir calculations

are not propagated significantly to other cross sections thus the reliability of the model is not

affected. At Lianthony there is a very sudden reversal of flow as the high tide enters.

However, it is very short lived in the order of an hour before the system ebbs. The period of

tidal ebb before steady river-like flow conditions occur is also short lived, in the order of 3.5

hours, whilst steady flow conditions last for a further 9 hours ol . more.
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Fig 7.14 Flow velocities calculated for 1990 surge tide, Avonmouth, Beachley &

Sharpness.

The mean cross sectional velocities calculated are illustrated in Figure 7.14 for the three

example stations in the Lower Estuary. These curves indicate that maximum flood velocities in

the order of -2 m/s, -2.7 rn/s and -3 rn/s are generated for Avonmouth, Beachley and

Sharpness respectively. The velocity at Avonmouth is not significantly different to that

generated on a spring tide and the ebb velocities were modelled to be slightly less than those

generated on a spring tide. This can he explained through the relationship of the water stage,

cross sectional area and quantity of flow. Although greater quantities of flow are calculated on

the ebb tide of the surge than a spring, the water stage and thus the cross sectional area is

greater, so the channel has a greater capacity at high water during the surge. The flood tide at

Sharpness and Beachley reaches significantly higher velocities on the surge tide than on the

modelled spring tide because the channel capacity does not increase enough with the stage to

conduct flow at the same velocity as on the spring.

There is a significant progression in the time of the maximum flood velocities,

occurring first at Avonmouth, then nearly two hours later at Beachley and a further two hours

later at Sharpness. Maximum ebb velocities at all three sections are of a similar magnitude to

spring velocities. The maximum ebb velocities occur nearly simultaneously at Sharpness and
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Beachley and rapidly die down. The ebb at Avonmouth again shows a depressed ebb curve,

as do other cross sections in the vicinity which are not natural constrictions.

There are two distinctive curve types which illustrate the velocities computed during the

tidal cycle for the Lower Estuary sections as illustrated in Figure 7.14 which appear to be a 180

degree rotation of each other. These can he summarised as follows and be roughly related to

natural phenomena, although it is appreciated that in reality it is much more complex than

described.

• Broad Channel Cross Section.

A broad channel cross section such' as that at Avonmouth exhibits velocity behaviour which

produces the maximum velocities on an ebb tide, some time after high water has occurred and

produces the maximum velocities on the flood tide soon after low water. The characteristic

shape of the velocity curve is rounded during ebb flows and pointed during flood. When an

ebb tide begins the high water level is such that there is a large channel area and hence

conveyance. Velocities do not need to be large to move the driven tide through the cross

section, until the water surface has dropped to a level that the cross section cannot conduct the

driven tide without speeding the tidal flow. The flood tide occurs after water levels have

dropped and the conveyance is low, so that initially high velocities are required until the stage

has increased to such a level that the conveyance is great enough for the velocity to drop.

Narrow Channel Cross Sections.

These sections such as Beachley and Sharpness show the highest ebb velocities soon after high

tide, which slowly die down with the tide. The flood velocities increase in a slower fashion,

giving the impression of a sharp point during the ebb and a rounded curve during the flood on

the velocity graph. Flow velocity in such a cross section is directly related to the flow rate

caused by the tide as the cross sectional area, thus the conveyance, does not vary to as great

an extent as in a broad section.

The sections in the Middle and Upper Estuaiy exhibit different velocity characteristics

as the tide becomes more distorted. Figure 7. 15 indicates the velocity characteristics at
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Newnham, Epney, Minsterworth and Lianthony. These graphs show that the highest

velocities are generally generated on the flood tide which is relatively short lived. The ebb tide

has longer to drain the water which has entered on the flood tide and generally generates lower

velocities than on the flood, which die down to a velocity representing the river flow.

Obviously upstream penetration becomes less with distance and the effect of the incoming flood

reduces. The curve for Newnham again shows a high ebb velocity just before the onset of the

high tide as the cross sections here and nearby become very shallow and approach critical flow

conditions.

0	 50()	 1000	 1500
Time (mm)

Fig 7.15 Flow velocities calculated for 1990 surge tide, selected positions in the Middle and

Upper Severn Estuary.

The surge tide gives a good opportunity to follow the changes in the channel

characteristics during a tide, such as the relative changes in area and breadth. Figure 7.16

indicates the change of areas in the Lower Estuary which identically mimic the behaviour of the

tidal curves for each section. As can he seen on this figure the maximum areas vary more

substantially than the minimum areas of the three sections. Table 7.9 summarises the

maximum and minimum areas which were used in the simulation of the 1990 surge.
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Fig 7.16 Areas of cross sections in the Lower Estuary calculated during tidal surge of 1990.

Place	 Maximum Area (m3)	 Minimum Area (m3)

Avonmouth	 112900	 1220()

Beachley	 2720()	 540()

Sharpness	 9400	 900

Table 7.9 Maximum and minimum areas during 1990 tidal surge, rounded to nearest lOOm3

The areas during the tide vary with the tidal stage. Table 7.9 shows that there is nearly

an order of magnitude difference in the maximum and minimum areas at each section and that

the areas of the cross sections decrease rapidly upstream. The cross sectional area at

Avonmouth is approximately four times greater than that at Beachley and 12 times the area at

Sharpness at high tide, whereas the low tide area at Avonmouth is just over twice that at

Beachley, hut over thirteen times greater than the area at Sharpness.

The variation of the cross sectional areas for the remaining example sections further

upstream during the tidal surge of 1990 is illustrated upon Figure 7.17, which indicates that
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the incoming tide causes a rapid variation in areas, with the maximum areas reducing at each

section upstream. What is clear on this figure, however, is that the low tide areas are not

related to position in the Estuary as the low tide area at Newnham is considerably less than that

at Epney and Minsterworth. This is because the bed level is relatively high at Newnham and

thus the area at low water is small, leading to the high velocities at late stages of low water and

the apparent 'late ebb' instability as the conveyance of the channel is low.

Areas
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Fig 7.17 Cross sectional areas in Mid and Upper Estuary during 1990 tidal surge.

Place	 Maximum Area (m3)	 14inimum Area (m3)

Newnham	 2292	 119

Epney	 852	 381

Minsterworth	 468	 215

Llanthony	 59	 28

Table 7.10 Maximum and minimum cross sectional areas, Mid and Upper Estuary during

1990 tidal surge.
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The maximum and minimum cross sectional areas at Newnham differ by a factor of

nineteen, while the minimum areas for the remaining cross sections are about half the

maximum values.

An outcome of analysing the variation of areas and breadths over all the tides which

have been simulated during this work, is the realisation that the schemetisation of some cross

sections was to the minimum resolution possible with this method of modelling relatively

rapidly varying flows. The principle example is the 'noise 1 or stepped nature of the stage

curves at Sharpness for instance. This noise was initially attributed to low flow problems in

adjacent areas. However, on more detailed analysis of this and many other sections, it

appears that the steps in the graphs are due to the im resolution which has been used during the

pre-processing of the sections. When sections vary very rapidly in either area or breadth, the

cross sectional data which is calculated from the data digitised at im intervals of the tidal stage,

appears to he too rough an approximation, which suggests that increased resolution would be

better. This is an important consideration as many models use 2m stage levels for the pre-

processing of the cross sections, which appears to be too great an interval. This effect,

however, is complicated further by the nature of the cross sections and appears confined to the

narrow cross sections, rather than the broad ones such as Avonmouth.

The variation of the breadth with time during the surge tidal cycle at the example

sections is indicated in Figures 7.18 and 7.19 and are summarised in Table 7.11. The breadth

can be seen in these figures to vary with the tidal stage, showing a considerable rate of change

during the main rise and fall of the sea level, hut little change during, just before, and after the

slack water periods at high and low water. All three sections illustrated on Fig 7.18 show that

there is a more rapid change in breadth near low water than towards high water as would be

expected because of the much wider channel and flood plain.
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Fig 7.18 Change in breadth with time during 1990 surge tide in Lower Severn Estuary.

The change in the breadth for the sections higher upstream indicated in Fig 7.19 and

Table 7.11 show very rapid variation with time due to the relatively short lived duration of the

incoming tide. However, this comparison is made bearing in mind the size of the channels, as

the rate of change of breadth for the Lower Estuary sections is much greater because of their

size. The breadth curves for Lianthony and Minsterworth do not show much variation between

the maximum and minimum values because the difference in stage is relatively small and

because the flow is confined to a narrow channel. The graph for Epney shows a very rapid

change in the breadth as the tidal stage rises which indicates a narrow low water channel which

broadens out considerably at higher levels. The curve for Newnharn shows a rapid decrease in

the breadth at the end of the ebb tide as flow is confined to a small shallow ribbon-like channel,

followed by a smooth curve which corresponds in shape to the stage curve.
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Fig 7.19 Change in breadth with time during 1990 surge tide in Mid and Upper Severn

Estuary.

Section	 Maximum Breadth (m) 	 Minimum Breadth (m)

Avonmouth	 8839	 2529

Beachley	 1736	 851

Sharpness	 897	 612

Newnham	 453	 193

Epney	 508	 132

Minsterworth	 70	 64

Lianthony	 41	 28

Table 7.11 Maximum and minimum calculated hrcadths during 1990 tidal surge.

In summary, the breadth curves of the sections which are penetrated by the most tides,

i.e. the Lower Estuary and Middle Estuary area show a greater correlation to the stage time

graphs. The cross section at Epney shows a relatively high rate of change of breadth

considering the cross sections size, which hears testament to the deep narrow valley which has

formed in the channel at this point (see Section 7.8).
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7.5.3 Inundation.

The surge tide on February 26th 1990 caused considerable flooding in the Severn

Estuary, which was still recovering from flooding caused by the fluvial flood earlier in the

month. Flooding on the surge tide occurred north of the first bend at Frampton to Gloucester,

although localised flooding also occurred at Severn Beach. Severn Beach was visited during

the Flood when it was seen that much of the flooding which occurred was due to waves

breaking over the seawall rather that the tide exceeding the seawall height.

Lateral Flows

0	 10 20	 30 40 50 60 70	 80
Distance Upstream of Avonmouth (km)

Fig 7.20 Calculated lateral flow over seawalls on 1990 tidal surge.

The peak values of outflow over the seawalls is indicated in Fig 7.20 based on the

hybrid model of seawall heights. As can he seen the flooding of the Estuary is predicted to

have occurred about 44km upstream of Avonmouth, which is just upstream of Newnham to

Epney. The greatest predicted outflow, which is the maximum rate permitted of -0.3m 2/s by

the computer model, was at Framilode where the greatest degree of flooding occurred in

reality. Incidentally, the seawall improvements at Framilode after this tide comprised the
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addition of an extra breeze-block to the seawall. Although this sounds a futile exercise, the

defences at this point are limited spatially because of the position of the hamlet's access road.

Further major flooding, predicted by the model occurred between 63 and 70km upstream of

Avonmouth, between Minsterworth and Lower Parting, and on Alney Island from both the

East and West Channels, which was also borne out by aerial photographs of the flood.

7.6 Predicting Future Spring Tide Levels.

7.6.1 Introduction.

Chapter 1 introduced a basic model of predicting new spring tide levels in the Estuary,

using published figures of potential sea level change. By analysis of the potential change in

mean sea level, it is possible to construct a new spring tidal curve for Avonmouth for the years

2030 and 2100 AD. The methodology used to construct this curve and the results of modelling

the effects of the new levels on the Estuary are described within this section.

The method used to predict new tide ranges in this thesis is very simplistic and the

results do not correlate with the predicted values produced by complex coastal shelf models. In

this thesis the seaward boundary conditions at Avonmouth have been calculated using the

following methodology;

Future or historical tides at Lynmouth are simplified to represent the present day tide raised

(or lowered) by a change in global mean sea level only. Lynmouth is considered for the

purposes of the study to be the most distant point from the head of the Estuary within the

Severn/Bristol Channel system.

• Low water levels for the boundary conditions of the model at Avonmouth are calculated to

be equal to the present low water level plus the change in global mean sea level.

• High water levels for the boundary conditions of the model at Avonmouth are calculated by

adding the change in mean sea level multiplied by the difference of published high water

levels at Avonmouth, divided by the difference of equivalent high water levels at

Lynmouth. This is based upon the present day tidal conditions of the Estuary.
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While the tide levels used in this thesis are acceptable, it must be remembered that they

are calculated from the assumption that the change in levels at the mouth of the Bristol Channel

is simply related to the change in global mean sea level. In reality the Bristol Channel is too

close to resonance for this to be the case. As a result the values output from the model for

simulations using these boundary values cannot be considered definitive but an indication of the

tidal regimes which could occur. The seaward boundary conditions used in this thesis are too

simplistic to provide exact solutions for the assessment of the Severn coastline. For such

information to be derived it would be imperative that a model encompassing the entire Bristol

Channel, or preferably an even greater extent of the coastal shelf be used, although this was

not practicable for this thesis.

7.6.2 Method of predicting the new spring tide at Avonmouth.

It is assumed that the spring tide at Lynmouth in the Bristol Channel is relatively

unaffected by shallow water effects, hence any changes in mean sea level will be a simple

addition of the sea level rise to the low and high tidal levels. Lynmouth has been selected as it

is the most distant port that is considered to be a subsidiary port within the family of ports for

which Avonmouth is the main port in the Admiralty Tide Tables. Equations 7.1 and 7.2

describe the relationship of the existing levels and future levels at this port.

Mean Sea Level (MSL) Mean Tidal Level (MTL)

= Average of mean spring and neap high and low water levels

= (MHWS+MLWS+MHWN+MLWN) 	 (7.1)
4

Change in mean sea level = AMSL = AMTL, which can be added to high and low water

levels;

(MHWS+MLWS+MHWN+MLWN) + AMSL	 (7.2 )Future MTL =	 4
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In effect this means than the mean high (MHW) and mean low water (MLW) levels will

each increase by the predicted mean sea level rise, thus for Lynmouth, the new sea levels are

indicated in Equations 7.3.

New MHW = MHW + AMSL; New MLW = MLW + LMSL	 (7.3)

Unfortunately these levels get distorted as a tide enters the Estuary, thus it is necessary

to determine the new tidal levels for the model curve at Avonmouth. Figure 7.21 shows the

Admiralty predicted low water levels for Lynmouth to Avonmouth, the latter being 82.3 km

upstream of Lynmouth.
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Fig 7.21 Low water levels on neap, spring and astronomical tide, Lynmouth to

Avonmouth.

Figure 7.21 presents a simple straight line curve fit for the lowest astronomical tide

(LAT), mean low water spring (MLWS) and mean low water neap (MLWN) tidal levels, as

can be seen the gradient (Ml) term is very small and similar in each case. As in Chapter 1, a
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multiplication factor of the low water levels can be derived by considering the drop in the levels

from each tide. The mathematic derivation of the multiplication factor is given as Equation 7.4.

Difference in levels at seaward end = Level 1 - Level 2 A Level

Difference in levels at upstream point = Level l(us) — Level 2 (us) = A Level (us)

A Level (us)Multiplication Factor, MF - A Level ( 7.4 )

Where Level 1 and Level 2 can represent the LAT, MLWS or MLWN at Lynmouth,

and Level l(us) and Level 2(us) the same tidal events at an upstream port. Figure 7.22 shows

the multiplication factors of the following relationships plotted in relation to position in the

Estuary;

MF1— MLWN(us)-LAT(us) ; MF2 = MLWN(us)-MLWS(us) MF3 — MLWS(us)-LAT(us)
- MLWN-LAT	 MLWN-MLWS '	 — MLWS-LAT

0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100

Distance Upstream of Lynmouth (km)

Fig 7.22 Multiplication of low water levels, Lynmouth to Avonmouth.

As there is almost no gradient to the line of best fit for the relationship of the

multiplication factor and the distance from Lynmouth, it is deemed that for this part of the
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Estuary, there is no apparent increase or decrease in the amount that the seaward low water

changes. Thus if mean sea level is to change at Lynmouth then the low water levels would

each rise by AMSL, this rise would be the same for all the ports to Avonmouth. Therefore

Equation 7.5 summarises the new low water levels which would be found at Avonmouth.

MLW(new)Avonmouth = MLW(existing)vonmou th + AMSL	 ( 7.5 )

The high water heights are not as simple to determine as there is an apparent increase in

the effect of any sea level change up the Estuary. Figure 7.23 shows the high water levels

between Lynmouth and Avonmouth.

High Water Levels
9
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2
0
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MHWN

20	 40	 60	 80

Distance Upstream of Lynmouth (km)

Y = MO + M1*X

5.570
	Mif 	 0.0289

	

Rj	 0.975

Y = MO + M1*X

	

MO	 4.554

	

Ml	 0.0244

	

R	 0.967

Y = MO + M1*X

	

MO	 2.233

	

Ml	 0.0142

	

R	 0.858

HAT

100

Fig 7.23 High water levels, Lynmouth to Avonmouth.

The important feature of the best fit line for the high water levels is that the gradient

(Ml) increases with the higher tides, thus the difference between the LAT and MHWN at

Avonmouth is more than that at Lynmouth. Figure 7.23 shows the multiplication factor which
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can be derived for these high waters by replacing the equivalent high water term in Equation

7.4.

1.5

1.4

1

0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100

Distance Upstream from Lynmouth (km)

Fig 7.24 Multiplication of high tides between Lynmouth and Avonmouth.

The best fit line on Figure 7.24 is used to derive the new high water heights at

Avonmouth (Equation 7.6 and 7.7)

L\MSLAvonmouth (high water) = (1 + (0.0046 x Distance)) x L\MSL 	 ( 7.6 )

Where the distance between Avonmouth and Lynmouth is 82.3 km.

MHW(fleW)Avonmouth = MHW(existing	 * AMSLA	 (JiigJ Water)

( 7.7 )

The new spring tides are thus calculated from the change in predicted mean sea level to

give new spring tide curves at Avonmouth. It is more difficult to assign the times at which

high and low water will occur on these predicted spring tides. For the purposes of modelling it

has been assumed that the present day times of high and low water on a spring tide at

Avonmouth can be used for the predicted springs, with the acknowledgement that this is only

an approximation and that the high water is likely to occur some minutes before the present day

one due to the greater depth of water, thus increased celerity of the tidal long wave.
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7.6.3 Future Spring Tides at Avonmouth.

The potential future spring tides which may encountered at Avonmouth have been

calculated using the method specified in Section 7.6.2, using the predicted changes in mean

sea level given by Warrick and Oerlemans (1990) and Clayton (1990). Changes in the value of

mean spring level and the equivalent rise to the high water spring level at Avonmouth are given

in Table 7.12. These can be used to construct the new spring tide maxima and minima given in

Tables 7.13 and 7.14, using Equations 7.5 and 7.7.

Author	 Estimate	 Predicted	 Rise by Rise in high Rise by Rise in high

rate of rise	 2030	 water at	 2100	 water at

(mmlyr)	 AMSL Avonmouth AMSL Avonmouth

	

______ ______ ______ (mm)	 (mm)	 (mm)	 (mm)

Clayton	 High	 9.1	 364	 501.8	 1001	 1380.0

Best	 4.1	 164	 226.1	 451	 621.8

Low	 0.65	 26	 35.8	 71.5	 98.6

Warrick&	 High	 6.4	 288	 397.0	 736.0	 1014.7

Oerlemans	 Best	 4.1	 184.5	 254.4	 471.5	 650.0

_________	 Low	 1.9	 85.5	 117.9	 218.5	 301.2

Table 7.12 Predicted changes in mean sea level and the rise in high water levels at

Avonmouth, for 2030 and 2100 AD.

J_HIT MHW S MHWN MTL MLWN MLWS LAT

	

________ Presentj 8.1	 6.7	 3.5 L°• 4 f-3.OJ -5.6	 -6.7

High	 8.60	 7.20	 4.00	 0.83	 -2.64	 -5.24	 -6.34

Clayton	 Best	 8.33	 6.93	 3.73	 0.60	 -2.84	 -5.44	 -6.54

Low	 8.14	 6.74	 3.54	 0.44	 -2.97	 -5.57	 -6.67

Warrick&	 High	 8.50	 7.10	 3.90	 0.73	 -2.79	 -5.31	 -6.41

Ocriemans	 Best	 8.35	 6.95	 3.75	 0.62	 -2.82	 -5.42	 -6.52

_________	 Low	 8.22	 6.82	 3.62	 0.51	 -2.91	 -5.51	 -6.61

Table 7.13 Predicted tide levels at Avonmouth, 2030 AD.
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_____ HAT MHWS MHWN MTL MLWN MLWS LAT

________ Present	 8.1	 6.7	 3.5	 0.4	 -3.0	 -5.6	 -6.7

High	 9.48	 8.08	 4.88	 1.59	 -2.00	 -4.60	 -5.70

Clayton	 Best	 8.72	 7.32	 4.12	 0.94	 -2.55	 -5.15	 -6.25

Low	 8.20	 6.80	 3.60	 0.49	 -2.93	 -5.53	 -6.63

Warrick&	 High	 9.11	 7.71	 4.51	 1.28	 -2.26	 -4.86	 -5.96

Oerlemans	 Best	 8.76	 7.35	 4.15	 0.71	 -3.53	 -5.13	 -6.23

_________	 Low	 8.40	 7.00	 3.80	 0.66	 -2.78	 -5.38	 -6.48

Table 7.14 Predicted tide levels at Avonmouth, 2100 AD.

The new predicted spring tide levels have been used to simulate the tides which may

occur in the Severn Estuary which are analysed in the following sections. The tide depicted as

the present day tide refers to the Admiralty Figures for 1992.

7.6.4 Modelling of Future Spring Tide Heights.

The spring tides derived for 2030 and 2100 AD have been modelled to give a range of

high water spring levels which could he expected in the Estuary at these dates. In the following

sections it is only necessary to talk in terms of the modelled levels as there are only relatively

minor changes to the timing, flow quantities and velocities generated. Upstream boundary

conditions of 150m 3/s and 100m3/s have been used for the West and East Channels

respectively. No changes are necessary to the general set up of the model for the 2030 tide,

particularly the sea wall heights as the spring tides modelled do not exceed any of the seawall

crests. The tide for 2100 would exceed the seawalls in some places. However, new sea wall

heights anticipating future constructions have not been added. Considerations of sea wall

constructions are discussed later in this chapter.
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7.6.5 Spring Tide, 2030 AD.

The calculated ranges of high water that may be expected on a spring tide using the tidal

curves described earlier is illustrated Figure 7.25.

Predicted Mean High Water Spring, 2030 AD.
10

9.5

9

' :

7

6.5
0	 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Distance Upstream of Avonmouth (km)

Fig 7.25 Calculated MHWS levels, 2030 AD.

1. Clayton (High); 2. Warrick & Oerlemans (High); 3/4 Clayton (Best), Warrick &

Oerlemans (Best); 5. Warrick and Oerlemans (Low); 6. Clayton (Low); 7. Existing.

The calculated heights and existing modelled heights of the spring tide are also shown

in Table 7.15, which gives the differences between the new modelled high tide level and the

existing one. It can be seen in Table 7.15 and Figure 7.25 that the apparent rise in sea level at

Avonmouth results in a rise similar or slightly higher at the upstream sections, with the

exception of the sections between 50 and 60km upstream of Avonmouth. The apparent rise in

these sections is less than that at Avonmouth because flow is no longer confined to the main

water channel but is spilling onto the river flood plain (within the seawalls). It is most likely

that if sea level was to change in this nature, there would be erosion in the reach 50km to
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60km upstream of Avonmouth as the channel would try to adapt to the new levels by

increasing the area of the main channel.

	

________ Clayton ________ Warrick	 and	 Oerlemans

Place	 Existing	 High	 Best	 Low	 High	 Best	 Low

Avonmouth	 6.70m 7.20m	 6.93m 6.74m	 7.lOm 6.95m 6.82m

(0km)	 ______ +0.5m +0.23m +0.04m +0.40m +0.25m +0.12m

Beachley	 6.93m	 7.47m	 7.18m	 6.98m	 7.36m	 7.20m	 7.06m

(11.9 km) ______ +0.54m +0.25m +0.05m +0.46m ^0.27m +0.13m

Sharpness	 7.45m	 7.96m	 7.69m	 7.49m	 7.86m	 7.71m	 7.58m

(29.3 km) _______ +0.51m +0.24m +0.04m ±0.41m +0.26m +0.13m

Newuham 7.72m 8.27m 7.98m 7.77m 8.17m 8.00m 7.86m

(43.9km) ______ +0.55m +0.26m +0.05rn +0.45m +0.28m +0.14m

Epney	 8.08m	 8.62m	 8.33m	 8.13m	 8.51m	 8.35m	 8.21m

(53.0km) ______ +0.54m +0.25m +0.05m +0.43m +0.27m +0.13m

Minsterworth	 8.30m	 8.85m	 8.51m	 8.34m	 8.72m	 8.54m	 8.41m

(61.3km)	 ______ +0.55m +0.21m +0.04m +0.42m +0.24m +0.11m

Lianthony	 8.89m	 9.46m	 9.19m	 8.98m	 9.37m	 9.22m	 9.07m

(71.2km) ______ +0.57m +0.30m +0.09m +0.48m +0.33m +0.18m

Table 7.15 Modelled high water spring tide levels, 2030AD

7.6.6 Modelled Spring Tide, 2100AD.

The predicted high water spring levels for 2100AD are given in Table 7.16 and

illustrated in Figure 7.26. The latter indicates that there is a drop in predicted levels between

about 56km and 60km upstream of Avonmouth for the best and high estimates, near Longney

where the river expands considerably, so the progression of the higher tides is being

influenced by the increase in breadth and flood plain flow. Tidal levels upstream of 68km are

also reduced for the high estimate as the predicted levels are greater than the seawall crests.

This is a serious consideration as it illustrates that the existing tidal defences would require

considerable reconstruction if the high estimate of global sea level change was to occur.
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________ Clayton ________ Warrick	 and	 Oerlemans

Place	 Existing	 High	 Best	 Low	 High	 Best	 Low

Avonmouth	 6.70m	 8.08m	 7.32m	 6.80m	 7.71m 7.35m 7.00m

(0km)	 ______ +1.38m -i-0.62m +O.lOm +1.Olm +O.65m +0.30m

Beachley	 6.93m	 8.35m	 7.59m	 7.04m	 7.98m	 7.61m	 7.21m

(11.9km) ______ +1.42m +O.66m +O.11m +1.05m +0.68m +0.28m

Sharpness	 7.45m	 8.82m	 8.08m	 7.56m	 8.46m	 8.11m	 7.76m

(29.3km) ______ +1.37m +0.63m +O.11m +1.Olm +O.66m +0.31m

Neitham	 7.72m 9.21m	 8.40m 7.84m	 8.81m 8.41m 7.88m

(43.9km) ______ +1.49m +0.68m +O.08m +1.09m +0.69m +O.16m

Epney	 8.08m	 9.54m	 8.75m	 8.19m	 9.16m	 8.77m	 8.21m

(53.0km) ______ +1.46m +0.67m +0.11m +1.08m +0.69m +O.13m

Minsterwort.h	 8.30m	 9.72m	 9.Olm	 8.39m	 9.44m	 9.04m	 8.40m

(61.3km)	 ______ +1.42m +0.71m +0.09m +1.14m +0.74m +0.lOm

Lianthony	 8.89m	 9.89m	 9.58m	 9.05m	 9.81m	 9.60m	 9.07m

(71.2km) ______ +1.00m +0.69m +0.16m +0.92m +0.71m +0.18m

Table 7.16 Predicted high water spring, 2100AD and change from present.

Predicted Spring Tide Levels, 2100

0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 70	 80

Distance Upstream of Avonmouth (km)

Fig 7.26 Predicted range of high water springs, Clayton High, Best and Low estimates.
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7.6.7 Discussion of Modelling.

The tides which have been modelled as potential future tides have been constructed

using the assumptions and basic model given in Sections 7.6.2 and 7.6.3. This tidal curve

constructed for Avonmouth can be considered to be an estimation only. However, the model

was run using additional seawards sections and a near symmetrical curve in the Bristol Channel

using sections to Barry Island, to ascertain whether the estimated spring tide at Avonmouth

was a reasonable representation. Given the limitation of the model developed to include the

Bristol Channel sections it was found that the newly constructed curve was a good

approximation, although the larger model cannot he considered reliable as the model had not

been verified properly in this form.

The modelled changes in sea level rise can he compared to the predicted levels given in

Chapter 2 for sections to Sharpness. The computer model predicted levels about 4 to 5cm

higher at Beachley (Aust) and 2 to 4cm lower at Sharpness for the 2030 tide. The computer

model similarly predicted higher levels at Beachley by 2 to 5cm and lower levels at Sharpness

by 2 to 14cm.

The modelled results are likely to be under-estimates for most of the Estuary as the

model, especially on the spring tides for 2100AD, indicated that the river spilled into the

wider flood plain which lies between the main channel and the seawalls. In reality this part of

the flood plain is likely to build up with the rise in the sea level thus keeping the flow

predominantly in the main channel.

7,7 Historic Tides,

7.7.1 Introduction.

Historic spring tide levels in the Severn can he modelled using Allen's (1991) estimates

of sea level change, although there have been changes in the seawalls and channel

morphology. Allen's postulated changes in sea level rise are presented in Table 7.17. These
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values have been obtained for positions upstream of Avonmouth, through levelling of marsh

heights near to high water spring level. To construct a new spring tidal curve at Avonmouth it

is thus necessary to use Allen's change in sea level as an indicator of the change in sea level at

Avonmouth, not downstream at Lynmouth. Thus it is necessary to back calculate the change

to the low water levels using the theory introduced in Section 7.6, using the re-arranged

Equations 7.8 and 7.9.

zMSLAvonmouth
L\MSL = T(0.0046 x Distance)) ( 7.8 )

MLWS(old)Avonmouth =	 - EMSL	 ( 7.9 )

Period	 Rate of Rise	 EMSL (Avonmouth) 	 Change in Low

__________________ __________________ 	 from present	 water at Avonmouth

	

1945-1995	 4.65 nmily	 -0.23m	 -0.17m

	

1845-1945	 1.49 nmily	 -0.38m	 -0.28m

	

1250-1845	 0.79 mmly	 -0.85m	 -0.62m

	

150-1250	 0.40 mmly	 -1.29m	 -0.94m

Table 7.17 Historic sea level changes calculated from Allen (1991).

Time	 MHWS (m)	 MLWS (m)

Present	 6.70	 -5.60

1945	 6.47	 -5.77

1845	 6.32	 -5.88

1250	 5.85	 -6.22

150	 5.41	 -6.54

Table 7.18 Estimation of historic spring tides at Avonmouth.
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The new changes in sea level can be applied to the existing spring tide curve to give the

ancient spring tides as depicted in Table 7.18, using the times of the present day spring tide as

an approximation.

It was found that during the verification of the model that the tidal range contributes to

the severity of the low flow problem. For instance a tide as low as -6.22mAOD could be used

for the 1250AD tide (a range of 1 1.85m) without significant instabilities occurring, whilst a

tide as low as -6.54m (a range of ll.6m) could be modelled for the 15OAD tide. As a

comparison it has been shown that the present day spring tide with a low water of -5.6m (range

12.3m) is close to producing fatal low flow instabilities. Thus it appears that the low flow

problem is partially attributable to the rate of change of the flow conditions, the low water

levels used at Avonmouth and the friction values which affect both the rate of change and

heights. To complicate this argument further, it is noted that the astronomical tide may be

calculated under present day conditions too, even with a lower water level at Avonmouth and

tidal range considerably greater than the spring tide. In this case the volume of water draining

the Estuary is sufficient to keep enough of a base flow to prevent the 'fatal' low flow

calculation.

An important issue in the modelling of these historic tides was also the extent of the salt

marshes and flood plains at the time of the events. The earliest modelled tide for 15OAD would

have occurred in an Estuary which was broad and almost unreclaimed from its original extent.

For this tide, the modelled cross sections were reconstructed to the entire width of the now

reclaimed and starved flood plain. This was achieved through re-analysing the present day

sections, removing any tidal embankments and using the level of the flood plain behind the sea

wall as the original height of the broad estuarine plain, prior to empoulderment. This is

obviously prone to many errors, such as consolidation of the sediments and the relatively

unknown degree to which the marshes built up from 150 AD to their reclamation. Similarly

there have almost certainly been changes in the channel morphology which cannot be accounted

for. Indeed the model for this period could not incorporate sections to the north of

Minsterworth as it becomes unclear, even from borehole evidence, as to what size or direction

the Estuary flowed. Therefore the upstream boundary condition for this simulation was set to

250m3/s at Minsterworth.
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Allen has published much data in the late 1980's and early 1990's, encompassing the

progressive reclamation of the Middle and Upper Estuary since Roman Times. These models

have been used as 'snapshots' of the Estuary for the 1250 and 1845 tides, and cross sections

have been adapted accordingly to his work where possible. However, some sections for these

tides have had to be left as they are today as no reliable information or interpretation of the

historic sections could be used.

7.7.2 Modelled Results

The results of modelling the predicted historic tides are included in Table 7.19.

Place	 Existing	 1945	 1845	 1250	 150

Avonmouth	 6.70m	 6.47m	 6.32m	 5.85m	 5.41m

(0km)	 __________	 -0.23m	 -0.38m	 -0.85m	 -1.29m

Beachley	 6.93m	 6.68m	 6.54m	 6.lOm	 5.67m

(11.9km) __________ -0.25m	 -0.39m	 -0.83m	 -1.26m

Sharpness	 7.45m	 7.16m	 7.Olm	 6.51m	 6.03m

(29.3 km) __________	 -0.29m	 -0.44m	 -0.94m	 -1.42m

Newnham	 7.72m	 7.39m	 7.22m	 6.74m	 6.37m

(43.9 km) ___________	 -0.33m	 -0.50m	 -0.98m	 -1.35m

Epney	 8.08m	 7.72m	 7.57m	 6.98m	 6.65m

(53.0km) __________	 -0.36m	 -0.51m	 -1.lOm	 -1.43m

Minsterworth	 8.30m	 7.92m	 7.78m	 7.06m	 6.92m

(61.3km)	 ___________	 -0.38m	 -0.52m	 -1.24m	 -1.38m

Lianthony	 8.89m	 8.44m	 8.27m	 7.78m

(71.2km) __________	 -0.55m	 -0.62m	 -1.11m	 __________

Table 7.19 Predicted high water springs for historic tides with comparison to present day

spring level.

Table 7.19 clearly shows that the difference between the historic high water spring tide

and the present day one at Avonmouth become much greater upstream for each of the tides,

other than the earliest tide where there is less consistency in the increase. This has extremely

important ramifications for the measurement of sea level change in an Estuary which is
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described in the following section where the results of modelling historic and future tides are

discussed.

7.8 Analysis of Modelled Spring Tides; Past. Present and Future.

7.8.1 General

This section analyses the spring tides which have been modelled during this chapter in

terms of sea level rise in the last 1850 years. Models of sea level rise for this period are

generally based upon the amount of sediment which has accreted since a dateable event, such

as Allen's chemzones, reclamations, identified buried surfaces and artefacts. This section

provides a different analysis based upon modelling data, although it is acknowledged that there

are many unknown factors to be accounted for in the model.

7.8.2 Difficulties in Modelling.

There are a number of practicalities which cannot he easily resolved in this model due to

the nature of the data available and the applicability of some of the assumptions made. This

section will describe some of the possible sources of error which may be introduced in the

analysis of the past and future tides.

Model Cross Sections

The mean spring high water is considered to he the principal control on the general

height of a salt marsh. Thus it is used by Hawkins (1971) and others as the surface in which

to correlate sea level change. Figure 7.27 illustrates the differences which may occur between

an actual channel cross section and the section used for modelling in the event of a change in

the mean spring high water.
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Future

Modelled Actual

Present

Past

Fig 7.27 'Variations in cross sections with progressive changes in mean high water spring

tide for a schematic section.

A model cross section for the present day is in dynamic equilibrium with the tidal

environment. In an idealised situation, the height of any flood plain inside of the seawalls is

governed by the mean high water spring level. Thus the tide spills onto the level adjacent to the

channel depositing sediment on tides higher than the mean spring flood.

The modelling of tides in the future has used the cross sections derived for the present

day morphology of the Severn Estuary. Thus with a rise in MHWS, the modelled tides are

more likely to overflow towards the seawalls (Fig. 7.27) whereas in reality sedimentation,

unless unable to keep up with the sea level changes, will occur between the seawall and the

channel at a height of around the prevailing MHWS. Thus the real and likely ('actual') channel

cross sections will show significant variations in the modelled breadths; the modelled sections

are likely to be broader at high tide. This has been identified earlier as being a significant factor

in he propagation of a tide. It is likely that in the future that tides will be kept within the main

channel more than the model predicts due to the accretion, thus it is assumed that the future

tides predicted by the model are under-estimates of the potential tides.

It is easier to represent the historic format of the Severn from the data already available

on morphological change, however, in places sections will be similar to the modern day ones

because of the lack of data. In this case the model section will hold the older, lower tide
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within the present day channel morphology, whereas the probable morphology of the channel

will have been broader than today as accretion to today's levels would not have occurred (Fig

7.27). This presents a problem as there are two opposite effects which may be generated from

this simulation. Firstly, if the tide is confined to the present day morphology of the channels,

then the predicted levels are likely to be too high, but conversely if the reconstructed sections

had flood plains which were too low in relation to the predicted tide, then excess spillage

would occur onto the flood plain, thus giving an impression of high tide levels being lower

than expected. The extent of the problem was ascertained by running the analysis for the

1250AD tide with the modern day channel cross sections and comparing the results to a model

run with the channel cross sections constructed for the 15OAD extent of the Estuary. These

two simulations can be seen as two extremes, with the modelled results given in Table 7.19 as

being an intermediate prediction using the nearest estimate to the shape of the Severn, which at

the time had been reclaimed in many places. Thus for this simulation there are some broad and

narrower sections.

Place	 '15OAD Layout' '1250AD Layout' 	 '1993 Layout'

Avonmouth (0 km)	 5.85m	 5.85m	 5.85m

Beachley (11.9km)	 6.lOm	 6.lOm	 6.1 im

Sharpness (29.3 km)	 6.50m	 6.51m	 6.49m

Newnham (43.9 km) 	 6.72m	 6.74m	 6.75m

Epney (53.0 km)	 6.95m	 6.98m	 7.12m

Minsterworth (6 1.3km)	 7.Olm	 7.06m	 7.34m

Llanthony (71.2 km) 	 ______________	 7.78m	 7.89m

Table 7.20 The 1250AD spring tide, high water levels, modelled using different channel

layouts.

The comparison of the three models of the 1250 tide are given in Table 7.20, in which

it is clear that there is little difference in the modelled levels of this tide even with three

different schemetisations in the Lower Estuary. However, differences become greater further
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upstream, where it becomes obvious that the larger historic floodplains had some appreciable

control on the progression of the tide, causing attenuation of the high levels.

Changes to Cross Sections.

The problems with modelling cross sections with respect to sea level change have

already been described in terms of change in the marsh heights with sea level. However, with

the simulation of future sea level curves the effect of erosion is also difficult to assess. One

major feature is that many of the salt marshes in the Severn Estuary are being eroded at their toe

by dominant currents and are thusretreating at an appreciable rate. This retreat cannot be

modelled within the scope of this work, nor can the effect of scouring or deposition in the

channel bed. The model has shown that currents and amount of flow may be 1.5 to 2 times the

present values for the two tides in the future. This would naturally cause greater erosion and

widening of the channel cross sections. Similarly it is impossible to assess the degree that the

bed of the Severn has eroded since the historical events of the past, where it is likely that the

main channel cross sections were narrower or shallower.

Tidal curves.

The tidal curves input to the model at Avonmouth have been based upon a simple mode

of determination. The curves based upon future sea level changes have been described earlier,

whereas the historical changes have been based on the sea level changes suggested by Allen

(1991). These figures are for observations in the Middle Estuary and so may reflect a greater

sea level change than was present at Avonmouth. However, this is the best estimate available.

7.8.2 Comments on the Observations of Sea Level Change in the Severn Estuary.

The events which have been simulated from 15OAD to 2100AD can be used to show

how a change in sea level may appear in different parts of the Estuary. Figure 7.28 shows the

predicted heights of mean high water spring along the Estuary for the various periods of
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history, the future tides being the values modelled on Clayton's 'best' estimate of sea level

change.
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Fig 7.28 Predicted MUWS for different times in history.

Figure 7.28 illustrates the gradual increase in MHWS with time at all locations. The

figure also indicates that there is little difference in the spring tide maximum upstream of about

60km in 150 and 1250 AD, this is bec€wse this represents the approxin?ate area of the titJ.aJ

limit of the spring tide at those times. If the heights of two consecuÜve MWS ate s\ce

and divided by the age between the two predicted levels, then the amount of accretion,

assuming the basic model of accretion level matching MHWS, can be calculated for each

period, giving the apparent rate of sea level rise which would he measured from geological

evidence of deposition at each section (Figure 7.29).
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Fig 7.29 Apparent sea level changes along the Estuary.

There is little apparent change in sea level rise along the Estuary for the three early

periods of time. It would be difficult to predict any considerable accretion rate for the period

between 150 and 1250, more than 57km upstream of Avonmouth because of the relative lack

of tidal influence. For the period 1250 - 1845 the modelling indicates that the general rise in

sea level at Avonmouth would be reflected in most of the Estuary, although a slightly greater

rise might be reflected between 53km and 66km upstream of Avonmouth. The period between

1845 and 1945 also seems to generally reflect the sea level change at Avonmouth over the

entirety of the Estuary.

The graph of apparent sea level change between 1945 and the present day is the best

indicator of the way that sea level change is reflected in the Estuary as the sections constructed

are the most reliable. This graph shows a general increase upstream in the amount of accretion

which could have occurred along the Estuary. Ignoring the abnormally high points, it could

still be said that up to twice the amount of accretion which could be expected adjacent to the

channel on the saltmarsh at Avonmouth could occur further upstream. The graphs for the two

predicted future tides, begin by showing a general rise in the apparent rate of sea level change
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as would be measured moving up the Estuary from Avonmouth to about 20km upstream. The

two graphs then fluctuate around the rate which would be seen at Avonmouth, because of the

difficulty in modelling the sections where the modelled breadth will be greater than might be

expected in reality.

7.8.3 Summary

The modelling of past, present and future tides has provided an estimate of the

apparent sea level change which may occur at any point in the Severn Estuary These indicate

that the rate of rise calculated is dependant on the position in the Estuary. Taking the difference

in modelled MHWS since 1945 to the present as being the most typical example of such

behaviour in an Estuary (as the set up of the simulation most truly reflects the physical reality

of the Severn) it can be said that a general increase in the measured rate of sea level would be

seen up Estuary. Therefore construction of any sea level curves in an estualy with a large tidal

range should take into account the position that measurements were made. This is complicated

much further by lateral changes in mudflat geometry and that inundation times are not taken

into account.

7.9 Inundation of Salt Marshes.

The inundation of salt marshes is demonstrated by taking three sections across a salt

marsh in the Lower, Middle and Upper Estuary and comparing them to the tidal curve for the

sections. So far the level of MHWS has been deemed to control sedimentation, so this tide is

used as the comparative tide in this section. However, without considering tidal surges, the

level of HAT ultimately dictates the maximum height of a salt marsh, unless excessive plant

derived (peat) sedimentation is occurring.
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7.9.1 Upper Estuary.

Two example sections for the Upper Estuary are illustrated in Figure 7.30 to show the

high water spring and astronomical tide.

Westgate Bridge

0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100

Distance (m)

Minsterworth

0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100 0	 500	 1000	 1500

Distance (m)	 Time (mm)

Fig 7.30 Estuary sections at Westgate Bridge and Minsterworth, spring curve to the right if

relevant.

Two sections illustrated in Figure 7.30 indicate that the spring tide is totally contained

within the main channel, unless there is excessive river input. The highest astronomical tide,
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does spill out of the channel onto the flood plain, which is most clearly indicated in the

Westgate Bridge section, where the HAT is held within the seawalls. This is not the case for

some other sections of the East and West Channels, where spillage onto Alney Island occurs.

The HRS modelling of the 1990 river flood calculated considerable flow on Alney Island

during this event. Inundation of the flood plain at Westgate Bridge on an Astronomical tide

would be up to 0.75m deep, but relatively short lived, about 80 minutes.

These two sections are typical of Upper Estuary sections, where the height of the flood

plain within the seawalls, if present, is above the level of MHWS but below the Astronomical

maximum.

7.9.2 Middle Estuary.

Two example sections in the Middle Estuary are shown in Figure 7.31. These again

show similar features to the Upper Estuary section, i.e. the flood plain le'els being at a level

between the high water spring and astronomical levels. The cross section at Epney shows how

the channel has been incised to considerable depth at one side, with the remaining impounded

flood plain being on the other (west) side. Inundation of this part of the flood plain would be

to a maximum depth of about 0.5m and would last 55 minutes, when flooding would extend

over 300m inland to the seawall from the main channel. Accepting that the flood plain within

the seawalls is at a height of 9.Om, the approximate duration and depth of flooding can be

assessed (Table 7.21).

Time(min)	 Heightoftide(m)	 Depth of floodplain

________________________ inundation (m)

onset	 9.00	 starts

^10	 9.18	 0.18

+20	 9.41	 0.41

+30	 9.50	 0.50

+40	 9.41	 0.41

+50	 9.39	 0.39

^55	 9.03	 0.03

Table 7.21 Floodplain inundation at New Inn (Epney) HAT.
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Fig 7.31 Channel sections and spring tide curves, Middle Estuary Locations.

It has been found from modelling tidal heights between the HAT and MHWS at

Avonmouth, that a tide in excess of 7.5mAOD at Avonmouth would cause inundation of the

flood plain at Epney. Such tides occur an estimated 22 times a year, using Allen (1990) as a

guide. The vertical rate of water rise on this flood plain, on an astronomical tide, would be

about O.Ol7mlminute. Assuming an average gradient of the flood plain surface of 0.001

would mean that the tide would appear to move at 0.3mJs across the flood plain on the rising

tide.
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The example section at Newnham demonstrates how the channel is almost totally

confined by seawalls, with little or no flood plain. The 'relict' flood plain inside of the

seawalls is again only flooded by tides in excess of the MHWS. Figure 7.31 also indicates the

small flow area which conducts the flow at low water.

7.9.3 Lower Estuary.
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Fig 7.32 Channel sections and spring tide curves at Northwick and Avonmouth in the

Lower Estuary
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Two example sections in the Lower Estuary are illustrated in Figure 7.32. These

illustrate the deep channel which has formed at Northwick which is just upstream of the

Shoots. The height of MHWS at Northwick is 15cm greater than the level of the marsh

adjacent to the channel and so is flooded on many more tides, in the order of 140 (Allen,

1990) to 213 (Narbett, 1993) times a year. Northwick Wharf provides a good example of a

stepped morphology salt marsh, where plateaux of a similar height are separated by small

vertical alluvial cliffs. The morphology of these marshes are described in the next chapter.

The section at Avonmouth illustrates that the tide is entirely empounded by the seawalls at high

tide. At this section there is considerable drying of the mudflats to the west of the main channel

(0 to 6000m on Figure 7.32), where this area is exposed for nearly five hours during a tidal

cycle.

7.9.4 Summary

The comparison of the modelled spring and astronomical high tides has found that the

salt marshes in the Severn Estuary fall into two categories; saitmarshes in the Middle and

Upper Estuary are at a height above the MHWS level, but below the HAT level, whereas

marshes in the Lower Estuary fall at about MHWS or Lower, adjacent to the main channel.

Further aspects of the morphology of the salt marshes and a model of accretion are described in

Chapter 8. It appears the position in the Estuary must be taken into account when analysing

mean sea level change, through changes in the rate of accretion as the tidal range gets

increasingly amplified upstream. The height at which the marshes are accumulating must also

be considered. Using the MHWS level as a reference datum as the position of accretion, may

be the best estimator, but is obviously not the definitive level at which salt marsh accretion has

taken place. Therefore, with the complexity of accretion measurement in the Estuary, tidal

curves constructed within the last two millennia, must be prone to considerable error, and

non-continuity between positions. Allen and Rae (1988) constructed a sea level curve based

upon the mean of the measured amount of accretion at positions in the Estuary at different

periods in history. These errors, were in the range which could be expected at different

positions, both along the Estuary axis and away from the main channel from the evidence of
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the modelling and salt marsh morphology. For sea level curves constructed from such

methods employed by Allen and Rae (1988) and Allen (1991) it is recommended that the

recorded data be reduced to give a level representative to Avonmouth, or the Bristol Channel,

to give a true representation of the sea level change. This would be easy from the analysis

presented in this thesis for the change in heights of the various high water events in the present

day environment and the comparison with the predicted 1945 levels. However, the modelling

of historical tides was not conclusive as to the merits of the method.

7.10 Tidal Defence.

7.10.1 Introduction.

This section describes the modelling of tides in the Severn, with a view to the existing

tidal defences and assesses their suitability.

Defence banks along the Severn Estuary and its tributaries are designed to prevent salt-

water flooding because of the adverse effect it has on the low lying land and are built to resist

all but extreme surge tides. In the uppermost reaches of the tributaries and the Severn, the

flood banks are designed to limit the overtopping of freshwater due to fluvial flood. The crests

of the seabanks rise up-estuary and in front of 'strategic' developed land, such as power

stations and where places are exposed to severe wave attack, such as Frampton, where south-

westerly winds can cause a wave build up of over 0.5m above the predicted tidal levels. Many

of the banks are Mediaeval in age and are below design levels because they have settled or have

not been adequately repaired.

The crest levels of the defences are under constant review, in light of surge tides,

wave attack and floods. Sea wall levels in the Severn are devised using a hydraulic model

operated by the HRS, new frequency analysis of extreme events and computer modelling.

Although there has been substantial redevelopment of the sea defences in the Severn, much of

the data available was before the 'Greenhouse Effect' was fully understood, so the levels are

still under review, in light of the potential for the present tidal regime becoming potentially

more threatening in the future.
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7.10.2 Abnormally High Sea Levels.

Abnormally high sea levels are used in the assessment of sea defences and are only

considered in the Severn, when sea levels are above land levels, even for relatively short

period of time (<2 hours). Presently used figures for high sea levels are based upon the

research of Lennon (1963), Graff (1980) and Price (1976) which are unmodified values as

each have argued that they have not identified evidence of long term trends in the rise of high

water levels. However Lennon suggested an average rise of 200mmlCentury for the Severn,

based on tide gauge records, of which half he accounted for as being due to land subsidence.

The NRA now allow 5mmlyear as the rise for the Severn region. The results of the three

works are presented as Table 7.22 for the predicted one in a hundred years height at

Avonmouth.

	

Author	 1/100 years height (m)	 Method

	

Lennon	 8.60	 Linear Log

	

8.90	 Gumbel

	

8.53	 Normal Frequency

	

8.47	 Barricelli

	

8.41	 JenkInson

________________________	 8.50	 Adjusted Normal Frequency

	

Graff	 8.33 to 8.49	 Jenkinson (different periods

of observation)

_________________________	 8.45	 Jenkinson

	

Price	 8.60	 Adjusted Normal Frequency

__________________________	 8.63	 Wessex Water Authority

Table 7.22 Predicted one in one hundred years tidal heights at Avonmouth.

Price (1976) corrected an error in Lennon's calculations, to derive a return period of 30

years to a 8.SmAOD tide at Avonmouth and 8.6mAOD for the hundred year return.
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The most extreme tide recorded in the Severn (Plate 1) was on the 30th January 1607

which was estimated to have been 9.2m AOD at Avonmouth and another tide of 9mAOD on the

8th December 1703. The tide level of the 1607 event is marked on buildings in both the

Somerset levels and in Wales. This tide was estimated to have comprised of a 'normal' tide,

0.lm below the astronomical high tide, combined with a 1.2m surge at the time of high tide.

Price estimated that there was a return period of about 850 years on this tide, Wessex Water

Authority and the NRA now ascribe a 1 in 500 year frequency for the 1607 tide. It is noted

that the largest surge actually occurred at low tide on the 16th March 1947, when a surge of

3.7m was measured, this would have been devastating if it was to have occurred at high water

on a large tide.

Lennon also analyses the frequency of surges occurring in the Severn. He predicted a

2.35m surge as the one in a hundred years return and 2.56m as the 200 years return, although

such measurements must be extremely difficult to justify given the high tidal range and

complexity of the Severn. It is also noted that Lennon's analysis suggest that surges are twice

as likely on the neap tide, suggesting that there may be an unexplained interaction at spring

tides reducing surge levels (Binnie, 1981).

The surge of February 1990 was higher than the 30 year and 100 year return events,

although the tidal range was less. However this tide is attributed a 70 year return by the HRS,

highlighting the problems in the frequency analysis of tide levels.

7.10.3 Seawall Heights

The Welsh Water Authority accepted seawall heights in the 1980's at design levels

which rise from 8.8m at Cardiff to 9.5m at Sudbrook. Crest heights in the Caldicott levels

have since been reviewed, especially where unprotected by saltmarshes and prone to wave

attack, where levels now are built to over 1OmAOD. These levels are based upon the 100 years

return sea level, with an allowance for wave attack. Wessex Water Authority, use the same

criterion, with a recommended minimum level of 8.63m at Avonmouth, although Severn

Trent Water used 8.5m for Avonmouth previously, the 30 year return value, but only 0.lm

less that the 100 years return.
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7.10.4 Waves.

A wave run up of 0.5m is used as a general allowance for seawall design. Wave

heights in excess of 1.7m during force 9 gales have been identified by the HRS at Severn

Beach and levels between this and im for the 'English' coast from Avonmouth to Frampton.

7.10.5 Flood Defence Construction.

Sections of sea walls prone to wave attack are invariably defended by a seawards

protection of rock rap, although precast reinforced asphalt or cast in situ-concrete are common

in the Somerset Levels. Older seawalls are generally small and grassed on both sides, relying

on protection from fore-bounding saitmarshes or mudflats. These often have nearly vertical

faces and a susceptible to breaching when overtopped by still water or during extreme wave

attack.

7.10.6 Modelled Events.

The following tides have been modelled to assess flood defence levels in the Severn

Estuary;

30 years event, 8.5mAOD at Avonmouth (range 14.8m)

100 years event, 8.6mAOD at Avonmouth (range 14.9m)

500 years event, 1607 tide, 9.2mAOD at Avonmouth (range 15.4m), average winter

flow.

With a river flow of 150m 3/s at Maisemore and 100m 3/s at Westgate Bridge (average

winter flow) and also 500m 3/s at Maisemore and 235m 3/s at Westgate Bridge (5 years flood).

70 years event, 1990 tidal surge, 8.8m AOD at Avonmouth (range 14.3m)
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The results of modelling the abnormal tides during average winter flow and during the

five years river flood are illustrated on Figures 7.33 and 7.34.
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Fig 7.33 Abnormal tides during average Winter flows.

Figure 7.33 shows how the predicted extreme tides often exceed the seawall heights.

The figure illustrates the HRS survey of seawall heights, which have been improved in the

Lower Estuary, between 9 and 20km upstream of Avonmouth, hence high water levels are

not affected by overflow over the walls, as the new wall heights have been used in modelling.

From inspection of this graph is can be found that the 30 years event would flood the left hand

(English) bank at about 22km distance upstream, both sides at about 50km and upstream of

62km. These positions are near to Berkeley, Framilode and in areas upstream of

Minsterworth. The seawall at Berkeley has recently been improved because of flooding,

where a substantial reinforced soil wall and rock wrap has been added to the existing structure.

The higher events would flood even greater areas to a larger degree, although the seawall
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improvements north of Avonmouth to about 20km upstream would only be overtopped by the

extreme 1607 tide, which would breach about a third of the Estuary's present defences.
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Fig 7.34 Abnormal tides during 5 year river flood.

The combination of extreme high water and high river flood indicates that high water

levels will be raised by up to 0.2m between 40km and 60km upstream of Avonmouth

compared with the events during normal winter flow.

When assessing the defences in the Estuary, it is worth considering what level

seawalls should be built to if no flooding is to occur on the 100 years wave. The model was

set up so that the seawalls were infinitely high so that the height of a lOOm event in the Estuary

could be fully assessed. This is illustrated in Figure 7.35, which shows the height of the 30

and 100 years tide with an allowance made for waves on the 100 years tide which is the NRA

guideline height. This clearly shows that many of the seawalls, especially on the right hand

bank, upstream of Slimbridge (35km) and from Lower Dumball (50km) on the left bank

would be overtopped and that the sea defences in the Upper Estuary are considerably lower

than required. However, flow across Alney Island is likely to retard extreme levels passing
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upstream into the Severn River north of Gloucester, hence may be considered an acceptable

sacrifice. Allowing the walls to be overtopped may be a necessary evil, given the requirement

that any further seawall work must not have an adverse effect on the Severn River system,

which is naturally immune to river flood inundation.
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Fig 7.35 30 and 100 year events, with no seawall overtopping.

A critical consideration is the defence of the City of Gloucester, which can flood quite

severely between the East and West Channel. However, defences adjacent to the built up

areas are at about 10.5mAOD, which would flood on the extreme tides. Figure 7.36 illustrates

the topography near Gloucester, where it is deemed that high tides greater than 10.5m at this

location, would threaten areas lying less than 1OmAOD.
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Gloucester is a City which is vulnerable to the effects of tidal interactions with large

river flows (Hawkins and Taylor, 1991). Both the model study in this work and Binnie and

Partners modelling of the Estuary without the attenuating effects of flow over the seawalls,

indicate that seawalls in excess of 1l.3m (this work) and 11.6m (Binnie model) above

Ordnance Datum would be required to contain the thirty years tide at Gloucester, when

combined with an average winter flow of about 200 to 250m3/s. The relatively unrealistic

scenario of the 1607 flood occuring with a 5 year river flood, would cause levels in excess of

12.5m at Gloucester if all the seawalls were built up to prevent flooding. The current situation

would dictate that tidal levels of the 30, 70 or even 100 years events would not, according to

the model, vary significantly at Gloucester. However, this is a reflection of the flooding over

the seawalls occuring, naturally the higher the tidal event the more severe any flooding would

be.

Protecting the City of Gloucester would become increasingly difficult if sea levels,

hence the frequency of extreme tidal events, were to increase as protection of the City also

hinders the drainage of waters flowing from the Cotwolds to the east of the City. Large scale

developments, now being constructed in the East of the City at Barnwood and Coney Hill,

will increasing require delaying resevoirs to prevent a severe risk of flooding.

7.10.7 Tidal Sumps

The effect of allowing the easten\ lank of the k3eci t	 t 1c3(3c! t

assessed during the course of this work. A proposed method of creating a tidal sump involved

the removal of the existing sea defences and allowing an area of land up to the residential

properties at Arlingham to flood. Two different heights of the reclaimed land allowed to flood

were assessed; a ground level of 7 mAOD, slightly lower than existing levels and a ground

level of 5 mAOD which would require excavation of material to over 2m depth. The area

where earthworks may be undertaken is illustrated on Figure 7.37. It is estimated that to

complete such works that 1.8 million m 3 of material would need to be removed for the first

project, and about 9.4 million m 3 for the second project.
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The modelled effects of these large scale earthmoving operations on the high water

levels on a spring and astronomical tide are illustrated in Figure 7.38.

Spring Tide
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Fig 7.38 Effects of introducing 'tidal sump' on the Arlingham bend.

The simulation of this tidal sump on the effects on the spring and astronomical tides

reveals that the project would reduce tidal levels from 30km upstream of Avonmouth almost to
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the Estuary head. The model predicted a number of seawall breaches upstream of

Minsterworth on the unaffected astronomical tide. The reworking of the bend to 5mAOD

predicted only very minor breaches in four locations. It was found that the levels of the high

astronomical tide were reduced the most downstream of the theoretical earthworks at

Slimbridge and Frampton, where a maximum change of 37cm was recorded. In general the

change was a reduction of O.25m upstream of Arlingham for the excavation to 5mAOD. Low

water levels were generally higher by less than 10cm in most of the Estuary, or slightly greater

downstream of Sharpness to Oldbury Reservoir. Maximum velocities were reduced to about

two thirds of the predicted 'normal' velocities, while the time of high tide was delayed by

about 3 to 18 minutes, upstream of Sharpness.

In conclusion the model predicts that the use of a tidal sump could reduce the risk of

flooding in considerable areas of the Severn. There are several other localities where there are

no substantial residential properties within extensive reclaimed flood plain areas which could be

considered for a similar project. The effect on the ecologically strategic mudflats at Slimbridge

would be relatively small, as the value as a wildlife reserve relies upon the drying of the

mudflats for bird feeding. As the low water levels are relatively unaffected this habitat would

not be threatened. However, the overriding practicality would be one of money, if such a

project was cQnsidered. The cost of moving and as importantly disposing of the quantity of

material required would almost certainly render any such project unfeasible. A cheaper plan

would be to simply let the existing floodplain area be allowed to flood by removing the seawall

and protecting the village at Arlingham with a new seawall. The cost of this would be

relatively low, although the cost to farming and 'political correctness' of such work cannot be

assessed. The study of this strategy is considered the limit to which a computer model can be

applied to coastal engineering, as the overall effects on the Severn Estuary would need to be

considered by way of a hydraulic scale model.

7.10.8 Changing Bed Levels.

The channel surveys and modelling undertaken by the HRS revealed that bed

movements had occurred between the assessment of the cross sections and the modelled
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events. It is impossible within the scope of this work to assess how bed levels may change

with time, however, a brief assessment of the effect of changed bed levels could be made.

The greatest difference that the change in bed levels could make would be in the Upper Estuary

where the rises and falls, found to be as great as 1.6 m between 1975 and 1986 for a section

upstream of the model boundaries, greatly affected the capacity of the channel. The HRS

found that the majority of bed level fluctuations occurred upstream of the two weirs at

Maisemore and Llanthony. The model was therefore run with the lowest bedlevel raised by

O.5m or dropped by O.5m from Minsterworth to the upstream boundaries, with the section

properties re-evaluated. The results of this modelling found that for high tide levels, the

bedlevel did not effect the high water level for most tidal events, but if bed levels were raised

then a substantial fluvial flood showed higher levels, even with a tidal influence. Low water

levels were always increased, in the range of O.75m.

7.11 Conclusions.

This chapter has reproduced the results of modelling the existing tidal regime in the

Severn Estuary for the spring, neap and surge tides. The salient features and differences

between which have been discussed.

Future tidal levels, based on predicted global sea level changes have been presented

which predict a worse case rise of about O.5m of high water levels at Avonmouth by 2030AD

and in the order of 1.4m by 2100AD, although the 'best estimate' of sea level rise predicts

levels about O.2m and O.6m for these two periods. Modelling predicts that similar or slightly

greater rises would be recorded further upstream, although it is believed that the model will

underpredict such changes, due to unaccountable changes in the salt marsh morphologies.

Historic tides have also been modelled, with the morphology of the Estuary being

reconstructed from archaeological information. These modelled events indicate that the drop in

high water spring levels is increased upstream. For instance, the predicted high water spring

level at Avonmouth is estimated to have been 5.41mAOD in 15OAD, which is 1.29m less than

at present, but would be between 1.35 to l.43m less than the existing levels in the Middle

Estuary. It is clear from the modelling, however, that there will be significant systematic
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spatial variation in the accreted depth of sediment and thus the calculated rate of sea level rise.

Using the high water spring level as the control on the height of the salt marsh accretion, this

indicates that the rate of accretion, hence sea level change, would appear greater upstream.

However, modelling of this effect was inconclusive because the rate of sea level rise was so

small for the early tides that differences in the calculated change of sea level rise upstream were

imperceptible.

Comparison of the high water levels and the channel morphologies indicated that the

saltmarshes are not accreting at the level of mean high water spring, but are generally above

this level in the Middle and Upper Estuary, and below the level in the Lower Estuary. This

difference can be partially attributable to the constriction of the Estuary by seawalls, narrowing

the sections and reducing flood plain flow in the Middle Estuary, and by the minerogenic

deposition of sediments, which will tend to he coarser grained upstream.

Modelling of abnormally high tides has confirmed that the sea defences of the Severn

estuary are barely adequate, and require review, if sea level is to rise at greater rates than are

considered at present. MAFF standards for coastal protection suggest that works should be

constructed to allow for a tide+surge+wave action with a 200 to 300 year return, or a

tide+surge with a 1000 year return. The tidal defences of the Severn are designed to a less

conservative value based upon the 100 years tide, with an allowance for wave attack. This is

not considered sufficient for the Severn Estuary, although proper evaluation must include a

cost assessment of the value of rebuilding seawalls to a greater height compared to the damage

caused by inundation. An example of an innovative technique of allowing an area of the

Estuary to flood to act as a tidal sump has been demonstrated as being a method which can

attenuate high water levels in much of the Estuary.
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CHAPTER 8

SALTMARSHES

8.1 Introduction,

The previous chapter has illustrated how the Severn Estuary is vulnerable to extreme

tides from innundation and from the fast currents generated. The alluvial plains and

saitmarshes bounding the Estuary are the most sensitive environment to tidal influences and in

light of the research on sea' level change in this work, are addressed in this chapter. The

chapter describes the sedimentology of the saltmarshes, the morphology of some the marshes

in the Lower Estuary and how they have developed with the changes in the hydrodynamics of

the Estuary. The vulnerability of the coastline and seawalls in the Estuary are assessed at the

end of the chapter.

8.2 Saltmarsh Stratigraphy and Morphology.

Allen (1985) describes the generalised stratigraphy of the saitmarshes of the Severn,

dividing them into five lithostratigraphic surfaces and associated units. Revisions of this model

(Figure 8.1) are shown in Allen (1987) and Allen and Rae (1987) which introduce these units

and the typical staircase geometry they form. The lithostratigraphic units may overlap one or

more of the older buried units.

Table 8.1 Generalised description of lithostratigraphic units.
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Fig 8.1 Figurative illustration of Allen's alluvial stratigraphy. (WF - Wentlooge Formation;

RF - Rumney Formation; AF - Awre Formation; NP - Northwick Formation)

Name	 Age	 Status

Wentlooge Formation	 Isolated in Roman Times Wentlooge surface isolated

________________________ by emhankments 	 and not accreting

Rumney Formation 	 Partially isolated by early Oldbury surface isolated

mediaeval reclamation and not accreting

(characteristic ridge and

furrow topography)

Rumney Surface accreting

besides sea walls forming

highest geomorphic surface

__________________________ 	 on saltmarsh

Awre Formation	 Industrial Revolution	 Awre Surface still accreting

________________________ ________________________ forming middle saltings

Northwick Formation	 Early 20th Century	 Northwick Surface still

accreting, forming lowest

__________________________ __________________________ surface of saltmarsh

Intertidal Mudflats	 ?	 Youngest, forming soft

sediment tidal platform at

________________________ ________________________ foot of Awre formation.

Table 8.2 Age and status of lithostratigraphic units.
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The deposition of these units has been attributed to sea level or climatic fluctuations by

Allen. From archaeological information he has derived general ages for the onset of accretion

of these units (Table 8.2). It is noted, however, that not all units or formations are present in

a saltmarsh, indeed Narbett (1992) stated that the simplified model by Allen is not rigorous

enough to apply to Northwick Warth in detail.

8.3	 Physical Controls.

Allen and Pye (1992) state that the location, character and dynamic behaviour of

saitmarshes are controlled by four physical factors;

• Sediment Supply

• Wind and Wave Climate

• Tidal Regime

• Movement of Relative Sea Level

The following sections describe how these factors influence the morphology of the

saltmarshes in the Severn Estuary.

8.3.1 Sediment Supply.

There are three principal sediment sources in the Severn Estuary similar to those

identified by McManus (1979):

Fluvial - Thought to be predominantly suspended and in solution in the present day lower

energy conditions of the Severn. Collins (1987) identified from mineralogical comparisons

that the fine sediments presently brought into the Severn Estuary have a fluvial origin.

Marine - These may enter the Estuary from the Bristol Channel as a traction load or in

suspension. Early sandy sediments, deposited in general below 0 mAOD were identified
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by Murray and Hawkins (1976) as originating from the Celtic Sea, accompanying the

initial period of the Flandrian Transgression and higher energy conditions.

Redeposition - Internal erosion and deposition processes can recycle sediment with an

estuary. This process is obviously limited in general to the soft sediment alluvial coastline

of clifflets and mudflats.

An estuary can be a net importer or exporter of sediment (Kelly, 1987, O'Conner,

1987) depending on the degree of infihling which has taken place. During the early stages of the

Flandrian Transgression to 6000 BP the Severn would have been a net importer of sediment

with little erosion taking place. Allen (1990) assesses the current status of the Severn Estuary

as being nearly at capacity with no appreciable difference between export and import. This was

an important consideration in the assumption of not applying sediment transport in the

modelling of the Estuary, which would have required a complex model. Kirby and Parker

(1982), Collins (1987) and Allen (1990) suggest that about 1.63x 106 tonnes of fine sediment

are discharged per year into the Bristol Channel from fluvial sources and that three times this

amount is held in suspension. A total of 1.16x10'° tonnes of fine sediments is estimated to

have been introduced into the Severn in post-glacial times.

Some of the most important suppliers of the present day sediments are the existing

mudflats and probably saltmarshes which are reworked as an internal supply of sediment.

Allen (1988) describes the theoretical processes of reworking and deposition up-estuary as it

transgresses with rising sea level.

8.3.2 Wind and Wave Climate.

The wind and wave climate principally effects the erosion of the soft sediment

clifflines. Erosion tends to he greater in the Autumn and Winter due to the stormier weather.

Erosion of the alluvial clifflines is predominantly controlled by waves breaking against the

cliffs exploiting desiccation cracks formed during the Summer, whilst scouring at the foot of

these cliffs can undermine them. The different modes of cliffline erosion and failure are

described by Allen (1987).
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The winds and waves are also a major consideration in the building of sea defences.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, wave effects in the order of 0.5m minimum should be

considered above the 100 years tide when designing sea defences. Exposed coastlines in the

Severn Estuary are predominantly on the English side between Severn Beach and Frampton,

whose aspect make them vulnerable to south westerly winds, which are generally the strongest

encountered in the Severn and frequently are associated with the storms that drive tidal surges.

8.3.3 Tidal Regime.

The tidal regime of the Severn Estuary has already been covered in some detail in this

thesis, so is not repeated in any great detail here. The macrotidal tidal regime, drives spring

tides into the Estuary with heights that increase upstream. The height of the high water spring

equates roughly to the height of the saltmarsh surfaces, an aspect which is considered later in

this chapter. The level of the mean high water neap is sometimes considered to be at a similar

level to the base of the saltmarshes, with mudflats or sand shoals being present at lower

altitudes. Obviously estuaries with larger tidal ranges will tend to form higher saltmarsh cliffs

under these conditions at the wet margin with the estuary.

Another important aspect of the tidal regime is the currents generated and the angle of

incidence of these flows with the saltmarshes. Marshes where rapid prolonged currents sweep

towards them will have a greater potential to erode than ones in less direct contact with the

dominant currents. The relationship between saltmarshes and the currents in the Lower Severn

Estuary will be described later in the chapter.

8.3.4 Movement of Relative Sea Level.

Mature saitmarshes accrete within the prevailing tidal frame. Unless the rate of change

of the prevailing sea level is too great for the marsh to match, the surface will rise with a rise

in sea level, or will become exposed if sea level was to drop.

There is little evidence of reductions in the post glacial sea levels in the Severn Estuary.

Such events would cause widespread exposure of saitmarshes and would lead to the formation
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of the alluvial 'crust' as described by Narbett (1992), which would subsequently become

buried with the onset of the next period of sea level rise. Geotechnical information from

boreholes shows no evidence that the present day alluvial pile has any stiffer layers indicative

of buried crusts.

A rise in mean level will be approximately matched by the rate of rise of the saltmarsh

surfaces. It has already been demonstrated that the amount of apparent sea level rise increases

upstream. The rise in the relative sea level also influences the retreat of the Estuary upstream as

illustrated by Allen (1988) and the nature of infill of the Severn Estuary (Hawkins, 1984).

8.4 Accretion of Sediments.

8.4.1 Measurement of Accretion.

Saltmarsh accretion in the Severn Estuary within the last 2500 years has been analysed

using a variety of techniques which have developed by Allen and Rae (1988). These

measurements include the following;

Height differences related to reclamations.

As seawalls have been built the flood plain behind the defences have been starved of

sediment supply, hence if the date of reclamation is known, the height difference between the

marshes in front and behind the wall can he used as a guide to the amount of accretion which is

assumed to directly relate to the sea level change. However, such a theory is prone to a variety

of errors. Whilst the following sentences seem to criticise the method it is stressed that the

method is still one of the most reliable of the methods applied to the Severn.

As seahanks maroon the older and larger floodplain, the near channel and still free to

flood saltmarshes may build up at a greater rate because the former area of inundation is

severely attenuated. Allen (1991) acknowledged this as a small error but argued that the

hydraulics of an estuary are such that compensations downstream would result in little if no

discernible increase in the effect of this factor. This seems to have been borne out by the

modelling of the 1250AD tide with a narrow reclaimed saltmarsh geometry to the Estuary and a
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broad alluvial plain geometry. The difference between modelling the two showed only minor

increases to the spring tide heights when the Estuary was restricted. However, greater

volumes of flow and velocities were generated during the 'restricted' scenario, suggesting

greater sediment would be carried if an estuary was suddenly reclaimed, leading to an initial

period of fast accretion in front of the seawalls, this could be counteracted by increased

erosion.

Allen also assumes that the saitmarshes are mature prior to reclamation. This may be

true for some areas of the Estuary but cannot be considered definitive. If a seawall was

emplaced there may be an initial period of rapid accretion, which would slow down as the

saltmarsh attains a high level in th tidal frame. This effect would definitely be greater for

seawalls placed on lower alluvial surfaces, closer to the main channel.

Narbett (1992) also argued that Allen made no account for the seawalls being

overtopped during extreme events and depositing sediments behind the seawalls. Whilst this

holds true, it is not likely that the amount of sediment which would be carried over the walls

would be sufficient to cause any significant difference in the measured accretion. However,

localised places where a seawall may have been built, suffered severe damage and was not

repaired for some time might have post-reclamation sediments of an appreciable thickness.

Although the area was not studied in detail, the excavation of a 'borrow pit' near Aust Warth

mentioned by Narhett (1992) showed two distinct layers where calcareous nodules had formed

separated by over 300m of alluvium close to, but behind, the seawall. As it is difficult to date

these horizons, it must be assumed that the two deposits are of a relatively similar age, given

their nature. Caicrete horizons form relative to the groundwater table and zone of capillary rise.

Although this apparent change in conditions due to a sudden influx of sediment because of a

long to moderate term failure of the seawall cannot he discounted, it is more likely that

installation of some form of land drainage caused a drop in the water table to allow formation

of the lower horizon or that the water table was allowed to rise after some form of groundwater

abstraction had ceased. No anecdotal information from the owner of the area, or the NRA

could be found to substantiate any of these ideas. Much of the land drainage in the area is pre-

or just after the war, therefore it is possible that relatively mature caicrete horizons can form

within 50 years.
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It was found during the construction of the cross sections of the Estuary and flood

plains for the computer model the surfaces of the old mature marshes behind and in front of the

sea wall formed levees. This is a natural phenomena caused by the over flowing sediment rich

waters onto the flood plain, both during major periods of inundation and through wave

breaking. In places in the Middle Estuary surveying of the land clearly shows the new post

reclamation levee superimposed upon the larger older levee. The older levees, whilst showing

a much larger height difference between levee crest and low points, generally have a smaller

surface gradient, suggesting that there is some interaction between the present day levee,

recent tidal regime and the constriction of the Estuary.
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Fig 8.2 Existing and pre-reclamation flood plain near Epney.

Figure 8.2 indicates the old and present reclaimed flood plain near Epney. This clearly

shows the small extent of the present day flood plain within the seawalls and that over one

metre of accretion has occurred since its reclamation. The rapid rise of the ground surface on

either side of the old flood plain is due to the outcrop of the bedrock. This figure shows the

pre-existing levee which had developed prior to reclamation, which is lower and steeper on the

east side of the main channel. This difference may he due to different times of reclamation,

although no authoritative historical data could be found to confirm this. An investigation using
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a hand auger was also undertaken to see whether the sediments indicated that one side or the

other had been an overflow channel, where either excessive scour or deposition had occurred

during ancient inundation. However, the results, primarily due to the sampling technique

were inconclusive. This investigation could not identify whether the topography was due to

excess settlement on the east side, possibly indicating the presence of a buried channel. It is

clear that if a levee, either post or pre-reclamation is eroded by the channel spreading

outwards, then the high part might be removed resulting in a lower apparent rate of

sedimentation, although this is countered by an increase in the rate of sedimentation on the part

of the floodplain which had been protected by the levee and would be more prone to flood than

before.

This dating of buried surface is also prone to error for the reasons listed by Narbett

(1992), although it appears that Allen's research in the main has followed an acceptable

methodology in this respect. Allen's chemzones, however, are criticised by Narbett, who

believes that the post industrial geochemical markers are unreliable because of the ability of

organic matter to concentrate these pollutants, as he found a high correlation between organic

content (assumed to indicate the presence of spartina grass trapping sediment) and the metal

concentrations. It is also noted that the organic content of alluvial soils can commonly decrease

with depth (disbarring any peat type sedimentation) because of the breakdown of organic

materials and limitations of test methods.

Allen's proposed rates of sea level rise have been included in Chapter 2 and been

accepted as the basis for modelling historical tides, especially as no better estimates have been

proposed. The model therefore predicts sea levels in the Severn Estuary which are prone not

only to the potential methodology errors and incorrect assumptions mentioned previously, ôut

to the following factors highlighted by Narbett (1992);

• The sharp upturn in sea level within the last 150 years proposed by Allen (1988 and

1991) may be due to the ability of vegetation to promote sedimentation rather than a dramatic

increase in sea levels.

•	 The construction of sea defences along the Estuary margin in the last 500 years has

altered the depositional regime, hence may influence the apparent rate of change of sea level.
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•	 Shipping movements can significantly affect the channel morphology and hence the

sedimentological characteristics of the Estuary (Hawkins, 1984).

8.4.2 Accretion in the Severn Estuary.

Allen (1988) indicates the amount of accretion he has measured between several of his

chronological markers in positions in the Estuary. In his study he suggests that the following

amounts of accretion have occurred in the Severn, which have been compared to the modelling

of the mean high water spring level predicted by the model studies.

Roman time to present.

Allen found that accretion in the region of about 0.9 to 1.7m had occurred in this

period, showing a minimum amount of accretion near to Aust increasing upstream and

downstream, although the downstream prediction may not have enough data to fully back the

assumption. The model studies predicted the apparent change in sea levels from the present to

Roman times would be greater upstream of Aust which was the locality where the lowest

change was predicted. Allen used a quadratic polynomial curve to show the changes in sea

level from this time to the present along the Estuary, the modelling did not confirm this type of

behaviour. The model predicted changes in the order of 1.26 to 1.43m with less spread than

Allen's figures.

Medieval to present.

Allen proposed a straight line fit suggesting greater accretion up-estuary between about

0.6m and 1.6m for this period of over 700 years, with the maximum accretion occurring

upstream. This type of behaviour was confirmed by the model simulation if sedimentation was

closely related to the high water levels, although again the predicted change in spring tide

levels is less than that of Allen.
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1845AD to present.

Allen again predicts a polynomial distribution of accretion between about O.4m at Aust,

increasing rapidly upstream to a maximum of about 1.2m. Model studies did not show such a

trend in the spring high tide heights, again a nearly linear change of about O.4m at Aust to

O.6m near Gloucester.

1945AD to present.

Allen indicates that the accretion of sediments in the Estuary increase in a linear fashion

upstream from about O.2m to O.3m. Modelling studies show close agreement to this in all but

the Upper Estuary.

Some of the discrepancies of the modelled and Allen's measured heights are explained

by the complexity of the depositional system, especially as it has already been shown the mean

high water spring is not necessarily the level of the marsh height and that major differences in

sedimentation can occur within small distances due to the position of the saltmarsh in either an

erosive or deposition part of the channel (see later in the chapter). As a conclusion it is deemed

that Allen's work although flawed, is not unacceptable and certainly must be embraced at

present as the best guidance for historic sea level changes. However, the model studies and

Narbett's comments on the chemzones used as stratigraphy since the mid Nineteenth Century

do seem to suggest that the extreme rates of accretion up to 1.2m that Allen has recorded are

not due to the prevailing changes in sea level, but to methodology errors or unknown physical

conditions.

8.4.3 Model of Accretion on Saltmarshes.

Allen (1992) and Allen & Rae (1987) both highlighted that the lithostratigraphic units

present on the Estuary flanks showed the sensitivity of the soft sediment coastline to small

changes in the tidal regime. Allen (1990) proposed a simple one-dimensional model for the

vertical growth of a saltmarsh or alluvial surface. Allen's model is a differential equation

describing the principal controls on the rate of saltmarsh accretion (Equation 8.1).
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dE - dSmin + dSorg dA dM dP
dt -	 dt	 dt + dt -	 - ( 8.1 )

Where	 rate of change in surface elevation, relative to tidal datum (LAT)

dSmin -
Rate of accretion of minerogenic sedimentdt -

dSorg - rate of accretion of organogenic materialdt -

= rate of change in amplitude of the astronomical tide (increase is positive)

= rate of change in relative mean sea level (upwards trend is positive)

= rate of change in surface level due to consolidation of sediments.

As estuarine sediments are analogous to river floodplain sediments, the minerogenic

term can be expanded using Equation 8.2 for the addition of fine sediment through diffusive

and convectional processes, summing the relevant effects over the period of accretion on a

single tide and the sum of these tides over the yearly period.

dSmin	 K
dt	 = 1- p year T c (H,t) W(t)

Where K = fraction of remaining sediment thickness at the end of a year

P = fractional porosity of material deposited

T = duration of surface wetting during astronomical tide

C = fractional volume concentratibn of mineral matter in the water

H = height of tide

t = time relative to the start of the average tidal year

W = terminal settling velocity of suspended particles.

( 8.2 )
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The term for minerogenic deposition decreases rapidly as the surface elevation of a

marsh increases. Without considering abnormal tides, the highest astronomical tide defines

the maximum level at which a saltmarsh can accrete through minerogenic sedimentation.

The rate of organic sedimentation depends on the amount of retained root and surface

vegetation debris. This term is a function of the tidal elevation as vegetation is zoned within the

tidal frame. Often saitmarshes with steppped surfaces have different types of dominant species

upon each level. This term is most important in the upstream sections of the Estuary floodplain

where they are starved of mineral sediments because of the levee. In such locations it would be

natural to expect appreciable thicknesses of organic material, namely freshwater peats.

The height of the astronomical tide has been demonstrated to rise in the Severn Estuary

at a rate greater than mean sea level, so the effect of sea level change will vary in different

places of the Estuary, albeit by a relatively small amount. It is unlikely that the long term

consolidation term adds appreciably to the overall calculation of Equation 8.1. Allen divides

saltmarsh accretion into three principal growth modes based upon Equation 8.1.

Mode 1 Growth.

dSorg dA dM dP
dt	 <0

This mode requires the minerogenic deposition to he positive for the marsh to remain in

an equilibrium state. Marshes in this mode of growth attain constant level below the highest

astronomical tide after an initial early period of fast accretion. Such growth is best suited to

by an upward trend in relative sea level.

Mode 2 Growth.

dSorg dA dM dP
dt	 >0

This mode illustrates that the marsh cannot manage equilibrium as it would require a

negative input of minerogenic sediment. After the highest astronomical tide level is reached by
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the marsh surface, accretion can only occur as organic coastal peat like formation. This mode

of growth is favoured by conditions of steady or reducing sea level.

Mode 3 Growth.

dSorg dA dM dP
dt

This mode of growth occurs between the other two models of growth where

equilibrium would occur after an infinite period, attaining the height of the highest

astronomical tide.

8.4.4 Saltmarsh inundation at Northwick.

Allen's predictions of marsh maturation times are of the order of about 100's to 1000

years, implying that measurements on more recent marshes would over estimate the apparent

rise in mean sea level as the marshes would still he accreting at an enhanced rate to the higher

and older marshes behind. Narbett (1992) produced profiles of the saltmarsh at Northwick, a

typical example of which is used in Table 8.3 to illustrate the inundation of the marsh on spring

and astronomical tides, using figures from the computer modelling of the tides.

	

Surface	 Elevation	 Tide	 Period of	 Max depth of

__________________	 (mAOD)	 _______________ inundation (mm) inundation (m)

Northwick	 6.47	 HAT	 132	 1.83

(Lower Marsh) _____________ 	 MHWS	 83	 0.56

	Awre	 6.83	 HAT	 117	 1.47

(Intermediate Marsh) _____________ 	 MHWS	 44	 0.20

	

Rumney	 7.26	 HAT	 95	 1.01

(High Marsh)	 ______________	 MHWS	 not flooded	 not flooded

Table 8.3 Inundation of saltmarsh at Northwick, spring and astronomical tide.
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The inundation figures for the saltmarsh at Northwick illustrate that only the Rumney

formation has attained a height above the spring tide level and can be considered to be mature.

Changes in tidal levels in excess of 0.6m in 10 minutes can occur on the astronomical tide

leading to the marshes flooding at very high velocities. This change cannot be matched by the

drainage of the marsh, so the water is slowly transferred to the Estuary via tidal pills on the

ebbing tide. After a high tide water may be left to stand against the seawalls. Not only do the

walls suffer erosion during the high water itself, but also from transverse flows of draining

water exacerbated by the wind. Observations suggest than wind can cause boundary layers in

the upper 1 to 5cm of the water column on flooded saitmarshes which appear to flow in excess

of twice the velocity of the flooding waters.

When the saltmarshes are observed to flood it can be seen that the flow upon them is

very turbulent and well mixed. crude field experiments with ink dyes suggested there

appeared to be no laminar flow close to the surface of the marsh. It is clear that the

sedimentation of fine material on the marsh is low on a spring tide and that the vegetation is

trapping a high percentage of this material, possibly up to 40 or 50%, with the remainder

settling from the water column.

A more important contributor to the saitmarshes is the coarser silt fraction. Silt laminae

can often be traced across the entire area of a single saltmarsh level. Studies for this work at

Northwick using glitter as a marker at first proved difficult because the current velocity or

turbidity was sufficient to resuspend the glitter and lose the marker horizon. However, a

heavier glitter was found which proved more reliable. The tests analysed half metre square

areas on each of the surfaces at Northwick for sedimentation over the period of 1.5 years. It

was found that silt laminae up to 3mm thick deposited after storms could be traced quite

continuously over the extent of the entire Northwick Surface close to the main channel.

Continuity of the laminae became less toward the back of the surface and was found to be

disrupted close to the cliff line with the Awre Formation due to interaction with the cliff. Silt

laminae were found to be thinner on the Awre Surface and much less continuous. Of three

major silt laminae on the Northwick Surface, only one could he detected on the Awre Surface

and was less than half the thickness of its equivalent on the lower surface. No appreciable

sedimentation could be detected on the high marsh. There was no conclusive proof of grading
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of the silt laminae and overlying clay. Silt accounted for 70% of the sediment accumulated

over the period of investigation. Sedimentation on average was measured at over a centimetre

on the Northwick Surface and less than a centimetre on the Awre Surface during the period of

observation.

In conclusion the small scale experiments at Northwick suggested that sedimentation on

the lower marsh is in excess of the rise in mean sea level and is related to the frequency of

storms and the sediment carried on a storm tide rather than on normal tides. The non-storm

inundation of the marshes does deposit fine sediment of which much is trapped by the

vegetation. No trends in sediment settling and concentrations over the extent of the saltmarsh

could be ascertained as the velocities of inundation were such that sampling was hazardous.

The intermediate marsh is accreting at rates similar to the present estimate of sea level rise

(5mm/year) and the upper marsh at less than the prevailing rise of sea level, although it is

noted that the period of observation is not sufficient to totally justify these statements.

8.5 Erosion of Sediments

Sediment erosion in the Estuary takes place in a variety of locations and by different

methods. This section will describe the erosional processes in brief as a precursor to later

sections on saltmarsh morphology, cliff lines and coastal vulnerability.

8.5.1 Erosion of Alluvial Cliffs.

Alluvial cliffs bound over two thirds of the saitmarshes of the Severn Estuary and can

be in excess of two metres high in places. These cliffs which are in retreat from the main

channel may be reworked in a number of ways, described by Allen (1987) of which the most

common are:

• Toppling of blocks loosened by desiccation cracks and columnar soil joints.

• Spalling of upper material bound by organic material.

• Rotational slips.

• Plane slips.
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Stormy weather is a dominant control in the erosion of the cliff lines and tends to be

greater in the autumn and winter, when larger waves exploit the desiccation cracks formed

during the summer. Waves and currents exploit the cliffs through the scouring of the cliff

bases, undercutting them and through the forcing of compressed air into cracks from breaking

waves. Fallen blocks may be reworked by the currents, but can survive and become sediment

traps. A number of blocks were loosened from a cliff line in the Caldicot Levels during a

spring tide, where it was found that approximate 10% of the clumps survived four consecutive

high tides although they had decreased in volume by about one half and were well rounded.

The surviving clumps had the best developed and most penetrative colonisation by vegetation.

Narbett (1992) found that the cliff faces at Northwick Warth had retreated between 550

and 800mm over a two year period with the greatest erosion occurring at the top and foot of the

cliffs. Allen (1990) suggests that the presence of these cliff lines indicate that the Estuary is

widening at it's high water mark and retreating up the Severn Vale. Modelling studies have

indicated that the tides predicted for the future would reach higher levels than at present, but

more importantly the quantity of flow and current velocities on the flood and early ebb tide

would be up to 1.5 times faster than at present. This would be likely to cause significant

erosion of soft sediment clifflines in the Lower and Middle Estuary. As much of the Middle

Estuary has been reclaimed there is little surviving saltmarsh between the seawalls and the main

channel. In the future the channel will try to erode towards the seawalls to accommodate the

additional flow, threatening the tidal defences. Indeed Gibson (1933) suggested that the

Severn Bore is a sign of instability in the Estuary, and only the areas downstream of where the

bore appears have adjusted to the tide and are stable.

8.5.2 Surface erosion.

Surface erosion is relatively minor in most areas due to the binding of the surface by

vegetation. However, the turbid currents which can cross a saltmarsh surface during

inundation can exploit desiccated features. Desiccation can form polygonal mudcracks and

often mudflakes where the silty layers dry out and are easier to remove. Drainage water

entering tidal pills may reach velocities which can cause scour and erosion in these features.
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8.5.3 Mudflat Erosion.

Mudflat erodability is reduced by biotic stahilisation of the surface. Narbett (1992)

found that the mudflats adjacent to Northwick Warth were eroding at a minor rate, although

they can be plainly seen to be accreting in some areas adjacent to clifflines where there are

either considerable amount of debris strewn against the cliff upon which the mud is draped, or

where marsh grasses have colonised the mudflats.

8.6 Saltmarsh Morphology and Tidal Influences.

The shape of saitmarshes in the Severn Estuary fall within a continuous series bounded

by two end member geometries which are termed a 'dynamic marsh? and an 'accreting marsh'

for the purpose of this study.

8.6.1 Accreting Marshes.

Accreting marshes are so described as they are actively accreting without any signs of

major erosional processes. These marshes have a characteristic shape with little or no neap tide

cliffline. The marshes rise up smoothly as a wide levee from the mudflats at their toes, with

the cessation of vegetation being the only significant óifference 'oet'een t'ne 'co, me'tmes

marked by a very small cliff. Buried clifflines are almost non-apparent in these saltmarshes,

are non-erosional and vegetated. Drainage of the flood waters on these marshes is by a series

of narrow rills at the drainage apron which are aligned at right angles with the shoreline and

deepen and open towards the coast. The rills have been described by Allen (1987) as being

eroded ridges and furrows formed by the action of waves and coarse debris cutting into the

drainage channels from the marsh levee. When observing the marsh drain it is clear that

substantial velocities can be generated in these tills and the dominant erosion may be related to

this flow rather than wave action.
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8.6.2 Dynamic Marshes.

It is tempting to describe the dynamic marshes as erosive as they are bounded by a

steep erosional cliffline, however, there may still be net accretion on the saltmarsh surfaces.

These marshes show the classic stepped morphology described earlier, with internal clifflines

which may be erosional if the tide reaches a suitable height on the marsh, produces sufficient

velocities and are not well colonised by vegetation. Drainage from these marshes tends to be

via tidal pills which may form near linear features such as those seen on accreting marshes, or

be long meandering channels, especially in wider floodplains. The gradient of the individual

surfaces in a dynamic marsh generally tend to be less than those on accreting marshes and can

actually slope away from the wet margin of the saltmarsh. This grading away from the Estuary

margin may be due to the formation of recent levees or eroding back though the bank of an

older levee.

8.6.3 Saltmarsh Geometries in the Lower Severn Estuary.

The location of twelve saltmarsh localities around the Estuary are indicated on Figure

8.3 and the profiles of the saltmarshes on Figure 8.4. The former figure illustrates the

dominant tidal flows which occur on the flood and ebb. These currents are responsible for the

location of the soft sediment clifflines. The saltmarsh profiles form a continuous sequence

between the end member saltmarsh types and are describe in terms of their position in the

Estuary. These areas can he described ic terms of the ôorninant esir

occurring (Table 8.4).
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Area	 Erosional processes

South of Sudhrook	 Very minor flood erosion

North of Sudbrook	 Considerable erosion from flood tide

South of Severn Beach 	 Very minor ebb & flood erosion

North of Severn Beach	 Considerable erosion from ebb tide

North of Aust	 Considerable erosion from flood tide

Table 8.4 Areas of tidal erosion of saltmarshes
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South of Sudbrook.

The unstepped ("accreting") sahmarsh iflustrated in profile 1 is in an area where the

coast is protected by the recent deposits of the Bedwin Sands and the Black Bedwins. Here the

wide expanse of the Bedwin Sands and their elevation close to high water spring means that

current and wave attack is minimal (Hawkins, Narbett and Taylor, 1994). Profile 2 is on the

same part of the coast but nearer to the headland at Sudbrook. This profile shows a small

erosional cliffline cut by deep narrow rills. The rills have some shelly debris within them

which appear to have been transported and deposited within the relative shelter of them.

However, shelly lenses within the prOfile cut by the rills, appear to show past colonisation in

low energy conditions. This marsh is affected slightly by the currents of the late flood tide

which is partly diverted around the Gruggy, explaining the small erosional cliff line.

North of Sudbrook.

Profile 3 shows no significant erosional features other than a vegetated, presently non-

erosional cliffline about O.3m high, which shows many embayments within the marsh. The

marsh grades towards the mudflat with no distinct cliff line. The profile appears to be

protected from the flood tide by Lady Bench. Profile 4 is Immediatey north of the \ine of the

Shoots/Black Rock channel where the tide is restricted between the rocky outcrops of the

English Stones and the Gruggy. The flood waters pass up through the Shoots, skirt Lady

Bench, before being diverted either side of the Charston Sands onto the coast. This profile

shows three distinct cliffs which seawards measure 0.5, 1.2 and O.6m. The upper c))Y1 'is

generally vegetated but is starting to show signs of erosion, while the lower cliffs are eroding

at present. Profile 5 shows an indistinct middle cliff and the upper and lower cliffs which are

actively eroding. There has been erosion of the seawall between profiles 4 and 5 where there is

less protection from the saltmarsh. Profile 6, north of St Pierre Pill is in an area where the

coast has retreated to within SOm of the outcropping Triassic bedrock and has a single, 1.5m

high erosive cliff. There have been emergency remedial works to protect the seawall and the

alluvial cliff line through the emplacement of large stone boulders in front of them to prevent

erosion. However, it seems that close to this profile there is still some major erosion which
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may threaten the railway line present behind the seawall. Profile 7 shows two closely

separated clifflines. The coastal cliff appears to have retreated almost to the buried one.

However, the large coastal cliff measured to be 0.9m high diminishes northwards as the flood

tide diverts round the Beachley Peninsula and so there are slower and more oblique currents

running along the coast causing less erosion. Erosional effects have abated to an extent that the

mudflats have been partially colonised by vegetation and appear to be building up.

South of Severn Beach.

The east coast of the Severn south of Severn Beach has been modified by developments

on the Severnside Levels, however, profile 9 illustrates that the marsh is essentially accreting.

There is a sign of an older cliffline although this is now heavily vegetated.

North of Severn Beach.

Profiles 9 to 11 in this area show three clifflines at different distances from the tidal

embankment. Profile 10 shows a coastal cliff over 2m in height above the mudflats. Studies

have indicated that the marshes in this area are accreting rapidly although erosional effects are

obvious too.

North of Aust.

Profile 12 again shows three erosional cliff lines. The lower surface here is effectively

unvegetated in winter although there is evidence of spartina roots and stems. This marsh

highlights the sensitivity of the coastal environment to small climatic changes, as in summer

when energy conditions are slightly less the marsh is colonised by spartina.

8.6.4 Model of Accretion at Northwick Warth.

The depositional history of Northwick Warth over the last two millennia has been

proposed in a model by Narbett (1992) and is summarised and modified as follows:
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Prior to the mediaeval reclamation of the area just south of Aust a wide expanse of alluvial

lowland was open to tidal inundation. The saltmarsh near to the Estuary margin was

probably creek-like with numerous channels flanked by elevated areas of vegetation.

Much of the alluvial plain was reclaimed in mediaeval times, leaving a narrow strip of

marshland which has continued to accrete. Land behind the seawall will have remained

essentially unaltered since its reclamation.

Accretion of O.75m of sediment has since occurred outside the seawall, initially at a fast

rate, partially because of the restricted area, but then slowing as the marsh approached a

mature equilibrium height in the tidal frame. Allen (1987) labelled this terrace, now the

high marsh, the Rumney Formation.

The face of the Rumney marsh underwent erosion at its boundary with the mudflats,

forming a steep cliff, likely to he to a similar height as today's cliffline. This cliff was

subsequently buried to leave a small remnant scar. The new vegetated saltmarsh level

(intermediate marsh) was labelled the Awre Formation by Allen & Rae (1987). The new

marsh level protected the cliffline behind where erosional processes waned.

The intermediate marsh appears to have grown at a much faster rate than the Rumney

Surface as it started low down in the tidal frame, undergoing juvenile growth in excess of

the prevailing trends in sea level. Narhett (1992) identified that much of its formation was

after the Industrial Revolution, based on heavy metal concentrations. Higher organic

contents suggest that the marsh was well vegetated from its inception. This is not to say

that the early buried deposits of the Rumney Formation did not grow at the same rapid rate

as the Awre Formation.

The face of the intermediate marsh was also eroded as another vegetated marsh grew in

front. This marsh surface is called the Northwick Surface by Allen and is nominally dated

by him as beginning to accrete toward the start of the century, although it may be as late as

1950. This marsh has similarly undergone erosion forming the present day cliff at the

Estuary margin.

There is an erosional scour at the foot of the cliff bounding the mudflats, which abuts a

narrow zone of poorly vegetated mudflat which appears to be accreting, partially through

the reworking of fallen blocks from the saltmarsh.
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It can be seen in the south of Northwick Warth that the buried cliffline between the

upper and intermediate marshes is still undergoing considerable erosion, while elsewhere it is

colonised by patchy vegetation and less or non-erosive. This is because the Northwick (lower

marsh) surface is lower in the south of the warth. Aerial photographs indicate that this area in

the south was a small embayment in 1952 just before the onset of accretion of the Northwick

Surface. The surface here therefore has had less time to grow and hence is lower. It appears

that the embayment was due to current influence, because the shapes of the two buried cliffs

are both are embayed, it is only the most recent deposition which is not embayed. Therefore if

any residual trends in the currents still occur, raised velocities may reduce the rate of accretion

at this point, possibly explaining the lower level of the Northwick Surface here. The highest

cliff on Northwick Warth is in the centre of the exposure and is over 2m high (see profile 10 in

Figure 8.4) which is clearly eroding at the greatest rate (400mm/year) along this coast due to

the diversion of the ebb tide by the rock promontory at Beachley.

8.6.5 Origin of Cliffs.

The cliffs which can be seen in the modem day environment are clearly being eroded by

the predominant tidal currents. South of the study area illustrated in Figure 8.3 on the west

banks of the Estuary the main flood tide is bifurcated by the sand bands of the Middle

Grounds. A significant portion of the tide passes northwards toward the mouth of the River

Usk and the adjacent mudflats through the channel of the Newport Deep. It is this current,

which has caused significant erosion of the sediments (up to 5m) that is causing the exposure

of the submerged forest and peats near the level of Ordnance Datum. Within the study area

north of Sudbrook, the flood tide is diverted by the rock outcrops and shoals of the Gruggy,

Lady Bench and Charston Sands to the west and the English Stones to the east concentrating

the flow through the Shoots. Current velocities within the Shoots can reach 6 to 8 knots at low

water and even though velocities are significantly less against the coastline further north, the

flood is clearly eroding the coast back towards the seawall when the dominant current hits the

coast at an incident angle. The flood tide is deflected further north by the Beachley Peninsula

towards the coast north of Aust on the east side of the Estuary to cause more flood dominated
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cliff erosion. A well formed tidal cliff is also developed on the east banks of the Estuary

between Severn Beach and Aust. Here the cliffs have been formed by the erosional effects of

the Ebb flow which is diverted to the south-east by the Beachley Peninsula onto the coast.

The existing cliffs are concluded to be forming when there is a significant current

striking the coast at an incident angle. Non-erosional coasts are either protected or the current

is running in a more parallel manner to the coast and causing less erosion. The buried cliffs are

in similar positions to the present day ones, so it is concluded that in general the tidal effects

causing the present day erosion were similar in the past when the older cliffs formed.

Naturally any of the clifflines could have eroded backwards to destroy the previous ones,

hence not all of Allen's geomorphic surfaces are present on the dynamic marshes. The heights

of the cliffs would have been defined by the potency of the erosional forces primarily, but

would have also depended on the height of the old marshes and the position to which the

erosion had backed into the pre-existing levee.

The accreting, non erosional mudflats are marked by a distinctly different morphology

to the stepped dynamic marshes and show little or no sign of clifflines. The presence of buried

clifflines within these marshes cannot be discounted, with later sediments lain on top to

disguise the old features, possibly forming a ramp. However, it is as likely that the marshes

have also been influenced by a similar tidal regime as today and do not show large erosional

features. Therefore it is proposed that these marshes do not have the same internal features as

the dynamic marshes and represent a layer cake type build up both in height and towards the

wet margin. This cannot he hacked up with field evidence at present.

The cliffs on the saitmarshes must vary with small changes in the tidal regime, such as

diversions of the current through sandbank movements which would move the main position

of erosion. The erosion of these features is important from an engineering point of view as

they highlight the temporary nature of the coast and the vulnerability of the sea defences where

a coastline may be retreating. The cliffs may also separate off-lapping strata which may

differentially settle over the juncture of two units either side of a buried cliff. The cliff line

itself can also he considered a geotechnical weakness in the subsurface. In places these cliffs

may be very difficult to detect, especially in the accreting marshes, where if present they are

no longer visible. It is also noted that the position of the present day buried cliffs on the
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dynamic marshes may not represent the position of the two underlying formations as they may

have eroded back some distance after the protective lower surface had accreted.

There is a problem in assessing why the stepped morphologies of the saltmarshes have

formed, as it appears that there has been a cyclic series of erosion and accretion. Certainly the

fact that there are often two buried cliff lines and an actively eroding cliff in widespread areas

of the system suggests that the overriding control on sedimentation and erosion is a major

estuary-wide effect. Apparently this could only be achieved through a change in the

hydrodynamics of the Estuary or the climate. Hydrodynamic effects would be the wax and

waning of the strength of the erosive current, possibly through small oscillations in the range

of the tides. Climatic effects would control river inflow, although this is very unlikely to

affect the downstream areas according to the model studies. The colonisation of vegetation in

response to the climate is a more realistic factor, where the organics could bind the surface

together to resist erosion. However, it is proposed that the process of erosion and accretion is

a simultaneous effect under the same conditions with time. As a dynamic saltmarsh is eroding

along the wet margin the mudflat in front is accreting to a small amount. Under the right

conditions, for instance the colonisation of a pervasive marsh grass, accretion takes hold,

building up rapidly in front of the present cliff line. As the mudflat builds up to form a juvenile

saltmarsh, it protects the marsh behind, although some erosion, which dies down with time,

of the now being buried cliffline occurs. The new juvenile marsh forms a cliff when it has

reached a height and gradient that can no longer smoothly pass the currents over it and starts to

erode. The cyclicity is simply explained by the height of the accreting strata at the wet margin,

which once it has reached a critical height begins to erode and the process restarts. It is

possible that the erosion processes could he triggered by a single wave event.

8.7 Coastal Vulnerability.

8.7.1 Introduction.

Coastal wetlands will he among the most severely affected ecosystems if sea levels

were to rise. A marsh may maintain its aerial extent or even expand with rising sea level if
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sedimentation can match the apparent rise. Extreme tides have already been discussed in this

thesis. However, it is noted that the occurrence of present day extreme events will become

much more frequent given an increase in sea levels. Coastal engineers in the Netherlands have

concluded that at present a 4m surge has a return period of 250 years, however, if sea level

was to rise by im then the return for this event would be about 1 in 50 years. Dykes in the

Netherlands are designed to the 1 in 10000 years event in the centre of the country where

failure of these defences would be a complete disaster. Were sea levels to rise by im, the

return on the 1/10000 event would be close to 1 in 250 years (Goemans, 1986). Erosion of

coastlines would be expected to increase with the increased volumes of water and velocities

generated. Morphology changes can be assessed by the Bruun Rule (Bruun, 1983) which

predicts that exposed coastal profiles erode to provide new sediment on the channel floor, so

that the channel capacity remains the same throughout the sea level rise, i.e. the bed level rises

at about the same amount as the sea level rise, whilst the channel banks retreat landward. This

effect will be serious in the middle Severn Estuary where the channel is nearly against the

seawalls and has little distance to retreat. As has been mentioned previously it is believed that

the Middle and Upper Estuary are not stable at present and a trying to erode laterally to match

the tidal conditions. This erosion may explain why some of Allen's lithostratigraphic units are

not present upstream as they have been completely removed or were unable to form. Increased

sea levels would increase the extent of saline intrusion threatening urban water supplies. Areas

close to the prevailing sea level or water table may find a salinsation of the groundwater,

especially in drainage ditches, which could threaten the present day ecosystem.

8.7.2 Assessment of Coastal Vulnerability.

A coastal vulnerability index can be calculated from Table 8.5 (Based on Gornitz,

1991) to compare the risk classes of various parts of the Estuary. The assessment is made

based upon the following factors.
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Relief: Higher areas are less inclined to flood, even on extreme tides and are therefore at

less risk. Although it is noted that erosion at the foot of the cliffs may destabilise the

structure. The hazard index therefore decreases from levels close to the tidal frame.

Rock type: The hazard index for the rock type is assessed on the strength and erodability

allowing for discontinuities, etc.

Landforms: The index for landforms depends upon the estimated erodibility of the various

morphologies.

Sea level change: The hazard associated with sea level change is assessed upon the change

in tidal velocities and quantity of flow which can be expected from present with a prevailing

sea level trend. Obviously this also affects the vulnerability of the coastline to inundation.

Shoreline movement reflects the whether the coast is eroding or not. As there are not

sufficient long term observations for this assessment, the presence of an alluvial cliff is

seen to signify a high risk.

Tidal range: This reflects the energy conditions of the Estuary, thus the erosional power

and sediment transportability of the tides.

Rank

Very Low	 Low	 Modemte	 High	 Very High

Variable	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

Relief	 > 20	 10 to 20	 5 to 10	 0 to 5	 < 0
(mAOD) _________ _________ _________ _________ _________

Rock /	 Sandstone	 Volcanic	 Most rocks	 Coarse	 Fine
Sediment______________ _____________ ______________ superficial 	 superfIcial

Morphology	 Rock Cliff	 Medium cliff	 Low cliffs,	 Beaches	 Beaches (sand)
& embaymenLs	 glacial &	 (pebble) &	 &

	

protected	 unprotected	 mudflats

	

_______________ _______________ _______________ saitmarshes 	 saltmarshes _______________

Sea level	 < -1	 -1 to 1	 1 to 2	 2 to 4	 > 4
Change	 (nonnal	 (land sinking)
mm/yr)	 (land rising) _______________	 eustatic)	 _______________ _______________

Shoreline	 > 2	 0 to 2	 0	 -2 to 0	 < -2
movement

(m/yr)	 _______________ _______________	 (stable)	 _______________	 (erosive)

Tidalmnge(m)	 <1	 1-2	 2-4	 4-6	 >6

	

_______________ (inicrotid'il) _______________ (mesotidal) 	 _______________ (macrotidal)

Table 8.5 Assessment of coastal vulnerability.
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The coastal vulnerability index used for this work is calculated using Equation 8.3.

CVI = { ( (ai x a x a3 x a4 x a5 x aó) } 0.5	 ( 8.3 )

Where a = rank of each of the variables.

Fig 8.5 Coastal Vulnerability map, Lower Estuary.

A coastal vulnerability map for the Lower Estuary has been compiled as Figure 8.2.

This figure is, however, a simplified map, but illustrates that the index can be used, and

refined to provide comparative maps of the Severn. The index system can be adapted to
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include wind effects, value of property, etc., and be incorporated onto a GIS data system.

Coastlines with a vulnerability index in excess of 30 are deemed to be in need of review,

vulnerability indexes greater than 20 are likely to be affected noticeably by medium to long term

sea level change. Even with a quantifiable system of analysis of coastal vulnerability it is

unlikely that the system could replace human judgement and the consideration of individual

areas of specific areas of greater interest or importance.

8.8 Seawall Vulnerability.

The vulnerability of seawalls can be classified in a similar manner to the coastal

vulnerability index. A seawall classification scheme proposed for this study is illustrated in

Table 8.6.

Rank	 1	 2	 3	 4
Seawall height	 <100 years tide <100 years tide <100 years tide >100 years +
/waves	 _____________ +0.5m	 +1.Om	 l.Om
Extent of	 <lOm	 10 - 50m	 50 - lOOm	 >lOOm
protective
saltmarsh_________________ ________________ _________________ _________________
Construction of grassed	 grass + rock	 rock wrap	 Rock/concrete +
seawall	 reinforced
_______________ _______________ _______________ _______________ earthworks
Erosion	 seawall eroding erosive cliff in	 small cliffs on	 None appreciable
________________ ________________ front of bank	 saltmarsh

Table 8.6 Assessment of seawall vulnerability index.

Seawall vulnerabilities have been calculated using Equation 8.4.

SVI	 { (ai x a X a3 x a4)} 0.5
	

( 8.4 )

Where SVI = Seawall Vulnerability index a1 = weighting of variable
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It is suggested that the seawall vulnerability index is categorised as follows;

SVI ^ 2	 seawall extremely vulnerable

2 < SVI ^ 4 seawall vulnerable

4 < SVI ^ 6 seawall slightly vulnerable

SVI> 6	 seawall OK.

Seawall vulnerabjlities are shown in Table 8.7, which has accounted for seawall

improvements in the 1990's since the HRS survey. The figures quoted are the average of three

observations along the channel reach. If figures are quoted in brackets, it indicates that there

are areas of poor seawall condition, with an SVI of that value.

The tables show that the seawalls are generally all right in the Lower Estuary especially

on the east side where strategic developments are protected. The quality of the seawalls

decreases upstream in the semi-rural areas of the Middle Estuary, often with vulnerability

indexes lower than 4 close to residential areas.

SECTION	 UPSTREAM LEFT BANK RIGHT BANK WEST BANK EAST BANK
DISTANCE HEIGHT (HRS) HEIGHT (HRS) 	 SVI	 SVI

_____________	 (m)	 (m)	 (m)	 _________ _________

	AVONMOUTH	 0	 9.3	 9.3	 6	 6
SHOOTS	 4588	 9.32	 9.3	 6	 6

	

SUDBROOK	 6963	 10.15	 9	 6 (2)	 4

	

NORTH WICK	 8963	 8.63	 9	 6 (2)	 5

	

AUSTWARTH	 10538	 8.63	 9	 5	 6
BEACHLEY	 1913	 8.63	 9	 6	 6
LFITLETON	 - 3463	 8.74	 9	 6	 6

	

INWARD ROCK	 16726	 8.67	 9	 5	 5

	

NARLWOOD	 18813	 8.78	 9	 5	 6
	WHITEFIOUSE	 21088	 9.89	 9.3	 3	 6(4)

LYDNEY	 23563	 9.46	 8.99	 5	 4
BERKELEY	 25900	 9.86	 9.08	 5	 6

FAIRTIDE ROCKS	 27550	 10.45	 10	 7	 7
	SHARPNESS	 29313	 10.45	 10	 7	 6

WELLHOUSE ROCK	 30313	 10	 10	 6	 6
PURTON	 30809	 10	 10	 6	 7

	

GATCOMBE	 31833	 10.3	 10	 6	 - 5

	

SLIMBRIDGE	 35291	 10.3	 9.86	 7	 5

	

FRAMPTON	 37509	 10.4	 9.78	 3	 3 _____

FRETHERN	 38913	 10.6	 9.53	 4	 4

	

NORTI-IINGTON	 40745	 - 10.09	 9.51	 4	 4

	

BOXGROVE	 41812	 10.21	 9.56	 4	 4
BULLOPILL	 42889	 10.4	 10	 5	 4
NEWNHAM	 43882	 10.4	 10	 6	 4

	

HAWKING PILL	 44843	 - 10.4	 10	 5	 4
ARLINGHAMWARTH	 45855	 - 10.4	 10	 4	 3

PIMLICO SANDS	 46995	 - 10.4	 10	 5	 3
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SECTION	 UPSTREAM LEFT BANK RIGHT BANK WEST BANK EAST BANK
DISTANCE HEIGHT (HRS) HEIGHT (I-IRS)	 SVI	 SVI

_____________	 (m)	 (m)	 (m)	 _________ ________
ARLINGHAM	 47945	 10.4	 9.89	 3	 3

LOWERDUMBALL	 49133	 10.4	 9.71	 4	 4
PRIDING	 50031	 9.61	 9.8	 4	 3

FRAMILODE	 50944	 9.73	 9.73	 3	 3
UPPER DUMBAL	 51968	 9.86	 9.86	 3	 3

NEW INN (EPNEY)	 53035	 9.97	 9.97	 3	 3
LONGNEY	 53758	 10.18	 10.18	 4	 4

BOLLOPOOL	 54920	 10.27	 9.91	 6	 5
CONSTANCE FARM	 55892	 10	 ID	 4	 4

HILL FARM	 57022	 10.06	 10.2	 3	 3
THE FLAT	 58120	 10.1	 10.2	 3	 3

DENNY HILL	 59239	 9.96	 10.35	 5	 5
WEST	 60242	 10.13	 10.09	 5	 5

MINSTERWORTH________ _________ _________ _________ _________
MIDDLE	 61319	 10.04	 10.09	 5	 5

MINSTERWORTH________ _________ _________ _________ _________
EAST	 62407	 10.14	 10.08	 4	 4

MINSTERWORTH_________ __________ _________ __________ _________
WINDMILL HILL	 63326	 10.16	 9.78	 4	 5

ELMORE	 64361	 9.31	 9.7	 2	 4
CORNHAM	 65501	 9.22	 9.66	 2	 3
UPPER REA	 66504	 9.07	 9.92	 2	 3

M1NSTERWORTH	 67560	 9.8	 9.77	 2	 2
HAM_________ __________ __________ __________ __________

MOOR FARM	 68674	 10.2	 9.95	 4	 3
SUD MEADOW	 69693	 10.2	 10.1	 3	 3

Table 8.7 Seawall vulnerahilities.

Seawall vulnerabilities are calculated using the present figures of the 100 years return

wave. However, as new figures encompassing secular changes in sea level, believed to be a

rise of at least 4mmlyear, the walls should be reviewed as it is likely that the 100 years return

event is likely to be a larger tide than the figures quoted in this thesis. Vulnerability analysis of

the coastline and seawalls are simply a yardstick to assess the relevant stability of one part to

another, there are no quantitative figures suggested for what may be unstable and what isn't,

although a guidance for the seawalls has been proposed.

The assessment of seawall vulnerabilities has indicated that with the exception of a few

small areas, the Lower Estuary is just suitable under todays conditions. Seawalls further up

the Estuary are all in need of improvements or review. It is recommended that any such review

is not undertaken to solely consider today's conditions hut potential future conditions and the

management of risk. For instance the modelling has shown that allowing innundation of some
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areas of land may mitigate flooding problems elsewhere in the Severn. New seawalls might be

better employed away from the present positions allowing occasional floods to help the overall

wetlands management. Similarly it appears that the banks on the outside of the bends in

respect to the flood tide are the most vulnerable as they may face 'super-high' levels caused by

momentum effects of the incoming tide in the Middle Estuary particularly. These should be

higher, stronger and closer to the channel than on the opposing side, unless the opposite side

is particularly vulnerable to overtopping during river flood.

8.9 Conclusion.

The morphology, sedimentological and erosional processes on saitmarshes have been

described in this chapter. It is hope that the chapter has conveyed some of the complexities of

saltmarsh growth and the relationship to changes in relative sea level rise which could not be

addresses in the earlier chapters. In particular the sensitivity of the saitmarshes to erosional

forces and how the vulnerability of the coastline can be assessed.
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Plate 2 Alluvial cliffline at Northwick Wharth.

•

Plate 3 Water stored on marsh levee after surge tide, 27 February 1990, Middle Estuary.
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Plate 4 Wave break over seawall at Severn Beach.

___ __.	 --T

Plate 5 Breach of Seawall at Northwick, February 27 1990.
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CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Introduction

The research in this thesis can be divided into a number of phases describing the course

of the study and the conclUsions made. The phases are described in the following sections and

are summarised below:

• Phase 1; Flandrian sea level curves and the development of the Severn Estuary.

• Phase 2; Development and verification of a computer model of the Severn Estuary.

• Phase 3; Modelling results and applications in the Severn Estuary.

• Phase 4; Review of saltmarshes and recent sea level changes in the Severn Estuary.

9.2 Phase 1; Flandrian sea Level Curves and the Development of the Severn

Estuary.

The present day morphology of the Severn Estuary has been moulded during the ice

advances and retreats of the Pleistocene. The Flandrian Transgression which began in earnest

some 10000 years before the present day is responsible for the inundation and infilling of most

of today's Estuary. Overwhelming evidence seems to confirm the sea level curves of

Jelgersma (1969), Hawkins (1971), Shennan (1983) and others, that the sea has risen in the

form of a relatively smooth curve. The transgression began at a fast rate of sea level change,

in the order of 15mm/year initially before slowing about 6000 years ago, to a rate of less than

2mm/yr about 2000 years ago. The widespread distribution of a peat, approximately at

Ordnance Datum seems to mark the separation of the fast rate of sea level change and the

appreciably slower rate thereafter. This period effectively separates two contrasting styles of

sedimentation. An early period of coarser grained sandy material is only really evident in the

Lower Estuary as the transgression had not necessarily reached the Upper Estuary by this time.
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During this period the Estuary would have seen little or no erosion taking place with sediments

being lain at a fast rate from a seawards source. The deposition of finer sediments after 6000

BP is estuary-wide, although coarser sedimentation has occurred upstream near Gloucester

due to the interaction of riverine and estuarine waters. The period of slower sea level rise led to

opportunities for peat bands and even forests to form, which subsequently were buried by

younger alluvium. These organic bands are now exposed in some localities, especially the

Caldicot Levels, in the soft sediment cliffs bounding the Estuary, highlighting the erosion of

what must be considered recent sediments. While there is no conclusive geological or

geotechnical evidence to support oscillatory sea level curves proposed by some workers, the

author suggests the widespread 'Ordnance Datum Peat' may represent a sea level stand, where

the rate of rise temporarily decreased, stopped or even reversed.

The thickness of sediment which may be expected in localities along the Estuary can he

assessed by comparing the buried valley and a suitable sea level curve to produce a simple

model of estuarine development. Such a comparison using Hawkins' (1971) sea level curve

showed that estuarine sedimentation would have begun at Avonmouth in about 7000 BP,

depositing a basal layer of sandy material of about 7m thickness, upon which a similar

thickness of clayey strata would have been deposited. Further upstream, approximately at

Littleton, the transgression would not have been truly represented until some 2000 years later,

with nearly no early sand sedimentation, except for the former buried deeper water channels.

Sedimentation further upstream is complicated by the influence of the Severn River and the

apparent upstream thickening of sediments during the late stage infilling of the valley due to

river interaction (Hawkins and Taylor, 1991).

The relatively recent stratigraphy of the Estuary has been constructed by Allen (1988,

1991) based on human events and a generalised morphological model of the recent sediments.

He has derived rates of sea level change between Roman, Mediaeval, the Industrial

Revolution and present day times which have implied an increase in the rate of sea level rise

over these periods. It is noted that a significant rate of rise is proposed for times since the

Industrial Revolution. This may be attributed to the warming of the atmosphere by man's

activities. The increase in the rate of rise before this period is likely to be due to the
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constriction of the Estuary by reclamations and through method errors in the analysis of later

sediments (Narbett, 1992).

Modern research on the 'Greenhouse Effect' and recent sea level changes does confirm

that the global mean sea level is rising. However, models of the effect of global warming are

only just becoming plausible machines. A recent (1995) meeting of the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change has agreed that a global temperature rise of between 0.6 °C and 0.9

°C has occurred within this Century. Predicted global sea level changes vary from a rate of

less than 1mm/year to in excess of 9mm/year. A best estimate of eustatic sea level change of

4.1mm/year has been suggested by both Clayton (1990) and Warrick and Oerlemans (1990).

The Severn Estuary is subsiding due to post glacial land movements which will exacerbate the

rate of sea level change, confirming the NRA guidance rate of 5mm/year as the best rate as to

assess future sea levels. Such a rate would raise the level of the mean high water spring tide

some 175mm in the Bristol Channel and 240mm at Avonmouth by the year 2030AD. A worst

case prediction of a high spring tide of 9.OmAOD at Sharpness by the year 2100 would mean a

rise in excess of 1.5m from the present would be observed at this port.

The heights of tides in the Severn which have been predicted by the early stages of this

research were found to be of such concern with a view to tidal defence that it was decided that a

more penetrative analysis of them should be carried out using a computer simulation of the

Estuary.

9.3 Phase 2: Development and verification of a computer model of the Severn

Estuary.

The research for the development of the computer model was initiated by an exhaustive

literature search of sources as the field was entirely alien to this author. The solution has been

divided into two discrete chapters on the fluid flow theory and mathematical solution methods

although the two are inextricably linked in the model derivation process. It is often the case

that work on such models are biased toward one of these disciplines and cannot be followed

through fully from the conception to completion of the model. There are many stages in the

development of the model based upon the availability of data, model requirements and
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computing facilities. The starting block of the model derived and all other similar models are

the De St Venant assumptions of unsteady flow. Although he derived his own equations of

flow in a form different to those developed for this work, the two sets of equations are

fundamentally the same, with additional calculations added in this work where required to

account for effects not considered initially by De St Venant.

The process of deriving the best model for the requirements of the work was self

deciding to some extent given the following thought process. It was easy to decided upon a

one dimensional model of the system as there was no justified need for a more complex

simulation, especially as the flow in the Severn can be observed to be very unpredictable in

two and three dimensions. Computing facilities are available in the University to run a

multidimensional model, but not in the Geology Department. Having decided upon the one

dimensional model, the mathematical method of solution had to be decided and applied to the

derived equations of flow. The finite difference and finite element methods of solution were

the most applicable methods of solving the flow equations. The finite different methods were

selected becuase of their simplicity and suitability to develop into a program. Having chosen

to use the finite difference method it was necessaiy to use a solution system which could not

only be applied to the mathematical equations, hut also to the data which was to be input.

Early in the work channel cross sections of some parts of the Severn Estuary were obtained

through the NRA. These sections were unevenly spaced and meant that over one half of the

available finite different schemes could not be used as they required regular spacing for their

rigid computational grid. An explicit difference scheme could not he used either as they require

simultaneous data during the simulation runs which could not he obtained for the problems to

be addressed. The Preissman implicit four point scheme was thus chosen as the applicable

method. This method of solution is quite popular and it was clear early in the research that it

was going to be a viable tool for solution. However, an understanding of the model

capabilities and limitations could not be made without a consideration of alternative methods.

After deciding upon the mathematical solution method the equations of flow have to he

finalised to include all the extra functions it is estimated might affect the results of the

simulation and give the best representation of physical reality in the modelling. The additions

to the simplest set of De St Venant equations included non-uniform velocity distributions in the
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channel, compound conveyance calculations, calculation of flow over weirs, over seawalls

and a branched network of channels. All these additional routines diverge away from the

original assumptions and are in some cases discontinuous functions. The apparent violation of

the De St Venant assumptions adds further approximation errors to the modelled results which

can only be justified by an increase in accuracy of the solution from the additional routines.

The testing process of the model revealed that only the branch, weir and seawall calculations

were justified in their inclusion into the model and the other routines were dismissed.

Once the equations of flow were finalised they required translating into a finite

difference scheme through the process of discretisation, where continuous (differential)

functions can be represented by finite mathematical operations. At this point all models will

tend to diverge in nature to each other as the process has many different, albeit subtle,

versions of discretisation. These solutions can then he tested for their theoretical accuracy and

stability. At this stage the Preissman scheme is implicitly stable in all forms although

functional instabilities may be encountered during the modelling process when abnormal flow

conditions are met. The accuracy of the system has been proved to be of a first order for the

final set up of the model.

The next stage of model development was the translation of the numerical solution to a

computer program. As the complexity of the model and the demand on the operating systems

of the department's computer hardware was unknown at the outset of modelling, the program

was written in FORTRAN as this programming language could be easily transferred to a more

powerful machine if required. The program in its final form takes about seven minutes to run a

simulation on a SUN workstation. The debugging of the program was undertaken on model

runs on a simple set of trapezoidal channel sections which found after initial programming

errors were corrected that the model ran satisfactorily. At this point all computer code and

workings out were checked from the beginning to ensure that no errors had been propagated

through careless writing or programming.

The verification of the model was undertaken on the full model with channel cross

sections derived from the data donated by the NRA, which was a survey of the channel cross

sections by the Hydraulics Research Station in 1975 and from Admiralty Charts of soundings

of the floor of the Severn Estuary. Seawall levels were available from a 1990 HRS publication
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but were reanalysed from an aerial survey of the Estuary .and from field levelling, as were

incomplete HRS channel surveys. The quality of the HRS surveys were also examined by

levelling in the flood plain and were found to be reliable. Verification of the model undertook a

study of the effects of all the variables on the output results to find the sensitivity of the model

to different computational conditions. This stage is the most difficult to convey to someone

who is alien to the workings of the model as it involved a vast number of calculations with a

variety of co-dependant variables. It was at this point that it was found that compound channel

calculations and non-linear velocity distributions could be removed from the calculations as

they had no discernible effect on the model results. It was found that the model was very

sensitive to the selected friction values in the Lower Estuary, which if too small would cause

the model to propagate fatal instabilities.

Once the program was working reliably it was verified and 'tuned' so that it could

represent a broad number of hydrological scenarios, by comparing the output results to known

tidal events in the Severn. It was found that the model could closely simulate a variety of tides

from a neap to extreme surge and flood tides. Low water levels were sometimes

misrepresented because of changes to the channel beds. It was also found that the height of the

modelled seawalls was a major control on the height of the high water calculated on extreme

events and the data provided by the NRA was not sufficient for some of the modelling

requirements. Field levelled data and archive searches corrected the problem. Finally it was

also found that the friction values used for simulation needed to be lower than expected in the

Middle Estuary compared to an earlier analysis of the channel cross Sections (see Appendices 3

and 5). This aspect of modelling was also reflected in previous studies by the HRS and Binnie

and Partners, although it is noted that the model used for this work was closer to what were

believed to be the ideal friction values than the other studies. After the model was verified and

accepted as giving good representable results of the known tidal events, it was used to analyse

tidal occurrences in the third stage of research.
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9.4 Phase 3; Modelling results and applications in the Severn Estuary.

The model was applied to spring and neap tides as predicted by the Admiralty Tide

Tables and showed very close agreement with the published figures. Modelling has shown

that the Lower Estuary is ebb dominated with maximum flow rates of over 100000 m 3/s at

Avonmouth on a spring tide (range 12.3m) and just under half of this (46000 m3fs) on a neap

tide (range 6.5m). Average velocities reach up to 2.7 rn/s at Aust on the ebb flow which is

directed towards the eroding saitmarshes at Northwick Warth. Modelling also shows the

water brought in on the spring tide has not fully discharged downstream of Misterworth before

the onset of the next high water. The modelling shows very clearly how the tide is distorted as

it penetrates the Estuary and how the high water elevation increases upstream for as far as the

tide reaches. Although the quantity of flow reduces rapidly upstream, being around half the

figure at Aust than at Avonmouth on all tides, the maximum velocities in the system are

generated between Beachley (Aust) and Sharpness as the Estuary narrows and has the greatest

tidal ranges. The model also predicts that the Estuary is flood dominant in parts of the Middle

Estuary around Newnham and Epney on a spring or higher tide. This is an important

consideration in assessing the stability of the banks of the Estuary at this position as the flood

current is deflected from the main axis which has formed through ebb and river flow and holds

the opposite bend to the flood dominated sides.

Analysis of the tidal surge on February 26th 1990 confirmed the reliability of the model

in that the modelled times and heights of the tide closely match the observed occurrences. This

tide flooded considerable areas of the Severn Estuary which could be seen in aerial

photographs lent by the NRA. The program identified the positions where the seawalls were

breached almost perfectly. Flow velocities on the 1990 surge were predicted to reach nearly

3m/s at Sharpness on both the ebb and flood flow, while velocities at the shallow sections near

Newnham in the Middle Estuary neared 4m/s on the flood.

Using a simple calculation of the seaward boundary conditions it is predicted that the

mean high water spring tide at Avonmouth will reach 6.9m by 2030AD and would be up to

7.3mAOD by the end of the next century based upon the plausible estimates of sea level rise.

A worse case prediction of a sea level rise at Avonmouth of 1 .4m by 2030AD has been
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proposed using the work of Clayton (1990) and his predictions of global sea level rise

including influences due to the 'greenhouse effect'. Such a spring tide was modelled to flood

the existing tidal defences in the Middle and Upper Estuary. It is proposed from the modelling

studies of these tides that the Middle Estuary would erode considerably with the additional

amount of flood flow which would enter on the tide and the higher velocities generated.

However, because of the simplified seaward boundary conditions derived, the values of

future tides predicted in this thesis should not be considered definitive. To be totally reliable a

much more extensive simulation encorporating modelling of the Bristol Channel and coastal

shelf seas is required.

Historic tidal levels have ben developed using estimates by Allen (1991) of relative sea

level rise although it is believed that his more recent estimates are subject to considerable error.

It is predicted that the spring tidal curve at Avonmouth would have reduced in range with the

high water level being 1.29m lower than the present in AD 150. In order to model these

historic tides in the Severn it was necessary to construct the channel cross sections which

existed at the time, using much of Allen's archaeological research augmented by levelling

surveys and archive searches. It was found that the model predicted that although the high

spring water at Avonmouth would have been 1.29m less than at present, the spring level

would have been up to 1.45m lower than present in other parts of the Estuary. An even greater

discrepancy was encountered when the spring tide was modelled for the period about 1250AD

when high water would have stood a predicted 0.85m lower at Avonmouth but 1.25cm lower

than at present at Minsterworth, 61km upstream of Avonmouth. It was modelled that the

mean spring tide limit was about 65 - 70km upstream of Avonmouth (just below the branch of

the Severn into the East and West Channels) until 1250 AD.

If the high spring tide is considered to be a good datum by which to directly compare

the rate of accretion on a tidal marsh, the model predicts that no appreciable accretion would

be recorded in the period 150 to 1250 AD more than 55km upstream as tidal effects were minor

and that the maximum rate of accretion would be found at about 30km upstream of

Avonmouth. The rate of accretion if measured between 1250 and 1845 AD would be greatest

60km upstream of Avonmouth as the Estuary transgressed into this area and it became more

frequently tidal. Rates of rise would he expected to he 1.5 times greater at this point than
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elsewhere in the Estuary, but still less than 1.5mm/year. The period from 1845 to 1945 also

suggests that the increase in tidal heights is greatest in the Upper Severn Estuary at the model

boundaries, 70 to 75 km upstream of Avonmouth. The rate of change of sea level rise from

1945 to the present appears to be amplified from 4mm/year at Avonmouth to over twice the

amount upstream. These estimates of rise have already been discussed as being potential over

estimates and it is likely that measurements of sea level rise would not reveal these figures on

the mature saltmarshes. The modelling does illustrate how care must be taken when selecting

positions to measure accretion, or substantial errors in the sea level change can be created by

taking measurements on younger marshes at different places along the channel.

The model studies also indicate that the Middle and Upper Estuary marshes bounding

the channel have grown to a higher position in the tidal frame. This is because they are

generally older marshes which have been eroded into by the transgressing estuary. Younger

marshes such as those seen at Northwick have not had chance to form upstream because of the

velocities generated in the channel against the narrow alluvial plain in front of the older high

marshes.

An assessment of the seawalls in the Estuary has indicated that many are below

required design levels in the current tidal regime of the Severn. However, it is accepted that

flooding of the mainly rural land to the south of Gloucester does alleviate potential problems in

the city. It was found that for the Estuary to he entirely contained on the present (NRA) design

level of the 100 years tide, with 0.5m being allowed for wave effects, all the seawalls over

50km upstream of Avonmouth, i.e. from Epney, would require raising by up to 2m. The

highest recorded tide in the Severn occurred on January 30th 1607. This tide with a maximum

height of 9.2mAOD at Avonmouth would flood over a third of the present tidal defences of the

Severn if it were to happen again.

It was found that removal of the existing seawalls close to Arlingham on the first great

bend in the Estuary could reduce flooding both up and downstream of the area. A large scale

operation resetting the seawalls closer to the town and lowering ground levels to 5mAOD from

the present height of between 7 and 8mAOD would cause reductions of between 25 and 50 cm

on the highest astronomical tide in nearly 50km of the Estuary. However, the long term

effects on the sedimentary environment of the Estuary cannot be assessed.
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It is concluded that the present defences of the Severn are barely adequate at present,

even without considering the possibility of additional rises due to global warming. It is

necessary to review the potential problems of inundation from a view of either protecting all or

most of the Levels through a substantial programme of seawall improvements or from a view

of risk management where it may be necessary to abandon some of the reclaimed saltmarshes

to alleviate problems elsewhere. Constant review of the sea levels is required in light of the

research into sea level change. It is accepted that a rise in the order of 4 to 5 mm/year relative

mean sea level is applicable at present to the Severn. However, predictions of up to twice this

value have been made (Clayton, 1990).

9.5 Phase 4: Review of saltmarshes and sea level changes in the Severn

Estuary,

The final stage of this work has brought together the detail of the saltmarshes especially

in the Lower Estuary. Saltmarsh morphology has been described in terms of lithostratigraphic

units described by Allen (1985). This description applies to a number of marshes within the

Estuary which from an overlapping staircase sequence of surfaces lowering to the wet margin

of the Severn. It has been shown in this study that this type of behaviour only occurs when a

flood or ebb current strikes the coast at an incident angle. The diversion of the ebb and flood

flows causes erosion of clifflines on opposing sides of the Estuary hut on the opposite stages

of the tide. It can be seen in sheltered areas that there is no stepped form to the saltmarshes hut

a gentle levee rising from the mudilat. There is no physical evidence that Allen's units exist on

these marshes buried beneath the currently vegetated surface. The surface of these marshes

appears in places to be the extension of the mudflats and may only be distinguished from them

by the appearance of vegetation.

The growth of the saitmarshes has been described from which is can be seen than the

newer marsh terraces close to the main channel have yet to reach maturity and are accreting at a

rate greater than the relative sea level rise. However, as these accrete they are still being

eroded at their toes. It is suggested that the stepped marshes do not reflect fluctuations in the

tidal or climatic regime, but an interaction of the currents with the building up mudflats in front
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of the saitmarshes. As the mudflats mature they can he considered saitmarshes upon

colonisat.ion be vegetation. Still uneroded they reach a critical height at which point toe erosion

begins, whilst the marsh, although retreating builds up on its top surface.

This research has provided an indication of the coastal vulnerability of the Lower

Severn Estuary and a ranking system to derive the values. Although only a qualitative system

and in need of further research, it clearly defines the areas of coast most likely to be eroded or

inundated. A higher resolution study of the Severn using this system or a modification of it

could provide very detailed information about areas of the Severn which are considered

vulnerable to any change in the tidal regime. The research has also categorised the tidal

defences of the Severn in comparison to their likely performance against the 100 years wave.

Many areas of sea defences can be considered extremely vulnerable or vulnerable to inundation

or erosion.

9.6 Recommendations.

The most important requirement for further work in terms of this PhD is to derive more

reliable seaward boundary conditions for tides for which there are no real time data, such as

future spring tides based upon estimates of sea level change. Such boundary conditions can

only be derived though modelling of the Bristol Channel, or even further seawards, so that

the effects of tidal resonance in the Severn can he trudy represented and the output results he

considered reliable. 	 -

The computer model has been written in a form which is not user friendly. The

program could be written in a form where it can he applied to a broad range of situations.

Reprogramming should encompass the following items;

User friendly environment so that the program can he run by inexperienced users.

Restructuring of program to include more variable systems, including floodplain flow.

Addition of relatively simple routines to account for aspects of flow, such as through

bridges, not included in this study.
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Simple bulk sediment transport and salinity balance routines could be easily incorporated

into the program but may require larger machine.

Simulation of tidal heights, velocities and pressure effects on structures, especially

seawalls.

Simulation of effects of proposed Severn Barrage could be applied easily.

The research into the Severn Estuary has revealed that the seawalls and coastline are

vulnerable to the effects of erosion and inundation. It is predicted that both these elements will

get worse with time. As the Severn is very complicated and variable in nature, it is

recommended that the following research could be undertaken to assess the vulnerability of the

Severn.

Review of coastal and seawall vulnerability methods with other studies to produce a

rational system of index classification.

Fine resolution survey of the Estuary flood plains to consider detailed coastal and seawall

vulnerability index distribution.

Implementation of survey onto Geographical Information System (GIS)

Review of seawall heights and assessment of their suitability in light of vulnerability

surveys.

Review of seawall heights in light of potential sea level rises.

Recommend action if required.

Research into the development and changes in the saltmarshes and alluvial plains need

to be a continuous and well recorded process in order that any valuable long term assumptions

can be made. This should include studies of type locations at half yearly intervals at least with

good pictorial records of the changes occurring. As sea level rise remains a contentious issue

and is not fully believed by many people it is necessary to identify as early as possible any

consequences there might be so that adequate long term planning can be made for wetland

management. Specific scientific research on the saitmarshes could include the following.
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Detailed monitoring of inundation times and velocities on saltmarsh surfaces.

Detailed monitoring of sediment deposition on the saitmarshes, including the rate and type

of sediment deposition and variations in the suspended sediment concentrations of flood

waters.

Changes to the sedimentary or erosional regimes through man made influences or natural

transgression of the Severn.

Identification of depth and shape of buried clifflines and their spatial relationship with

visible cliffline scars.

Much clearer comprehension of 'accreting' saltmarsh behaviour and underlying strata,

especially the identification of buried cliffs if present.

The influence of vegetation on the sedimentary processes and erosion resistance of

saltmarshes.

The geotechnical properties of soft clays are being researched by many workers, not

least by SERC funded research on the soft clay test bed site at Bothkennar in Scotland. There

are still many aspects of geotechnical engineering which can be researched in this field. During

this research a number of geotechnical studies were consulted which identified some interesting

points which may be pursued including the following.

Loss on ignition analysis of organic content.

• The use of the moisture condition value (MCV) on determining soft clay suitability for tidal

embankments.

• The formation of the desiccated alluvial crust and methods of permanently increasing its

thickness.

• Strengthening soft clays through lime stabilisation or vibro methods.

• The effects of groundwater changes with sea level.
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NOMENCLATURE USED



Appendix B: Terminology Used.

Nomenclature used in main body of text;

A	 Cross-sectional area (m 2)

a ( k, i, z) Tabulated value of cross-sectional area at section i on branch k, for given

height z, at metre intervals (in programme).

area (k , i , t) Value of cross-sectional area at section i on branch k at time t (in programme).

{A,B,C,D} Set of four points in the Preissman scheme

(A,B,C)	 Reaches about a river branch

B	 Breadth(m).

B	 Breadth of weir (m).

b (k, i , z) Tabulated value of breadth at cross section j on branch k, for given height z, at

metre intervals (in programme).

b	 Breadth of slice i

breadth (i,j,t) Value of breadth at sectionj, on branch k at time t (in programme).

c 1-c7	 Coefficients used to simplify frequantly used calculations.

CR
	

Courant number

C
	

Resistance constant

c	 Wave speed or celerity

E	 Central point in the Preissman scheme

F(1)t
	

Known value of a function (at a position and time)

FH
	 Total hydrostatic pressure force.

FB
	 Force due to breadth change.

FG
	 Total force due to gravity.

FF
	 Friction resistance force.

G
	

Value of an equation

Gd
	 Value of the discrete form of an equation

g
	 Acceleration due to gravity (mis2)

HAT
	

Highest Astronomical Tide
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J

j

K

L

LAT

M

MF

MHWS

MLWS

MHWN

vffWN

vll

MSL

ul

m

niAOD

n

0

PFH

Q

q

qq

R

S

Sf

Water depth (maximum) (m).

Integral term.

End (I th) section of channel reach, an external boundary section.

Sectional position definer.

Final (J th) time level of calculation (end of simulation period).

Time level definer.

Conveyance factor

Lateral inflow / outflow, per unit length of reach.

Lowest Astronomical Tide

Momentum flux at a section.

Net momentum flux.

Mean High Water Spring

Mean Low Water Spring

Mean High Water Neap

Mean Low Water Neap

Mean Level

Mean Sea Level

Mean Tidal Level

Mass.

Metres above Ordnance Datum

Manning roughness value

Truncation error

Hydrostatic pressure force.

Quantity of flow (m 3 s .4).

Coefficient in compatibility equations.

Coefficient in compatibility equations.

Hydrualic radius.

Residual terms not covered by Taylor series expansion.

Channel slope.

Friction slope.



t

T

u or U

UL

V

w

wp

Wetp

x

xdist

z

Zds or us

13

B

-y

alpha

beta

delta

gamma

epsilon

brancha

branch13

branchy

so	 Channel slope.

zM

Time (s).

Period

Depth averaged velocity of flow (mis)

Velocity of lateral inflow or outflow per unit length.

Velocity of flow (mis)

Wetted perimeter

Tabulated value of wetted perimeter at cross section j, for given height z, at

metre intervals (in programme).

Value of wetted perimeter at section j , branch k at time t (in programme).

Distance point.

Distance between sections in metres (in programme).

Elevation of water surface (m).

Elevation of water surfece upstream or downstream of a point

Coefficient in linearisation of recurrence relations

Coefficient in linearisation of recurrence relations

Coefficient of non linear velocity (Boussinesq Coefficient)

Coefficient in linearisation of recurrence relations

Coefficient in linearisation of recurrence relations

Coefficient in linearisation of recurrence relations

Coefficient in linearisation of recurrence relations (in programme)

Coefficient in linearisation of recurrence relations (in programme)

Coefficient in linearisation of recurrence relations (in programme)

Coefficient in linearisation of recurrence relations (in programme)

Coefficient in linearisation of recurrence relations (in programme)

Coefficient in branched river calculations

Coefficient in branched river calculations

Coefficient in branched river calculations

Distance between sections (m).

Change in momentum.



Function of

I	 First derivative of a function

Density.

Weir flow coefficient
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Appendix C, Friction Values, Main Channel

SECTION	 SECTION	 UPSTREAM	 a-cw

______________ NUMBER DISTANCE (m) ___________

AVONMOUTH	 100	 0	 0.02 5

SHOOTS	 101	 4588	 0025

SUDBROOK	 102	 6963	 0.025

NORTHWICK	 103	 8963 - - 0.025

AUSTWHARF	 104	 10538	 0.025

BEACHLEY	 105	 11 91 3	 0.025

LHTLETON	 106	 13463	 0.025

INWARDROCK	 107	 16726	 0.025

NARLWOOD	 108	 18813	 0.025

WHITE HOUSE	 109	 21088	 0.025

LYDNEY	 110	 23563	 0.025

BERKELEY	 111	 25900	 0.025

FAIRTJDEROCKS	 112	 27550	 0.025

SHARPNESS	 113	 29313	 0.025

WELLHOUSE	 114	 30313	 0.025

ROCK________ __________ __________

PURTON	 115	 30809	 0.025

GATCOMBE	 116	 31833	 0.025

SLIMBRIDGE	 117	 35291	 0.025

FRAMPTON	 118	 37509	 0.025

FRETHERN	 119	 38913	 0.025

NORTHINGTON	 120	 40745	 0.025

BOXGROVE	 121	 41812	 0.025

BULLOPIILL	 122	 42889	 0.025

NEWNHAM	 123	 43882 -	 0.025

HAWKTNGPILL	 124	 44843	 0.025

ARLINGHAM	 125	 45855	 0.025

WHARF________ __________ __________

PIMLICO SANDS	 126	 46995	 0.025

ARLINGTON	 127	 47945	 0.025



SECTION	 SECTION	 UPSTREAM
______________ NUMBER	 DISTANCE ___________

LOWERDUMBALL	 128	 49133	 0.025

PRIDING	 129	 50031	 0.025

FRAMILODE	 130	 50944	 0.025

UPPERDUMBAL	 131	 51968	 0.025

NEW INN (EPNEY)	 132	 53035	 0.025

LONGNEY	 133	 53758	 0.025

BOLLOPOOL	 134	 54920	 0.025

CONSTANCE	 135	 55892	 0.025

FARM________ __________ __________

HILLFARM	 136	 57022	 0.025

THEFLAT	 137	 58120	 0.025

DENNYHILL	 138	 59239	 0.025

WEST	 139	 60242	 0.025

MII'ISTERWORTH ________ __________ __________

MIDDLE	 140	 61319	 0.025

MINSTERWORTH ________ __________ __________

EAST	 141	 62407	 0.025

MINSTERWORTH ________ __________ __________

WThIDM]LLHILL	 142	 63326	 0.025

ELMORE	 143	 64361	 0.025

CORNHAM	 144	 65501	 0.025

UPPERREA	 145	 66504	 0.025

M1NSTERWORTH	 146	 67560	 0.025

HAM__________

MOORFARM	 147	 68674	 0.025

SUMEADOW	 148	 69693	 0.025

Manning friction values, after Chow (1959), main channel.
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Appendix C, Friction Values, West Channel

SECTION	 SECTION UPSTREAM	 CHOW

____________ NUMBER DISTANCE (m) __________

PORT HAM	 209	 70504	 0.025

PORT HAM	 208	 70764	 0.025

NORTH________ __________ __________

OVER	 207	 71020	 0.025

ALNEY ISLAND	 206	 71353	 0.025

MAISEMORE HAM	 205	 71670	 0.025

SOUTH________ _________ __________

MAIISEMOREHAM	 204	 71966	 0.025

M[DDLE	 ________ __________ __________

MAISEMORE HAM	 203	 72278	 0.025

NORTH________ _________ __________

MAISEMORE	 202	 72610	 0.025

MATSEMOREWEIR	 201	 72911	 0.025

Manning friction values, after Chow (1959), West channel.
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Appendix C, Friction Values, East Channel

SECTION	 SECTION UPSTREAM	 CHOW

____________ NUMBER DISTANCE (m) __________

SOUTH SUD	 309	 70503	 0.025

MEADOW________ __________ __________

SUD MEADOW	 308	 70957	 0.025

NORTH________ __________ __________

LLANTHONY	 307	 71603	 0.025

MILL__________ ____________ ____________

LLANTHONY	 306	 71221	 0.025

CASTLEMEADS	 305	 71490	 0.025

SOUTH________ _________ _________

GLOUCESTER	 304	 71733	 0.025

DOCKS________ _________ __________

GLOUCESTER	 303	 71897	 0.025

PRISON________ __________ __________

CASTLEMEADS	 302	 72272	 0.025

NORTH________ __________ __________

WESTGATE	 301	 72541	 0.025

BRIDGE________ __________ __________

Manning friction values, after Chow (1959), East Channel.
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APPENDIX D

COMPUTER PROGRAM



University of Bristol
Dept.of Geology
Damian Taylor 1991

Arguments	 nosects - number of sections
xdist - distance between section n and n+1
friction- friction between section n and n+1
snames - section names
mn,mx - minimum and maximum tabulated

elevations for each section
a	 - area of section at given position

and tidal elevation
b	 - breadth of section at given position

and tidal elevation
wp	 - wetted perimeter of section at given

position and tidal elevation
weirht - height of weir at end section
weirb - breadth of weir at end section
weirprob- =true if weir problem is required
z	 - tidal elevation at given position

and time
Q	 - quantity of flow at given position

and time
1	 - lateral inflow at a given position

may be set for position and time)
ul	 - velocity of flow of lateral inflow

at a given position
area	 - area of section at given position

and time
breadth - breadth of section at given position

and time
wetp	 - wetted perimeter of section at given

postion and time
sect	 - section number used in ioops
t	 - time step
n,m	 - section,Lime parameters used in loops
iter	 - iteration number for each time step
convey - conveyance of section at given postion

and time
g	 - acceleration due to gravity
cl-c7	 - variables used in first sweep
alpha	 - variables used in first sweep
-epsilon	 calculated from cl-c5

p-t	 - variables used in first sweep calculated
from alpha - epsilon at a given position

z/Qresid- residuals used in calculation of
convergence

z/Qdumrny- dummy variables used in calculation of
convergence

z/Qtol - tolerance allowed for convergence
htl-3	 - 1-it at section used in interpolation

routine
theta	 - time weighting factor
tinc	 - time step in seconds
tj	 - number of time steps in tidal cycle

declare variables
integer nosects(3) ,weirprob
real xdist(3,O:50) ,friction(3,50) ,zmax(3,50) ,zmin(3,50)
character*8 snames (3, 50)
integer branch
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